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Notes on the text


So as not to overburden the many quotes and references in the text, novels, 
when cited as instances of ‘the collective testimonial text’ of Latvian exile, 
are referred to by one or two keywords from the English translation of the 
title. A list of these keywords and the novel to which they refer is to be 
found in Appendix 1. 

When a novel is referred to as an individual work in its own right, the full 
Latvian title is given with an English translation in parentheses. For easier 
recognition of the title, the English translation follows the original as 
literally and as closely as possible. No attempt has been made to make the 
title ‘sound better in English’. 

For easier recognition by non-Latvian speakers, the English translation is 
repeated at every mention of the novel’s title, except where such repetition 
would be trying for the reader. 

As argued in Chapter 1, the term refugees, alternatively DPs, is used to 
describe Latvians in the process of fleeing from Latvia, and taking up 
temporary residence in Germany or Czechoslovakia. The term émigré refers 
to Latvians who have moved from Germany to another country and started 
to settle there. Latvians in Sweden are referred to as refugees, at first, 
gradually becoming émigrés. Émigrés are referred to as immigrants when 
looked at from the point of view of the earlier residents of the country in 
which they are settling. 

All the above groups – refugees, DPs, and émigrés – are in this work broadly 
referred to as exiles. 

I have adopted the traditional usage of the masculine form (he) as a neuter, 
when referring to an abstract person in exile, rather than the feminine, which 
is at times used today, or the unwieldy he/she or she/he form. 

All translations of quotes from Latvian novels are mine. 

All Latvian proper nouns have been left in the original Latvian spelling. 



Abbreviations used in the text 


DP Displaced person 
DPAC Displaced Person Assembly Camp  
IRO International Refugee Organization 
LE Latvju enciklopƝdija (The Latvian Encyclopedia) 
LE-P Latvju enciklopƝdija. PapildinƗjumi (Addenda to the 

Latvian Encyclopedia) 
LRR Latviešu romƗnu rƗdƯtƗjs (Index of Latvian Novels) 
PCIRO Preparatory Commission for the International 

Refugee Organization 

The characters in the novels often pronounce the acronyms of organizations 
as words in their own right (“Unrra” instead of “U-N-R-R-A”), or even make 
new words out of them (“Dipacs” instead of “D-P-A-C”). In such cases the 
words are written with only an initial capital letter. 
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INTRODUCTION






1  The Mental Topography of Exile 


“Different conceptions of time and space  
are highlighted through migration.  

Every culture organises time and space  
as revealed in landscapes and timescapes,  

architecture and organisation, art and music.”  

(Westin: 39) 

It has been estimated that at the end of the Second World War, 60-70% of 
Latvian writers had fled from the Soviet occupation of Latvia to Western 
Europe and ultimately farther to America and Australia1. Thus after the 
Second World War Latvian literature was divided into two mutually 
unconnected streams – the one in exile and the one that remained in Soviet 
occupied Latvia. 

Of those writers who did not flee, many had been killed, imprisoned, 
deported or had ceased to write, whether because of official bans or because 
of dictates of conscience. Others wrote in secret, without hope of publishing 
their works2. That literature which was allowed to be published in Soviet 
Latvia was subjugated to the dictates of Soviet ideology. This centralized 
policing of ideological purity, Soviet patriotism and anti-nationalism, came 
to be called Zhdanovism3. Only approved party members were allowed to 

1 Ekmanis (112) estimates 60-70%. Johansons (1952: 472) estimates “more than 70 per cent 
of Latvian writers, painters, musicians, and actors”. Daukste-SilasproƧe (2002a: 6) states that 
the Artistic Agency of the Latvian Central Committee (Latviešu centrƗlƗs komitejas MƗkslas 
aƧentǌra) founded in Germany in 1946 had registered 750 Latvian artists, and 174 writers 
and journalists. The three volume anthology of autobiographical essays by Latvian writers in 
exile (Ɯrmanis/Plaudis), published in 1947, has gathered contributions from one hundred 
writers. 
2 KƗrlis ZariƼš, one of the foremost Latvian prose writers who stayed in Latvia after the War, 
was described in a Soviet encyclopedia (LLD – 1965) as “not engaged in literature after 1945 
– retired”, even though he in fact spent the rest of his life radically rewriting two of his best-
known novels, which could only be published much later (in 1975 and 1997). He died in 
1978. Similarly EmƯlija Prǌsa, who had published six novels up till 1940 and who died in 
1950, spent the Soviet years writing a mammoth novel about her native district, which was 
only published in the year 2000. 
3 A decree was passed by the Central Committee of the Communist Party in Moscow which in 
effect signaled a “ ‘heresy hunt’ and laid down the direction that postwar Soviet multinational 
literature was to take for years to come”. “Bourgeois nationalism” and “national narrow-
mindedness” in the non-Russian literatures was to be weeded out and replaced by “Soviet 
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publish their works and only according to concrete ideological guidelines 
and subject to censorship. Literature in Latvia became the domain of 
political functionaries and consequently languished. The literary critic 
Guntis Berelis, summing up the development of Latvian literature until 
1999, bemoans not only the paucity of literature during the early years of 
Soviet occupation, but also the destruction of literary quality engineered by 
the imposition of socialist-realist dogmas: “[S]ocrealism left behind it 
nothing lasting – almost a whole decade filled with texts, which at best can 
be regarded as literary curiosa.” (Berelis: 106) 

Paradoxically then, the centre of gravity of Latvian literature, for at 
least the twenty years immediately following the Second World War, shifted 
out of Latvia and into exile. From the establishment of a Soviet regime in 
Latvia, at least until the literary renaissance in Latvia of the 1960s, when 
authors gradually managed to work their way past Soviet restrictions and 
start the “demolition of the socialist realist canon” (Berelis: 150), the active 
and creative centre of Latvian literature was to be found outside Latvia. 
Although less than 10% of the Latvian nation fled into exile in the West 
(with approximately another 10% deported to Siberia or other parts of the 
Soviet Union), this small minority produced from 1945-1990 more novels 
than were printed in Latvia4. In fact from 1945 till 1966 between nine and 
sixteen novels were published in exile each year, whilst less than five per 
year were published in Latvia during these 21 years. Only from 1967 does 
the number published in Latvia overtake the publication numbers in exile. 

The relative dominance of Latvian literature in exile during these years 
can be attributed to three causes. First, the fact that the vast majority of 
Latvian writers had fled into exile. They formed an active force for the 
continuation of a Latvian literary tradition. Secondly, the tragic loss exiles 
felt at the end of the War motivated them to energetically work towards 
keeping alive and indeed developing the culture which had now been denied 
them. The first years in exile and alienation in a foreign land encouraged 
them to cling to the familiar. Life in the Displaced Persons camps of 
Germany gave them time to realize these ambitions: exile publishing houses, 
newspapers, literary readings, as well as other forms of cultural expression 
began flourishing in the DP camps (and, indeed, continued to do so in other 
countries for 40 odd years). Thirdly, the Soviet policy to which writers in 
Latvia were now subjected purposefully and resolutely retarded the 

patriotism”, with emphasis on a brotherly attitude towards the Russian nation (Ekmanis: 

115ff.).

4 Almost 450 in exile, just over 400 in Latvia. This information is culled from the Index of 

Latvian novels (LRR). It is set out and discussed in more detail in RozƯtis 1999.

It is likely that publishing in general was more extensive in exile than in Latvia. JƝgers


(1990) gives an avowedly incomplete statistic up till 1988 – 6,108 titles published in exile. 
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development of Latvian literature, in the hope of creating a completely new 
‘Soviet literature’ not based on past ‘bourgeois’ tradition5. 

Thus a small fraction of the nation, including most of that nation’s 
writers, found itself uprooted from its home, from a familiar land, society, 
and culture, and cast into exile. The literature produced in exile was 
inevitably influenced by, and reflected the new physical and psychological 
situation of the exiles. 

This is an examination of how Latvian exile literature, in specific Latvian 
novels of exile, depict this new situation, and how the new reality enters into 
literature. The Latvian post Second World War exile presents us with the 
opportunity to examine the body of literature produced by a group of writers 
who, at more or less the same time, are thrown into an entirely new cultural, 
geographic, political, social, and ethical situation. The greater part of a 
culture’s literature was violently displaced into exile. How did it depict this 
changed world? 

The Concept of Exile 

The concept of exile is of interest both sociologically (e.g. with reference to 
refugees, migrants, asylum seekers today) and culturally. Exile is the basis 
for many myths, and quintessential narratives of the European culture. 
Michael Seidel (8) lists a number of these basic European myths:  

“the Tartarian and Luciferian expulsions, the trek east from Eden, the sagas 
of Io and Europa, the flight of Daedalus, the exposure of Oedipus, the voyage 
of the Argonauts, the Exodus, Captivity, and Diaspora of the Jews, the 
wanderings of Odysseus, the displacement of Aeneas, the trials of the 
prodigal son, the medieval and gothic myths of the Wandering Jew, the 
journey of Dante the pilgrim, the outlawry of El Cid, the ‘fugitive’ fable of 
the castaway Robinson Crusoe, the river odyssey of Huck Finn, even the 
intercontinental trauma of Tarzan and the intergalactic adventure of 
Superman”.  

Elsewhere he mentions Dorothy’s adventures in Oz, The Count of Monte 
Cristo, The Tempest, and Anthony and Cleopatra. The novels he examines in 
detail are: Robinson Crusoe, Lord Jim, Heart of Darkness, Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man, Ulysses, A Sentimental Journey, The Ambassadors, 
The American Scene, Ada and Pale Fire. 

One may well continue this list almost indefinitely with other influential 
works of literature such as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Through the 
Looking-Glass, several other of Shakespeare’s plays – notably Richard II, 

5 See Ekmanis for a thorough examination of Soviet policy towards Latvian literature and its 
implementation.  
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but even comedies such as The Comedy of Errors and Twelfth Night – and so 
on. Although one might quibble that several of the abovementioned works 
can hardly be considered to depict forced exile, nevertheless this list does 
impressively make the point that the image of being in a land distant from 
one’s home, whether one is forced by circumstances, or voluntarily leaves or 
flees, is a vitally important one in European culture. 

It is common to expand the concept of exile metaphorically by referring 
to “inner exile”. Seidel in his book describes exile as a metaphor for writing. 
Similarly Paul Tabori refers (31-2) to Dr Joseph Wittlin, “the doyen of 
Polish exile writers” who “has greatly expanded the whole conception of 
exile” by maintaining that  

“any major artist and truly creative mind was a foreigner in his own country – 
[…] by being different, strange, non-conformist, all essential criteria of the 
creative spirit, he has exiled himself from the world of common sense. The 
classic examples were the poètes maudits – the Americans Edgar Allan Poe 
and Hart Crane, the Frenchmen Baudelaire, Verlaine, and Rimbaud. One 
could add Pushkin in Russia, Attila József in Hungary, Kleist and Lenau in 
Germany. And not only poets have been damned but artists, philosophers, 
and religious leaders as well. In our own times the examples of the inner 
exile, of being an outcast within one’s own country, have depressingly 
multiplied.” 

This line of investigation, though fascinating, may at times broaden the 
concept of exile so far as to make it virtually meaningless. Any person in 
disagreement with, unrecognized by, or rejecting the norms of a majority 
may be termed to be in ‘inner exile’. An examination of such a metaphoric 
extension of the concept of exile is beyond the scope of this work. Here the 
focus of investigation is the literature produced in and expressing the quite 
concrete, non-metaphorical exile of Latvians living outside Latvia after the 
Second World War. 

Even disregarding the metaphorical use of the word ‘exile’, a problem of 
terminology still exists. There is a cluster of words carrying similar semantic 
meaning, yet with different nuances of meaning, often varying from one 
speaker to another. Words such as exile, emigrant, immigrant, émigré, 
refugee, Displaced Person, expatriate refer to the person, while exile, 
banishment, displacement, deportation, expatriation refer to the state the 
person finds himself in. Edward Said (181) discusses this, as does Tabori, 
giving an admirably extensive list of all the various possible meanings and 
synonyms, supplementing the above list with further nuances. 

Whilst such a discussion may seem to be mere legalistic hair-splitting, 
nevertheless, it is a discussion often conducted in exile circles, and 
connected to the exile’s definition of his own identity. Tabori quotes (36) the 
Lithuanian exile writer and literary scholar, Rimvydas Šilbajoris: 
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“[T]he problem some exiles are concerned with is one of self-definition. At 
least, my acquaintances in the Lithuanian community worry a lot about it. 
Are they exiles if they took out American citizenship? Are they not then 
emigrants? Are they emigrants if they ran away from the Russians? Are they 
not refugees? Is not an exile one who has been deported against his own will? 
Are not we Lithuanians rather ‘poeticizing’ ourselves with the noble name of 
an exile (echoes of Siberian exiles, etc.) while in actuality we simply ran? 
[....] How shall we sort out among ourselves who is an exile and who is not, 
and suppose we do, will it make any sense, since we are, after all, one 
community now?” 

A further complication, which has made the question of terminology more 
charged, is the Soviet use of semantics to deny or trivialize the state of exile. 
Soviet Latvian propagandists at times used elaborate metaphors to describe 
exile, such as ‘the rubbish dump of history’ (vƝstures mƝslaine), or ‘the 
sunless sunset’ (bezsaules noriets)6. In a more sober vein they used the term 
‘emigration’ (emigrƗcija), to remove any political motivation for the exile, 
and to trivialize it to seem to be a voluntary change of address. More 
neutrally the terms ‘klaida latvieši’ (‘Latvians in dispersion’) and ‘svešatnes 
latvieši’ (‘Latvians in foreign parts’) were coined. The term ‘exile’ (trimda) 
was studiously avoided. 

Paul Tabori, after considering many different aspects of the semantics of 
the word exile and its family of similar words, finally settles (37) on a 
definition: 

“An exile is a person who is compelled to leave his homeland – though the 
forces that send him on his way may be political, economic, or purely 
psychological. It does not make an essential difference whether he is expelled 
by physical force or whether he makes the decision to leave without such an 
immediate pressure.” 

In order to avoid exceedingly fine legalistic hair-splitting, I feel that 
Tabori’s definition is one that can be adopted, at least for the purposes of this 
work. Thus all Latvians, indeed all East and Central Europeans, who found 
themselves outside their homeland were patently displaced as a result of the 
Second World War and the Nazi and Soviet occupations, and are thus here 
referred to as exiles. Within this broad term, however, a distinction shall be 
made between two different phases of exile. During the early years of exile, 
whilst fleeing from Latvia, to Germany, Czechoslovakia, Sweden etc., and 
whilst living in provisional dwellings or camps in any of these countries, the 
exiles may be referred to alternately as refugees or displaced persons 

6 This is the title of a propaganda book the marxist writer Andrejs UpƯts wrote about Latvian 
exile literature in 1967. 
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(DPs). On the other hand, once they have begun to settle in their new 
country of domicile, they may be referred to as émigrés7. When seen from 
the perspective of the established residents of the new country of domicile, 
they may at times be called immigrants. 

The abstract state of exile contains within itself two quintessential 
aspects. First, the exile now finds himself in a foreign country – a new space. 
The old space of his existence is no longer accessible to him because of 
some exertion of force or violence. Second, the flow of his life, as led up to 
the moment of displacement, has been disrupted, and he must start anew8. 
His new state of exile is more or less permanent, or at least is seen in a long 
perspective, as opposed to travel in foreign lands or tourism. In other words 
the exile has to start a new life in a new land. Thus exile may be described 
as: a shift in space and a break in time. 

When referring to “exile Latvians” or “Latvian exile” throughout this 
work, what is meant is those Latvians who, either fleeing or through the 
processes of war, ended up outside the Soviet Union after the Second World 
War. Thus, the sizeable group of Latvians who had been deported to Siberia 
(approximately as many in number as those outside the Soviet Union) are 
not, for the purposes of this work, referred to as Latvian exiles. Neither are 
those Latvians who after the War found themselves elsewhere in Russia or 
other parts of the Soviet Union, or in Eastern bloc countries. Radically 
different forces and circumstances were at work forming the lives of these 
Latvians than was the case with those who settled in the West. Latvians in 
Siberia have produced a great amount of memoir literature9, but Latvians 
elsewhere within the Soviet Union had no opportunity to write and publish 
literature in Latvian, and thus have left no contemporary novels testifying to 
their plight. 

Latvian novels which are set in the early phases of life in exile – both the 
DP phase, as well as the first years as an émigré, settling down in a foreign 

7 Inta GƗle Carpenter (101, n.10) has made clear the distinction between the two phases, 
defining the concept of ‘émigré’ in terms of Latvian exiles: “I have chosen the term emigre 
[sic!] from among other possibilities – immigrant, DP, exile, expatriate, refugee, for it most 
closely incorporates certain characteristics common to the Latvians who eventually come to 
America: their flight from their native land because of political conditions, their continued 
loyalty to the homeland, their conscious decision to emigrate, and their relatively high social 
and economic status in Latvia.” (Carpenter 114, n.10). See also Gǌtmane (4-6), and Ezergailis 
(2-4) for further discussion of the Latvian exile. 
8 Tabori again quotes Dr Joseph Wittlin: “In Spanish, there exists for describing an exile, the 
word destierro, a man deprived of his land. I take the liberty to forge one more definition, 
destiempo, a man who has been deprived of his time. That means, deprived of the time which 
now passes in his country. The time of his exile is different. Or rather, the exile lives in two 
different times simultaneously, in the present and in the past [....]” 
9 “The plight of [exiles in Siberia] is at present best documented in memoir narratives, 
beginning with JƗnis Simsons, whose book Vorkutas gǌstekƼa stƗsts [The Tale of a Prisoner 
of Vorkuta] was published in 1965 in the USA, and at present ending with Melanija Vanaga’s 
Veƺupes krastƗ [On the Shore of the River of Dead Souls], which has recently (1991) appeared 
in RƯga.” (RuƼƧe 1996: 93). 
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country – will be examined here in order to discern their depictions of time 
and space. Thus a mental topography of exile, built around these two axes, 
will be described. 

Time and Space 

Time and space are, as Westin has pointed out (41), “not mere variables on a 
par with other background conditions in the societal and behavioural 
sciences”. In fact they “make up the essential fabric of physical, social, 
cultural, and personal existence. People are embedded in time and space.” 

Immanuel Kant in his Critique of Pure Reason saw time and space as the 
two pure forms of all intuition – that is our perception of the universe and 
ourselves in it. All our capacity for being aware of the world and life is 
formed by these two a priori forms of our sensibility. Whereas “space 
comprehends all things that may appear to us externally” (Kant: 160), “time 
is nothing other than the form of inner sense, i.e., of the intuition of our self 
and our inner state” (163). 

Heidegger gave time an even more central role in human existence, 
maintaining that being itself is time. 

Without delving deeper into the philosophical intricacies of these 
concepts, it should here be pointed out that these two complementary notions 
of an inner being and an outer universe will later be crucial to the description 
of the novels examined. Novels depict characters, human beings living, 
being, existing, or ‘spending their time’ in a world conceived as external. 
Nevertheless it should not be forgotten that just as Kant maintains that “all 
our intuition is nothing but the representation of appearance; that the things 
that we intuit are not in themselves what we intuit them to be”, and that “as 
appearances they cannot exist in themselves, but only in us”, in the same 
way the novels examined in this study are an expression of a perception of 
reality and not necessarily an objective, historical description of that reality. 

In relation to novels depicting the Latvian exile the following descriptions 
of time and space may be useful. Space is the concept by means of which we 
perceive, and in our perception arrange, the world of objects around us. 
Consequently it is a perception of ourselves within that world. Time is the 
concept we use to arrange our internal life through history, development, 
continuity, tradition, culture, and also relationships. 

Mikhail Bakhtin has minted a concept which applies the concepts of time 
and space to literary analysis – to “the intrinsic connectedness of temporal 
and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in literature” (Bakhtin 
1986: 84). Acknowledging his debt to Kant he coined the concept of the 
‘chronotope’, in an attempt “to show the role [time and space play] in the 
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process of concrete artistic cognition (artistic visualization) under conditions 
obtaining in the genre of the novel” (85n.) 

Bakhtin, however, uses the concept of the chronotope in various ways. It 
can be what in another context might be referred to as a ‘theme’, ‘motif’, or 
‘image’ – the chronotopes of the road, the meeting, the family, the threshold. 
At other times it is virtually a broad generic style – the Rabelaisian 
chronotope, the folkloric chronotope, the bucolic-pastoral-idyllic 
chronotope, the adventure chronotope. At other times it is a specific genre 
tied to a specific cultural-historic world view – the chronotope of Greek 
romance, the Roman autobiographies and memoirs, the provincial novel. At 
times it is almost equivalent to a particular setting – the chronotope of the 
miraculous world. At times it is almost a generic plot – “the chronotope of 
one seeking true knowledge”. At yet other times it is tied to specific 
character types – “the rogue, the clown and the fool create around 
themselves their own special little world, their own chronotope”. (Bakhtin 
1986: 84-258). 

Thus the chronotope may be used in order to describe not only specific 
settings in terms of time and place, but also certain aspects of plot, character, 
and world view associated with specific themes and motifs in novels or with 
a specific genre of novel. The image of the world conjured up by the text of 
the novel is a world firmly anchored in a time and space which associates 
with certain preconceived, a priori, conceptions in the reader. 

The basic assumption of this study then is that since exile is a shift in 
space and a break in time, a chronotope of exile may be distinguished in 
novels of exile. To determine this, images of time and space in these novels 
will be examined. It is proposed that such an examination of the authors’ or 

their characters’ relationship to space and time in these novels will reveal 
traits typical of a common exile attitude/mentality. 
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2  Exile Novels against the Background of
 Latvian Literary History 

“The subjective need to produce an account of one’s life, 

to see lives as stories, is a universal human attribute,  


[…] it is particularly strong where these [lives] have been dislocated  

by the sweeping course of world history.  


Social and spatial dislocation demands the plotting of  

an individual life trajectory 


in a way that the illusions of permanence and predictability do not.” 


(Skultans 1998b: 56) 

The Novels as Social/Cultural Testimony 

In this study of Latvian novels of exile it must be stressed that the novels are 
regarded as a social/cultural testimony rather than being evaluated 
according to their literary merits. All exile novels depicting exile life are 
seen as a body of texts referring to a common reality. This is an examination 
of the picture given of this common reality, not an examination of the reality 
itself. Reference to historical data will be made only insofar as it helps to 
understand the text, not to test the correspondence of texts to ‘historical 
reality’. This is thus a ‘history of how Latvian refugees perceived their 
plight’, not necessarily a history of their plight. 

That there was a deep-felt desire to document the extraordinary reality the 
exiles had been witness to is evidenced by the large mass of not only novels, 
but also autobiographies and memoirs, produced in exile10. 

Further testimony to this impulse to preserve a record of the unique 
historical processes exile Latvians had been witness to can be found in the 

10 At least two publicists, Spodris Klauverts and Zigurds BƗrda, have noted this phenomenon: 
“The genre of memoirs in our literature was relatively not very popular until the mid 
50s….The number of memoir books has grown especially in exile.”(Klauverts 1980: 51-2). 
“It would probably not be an exaggeration to say that we have even developed a new branch 
of writing – memoir literature.” (BƗrda: 63) This phenomenon can be compared to the flood 
of life-narratives published in Latvia, once the gag of Soviet repression had been removed. 
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subtitles of many novels written in exile, or their descriptions by reviewers 
in the exile press. Some examples are:  

a documentary memoir novel  
a documentary tale  
a novel which may be called documentary 
a documentary book  
a reportage novel 
a memoir novel  
an eyewitness’ memoirs of 1944-45  
the first part of my life’s novel  
the course of a life 
a novel about my own life  
a self-portrait novel 
an autobiographical novel 
autobiographic motifs  
partly autobiographic 
etc. 

Thus Latvian novels depicting the early years of exile are here treated as a 
community’s perception of itself in the recent past. JƗnis Biþolis has 
expressed this succinctly: 

“Exile literature itself is [...] an historical source with documentary 
significance. Thus once more the fact of exile literature going hand in hand 
with life itself is underlined. [….] Exile literature is a documentary record of 
exile, expressing the experiences and thoughts of Latvians in exile.” (Biþolis: 
131) 

The Novels as a Collective Text 

In the examination of Latvian novels of exile that follows, a basic attitude 
has been assumed towards the works discussed. Not only are they examined 
as a social testimony, they are also regarded not so much as individual 
works, but rather as a collective text, created by a social group that shares a 
common recent experience of fleeing from war and oppression in its 
homeland and has been forced to settle in exile. Individual works, and 
variations in their descriptions of the common experience, are regarded 
rather as nuances of viewpoint than contradictions. In fact the mass of novels 
exhibits a remarkable similarity in plot, description, and even form, 
justifying the view of them as a collective text depicting a common 
experience. 
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The Latvians who fled were a diverse cross-section of Latvian society 
(labourers, farmers, academics, professionals, politicians, clerks, traders, 
shopkeepers, craftsmen, conscripted or professional soldiers, various kinds 
of artists, schoolchildren, housewives). Nevertheless, they are united by 
having experienced a common trauma: the occupation and destruction of 
their state; the violence of two occupations – deportation, imprisonment, 
murder, personal betrayal, surveillance by the occupation authorities; 
enforced ideology – Communism and Nazism – through propaganda, 
censorship, perverted education in schools; the fear and violence of war; the 
strain and uncertainty of flight to unknown lands; separation from family 
members and friends – through death, deportation, imprisonment, 
conscription, flight. Fear and uncertainty are the main elements in this 
traumatic state – fear for one’s own safety induced by the tangible threats 
and witnessed violence all around, uncertainty as to what will happen next, 
and as to the fate of family and friends. These were common experiences 
uniting the whole group of exiles. 

Thus the authors of these novels, and the experiences depicted in their 
works, are not exceptional in any way. JƗnis Biþolis points this out in 1954: 

“The writer left his homeland just like anyone else. Even his further progress 
through life was the same as for the rest of that part of the nation destined for 
exile. No exceptions, no privileges. The same boat on the way to Sweden, the 
ships to Germany overladen with possessions and refugees, the same 
soldier’s boots for the writer who found himself in the army ranks. War – 
bringing with it hunger, destruction, the fraying of life – affected everyone. 
Everyone was forced to experience a refugee’s fear, poverty, inferior status, 
loss of familiar employment.” (132) 

Thus it can be assumed that the authors’ depictions are representative of 
the experiences of the whole group of exiles. 

Most of the novels examined here are written in the third person, thus 
they may be regarded as “autobiographical fiction”. Whereas Philippe 
Lejeune states that in such literature “the reader is invited to an ambiguous 
reading” (32), this is only true in regard to the relation of the events depicted 
in the novel to the actual life events of the writer himself. The authors of 
these novels, by choosing to write in the third person, seem in fact to be 
saying that it is not their individual lives and experiences that are important, 
but rather the reality of the whole situation being depicted. 

Reference to authors’ biographies, consequently, is made only to the 
extent that it is determined that each author is in these texts depicting a 
general reality he himself has experienced, and is not inventing a fictive 
account of an unknown reality. Thus it has been determined that all who 
depict DP camps in these novels have actually spent some time in DP camps, 
all who depict Sweden, fled Latvia via Sweden, all who depict Australia, did 
in actual fact emigrate to Australia and so on. No further attempt has been 
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made to delve into the details of an author’s biography to determine, for 
instance, how much autobiographical material has been used in the novels, 
or which details in the texts are ‘historically true’. 

All texts were considered as equally valuable for the information they 
contain, regardless of whether they were written by someone who had 
written nothing else, or by a well-known author who has produced numerous 
other novels. Each novel contains information which helps cast light on 
different aspects of Latvian refugee and early exile life, or at least the exile 
community’s own mental truth of these circumstances and events. 

Further, these novels are texts produced by a community which, 
paradoxically, although scattered over twenty odd countries and five 
continents, is remarkably unified. The main books and periodicals published 
in one country were readily available to Latvians in other countries of exile. 
Latvian literary magazines and writers’ associations united writers in all 
countries. Cultural festivals, which were attended by Latvians from all parts 
of the world, invariably included public literature readings, and writers’ 
congresses were regularly organized, at first within Europe, North America 
and Australia, but later became more global. It is justifiable to view the 
Latvian exile as a unified cultural unit. 

Perhaps in contrast to the exile cultures of other nations, Latvian exile 
writers wrote first and foremost for their fellow exiles, not for readers in the 
homeland – this being a political impossibility. Thus a writer’s work 
depicting events from recent history was read by others who had experienced 
similar events. One can consequently assume that a high degree of 
authenticity, at least in the perception of the writer’s peers, is guaranteed in 
these texts. For this reason the texts may be seen to be representative of a 
common exile perception of the world. 

Changing Models of Time and Space in Latvian 
Literature 

The novels produced by the Latvian writers who fled into exile were 
simultaneously a continuation of a Latvian literary tradition and a new 
turning point in Latvian literature. The writers, at least at first, continued to 
write in the forms, styles and traditions they had grown up with, yet at the 
same time they found themselves in a new foreign reality. This inevitably 
affected the style of writing – a new reality demanded new approaches. The 
exile writer also came into close contact with the styles and forms of writing 
prevalent in other lands, as well as with new ideas and philosophies that 
gained momentum in the Western World after the War. The writers who 
remained in Latvia were effectively kept from these influences by Soviet 
ideological isolationism. 
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Throughout its development Latvian literature has been closely tied to the 
social and political realities in which it was created. In this sense exile 
literature is no exception. 

Latvian literature is very young. From its first major blossoming, in the 
National Awakening movement of the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
literature was a key social force. The development of the Latvian novel is 
closely connected with the growth of Latvians’ awareness of their own 
identity, their own social and historic reality – thus of the environment they 
occupy and the times they live in.  

The year 1879 can be seen as a watershed not only in Latvian literature 
but in Latvians’ awareness of themselves. It may be argued that this year 
marks the beginning of modern Latvian literature. It is in this year that two 
novels, MƝrnieku laiki (The Time of the Land Surveyors) by the brothers 
Reinis and MatƯss KaudzƯte, and SadzƯves viƺƼi (The Waves of Social life) by 
Juris MƗters, were published. These novels, especially MƝrnieku laiki, are 
traditionally considered to be the first Latvian novels. They are in fact the 
first novels to describe a recognizable and feasible Latvian reality, as 
contrasted, for example, to the ‘localizations’ of German literature which 
described a fantastic, sensational, exotic or foreign milieu11. The modern 
Latvian literary tradition began with realism – texts in language which was 
familiar to the readers about situations, characters and milieux which were 
familiar. 

All the violent social and political shifts and upheavals since then have 
been directly or indirectly reflected in Latvian novels: the Revolution of 
1905; the First World War, and the Wars of Independence (1918-20); the 
establishment of the independent Latvian State in 1918; the coup d’état of 
1934 and the following authoritarian régime; the beginnings of the Second 
World War and the Soviet and Nazi occupations. 

Before beginning a detailed analysis of the world view depicted in 
postwar exile novels, a simplified and broad overview of models of time and 
space in Latvian novels up till the Second World War is in place here. This 
overview is necessarily sketchy, its purpose being just to give a background, 
and not being based on a detailed study as the later chapters on novels of 
exile are. 

The beginnings of the Latvian novel are rural. The critic Guntis Berelis, 
discussing MƝrnieku laiki (The Time of the Land Surveyors, 1879) and other 
prose works from the second half of the nineteenth century, describes this 
rural space as follows: 

11 Some examples of these forerunners, whose titles speak for themselves: B.A.Bleihs’ 
KapsƝtas Urzula jeb Uz tumšƗm tekƗm (Graveyard Ursula or On Dark Paths, 1877), 
A.Šternbergs’ CƯnƯšanƗs uz dzƯvƯbu un nƗvi jeb Belgradas roze (A fight for Life and Death, or 
The Rose of Belgrade, 1876), G.BrƯls’ VenƝcijas asinsnakts jeb galƝru vergs Marino 
Marinelli (Night of Blood in Venice, or Galley Slave Marino Marinelli) (GudriƷe: 150). 
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“There is virtually no movement in space. The small, ‘inner’ world is at the 
same time the whole world […]; all social layers and psychological types are 
represented in it; tragedy, comedy, and even farce are played out in it […]. Of 
course, somewhere there is also the ‘outer’ world – there is the metropolis, 
where the mighty of this world dwell and where the fate of the ‘inner’ world 
is decided, but it is so far away and is so foreign, that the characters of the 
novel take no notice of it. From the ‘outer’ world there come isolated, quite 
grotesquely transformed echoes and legends […], most important of all, 
thence comes everything that is ‘foreign’, the surveyors and swindlers, who 
shake up and deform the order of the ‘inner’ world, thus shaping the plot.” 
(Berelis: 28-9) 

This closed, static space of the rural community, far from the centres of 
power, bounded by “the square formed by the peasant’s homestead, the local 
inn, the manor-house, and the church” (Berelis: 28), is the space from which 
Latvian literature developed. 

Gradually this space is opened up by the theme of travel, both external 
and internal, e.g. in PƝrƺu zvejnieks (The Pearl Fisher, 1895) by JƗnis Poruks. 

Whilst time in the closed, rural space is the cyclical, eternal time of rural 
life and of nature, already the future is making itself felt. At the end of the 
nineteenth century, the young rural intelligentsia was gravitating towards the 
city – RƯga. This shift was to start to appear in novels around the turn of the 
century.  

A multifarious and vital Latvian literature, together with all other facets of 
cultural and social life, blossomed during the inter-war years of national 
independence. Various new genres, styles and topics come into Latvian 
literature. Criminal themes12, non-realist novels13, novels about women’s role 
in society appear14. Yet other novels delved into Latvian history helping to 
form a historically based Latvian self-image15. Novels of social criticism as 
well as various forms of novelistic experimentation abound.  

At least two social realities were reflected in Latvian literature in the early 
twentieth century. Whereas novels of rural life continued to be written, the 
burgeoning cultural metropolis of contemporary RƯga is also firmly 
established as a setting for many novels16. 

12 E.g. Andrievs Niedra’s Kad mƝness dilst (When the Moon Wanes, 1902) and SikspƗrnis

(The Bat, 1905), and KƗrlis ZariƼš’ DƗrza mƗja (The House in the Garden, 1930), DzƯvƯba un 

trƯs nƗves (A Life and Three Deaths, 1921), and VainƯgais (The Guilty Man, 1940).  

13 E.g. the symbolist Haralds Eldgasts’ novel ZvaigžƼotƗs naktis (Starry Nights, 1905). 

14 Notably the writings of EmƯlija Prǌsa and Ivanda Kaija. 

15 Notably the historical novels of Aleksandrs GrƯns.

16 With the novels of, among others, Andrejs UpƯts, PƗvils RozƯtis, KƗrlis ZariƼš, J.V.Gregri, 

and especially JƗnis Veselis’ novel Dienas krusts (The Cross of the Day, 1931). Anšlavs 

EglƯtis, (a representative of that generation of writers who were born in RƯga, and not in the 

countryside) refined the urban novel with his LƯgavu mednieki (Bride Hunters, 1939) and 

Homo Novus (1943).
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The rural ideal reached its culmination in 1933 with the publication of 
Edvarts Virza’s StraumƝni. VecƗ Zemgales mƗja gada gaitƗs. (StraumƝni. 
The Old Farmstead of Zemgale During the Course of the Year), a kind of 
lyrical novel and one of the cornerstones of Latvian literature between the 
Wars. Following the course of the four seasons it describes in realistic detail 
daily life on an eternal farmstead, managing to place this realism in the 
lyrical, mythical, cyclical, idyllic, timeless time of nature and human life. It 
is a unique presentation of the lyrical world of Latvian folksongs in the 
modern form of the novel and struck a popular chord in society as a paean to 
an ideal. 

Parallel to this is the awareness of rural life as stifling and claustrophobic, 
demonstrated in JƗnis JaunsudrabiƼš’ trilogy Aija (1911), Atbalss (An Echo, 
1920), Ziema (Winter, 1925). This remarkable trilogy chronicles the 
degeneration of the rural ideal. The first novel exudes an atmosphere of 
healthy, robust country life. In the third novel, the young lovers have pulled 
each other down into the squalor of poverty, alcoholism, infidelity and 
physical violence. The open air and expanses of fields and forests of the first 
book have now been reduced to the claustrophobic confines of a snowed-in, 
ramshackle hut in mid-winter. JaunsudrabiƼš identifies life time, the span of 
a man’s life, with rural space – both are existentially stifling. 

The city, just like the earlier rural world, is a closed, self-contained space, 
fenced off from the outside. There is little sense of the broader world. When 
the wide world outside Latvia does appear, it is distant and inscrutable, just 
as the metropolis was for the rural folk of MƝrnieku laiki. Just as the 
swindlers in that novel could succeed in duping the rural folk because they 
came from without, from the mysterious centre of power, so also the 
confidence man in the satirical novel Latvijas Karalis (The King of Latvia, 
written by J.V. GregrƯ17 in 1928) manages to lay the financial and political 
world of Latvia at his feet, because he has arrived on an ocean liner from 
America. Power and authority come from the outer world. 

Only a handful of pre-war Latvian novels is set in foreign countries18. 
Only two or three of these can be said to in some way explore the theme of 
the emigrant or expatriate. One can hardly at this time speak of an 
established chronotope of exile, emigration or foreign lands. 

17 A pseudonym for Valdis GrƝviƼš and JƗnis GrƯns. 
18 Vilis LƗcis’ Pasaules jǌǄƗs (On the World’s Seas, 1931) is set in the USA. Ɩdolfs Erss’ 
Aglonas DievmƗtes atgriešanƗs (The Return of the Mother of God of Aglona, 1927), KƗrlis 
IeviƼš’ Sievietes meklƝšana (Search for a Woman, 1926), and JƗnis JaunsudrabiƼš Kapri 
(Capri, 1939) are all three set in Italy. Linards LaicƝns’ Emigrants (The Emigrant, 1926) is set 
in Finland and Sweden. IeviƼš’ DvƝseƺu rƝgi zvaigžƼu kalnƗ (The Phantoms of Souls on the 
Hill of Stars, 1939) is set in Sweden. Jǌlijs LƗcis’ Mǌža meža maldi (Delusions of the 
Primeval Forest, 1936) is set in Brazil. ElvƯra KociƼa’s PƝdƝjƗ laime (Ultimate Happiness, 
1937) is set in Bulgaria. Austra OzoliƼa-Krauze’s Virpuƺu durvis (The Revolving Door, 1929) 
is set in Monte Carlo. (See KiršentƗle:108). 
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Power, wealth, corruption, social mores are also explored in more detail, 
as are the problems that come with a modern urban society – woman’s 
subordinate role in relationships, criminality, alienation. The classic novel of 
urban isolation, JƗnis Veselis’ Dienas krusts (The Daily Cross, 1931), 
depicts the lives of the inhabitants of an apartment block leading their 
solitary lives in close proximity to each other, yet isolated from each other. 
The novel emphasizes the urban measure of time by the clock, where time is 
divided into work time and leisure time. The plot of the novel is played out 
within twenty four hours. The book is divided into twenty-four chapters, the 
title of each one being an hour. 

The free development of Latvian literature was suddenly brought to a 
violent stop by the events of the Second World War. The violence and 
trauma of these events brought about a radical change in Latvian literature, 
as in all Latvian life. If we see a progression in the Latvian novel up till the 
Second World War from the closed world of traditional, cyclical rural life, to 
the complex, multifaceted, yet still closed world of the city, exile novels 
clearly mark an explosive expansion of the topography of the Latvian novel 
into the broader world. 

The Literature of Earlier Exiles 

A brief digression is perhaps in place here. It has often been remarked that 
the situation of Latvian literature being written outside Latvia is in no case a 
unique state of affairs19. Whilst this study deals with the literature of the 
postwar Latvian exile, two other distinct periods of Latvian writers in exile 
may be distinguished and summarily described here. 

The first is the involuntary exile of political activists around and after the 
uprising of 1905. Threatened by imprisonment or worse, many writers fled 
from Latvia to various European countries – Finland, Norway, Switzerland, 
England, and others. Most of them eventually returned to Latvia. A number 
of them did however emigrate farther, to North and South America and 
Australia, joining the groups of Latvian emigrants who already lived in these 
lands. 

Although most active Latvian writers around this time found themselves 
in exile for a shorter or longer time, and although several classics of Latvian 
literature were written in exile at this time, one cannot speak of a distinct 
exile culture. The exile communities within Europe were short-lived; for 
most writers exile was a temporary sojourn abroad. The notable exception 
here is the case of JƗnis Rainis and, to a lesser degree, Aspazija, who both 

19 Nollendorfs (2001a: 352) points out that even a great deal of the first modern Latvian 
literature, in the second half of the nineteenth Century, was written in Moscow and St 
Petersburg by young intellectuals seeking higher education abroad. 
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lived in Switzerland from 1905-1920 and continued to write. Rainis’ plays, 
although written in exile, were performed in Latvia, strongly influencing 
contemporary audiences. They were ground-breaking in their influence on 
Latvian theatre. 

Rainis’ poetry and drama do contain images and metaphors of exile At 
times these images even take a central role (as in the play JƗzeps un viƼa 
brƗƺi (Joseph and his Brothers). Rainis has even published a cycle of five 
books of poetry about exile, under the title Dagdas skiþu piecas burtnƯcas 
(Dagdas Five Books of Sketches)20. Rainis, the great experimenter with the 
form of his poetry books, has called this a “novel in poems”. The poems are 
ostensibly written by a persona named Dagda describing his state of mind at 
various periods in his years of exile and during his return home. The ‘plot’ of 
this ‘novel’, the facts of Dagda’s life (which bear a resemblance to the facts 
of Rainis’ own life), are set out summarily in the introduction. The poems 
themselves only sketchily give some details of the plot – they are rather 
emotional reactions to the underlying, implied ‘plot’ which might, arguably, 
be understood differently if read divorced from the introduction. 

In this introduction, however, Rainis does list various traits of the exile 
mentality. It might be feasibly argued that Dagdas skiþu piecas burtnƯcas is 
the first work in Latvian literature to examine various facets of the 
psychology of exile: the longing for home; fascination with the exotic, 
European, larger world; disillusion on returning home. Rainis formulates it 
thus: 

“[I]n the struggle for freedom and for his homeland [Dagda] is driven into 
exile; thus he feels emptiness and rejection; he is overwhelmed and 
captivated by the beautiful nature and the beautiful, affable people of Italy; 
love for Olivija fills the emptiness of his soul, breaks his loneliness and 
unites him with European life; … Olivija dies, his bonds with life start to 
loosen, his despair and all the trials of life break loose in ýǌsku vƗrdi [Snake 
Words]; to return home appears to be a way out – Uz mƗjƗm! [Homeward!]. 
But at the same time memories of his first exile, in the North, awaken; 
nagging doubts arise – does he have a home anywhere?… Nevertheless he 
returns; encounters a courteous welcome home…; experiences a year of 
happy enthusiasm and reunion, but gradually feels and understands that his 
homeland has taken a different turning in its life than he had imagined; that 
he has become a European and foreign. He wants to leave but he is still held 
back by MƝness meitiƼa [The Moon Girl], in whom he has encountered the 
incarnation of his longing for freedom; he hopes to once again coalesce with 
his homeland, but is disappointed; the shadow of Olivija calls him back to 
Europe, to broad humanity…” 

20The five books are: Addio bella (1920), ýǌsku vƗrdi (Snake Words, 1920), Uz mƗjƗm 
(Homeward, 1920), Sudrabota gaisma (A Silvery Light, 1922), and MƝness meitiƼa (The 
Moon Girl, 1925). 
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This description contains many of the elements present in the psychology 
of exile as depicted in Latvian novels of exile after the Second World War: 
political struggle, disappointment and a feeling of rejection, captivation by 
the beauties of foreign countries, a longing to go home, a feeling of 
homelessness, loneliness, feeling foreign when returning to Latvia, 
identifying Latvia and exile with a girl21, an awareness of a wider world, and 
a sense of “Europeanization” and cosmopolitanism. 

Rainis is, however, the exception. Other writers in exile at this time did 
write isolated works, in which, perhaps, traces of an exile’s nostalgia may be 
distinguished, but one cannot speak of a distinct exile literature at this time. 

Even the socially and culturally active Latvian communities in the USA 
and South America, at the beginning of the twentieth century, although they 
published many books and periodicals, in point of fact produced no novels22. 

The second period of exile is the voluntary exile of Latvian communist 
writers within the Soviet Union during the years of Latvian Independence 
(1918-1940)23. Even though there were Latvian publishing houses and 
periodicals in the Soviet Union at this time, only a few novels were 
produced24. The literature of this Soviet exile was peripheral to the 
mainstream of Latvian literature. Even in Soviet Latvia it was difficult to 
discuss much of this literature as most of the authors were murdered25, 
publishing houses shut down, and all Latvian cultural activity in the Soviet 
Union wiped out during the purges of the late 1930s (LBPOL, 8). 

Apart from being peripheral within Latvian literary history, the literature 
of this period of pre-war exile, in similarity with the exile of 1905, does not 
develop the concept of exile or exile mentality as such26. 

21 E.g. Eglons SpƝks M/S Viktorija, ValdemƗrs Kroders MƝris BombejƗ (Plague in Bombay), 

AlfrƝds Dziƺums PƗrvietotie (The Displaced). 

22 Books of poetry were, however, published, for example by JƗnis Burtnieks (OzoliƼš) (San 

Francisco, 1917), KrišjƗnis NƗtra, KrišjƗnis Spro÷is, and JƗnis Blumbergs (together - New 

York, 1927; Blǌmbergs alone 1920), J.Birznieks (1928) (Krasnais: 412).

In this context, Jǌlijs Vecozols, should be mentioned. He lived in Germany, Switzerland, 


France, Italy, England and the USA. He returned to Latvia and lived there 1921-23 and 1932
-
1944. During these two periods he published six complete novels. These were about the 

Brethren movement in Northern Latvia, about ethical themes from folklore and a biography of 

Victor Hugo. None of them deals directly with his years of exile. (LE: 2608; LRB: 344-5)

23 In 1926 there were 151,400 Latvian nationals among the citizens of the Soviet Union. 

About 11,000-12,000 of these (5-6%) were communists (LBPOL: 6).

24 SƯmanis Ber÷is (1887-1943) Ziemeƺu pionieri (Northern Pioneers, 1921), SarkanƗs 
kazarmas (Red Barracks, 1925 – unfinished); Alvils Ceplis (1897-1943) NoliedzƝji (The 
Repudiators,1924), Malienas vilki (The Wolves of Maliena, 1925), Kalpi (Servants, 1932), 
Zeme (Land, 1935-7); Oskars Rihters (1898-1938) Meži šalc (Forests Sough, 1936); Roberts 
Eidemanis (1895-1937) Ielenktie (The Besieged, 1925). (KiršentƗle 1979:105; LBPOL 
passim.)
25 Including Ceplis, Eidemanis and Rihters. BerƧis was “repressed” in 1937, died in 1943. 
26 BerƧis’ Ziemeƺu pionieri depicts the “revolutionary struggle of American forest workers”, 
SarkanƗs kazarmas “the history of a Russian metal works”. Ceplis’ NoliedzƝji and Malienas 
vilki “depicts Latvian rural life 1917-8”; Zeme “depicts the Latvian small farmer’s struggle for 
land in Czarist Russia”. Rihters’ Meži šalc depicts “the life of Red spies behind enemy lines 
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In general, the theme of exile in pre-war Latvian literature is to be found 
only in isolated works. 

during the Civil War”. Eidemanis’ work is “a tight weave of the theme of the October 
Revolution and Civil War with Soviet patriotism imbued with the praise of pioneering 
socialist construction” (LLD passim.). Of these, perhaps, Ziemeƺu pionieri and Zeme treat the 
themes of exile.  
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3  The Novels 


The corpus of this study has been derived from Latviešu romƗnu rƗdƯtƗjs 
(LRR – The Index of Latvian Novels) compiled by Raimonds Briedis, Harijs 
Hiršs and Anita Rožkalne in 1997. This is an index of all Latvian novels 
from 1879 till 1996. It comprises about 1,600 novels. From this material an 
index of Latvian exile novels, written from 1945 onwards, was extrapolated 
(Appendices 2-3). This index was complemented by a handful of novels 
come across during my research as well as some recently published novels.  

In all, the index of exile novels comprises 477 complete works27, which 
were first published outside Latvia since 1945. These were written by 134 
authors (89 men and 45 women). Of these authors almost 60% (78) settled in 
the USA, about 10% in each of Sweden (13), Canada (13) and Australia 
(14). Four novelists lived in Great Britain, 2 in Denmark, 2 in France, one 
emigrated to Brazil (later moving to Canada), one to Pakistan, and one lives 
in Israel. 

Five authors lived in Germany28. Of these, 4 stayed behind after other 
Latvians had emigrated overseas (albeit PƗvils Gruzna died in 1950), and 
one, Silvija Ɩbele, emigrated to Germany from Latvia in the 1950s. 29 

Of these novels, about half were written in the USA, almost 20% in 
Canada, almost 10% in Sweden, 7% in Great Britain, 6% in Australia, 5% in 
Germany, 5 each in Denmark and France (2%), 3 in Brazil, and one in 
Pakistan30. 

27 The LRR also includes published fragments of novels, in various stages of completion. 
These are not counted here. 
28 Zenta MauriƼa and KonstantƯns Raudive moved back to Germany in 1965, after having 
migrated to Sweden. However all but one of MauriƼa’s and all of Raudive’s novels were 
written before this time. For this reason I have classified them as residents of Sweden.  
29 I haved been unable to trace one author, MatƯss TƯtums, who published only some 
fragments of a novel in the periodical Tilts, in 1951. 
30 This is just an estimation, based on the author’s main country of abode around the time the 
novel was published. Without conducting an investigation of each particular text, it is 
sometimes hard to determine where the novels were written. For instance, fragments of 
Margarita Kovaƺevska’s novel Posta puƷe (The Flower of Ruin) were published in the press in 
Germany in 1946. It was published in book form in the USA in 1962, whither Kovaƺevska had 
moved in 1951. How much of the novel was written in Germany and how much in the USA is 
impossible to say without textual and biographic research. The possibility that she might even 
have had a manuscript with her from Latvia, only makes the issue more complex. 
Thus this estimation is not absolutely precise, but rather gives an indication of the relative 

amount of literary activity in each country. 
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In a first sorting, to establish the subject matter and the settings of these 
novels, two methods were used. Those novels which were readily available 
were leafed through, while information on the others was derived from 
book-reviews. The book-reviews referred to first were those of the eminent 
critic JƗnis RudzƯtis (1909-70), a great number of whose reviews were 
collected in a 900 odd page volume Raksti in 1977. Further, book-reviews 
were sought in the press mainly in the literary periodicals JaunƗ Gaita 
(USA/Canada, in publication since 1955) and Ceƺa ZƯmes (Sweden-UK, 
1948-1987) but also in the newspapers Laiks (USA, weekly or semi-weekly, 
in publication since 1949) and Latvija (later renamed BrƯvƗ Latvija, 
Germany-Latvia, weekly publication since 1946). Some reference was also 
made to the following publications: AustrƗlijas Latvietis, Latvija AmerikƗ, 
Londonas avƯze, Tilts, Treji VƗrti, Universitas. For background information 
on individual authors, Latvju EnciklopƝdija (LE) and Latvju EnciklopƝdija. 
PapildinƗjumi (LE-P) proved invaluable aids, as also Latviešu rakstniecƯba 
biogrƗfijƗs (LRB). 

The settings of these exile novels were then categorized, as will be 
discussed in the following chapter, resulting in several lists of novels with 
varying subject matter. A corpus of 73 novels could thus be established – 
those novels which in main part depict the early years of exile. Over one 
third of them (29 novels) depicted life in the Displaced Persons camps and in 
immediate postwar Germany and Czechoslovakia, while almost two thirds 
(44 novels) depict life in the countries most Latvians emigrated to from 
Germany – USA, Canada, Australia, England, as well as in Sweden. Single 
examples can be found of novels set in France and Brazil. 

This corpus was then read more carefully especially seeking the main 
characters’ relationships to time and space within the depicted setting, 
according to the model discussed in Chapter 5 below. Patterns and 
similarities were noted, as well as aberrations and deviations from the norm 
thus established. The novels demonstrated a surprising congruence in plot 
and theme, as well as many similarities of form, style and character, so that it 
was not difficult to regard them as a unified body of work. 

For the sake of simplicity, the term ‘Latvian novels of exile’ is used 
throughout this work to designate Latvian novels written in exile and about 
exile, with concomitant variants such as ’Latvian novels of early exile’, 
‘Latvian DP novels’, i.e. novels (no matter when written) which are set in 
the early years of exile, or the DP camps.  

Novels depicting the early years in countries other than Germany are 
usually titled ‘novels of settling in the new land’, or ‘new land novels’. 

Opposed to these terms there is the concept of ‘Latvian novels 
written/published in exile’, used to refer to works which may depict anything 
from Biblical or historical times to science-fiction. 

When discussing Latvian exile novels, three theoretical problems of 
definition immediately spring up. What do we mean by ‘Latvian’? How do 
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we define the Latvian postwar ‘exile’? What do we mean by ‘a novel’? The 
first two problems are more theoretical than real. The third, however, 
presents us with quite an involved set of questions. 

What is a Latvian novel? 

This problem may best be illustrated by an example. Do we define the novel 
Woman in Amber by Agate Nesaule as a Latvian novel or not? Published in 
the USA in 1997, it is written by a Latvian born author, and depicts events in 
recent Latvian history, but is written in English. It has subsequently been 
translated into Latvian, but not by the author herself.  

A handful of similar examples may be found, however their number is 
insufficient to significantly affect this general study. For the purposes of this 
discussion, language has been adopted as the defining criterion. Works not 
originally written in Latvian are not examined. 

Theoretically, one may also posit the question: may a novel written in 
Latvian by a non-Latvian author be considered a Latvian novel? This is 
however merely a moot question, as no example of such a work has been 
discovered. 

The boundaries of the Latvian postwar exile 

The essential nature of exile has been discussed earlier, but the 
methodological question remains: where do we draw the temporal limits of 
the period of Latvian exile after the Second World War – when did it begin, 
and when did it end? 

Various alternatives have been put forward for the beginning of the period 
of exile. JƗnis Velde in one of the first bibliographies of exile Latvian 
literature takes the capitulation of Nazi Germany (May 8th 1945) as the 
starting date for Latvian exile. BenjƗmiƼš JƝgers, author of the extensive 
bibliography of Latvian exile publications from 1940-1991, on the other 
hand, takes the date of Latvia’s loss of independence (June 17th 1940) as a 
starting date for exile. The authors of the LRR fall in between these two 
extremes, but closer to Velde’s date. They distinguish between books 
published in exile and books published in Latvia starting from 1944, the year 
of the second Soviet invasion, and also the year when most exile Latvians 
fled Latvia. 

Once again, this is a moot point, as book publishing in exile dates only 
from the second half of 1945 (LE: 706). 

A similar discussion could also be raised about the end of the exile 
period. I have here taken May 4th 1990, the day of the Declaration on the 
Renewal of the Independence of Latvia by the Supreme Soviet of the 
Latvian SSR, as marking the end of Soviet rule. Other dates may be put 
forward as alternatives. 1990 serves well as a watershed marking the end of 
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a political epoch. The dating of the end of the Soviet period, however, is 
perhaps more important for authors writing within Latvia. Authors living and 
writing outside Latvia, who continue to live and write outside Latvia, are 
still influenced by the same processes and milieux as during the previous 50 
years.  

For the purposes of this study, no hard and fast boundary has been 
adopted. In general, the corpus of this study being based on the LRR, the 
year 1996 (the limit of the LRR’s listing) is also the boundary for the corpus 
of this work. Nevertheless, a small number of works, published after this 
year have been regarded – most notably Rihards Kraulis’ JaunaustrƗlieši 
(New Australians), published in RƯga in 1998. 

A definition of the novel 

To define a novel is a much more serious and difficult problem. This is a 
problem that the authors of the LRR avoid. They skirt around it rather 
nebulously in the preface to the Index:  

“As to the question of what a novel is and what it is like, this INDEX OF 
LATVIAN NOVELS makes no answer. The aim of the compilers has been to 
make this NOVEL or NOVEL ABOUT THE NOVEL visible, bringing all its 
many layers and levels up to date, and allowing the whole ‘family tree’ of the 
Latvian novel to become tangible in all its manifold forms, to make visible 
that mass of texts which in its more than one hundred years of existence has 
formed the concept THE LATVIAN NOVEL.” 

Nevertheless, there are at least three methodological parameters for 
defining the novel that are relevant here, namely: the length of the work; the 
genre of the novel; and the borderline between memoirs and fiction. 

How does one draw a distinction between a long short story and a short 
novel? Is there an objective quantitative border between them? ValdemƗrs 
AncƯtis in a review of the LRR has pointed this out31. He compares two 
authors from the beginning of the twentieth century, remarking that if JƗnis 
Poruks’ PƝrƺu zvejnieki (The Pearl Fisher), which is included in the LRR, is 
regarded as a novel, then one might expect AkurƗters’ Kalpa zƝna vasara 
(The Servant Boy’s Summer) to also be included, but it is not. Both of these 
are under 100 pages long. 

To refer this problem to the novel in exile, the example that springs to 
mind is ValdemƗrs Kroders’ MƝris BombejƗ (Plague in Bombay), a very 
original literary work only 122 pages long – and these pages of a small 
format. Similarly ZvaigžƼu ceƺi (The Ways of the Stars), by Elga Kore, 

31ValdemƗrs AncƯtis, ”KƗ tas ar tiem romƗniem Ưsti ir?” in JaunƗ Gaita no. 
216, March 1999. 
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examined in this survey, only 72 pages long, is published in a collection 
subtitled “Novels and stories”. Although it is not the longest of the four 
works in the book, it is the only one included in LRR. 

In analysing the subject matter of novels, a decision can be made from 
case to case. Here a rather liberal approach has been adopted – referring to 
works which might otherwise fall outside a strict generic definition, if the 
subject matter is of interest. Such hard and fast distinctions need only be 
made for statistical purposes. Otherwise, apart from the deviations discussed, 
the selections made by Briedis, Hiršs and Rožkalne have generally formed 
the basis of the corpus examined. 

Another problem – that of genre – relates mainly to children’s and youth 
literature. Once again there is a fine line between what is accepted in the 
literary canon and what is regarded as juvenilia.  

The difficulties in defining this boundary is illustrated by the author JƗnis 
Širmanis, whose book with a young boy as protagonist, Dadžu Juris (from 
1941), is classified as a novel in the LRR, whereas his later series of four 
books about the dog Kriksis (1947 – 1955) is not listed. Apart from the 
species of the protagonist, the books are quite similar in style, theme and 
length. Two of the Kriksis books, which depict postwar Germany, and the 
early years in the USA, have been included in this survey. 

The final problem is a very interesting one and one which lies at the very 
nub of any examination of Latvian literature, especially in a social or 
political context. Already in Latvian classical literature, a number of 
renowned works is autobiographical or quasi-autobiographical. In exile 
Latvian literature this tendency seems to continue. Add to this the fact that 
memoir literature is a rather widespread genre in exile Latvian literature and 
the problem becomes apparent. Does one apply the same criterion of 
analysis to memoirs as to literature? Where does one draw the boundary? 

Lejeune’s concept of “the autobiographical pact” is highly pertinent here. 
The two touchstones of this pact are that the author is identical with the 
narrator, and that the narrator is identical with the main protagonist – i.e. that 
the work is written in the first person and that the main protagonist also 
bears the author’s name. Further reaffirmation of the presence of the 
autobiographical pact may be made by the author in the subtitle of the work, 
in a preface, or, directly or indirectly, in the text itself. 

Even such criteria, however, are not always unambiguous. Two 
illustrations may make this clearer. In 1946 the editor and journalist Artǌrs 
Kroders published a novel DegošƗs dienas (Burning Days). The novel 
relates, in the first person, the events in a young man’s life before and after 
the Revolution of 1905. The protagonist’s name is ValdemƗrs Dalbe. 

Twenty two years later, in 1968, Kroders published the same text, 
comprising the first half of his AtmiƼas (Memoirs). The texts are identical 
with the exception that the name of the main character is now revealed as 
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Artǌrs Kroders, and the names of certain other characters are changed to 
those of real people. 

The problem of the ambiguous borderline between a factual chronicle and 
a literary work is recognized by JƗnis JaunsudrabiƼš, and discussed by him 
in several places, most notably, tongue in cheek, in the prologue to his book 
Es stƗstu savai sievai (I Tell my Wife a Tale). In this prologue, he relates a 
real or imagined conversation with his wife, during the course of which his 
wife asks him to tell her something amusing. He offers to relate how they 
fled from Latvia to Germany during the War. His wife protests that these 
events were in no way amusing. The author replies that it depends on how 
one tells the story. His wife takes up his challenge, with the words “I want to 
see how you will manage to cook jam from an onion.” She cautions him that 
she herself was beside him most of the time, and that she wants to see how 
far he will stray from the truth in his tale. 

He thus declares that the act of narrating is the decisive criterion. The 
cooking of jam, the refining of an unattractive material, is analogous to the 
process of literary creation. 

JaunsudrabiƼš’ book is not included in the LRR as a novel, whereas it is 
included within the scope of this study. This once again reflects the 
pragmatic approach to defining the corpus that has been adopted: the basis 
for the corpus is the LRR, but it has been complemented with individual 
works which are deemed to fall within the scope of this study.  
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4  Thematic Classification of
 Latvian Exile Novels 

Of course, not all Latvian novels written in exile deal explicitly with the 
realities of life in exile, even though, as Benedikts Kalnaþs has pointed out, -
‘reflections’ of recent history can even be seen in works ostensibly depicting 
completely different events. He examines the short story ýingischana gals 
(The End of Genghis Khan, 1949) by Anšlavs EglƯtis. The advance of the 
brutal, insensitive, primitive Mongolian hordes into the refined civilization 
of China is clearly EglƯtis’ image of the Soviet invasion of Latvia. EglƯtis’ 
father, the poet Viktors EglƯtis, had died in Soviet imprisonment just a few 
years earlier (1945). 

This study concentrates only on those novels which explicitly depict the 
postwar exile’s situation more or less realistically, with a view to 
determining a ‘chronotope’ of exile from them – the exile’s own mental 
image of his disrupted universe. In order to identify these novels, it was 
necessary to group all Latvian novels published in exile according to subject 
matter, or rather according to their setting – the historical and geographical 
milieu which they depict. Several clear groups of novels could be 
distinguished32. 

Historical Novels 

The first group comprises historical novels, here defined as novels depicting 
a period of time before the author’s birth. These span a wide field, both 
geographically and in time. There are novels about biblical times 33 or the 
Roman Empire and beginnings of Christianity34. Others deal with 14th 

32 It must be stated that, although these thematic groups in themselves were clear-cut, the 
same cannot be said for any single novel’s inclusion within a particular group. Thus some 
novels might easily be classified in two or more groups. For this reason no statistical 
comparison between the groups is made as it would only be subjectively arbitrary and perhaps 
misleading. 
33  JƗnis Sarma’s SƗlƝmas ƷƝniƼš (The King of Salem, 1966) about the last years of King 
David’s reign and the political jostling to chose his successor.
34 Lidija PƝrƺupe Zaƺojošais zars (The Greening Bough, 1961). 
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Century India35, or the England of Charles I’s time36. Latvian history is, 
naturally, well represented – ranging from the ancient Couronians’ battles 
with Vikings from Denmark37, to the Great Northern War and the end of 
Swedish reign in Latvia in the early 18th Century38, to an account of the 
growth of the Latvian merchant navy at the end of the nineteenth Century39. 

Perhaps the most outstanding work in this genre is Artǌrs Baumanis’ 
eight volume cycle of novels about the hernhǌtieši, or Moravian brethren, 
which “in a deliberately archaic style, based on the observations of events 
from the perspectives of several diverse characters, gives a broad insight into 
the beginnings of the Moravian movement in Latvia and into the way of life 
and psychology of various social groups” (B. Kalnaþs in LRB: 40). 
Nollendorfs deems this work “the most impressive historical novel written in 
exile, which in scope, historical authenticity and style can claim to be the 
best Latvian historical novel” (Nollendorfs 2001a: 373). 

That even novels within this group are not entirely easy to classify is 
illustrated by two examples. First, Mamona gaitnieki (Mammon’s Labourers, 
1978) by PƗvils Gruzna and OƺƧerts LiepiƼš. This novel deals with the power 
of money in Latvian history from the National Awakening in the second half 
of the nineteenth Century, till the Second World War and into an imagined 
future. History blends into science-fiction.  

The second example is the novel Nate (1982) by Marta Alauksta, 
described in a review40 as a ‘literary biography of the author’s mother’. Thus, 
modern historical novels tend to merge into the next thematic category 
which is novels describing events or milieux from the author’s own life time. 

Novels of Latvia before the War 

This category, while in no way depicting exile life, is an important one for 
the study of Latvian exile literature. These novels depict the years of Latvian 
independence – the childhood or youth of the authors writing in exile. The 
novels describe a time as it was, before the occupations and war disrupted it. 
This time may be the ‘lost Paradise’ of a nostalgic longing, or a time of ruin 
and distress, or it may, more often, be a realistic, detailed description of life 
in the Latvian countryside41, at the teachers’ colleges of Latvia42, in 

35 Aleksis Rubulis Ar gribu (With a Will, 1971) 

36 Modris ZeberiƼš DievišƷƗs rokas (Divine Hands, 1954).

37 ElvƯra KociƼa Dievi dusmo (The Gods are Angry, 1952) 

38 Ernests Aistars Plosti (Rafts, 1952) 

39 ValdemƗrs KƗrkliƼš Teika par septiƼiem kuƧiem (A Tale of Seven Ships, 1954)

40 Ojars Alksnis in Latvija 2008 (1982) 

41 Several of the novels of Alfreds Dziƺums; Gauru gaiƺi (The Roosters of Gauri, 1963) and 

Posta puƷe (The Flower of Ruin, 1962) by Margarita Kovaƺevska; CilvƝka bƝrns (Son of Man, 

1956) by JƗnis KlƯdzƝjs; and several more. 
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musicians’ and artists’ circles43, in small-town politics44, or among doctors 
and medical students45, or priests and theology students46. In any case, novels 
written in exile about this time are novels about a time which is no more – 
behind the most idyllic picture of this time, there must be the realization that 
the horrors of war have taken all this away. 

These works have another important aspect. The period of Latvian 
Independence was taboo for writers in Soviet Latvia. If written about, it 
could only be from a tendentious viewpoint, dictated by the communist 
ideology’s view of ‘bourgeois nationalism’. Thus, these literary works have 
an important function as a documentation of Latvian cultural history. 

Novels of War and Occupation 

Similarly, the next category of novels is also very important from a socio-
historic point of view. These are the novels depicting the destruction of the 
independent Latvian State – by the Soviet and German occupations and by 
the War. Soviet Latvian writers writing about the war and the political 
situation of the late 1930s had to follow directives and distort facts to 
produce “orthodox works […] all of them modelled on the pattern that was 
to produce thousands of pages of Russian prose” (Ekmanis: 137). Two 
classic examples are the novels written by Vilis LƗcis, Chairman of the 
Council of Ministers of the Latvian SSR, Uz jauno krastu (Towards the New 
Shore, 1951) and VƝtra (The Storm, 1945-8)47. 

Exile writers writing about the war, most often experienced the war at 
first hand, often as soldiers in the ranks, in contrast to LƗcis, for example, 
who fled to Russia during the German occupation, returning only once 
Soviet rule was well-established. The predominant image in exile writers’ 
war descriptions is of the individual’s tininess and helplessness between the 
horrific wheels of world politics48, often leading to an existential 
resignation49. A stark, pathetic image of an individual trying to preserve 
humanity in an inhumane situation is the conscripted farmers’ son in AlfrƝds 
Dziƺums’ PƗrvietotie (The Displaced, 1955). He cleans out his trench, and 

42 Nikolajs KalniƼš Laipu licƝji (Bridge makers, 1965), Tikai saulei nav Ɲnu (Only the Sun 
has no Shadow, 1972), CƝsis nav RƯga (CƝsis isn’t RƯga, 1981). 
43 Knuts LesiƼš Janka Muzikants (Janka the Musician, 1949), OƺƧerts LiepiƼš Stirnas pƗr 
kalniem (Roes over the hills, 1973), Modris ZeberiƼš Tilti miglƗ (Bridges in the Mist, 1950).
44 JƗnis Sarma Rǌsa (Summer Lightning, 1954). 
45 ValdemƗrs KƗrkliƼš Romantiski iemesli (Romantic Motives, 1961). 
46 StaƼislavs RƗzna Himna brƯvƯbai (A Hymn to Freedom, 1946), LikteƼu joƼos (In the Gusts 
of Fate, 1946) 
47 These are discussed by Ekmanis pp.135-7. 
48 Gunars Janovskis PƝc Pastardienas (After Doomsday, 1968). 
49 Guntis ZariƼš VaronƯbas augstƗ dziesma (The Song of Songs of Heroism, 1960). 
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lines it with ferns and spruce branches only to have it blown up. He is forced 
to retreat to a new trench, which he then proceeds to clean and decorate 
again, until that too is blown up, and he is forced to retreat again and again. 

Exile Novels Set in the Soviet Union 

Another interesting group of exile novels is those set in Soviet Latvia. These 
are of several types. 

First, there are the novels of Alfreds Dziƺums50, who at one time was 
active in the Latvian National Foundation in Stockholm, which cultivated 
clandestine contact with individuals in Soviet Latvia. Here he came into 
possession of authentic eyewitness accounts smuggled out from Soviet 
Latvia, describing the post war years there – the collectivization of farms and 
ensuing deportations, the poverty and misery, as well as partisan groups’ 
resistance to the Soviet régime. He wrote four novels based upon these 
accounts51. These constitute a unique literary testimony unthinkable in Soviet 
Latvian literature. 

Similarly Ilona Leimane’s novel KailƗ dzƯvƯba (Naked life, 1953) is the 
first novel to portray Latvians in Siberia, only this time the novel is a product 
of the writer’s artistic imagination52. In the form of a monologue, it depicts 
the degradation of ‘the golden youth’, the promising young intellectuals and 
artists of Latvian society of the 1930s, during deportation. 

Secondly, there are novels which can be more or less classified as 
belonging to the genre of spy novels. The plot revolves around individuals, 
who in some way have found their way back into Latvia from exile, either 
with a concrete assignment, or to once again make contact with some person 
from their past. For example, Anšlavs EglƯtis in Vai te var dabǌt alu? (Can I 
Get Beer Here?, 1961) tells of a former soldier of the Latvian Legion, who 
clandestinely takes himself back into Latvia, to search for his wife. In 
Alfreds Balts’ Barbaru triumfs (Triumph of the Barbarians, 1981) a Latvian 
journalist from New York is invited by an old friend to visit him in Latvia. 
Once there, he is asked to copy a samizdat manuscript about Vishinsky to 
smuggle out of the Soviet Union.  

In Eduards Freimanis’ PiedzƯvojums PadomijƗ (An Adventure in the 
Soviet, 1981) a youth in Canada becomes a drug dealer, is imprisoned, 
becomes a communist and travels to the Soviet Union. In another, satirical 

50 CilvƝki vƝtrƗ (People in a Storm, 1960), Gaidi mani! (Wait for Me!, 1975), KurzemƯte, 
sƝrdienƯte (Orphan Kurzeme, 1976), Kurzemes sirds vƝl dzƯva (The Heart of Kurzeme is Still 
Alive, 1973) 
51 Information from Dziƺums’ daughter KristƯne Bergholcs (Stockholm 27-3-2003). 
52 Information from ValentƯne Lasmane (Stockholm, 10-11-2002), who was present and 
assisted Leimane during the writing of the novel. 
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novel VisƗdais JƝpis (JƝpis Alltypes, 1990) Eduards Freimanis, portrays a 
character who collaborates first with the Communist occupants, then the 
Nazis, then he flees into exile, only to return to the Soviet Union. He 
comfortably survives in all systems without any pangs of conscience. 

Franks Gordons, who left Soviet Latvia in 1972, has written a novel about 
life there in the 1960s-70s – MijkrƝslis mikrorajonƗ (Dusk in the Housing 
Estates, 1980). Writers such as Anšlavs EglƯtis53 and AƯda Niedra54 have 
attempted to reconstruct a picture of everyday life in Soviet Latvia as they 
imagine it. 

During the 1970s, it once again became possible to visit Latvia. Some 
authors have written documentary or semi-documentary novels about their 
experiences of a visit to the Soviet Union55. Other novels describe a shorter 
or longer fictive visit, albeit often possibly based on real experiences56. 

A handful of novels depicts people from Latvia who come to a Western 
country, either for a visit, or to stay57. The meeting between exile Latvians 
and Latvians from Latvia is usually the focal point of these novels. 

Life Stories 

A sizeable group of novels spans several periods of history, focusing on the 
life of one person or family. Some of these are avowedly autobiographical, 
others less so58. The focus in these novels is not on one or two historical 
periods or milieux, but rather on the development of a disrupted life in 
changing circumstances. JonƗss Miesnieks’ DzƯvƯbas sapnis (The Dream of 
Life, 1961), an overtly autobiographical novel (he names well-known writers 
and painters, such as his brother, by name), is an example of a novel which 
has a wide temporal and spatial span. It covers two world wars, the years of 
Latvian independence, the postwar period and exile. It depicts life in 
Cesvaine in rural Latvia, moves to Russia, to RƯga, and then to the refugee 
camps of postwar Germany, and farther on to the USA.  

53 Piecas dienas (Five Days, 1975), Ilze (1959). 

54 Ugunis pƗr Rata kalnu (Fires Over Carriage Hill, 1959); VaravƯksne pƗr RƯgu (Rainbow 

Over RƯga, 1969).

55 Silvija Ɩbele, DaugavƗ iet ledus (The Ice in the Daugava is Moving, 1960); PƗvils KlƗns

RƯga retour (1961). 

56 Aina Zemdega LƯdz vƗrtiem - un tƗlƗk? (Up to the Gate – and Farther?, 1988); Aina VƗvere

Varbǌt tƗ bija (Maybe It was So, 1992); Arnis SkujiƼš DƯvains cilvƝks (A Peculiar Person, 

1986); Indra GubiƼa Ir katram sava pasaule (Everyone Has One’s Own World, 1979). 

57 Osvalds Liepa, TƗlie viesi (Visitors from Far Away, 1986); Anšlavs EglƯtis, Ilze (1959); 

Lǌcija BƝrziƼa, Viena nedƝƺa Ernas dzƯvƝ (One Week in Erna’s Life, 1984); Irma Grebzde, 

Tikai pƗri ceƺam (Just Across the Road, 1995). 

58 Eduards Freimanis, for instance, in a preface to Liepu rinda (A Row of Linden Trees, 1991) 

maintains that the first twelve chapters are not autobiographical, whilst chapter 13 is.
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Novels About Life in Exile 

The next group of novels includes those that are the object of our study. 
They are novels written in exile, about life in exile.  

The forty-five odd years of life in exile, however, may be divided into 
different periods. Valters Nollendorfs (Nollendorfs 2001a: 384-96) divides 
the years of exile into three periods: the refugee years; dispersal and settling 
in other countries; the fulfilment and end of exile.  

Flight into exile and the early years of settling in a new land 

The first period, from 1944-45 till about 1950 encompasses flight from 
Latvia to Germany or Czechoslovakia and then life inside and outside the 
DP camps59. The second period, the 1950s and possibly early 1960s, 
comprises the years of dispersion and of settling in England, Canada, the 
USA, Australia, France and Brazil. Even the novels depicting the fate of the 
other group of refugees, who fled not to Germany, but across the sea to 
Sweden, is included in the second phase. Having escaped the horrors of 
wartime Germany and the chaos of postwar Germany, the refugees in 
Sweden have more in common with those settling in a new land, after 
emigration from Europe.  

Novels depicting these two periods, then, are the works to be examined in 
this study. For the sake of clarity, I have deemed these two groups of novels 
DP novels and Novels of settling in a new land respectively. They are 
discussed in detail in Section B (Postwar Germany and the DP Camps) and 
Section C (Settling in the New Lands). 

Stability in exile 

The years from about 1965 to 1990 are the years when  

“exile Latvians had on the whole succeeded in stabilizing their personal and 
social lives in the new conditions. The older generation could cope with local 
society, although it had difficulties in integrating into it. For this reason their 
social life existed mainly among Latvians. For the young thinking generation 
a double social and personal life developed – partly among Latvians, 
especially on weekends and holidays, partly among other nationalities at 
work and in the local cultural life” (Nollendorfs 2001a: 392). 

59 Novels depicting the fate of soldiers interned in POW camps – e.g. ValdemƗrs KƗrkliƼš’ 
Tikai mƯlestƯba (Only Love, 1957), Dzintars Kiršteins Kad lielgabali klusƝ (When the 
Cannons are Silent, 1966), and Kaliet sirdis akmenƯ, brƗƺi! (Carve Your Hearts in Stone, 
Brothers!, 1969) – have been excluded from the present survey as being qualitatively quite 
distinct. It might be argued that they comprise a separate thematic group. 
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During this period many Latvian émigrés attained, if not prosperity, then 
material security and stability. The legacy of the spiritual traumas of the War 
had not completely disappeared, but at least each émigré had come to terms 
with them and found a way to live with them.  

The bulk of novels describing exile life fall within this category. They 
may be divided into novels about relationships with other Latvians within 
the Latvian community, and novels where ‘Latvianism’ is peripheral.  

Novels about the Latvian émigré community are in a minority. At times, 
in these novels repressed spiritual traumas seethe up to the surface. This is 
most patently seen in Richards RƯdzenieks’ novel Zelta Motocikls (The 
Golden Motor Cycle, 1976), where a former soldier in the Latvian Legion 
now lives an ordered life with a Swedish wife in Stockholm. Almost thirty 
years after the War, he attends a Latvian song festival in Germany, where he 
is confronted with the Latvian culture he had avoided for many years, and 
meets his former war comrades. Various spiritual traumas, which he had 
suppressed within himself, now seethe to the surface, and he suffers a 
nervous breakdown. 

The legacy of war traumas is also to be found in the novels of GunƗrs 
Janovskis, Eduards Freimanis, and to some extent also Guntis ZariƼš. 

In the majority of novels, however, the Latvian identity is peripheral to 
the plot, or the plot even has no connection with Latvians. They are so varied 
that it is difficult to fit them into such a classification as this. Nevertheless at 
least two general groups may be distinguished. 

There are novels about personal relationships, such as Benita Veisberga’s 
Es tavs maigais jƝrs (I, Your Gentle Lamb, 1968), a novel written largely in 
the second person – a woman’s internal dialogue with a man she has a 
relationship with. The reader may deduce that they are Latvian by 
nationality, as indeed several other characters, but this is in no way 
important to the plot. 

There are also novels such as JƗnis Širmanis’ ZilƗ kalna puisis (Blue 
Mountain Lad, 1983), where the protagonist is clearly Latvian – he relates 
his life story to a colleague – but the emphasis of the plot is elsewhere. This 
is a detective story, where the storyline is of primary importance and 
‘Latvianism’ merely appears as forming the world view and attitudes of the 
protagonist. 

Distance from exile 

I would like to add another phase of exile in addition to the three 
Nollendorfs mentions. A further development of exile life appeared in the 
late 1960s and 1970s. A change had gradually entered exile Latvian society. 
First, many Latvians had achieved an economic level which allowed them to 
travel. Many Latvians from the USA, Canada and Australia undertook a trip 
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back to Europe. Some novels reflect the retrospection that this return to the 
tracts of their youth initiates60. Secondly at this time it became easier to visit 
Latvia. Novels depicting such visits61 overlap with the descriptions of Soviet 
Latvia described above. All Latvians at this time were suddenly confronted 
with a new situation, where at times they had to take sides in a heated 
political debate about the pros and cons of cooperating with Soviet 
authorities in order to make contact with Latvians in Latvia, knowing that 
the Soviet authorities were manipulating such contacts for propaganda and 
political ends62. 

A third change in Latvian exile society during this period is the advent on 
the exile social scene of a new generation – those Latvians who had been 
born in exile, and who had never seen Latvia or experienced the DP camps 
and the War which so marked their parents’ lives. Some novels depict 
conflicts between the generations63 others show the new generation searching 
for its roots64. In any case, this last stage of exile was marked by a period of a 
more intensified direct or indirect reflection upon the meaning and nature of 
exile life. 

Stylized/Abstract Novels 

This final category is not defined by the time and place of the setting but 
rather by the style of the novels. Nevertheless, the novels classified here 
comprise a distinct group which should be mentioned together.  

This small group of novels is most interesting in that it consists of those 
works which sought to break or broaden the limits of the Latvian novel. 
Their authors have abandoned the requirements of realistic representation in 
order to express a deeper reality. These works may at times be identified 

60 In Indra GubiƼa’s Uz akmeƼa stƗvƝdama (Standing on a Rock, 1986) a Latvian from 
Canada takes part in the Latvian Song Festival in Gotland (the closest Free-World point to 
Latvia). AƯda Niedra Atkal EiropƗ (Once again in Europe, 1968) depicts a group of Latvians 
from the USA who visit Europe. 
61 E.g. Indra GubiƼas novel Ir katram sava pasaule (Everybody has his Own World, 1979), 
otherwise a novel about love and relationships, which includes a brief visit to Latvia. 
62 Gunars Janovskis’ Un kas par to (And So What, 1977) is about conflicting views in the 
question of these so-called ‘cultural contacts’.
63 Ernests Aistars’ Adatas ƝnƗ (In the Shadow of the Needle, 1975) depicts a young Latvian 
drug addict’s conflicts with his father. 
64 In Varbǌt tƗ bija (Maybe It was So, 1992), Aina VƗvere portrays young Latvian 
students/drop-outs, who have lived in communes in Australia, who journey to Latvia. Lǌcija 
BƝrziƼa’s LƯdzinieks (The Double, 1976) is about a Latvian youth from Australia travelling 
around Europe trying to become a cosmopolitan and coming to terms with his Latvian 
identity. Sandra LazdiƼa in Mana vaina (My Fault, 1968) has a young Latvian in America, 
about to be sent to the Vietnam war, reflecting upon the past. JƗnis KlƯdzƝjs in DzƯvƯte, dzƯvƯte 
šǌpojos tevƯ (O Life, Life, I Rock Myself in You, 1979) shows the problems of identity of a 
group of young Latvians in California. 
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with a given historic period, but raise it to another mythological, 
psychological or symbolic plane.  

Ilze ŠƷipsna, whose “coming into Latvian writing was necessary and 
irreplaceable, because without it our epic literature would have nowhere 
farther to go”65, creates two parallel worlds, two parallel realities. The 
“dominant idea in her works” is “the dichotomy of the inner and outer world, 
the contrast between phenomenological reality and a person’s subjective 
reality”66. In NeapsolƯtas zemes (Unpromised Lands, 1970) an 
anthropologist, Malva, is doing research on the Tree of Life, at the same 
time seeking a mysterious stranger who might explain the meaning of the 
Tree of Life. The search moves freely between inner and outer reality. In Aiz 
septƯtƗ tilta (Beyond the Seventh Bridge, 1965), two main characters, EdƯte 
and Solvita, ultimately turn out to be one and the same. Each chapter in the 
novel begins with one of the initials of the two names ‘E’ or ‘S’, which two 
letters spell out the Latvian first person singular pronoun. 

Aivars RuƼƧis’ Pats esi kungs, pats (You Yourself are Master – Yourself, 
1967) is a “pocket Ulysses” aiming to “present a cross-section of Latvian 
exile life, making use of several people’s experiences during a span of 
almost 24 hours” (RudzƯtis 1977: 690). Allegedly true incidents at a Latvian 
youth congress have been mythologized. 

TƗlivaldis ƶiƷauka depicts exile Latvian life in his novels, yet it is exile 
reduced to its quintessence, shedding outward realistic details. His Leonards 
(Leonard, 1967) is “a Latvian exile raised to the status of a contemporary 
Odysseus” seeking a lost paradise (RudzƯtis 1977: 709-10). 

“After the historical turn which began in Latvian literature with Ilze 
ŠƷipsna’s … Aiz septƯtƗ tilta, on another plane her revolutionizing continued 
in Aivars RuƼƧis’ experiment Pats esi kungs [!], and now in the sector of our 
broader form epic, we already have a third work – TƗlivaldis ƶiƷauka’s 
fantastic novel Leonards.” (ibid.) 

In ƶiƷauka’s next novel Putni (The Birds, 1969), a prominent exile 
Latvian businessman, JƗnis Putns, invents a mincing machine which minces 
everything and everyone into the amazing and versatile ‘Putns plastic putty’. 

JƗnis Turbads takes a different course. His ƶƝves dƝls Kurbads (Mare’s 
Son Kurbads, 1959) apparently starts out in pre-war Latvia, but moves into 
an anarchistic yet bureaucratically structured mythological world built out of 
fragments of Latvian folk-tales, folk-songs, and language structures, ruled by 
the logic of multi-lingual puns, and mixed with elements of social satire. 

Teodors ZeltiƼš’ AntiƼš debesƯs meklƝ latviešus (AntiƼš in Heaven, 
Looking for Latvians, 1970) is set in Heaven. Gunars Janovskis PurvƗ (In 

65 JƗnis Andrups in RabƗcs 1984, 160. 
66 Aija Kuplis Bjornson in RabƗcs 1984, 152. 
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the Swamp, 1981) is set in a hypothetical future, when Latvia is once again 
independent. 

Of course, there are always novels that defy classification by setting, such 
as Laima KalniƼa’s ValentƯns un viƼa sievietes (ValentƯns and His Women, 
1982), a picaresque novel which leaps in time and space between ValentƯns’ 
childhood Latvia, the DP camps of Germany, modern day USA, ancient 
Latvia, and nineteenth century USA. Similarly in Veronika JanelsiƼa’s 
Nozagtais enƧelis (The Stolen Angel, 1984), an angel stolen from the grave 
of a motor-biker travels between the USA, Soviet Latvia and ancient Italy. 

The Focus of this Survey 

As mentioned above, this study focuses on those novels which are set in and 
depict the two first phases of exile (see 6a-b above). There are two reasons 
for limiting this study to these early years. First, the early years, being closer 
in time to the rupture which initiated life in exile, more strikingly reveal the 
feeling of the shift in space and break in time which characterizes exile. The 
sense of exile and the exile identity is more acute at this time. Secondly, 
these novels of the early years of exile also demonstrate a marked uniformity 
in plot and form, so that it is possible to view them as a cohesive unity. 
Novels set in the later years of exile are less documents of a particular period 
as their plots are more individualized and diverse. 

The problems associated with classifying literary matter should be 
commented upon here. Classification is an imperfect but necessary tool for 
analysis. In this study, the time frame of each novel has been taken as the 
main criterion for classification, which has lead to certain difficulties of 
classification. The novels that constitute the corpus of this study have been 
selected on the basis that they can be categorized as ‘novels of the early 
years of exile’. This means that either the years in postwar Germany, or the 
period of settling into the new land of domicile, are the main focus of each 
book. Thus novels classified as ‘life stories’ (see category 5 above) were 
excluded, even if they did depict the time period to be considered. In these 
life stories, the DP camps or settling into the new land, is just one episode 
(although, in some cases, quite extensive) among others. These novels have 
a broader time frame with the main focus not on life in one specific period of 
time but rather on the development of a disrupted life through various 
changing historical situations. 

The time frame is generally more clearly defined in the category of DP 
novels than in the novels of settling in the new land. DP novels typically 
begin with the protagonists either more or less settled in Germany, or in 
flight from Latvia or through Germany. Almost all end with emigration to 
another country, or preparations to do so. 
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In novels of settling in the new land, the time frame is more open ended, 
at least as regards the end of the novels. These novels typically begin with 
the protagonists arriving in the new country, or having only recently arrived, 
yet they vary in the time span of the plot. Some depict just the first few years 
or even months. Others continue for many years, with the protagonists quite 
settled into the new life. Here the criterion again has been that the years of 
arrival and settling should occupy a significant portion of the novel. 

Thus the novels included in the study are those in which the early years of 
exile form an important part of the novel. Generally this means, that at least 
half the novel is devoted to early exile life.  

Three novels which proved to be borderline cases from the point of view 
of classification may be mentioned. One is AlfrƝds Dziƺums’ PƗrvietotie 
(The Displaced) whose first half depicts a soldier’s fate in the war, while 
only the second half depicts him trying to recover from his experiences in 
the camps of Germany. This has been included as novel of postwar 
Germany, as the plot of the novel can be said to develop only in the second 
half of the novel, the first part creating the background for the existential 
struggle of the second. Another example is Jonass Miesnieks’ MelƯgƗs 
ilǌzijas (Mendacious illusions), where the first half is set in end-of-the-war 
Germany, and the other half in the USA – this novel has been examined as 
both a novel of postwar Germany, and a novel of settling in a new land. 
Similarly the first half of Konstantins Raudive’s novel NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles 
(Damned Souls) is set in Germany and the second half in Sweden. This 
novel too was classified both as a novel set in Germany, and in the new land 
of Sweden. 
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5  Models for Analysis of Time and Space
 in Latvian Novels of Exile 

As the novels examined in this study have been defined as a unified entity 
according to the criterion of their setting – the early years of postwar exile – 
a brief discussion of the concepts of settings and plots is in place here. 

Settings and Plots 

We usually describe the setting of a novel, play or film by referring to time 
and space. We say that it is set in ‘ancient Greece’, ‘Renaissance Florence’, 
‘Elizabethan England’, ‘fin de siècle Paris’, ‘turn of the century Russia’, 
‘modern-day New York’ etc. Time and space are the two coordinates 
necessary for placing the work in a distinct, recognizable, cultural and 
historical milieu. It suffices with these two coordinates to conjure up a whole 
specific world. 

In this study we are interested in the exile’s image of the world he finds 
himself in – the mental topography of exile. For this reason I concentrate 
mainly, but not exclusively, upon the details of the settings rather than the 
plots. This is of course a gross simplification – plot and setting are not such 
distinct and heterogeneous qualities, that they can be separated and 
examined the one separately from the other. Nevertheless, plot has often 
been analysed as a distinct entity, more so than setting – see, for instance 
Vladimir Propp’s analysis of folktale plots. Even folktale plots, however, are 
dependent on their setting: the world of the folktale, consisting of kingdoms, 
forests and seas; peopled by heroes, witches, demons and princesses; where 
the laws of magic are in force, where animals talk, where events often occur 
thrice in a row, and so on. 

According to Aristotle, all epic poetry (literature) is mimêsis (‘imitation’) 
of “agents”, or “agents engaged in activity” or “people doing things”67 , thus 
not merely people, but characters in a context – doing, being, acting, reacting 
to their surroundings. This imitation of action is plot – for Aristotle the 
primary component of dramatic and epic literature. Brooks (323) sees plot as 

67 Aristotle: 5-6. Variously translated as “men in action”, “actions with agents”, “living 
persons” etc. 
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the product of “our stubborn insistence on making meaning in the world and 
in our lives”. 

The world and our lives! An individual’s or several individuals’ lives, or 
part of these lives, depicted in literature is shown through plot, as “people 
doing things”. Yet it is difficult, if not impossible, for us to conceive of 
people performing actions in a vacuum. We can only imagine people 
interacting in a world, be this world realistic, stylized, abstract or fantastic.  

It is difficult to formulate a standard plotline which is completely 
independent of the context of a specific setting. Even such notions of love, 
honour, justice, which motivate or influence the actors in a plot, are 
culturally determined and not necessarily similar in all cultures, and thus all 
settings. To take an obvious example, the plot of Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet has now become a stock plot at least in Western literature. It is often 
adapted to various, often modern, settings – for instance the gang-war 
background of 1950s New York in West Side Story, or the gangster world of 
Verona Beach in the 1996 film Romeo + Juliet. Yet is it feasible in all 
settings? The plot actually emanates from a setting in which two mutually 
exclusive rival groups dominate a community, using violence in their mutual 
dealings, and whose view of the world is based on codes of honour and 
revenge. The plot is inextricably dependent upon the setting. 

Plot and setting, though usually distinguishable, are not separable. Thus 
this study while not separating plot from setting, tends to concentrate upon 
those elements of the novels which shed light upon the setting – exile, which 
is the very object of this examination. The plots of the novels (discussed in 
chapters 9 and 13) are thus only examined from the point of view of setting, 
and the light they shed upon it. 

Time in the Novels 

In order to describe the settings and plots of these novels as a chronotope of 
exile, a model of time and space should be established. Bakhtin describes the 
development of the novel mainly as a transition from epic time to historical 
time. Thus cyclical time, epic time, folkloric time, idyllic time belong to the 
genres out of which the novel developed. The novel’s later development is 
one of “the assimilation of real historical time into literature” (Bakhtin 1986: 
53-4). 

Historical time is the model for describing the novels of exile, in that they 
are examined as testimonies to an historical time albeit seen from within. 
Historical time, whether shown within the frames of a life, or in larger 
perspective, is a view of time as a causal development along a linear axis, 
from past to future. Events happen, which cause other events to happen, 
which will cause other events to happen. While life is seen to be taking place 
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in the present, the past is borne along in the memory, and there is a 
progression towards the future. Thus the past and future, although not 
actually existent, can be formulated and described in the form of causes, 
memories, aims, or predictions.  

The present is more difficult to define. It has no boundaries, it is ever-
present yet diffuse. It is no more than the node where future becomes past. It 
is the hole in an hour glass through which sand flows from future to past. 
Nevertheless it is always a present time that a novel depicts, even when 
narrated in the past tense. The narrated events unfold synchronously with the 
act of reading. The reader has the feeling of being co-existent with the 
characters and events of the novel. To all intents and purposes, the span of 
the present in a novel can be defined as the events that occur between the 
earliest event and the latest event depicted in the novel (even though an 
event at the end of the novel may be in the far future if set in relation to the 
start of the novel). As the novels of exile examined here in general follow an 
historical construction of time, with events depicted in chronological order, 
the problem of flashbacks or leaps back and forth in time does not arise here. 
Thus the main plot of the novel is regarded as constituting the present. All 
that is mentioned that happened to the characters before the beginning of the 
novel thus becomes the past. All that the characters expect, hope or plan will 
happen after the end of the novel, is the future68. 

Because of this ubiquitous present, time may appear to be less clearly 
definable than space in novels. Often there are no direct images of time as 
such, or no overt depiction of the experience of the passage of time, or no 
explicit references to past or future events. Nevertheless, a certain attitude to 
time may be read into what a character does – how he chooses to fill time (or 
kill time, or how he makes time go, or passes the time). Space is then related 
to where a character is, while time is related to what a character does. This 
may seem to make space closer to setting and time closer to plot. 

It should, however, be emphasized here that, just as plot and setting are 
inseparable, so too are time and space. Even though this examination of the 
novels is divided into chapters labelled “time” and “space”, nevertheless it 
might be more accurate to say that in one chapter the setting of the novel 
(including its spatial aspects) is examined more from the point of view of 
time, and in another the setting (including even its temporal aspects) is 
examined more from the viewpoint of space. 

68 For a more complex, detailed and nuanced analysis of time in the novel, see Genette. 
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Space in the Novels 

The model for space in these novels is best described by James Joyce in A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (Penguin Books, 1968: 15-16)69 . 
Stephen Dedalus has written on the flyleaf of his geography book “himself, 
his name and where he was.  

Stephen Dedalus 
Class of Elements 
Clongowes Wood College 
Sallins 
County Kildare 
Ireland 
Europe 
The World 
The Universe” 

This is a common child’s extension of the universal standard model for 
placing oneself in a spatial context (used for example when addressing mail) 
– dividing space into ever broader concentric spaces radiating out from 
oneself. The individual is at the centre, then his domicile, then his 
neighbourhood, then the political or national space according to whose rules 
he leads his life. Outside this is the rest of the world. 

One can extend this model outwards, with an awareness of the universe 
outside the world, as well as inwards in regarding the body of the individual 
as the home of the self or soul – the individual’s ‘inner world’.  

Torsten Hägerstrand develops the concept of time geography. He defines 
a person’s physical world: 

“In each moment, each one of us finds himself in what seems to be the centre 
of the world, occupying a small well-lit foreground of here and now, while 
all about, object after object, event after event, an overcrowded universe 
fades into the distance.” (Hägerstrand 1991a: 134-570) 

Hägerstrand sees “the surroundings of an individual to be divided up into 
a series of ’concentric’ tubes or rings of accessibility” (1991b: 147). “The 
inner tube or ring covers the small volume which the individual can reach 
with his arms from a fixed place.” “The second tube is defined by the range 
of the voice and the eye as combined instruments of communication. [….] 
the convenient spatial size of this entity varies between the normal living 

69 I am indebted to Felicita Medved (78) for this illuminating example.  
70 Hägerstrand is here citing an unnamed work by D.C.Williams from 1978. Unfortunately, he 
gives no reference to the work. This is thus my English translation of the text as quoted in 
Swedish. 
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room and the assembly hall or its outdoor counterpart the agora of the Greek 
city, for example.” The next outward ring or tube he calls an “island”. The 
boundaries of this are defined by the distance one can travel from a home 
base, if one has to return “for sleep and for attending to business at [one’s] 
home base!” 

By analogy a similar set of concentric circles may be described, bounded 
not only by physical constraints, but rather as varying degrees of mental or 
emotional proximity. 

Thus, we can return to Kant’s description of space and time, in which 
“space comprehends all things that may appear to us externally” (Kant: 160), 
and “time is nothing other than the form of inner sense, i.e., of the intuition 
of our self and our inner state” (163). 

From this a model for how we perceive, arrange, order and organize our 
internal and external lives, can be developed, based upon our conceptions of 
time and space. Space is seen as the way in which we arrange and perceive 
objects outside us, including other people, as physical and social beings. 
Time is the scheme for ordering our internal lives, through memories, hopes, 
plans, dreams, seeing our lives played out as a history, a continuity, 
consisting of habits, routines and traditions, which form a culture. 

The two can be combined in a concept of time-space, i.e. an individual’s 
awareness of himself in the here and now. A time-space is thus the physical 
space one occupies, together with all its temporal, historical, conceptual, 
psychological, and mythical overtones. It is at one and the same time both 
the world one inhabits and the actual process of inhabiting it. 

The Standard Model of Time-Space 

Inherent in the concept of exile is a divergence from a previous ‘normal’, 
stable life in a familiar stable social, economic, and political situation – the 
homeland. A model of this standard may be developed as a methodological 
device for measuring the relative divergences of exile. This is not to be taken 
as meaning that life previously in fact corresponded to the standard model 
thus constructed, or even that life was at that time perceived as 
corresponding to this model. Rather this standard model of a stable life is a 
construction for the purposes of comparison, a gauge against which to 
measure the amount of distortion in the later phases of exile. It is a yardstick 
rather than an ideal. 

Felicita Medved’s description of an ideal homeland as a dwelling place is 
pertinent here: 

“Rest reflects a basic human need for order and familiarity, anchoring the 
present and future in the past and maintaining an experiential and historical 
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continuity. Dwelling is the deepest manifestation of rest, involving a lifestyle 
of regularity and repetition, and grounded in an atmosphere of care and 
concern for places, things, and people.” (91) 

A continuity of time is characteristic of an ideal stable life and society. 
Generation follows generation in a natural order. Societal and cultural rituals 
give time unity. One can, more or less, if not actually predict, then at least 
see various possible, traditional alternatives for one’s future. One can choose 
one’s ‘path in life’. Present and future grow out of the past. Thus the 
distinctions between past, present, and future are not as distinct in the 
standard model. 

The time-space of the ‘homeland’ from which the exile has been 
displaced may be defined in terms of the spatial model of concentric circles, 
as mentioned above. A standard model for viewing oneself in relation to the 
world can be constructed with the self at the centre of focus, with concentric 
physical, social or psychological spaces radiating farther and farther out in 
concentric circles. 

It should be emphasized that space is here more than just a physical 
concept. Space is also a common metaphor for relationships. One may have 
a “close relationship” or feel “close” to a person who is physically distant. 
The familiar and dear is seen as close, the strange, hard to understand, and 
inhospitable is seen as distant. 

Such a physical and psychological concept of time-space can be divided 
into three areas: 

1) Private time-space 

The closest physical, social and psychological space around the self is the 
Private time-space, which has two layers: 

a) Firstly, Personal private time-space – the layer of one’s body and 
thoughts. The body as ‘home for the soul, and one’s ‘inner world’. 

b) The second layer is the Intimate private time-space of the home, the 
family, intimate relationships, private or beloved spaces in nature or the city, 
where one feels at ease, at home. Even culturally inspiring spaces such as a 
concert hall or art gallery are found in this time-space. 

In short, these are spaces where one feels at ease, where one can perform 
private actions, and experience private emotions. 
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Figure 1. The standard model. 

2) Societal time-space 

The everyday time-space one inhabits, when one ‘goes out into the world 
is Societal time-space. This, again, is formed of two layers, each one more 
distant from the self: 

a) Closest to the self we find Everyday societal time-space, the immediate 
neighbourhood, friends, friends’ houses, the workplace, workmates, people 
one comes into contact with from day to day – shopkeepers, postmen, 
landladies etc. 

b) The next step outwards is the Formal societal time-space, the 
structured, ordered society in which one plays a social, political, cultural, or 
economic role. Here one is a citizen, a voter, a taxpayer, a consumer, subject 
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to the larger forces that shape society. The people one meets in this time-
space are either functions of society – a banker, a policeman, a politician – 
or persons one knows only by reputation – the President or Prime Minister, a 
famous actor or musician, a television celebrity. 

It is this time-space that in pre-war Latvia is identified with the homeland 
– Latvia. 

3) External time-space 

The third area in the model is the External time-space of the wider world.  
a) Geographic external time-space comprises the lands, societies, and 

cultures outside the homeland or country of domicile. This is a world one 
knows of from a distance – through one’s education, through reading, 
through watching films, through tourism, through the mass media. This outer 
world is different – in language, in climate, in topography, in customs. 

b) Farthest out, the outer circle of one’s perception of oneself, is the 
Abstract external time-space of the universe. This verges on the abstract, 
existential perception of oneself as occupying a tiny spot in the cosmos, as 
well as in time.  

In novels, primal nature – the sea, gazing at the stars, etc. – often initiates 
characters’ thoughts about the eternal and universal. In this respect, the final 
time-space, the broadest, is closely connected to the innermost – the self, and 
one’s innermost thoughts and emotions. 

In the following chapters Latvian novels of exile are examined from the 
point of view of this standard model. 
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INTO EXILE 

Novels about Postwar Germany and the 
DP Camps 





6  The Latvian Postwar Exile
 – Historical Background 

This section examines the first group of novels, those depicting the last years 
of the war and the immediate postwar years in Germany and life in the 
displaced persons camps. In order to better understand the situation of the 
Latvian refugees, and many of the references in the quotations from the 
novels cited, a concise resumé of the historical background to this exile is in 
place here. A similar background to the exiles’ dispersion to other lands after 
their years in the camps, will introduce the section on that phase of exile. 

The Independent state of Latvia was destroyed by three consecutive 
invasions and foreign occupations: the first Soviet occupation (1940-41), the 
German occupation (1941-44), and the second Soviet occupation of 1944, 
which established Soviet rule for some 45 years. 

When the defeat of Germany in the War became imminent, in the face of 
the invading Soviets, the German authorities began evacuating civilians to 
Germany, mainly by ship from the coast of Kurzeme, while some others also 
fled by land. 

People from all parts of Latvia fled the oncoming looting and pillaging 
Soviet army and headed for Kurzeme and the coast. The Latvian resistance 
movement also organized a clandestine boat shuttle from Kurzeme to 
Sweden, against the strict orders of the Germans71. 

Thus the sea roads to Germany and Sweden became the two main routes 
of escape for Latvian refugees. It is estimated that approximately 150,000 or 
7.5% of the pre-war Latvian population of two million fled, along one of 
these two main routes for flight (MOL 2002: 89).  

For those who fled, this was the beginning of the Latvian postwar exile. 

71 The chaos of Kurzeme in the time around the German capitulation, the waiting for boats to 
flee in, the attempts to avoid both German military police and Soviet partisans is vividly 
depicted in such Latvian exile novels as IngrƯda VƯksna’s Mums jƗbrien jǌrƗ (We Have to 
Wade into the Sea, 1951) and Dzintars Sodums’ TaisƗm tiltu pƗr plašu jǌru (Let’s Build a 
Bridge Across the Wide Sea, 1953). 
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To Sweden 

Between July 1944 and December 1945 the clandestine boat shuttle 
evacuated approximately 3,000 refugees from Kurzeme to Sweden. Many 
also fled on their own initiative in fishing boats from Kurzeme. An unknown 
number of such boats and lives were lost in the dangerous voyage. A total of 
about 5,500 Latvians sought refuge in Sweden after the War (LE: 1277-8). 

Here they were sheltered, at first in filtration camps, until homes and 
employment could be found for them. They were subject to harsh restrictions 
– their freedom of movement, residence in larger cities, and political activity 
were strictly circumscribed. 

In 1946, the Swedish government deported 140 soldiers from the Latvian 
Legion, handing them over to the Soviets, despite the protests of the 
legionnaires, which manifested itself in hunger strikes, suicides and self-
mutilation. (LE: 1278-9) 72. The actions of the Swedish government sent a 
shock of fear through the Baltic refugee community. Fearing that the 
Swedish government was planning to repatriate all remaining “Soviet 
citizens” (MOL 2000: 3), about 1400 Latvian civilians fled from Sweden, 
either legally or illegally. At the same time, other Latvians moved to Sweden 
mainly from Germany (LE: 1279).  

Gradually the Latvian community in Sweden grew more stable. There 
were an estimated 4,800 Latvians in Sweden in 1952 (LE: 1279). 

Germany and the DP Camps 
By far the greatest number of Latvian refugees fled or was evacuated to 

Germany. In 1945 there were over 120,000 Latvians in Germany (Rasmanis: 
127, 150). These constituted a small part of the estimated more than seven 
million civilians of various nationalities, wandering homeless around 
Western Europe in the summer of 1945, who were labelled Displaced 
Persons (DPs). 

Direct care for the welfare of the refugees was in the first instance the 
responsibility of UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 
Administration). Its aid consisted mainly of food, clothing, goods and direct 
assistance to the refugees. 

Administration and decision making within the occupied zone was 
frequently ad hoc, with an often unclear division of responsibilities between 
various different authorities – military and civilian, Allied and German. The 
result was a chaos of constantly changing and contradictory regulations, 

72 The internment of these Latvian soldiers, the efforts of the Latvian civilian community to 
have them freed, and the eventual deportation is depicted in Alfreds Dziƺums novel Tiesas 
svƝtdiena (Sunday of Judgement), 1969-70), published in Swedish as Domsöndagen in 1973. 
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whose interpretation was subject to the individual whims of various 
individual officers, who at times had immense power over individual lives, 
yet often weak understanding of the current situation. Decisions and 
interpretations of rules were often arbitrary, inflexible and unsympathetic to 
the refugee. 

All this caused suspicion and fear of UNRRA among the refugees. Some 
Baltic refugees are quoted as saying: “We have been persecuted for one year 
by the Soviet[s], three years by the Germans and two years by UNRRA” 
(Zieck: 44). 

Camps were set up to house the DPs. The number of these camps 
fluctuated. In January 1946, for instance, there were 213. These were 
scattered over the various military zones – the British (90 camps), American 
(93), French (24) and 6 camps in Austria (Dunsdorfs 1976: 188-90). 

In order to the deal with growing DP problem, a campaign of repatriation 
was initiated by the Allies, based upon the erroneous assumption that 
everyone would want to return home. This was in many cases interpreted as 
condoning the use of force and led to the indiscriminate return of refugees 
who had fled from areas subsequently occupied by the Soviet Union and 
who were consequently regarded by the Soviets as traitors.  

A new organization, the International Refugee Organization (IRO) was 
founded in 1946, to deal with the substantial number of ‘unrepatriatable’ 
DPs in Germany. A second, alternate, principle was formulated for them – 
resettlement to other countries73. This gradually marked the end of the DP 
era, and the start of the next phase of exile. 

Cultural life in the DP camps 

As most of the DPs could find no employment, people in the camps had 
time to devote to various projects. Cultural life flourished. As many of the 
best known cultural personalities of Latvia – writers, musicians, artists, 
actors, directors, dancers, film-makers – had fled to Germany, it was 
possible to cultivate the arts on a fairly high qualitative level. Newspapers 
were published. Theatre performances, choral and instrumental concerts, 
song festivals, folk dancing performances, sports competitions, schools, and 
even a Baltic University, were organized.  

It has been calculated that over 200 Latvian writers, poets, literati, literary 
scholars and publishers were to be found in the DP camps (Rasmanis: 357; 
Daukste-SilasproƧe 2002a: 335-41). These continued the Latvian literary 
tradition outside Latvia: publishing houses were established in the DP 
camps; periodicals, including literary magazines, abounded; poetry readings 

73 Most Latvian DPs who emigrated further from Germany to other countries did so between 
1947-1952, with 1949-1951 being the most active years of emigration. (Rasmanis 614-5; LE: 
1243; LE-P: 77). 
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and literary soirées were a staple element in the cultural life of the camps. 
Already in 1946 the first original publications of complete novels in book 
form began to appear in exile74, as well as novels or fragments of novels in 
periodicals. (See Daukste –SilasproƧe: 2002a). 

As early as February 1950, while many Latvian exiles were still living in 
camps in Germany, a conference on cultural problems was held in the 
Traunstein camp. At this conference, the eminent Latvian literature theorist 
Vitauts Kalve expressed a need for Latvian literature to reflect the “spiritual 
or psychic reality” of contemporary Latvians: 

“In our poetry we hear too little about that global battle into which we have 
all been drawn, about that battle which in such horrific and secret 
circumstances threatens us from all sides, about the curse of living in foreign 
parts, against which many of us are fighting with our last strength, about all 
those questions full of despair, which we shout out inside ourselves, not 
finding answers. 

Is the reason our poetry evades these questions that it too does not know 
the answers? That it can not yet rise above that which is stifling us? In that 
case it is doing the right thing. But is it not time that it dared to be more 
forceful and dared to enter into litigation with a world which wishes to 
exterminate us, with a God who seems to have abandoned us? 

How terrifying is the silence all around us, while we suffer all kinds of 
degradations, all kinds of pain, while we are being pillaged and scourged, 
while we are fighting the fight in which so many of us must fall.  

The poet must call these agonies by name, because they need a gauge, 
they need a meaning. We need a conceptual perspective, we need many new 
evaluations and ideas, so that the world no longer appears to us as chaotic 
horror, but as a space which bears to be surveyed, in which it is possible to 
live and in which we have to live.” (Kalve 1950: 74) [My italics.] 

If Latvian writers could not as yet write about this world then, they very 
soon started to do so, and have continued to do so until the 1990s. The 
following chapters map the extent of the depictions in Latvian novels of this 
psychic reality, of both this “world…as chaotic horror” as well as “this space 
in which we have to live”. 

The DP Novels 

Twenty nine novels, written by 24 authors, have been examined in this 
section. (See Appendix 1A for a full list). One third of them were published 
within six years after the start of emigration from the DP camps (10 novels 

74 Arturs Kroders DegošƗs dienas (The Burning Days), Zenta MauriƼa TrƯs brƗƺi (Three 
Brothers), StaƼislavs RƗzna Himna brƯvƯbai (A Hymn to Freedom), StaƼisalvs RƗzna LikteƼu 
joƼos (In the Gusts of the Fates). 
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published by 1953) and more than half of them within six years of the final 
active year of emigration, (17 novels by 1958). Over two thirds (21 novels) 
had been published by 1960. The rest were published one by one in the 
period between 1963 and 1974, with one final novel (Dieva pabƝrni (God’s 
Stepchildren) by Rihards Kraulis) published in 1993. 

Thus it may be surmised that most of the novels were written (as distinct 
from published) well within a ten year period after emigration from 
Germany. The life of postwar Germany was thus still a fresh memory in the 
minds of most authors when writing. 

The eight novels written after 1960 show no significant difference to 
those written in the immediate wake of life in Germany. The one exception 
is No rƯta (In the Morning) by Eduards Silkalns, published in 1974. This 
account of life in the camps is framed with the story of an academic from the 
USA returning to Germany in 1973 on a lecture tour. He visits Bergdorf, 
where he had been interned in a DP camp as a child. The bulk of the novel 
consists of reminiscences of his childhood. This is the only novel that 
actually takes the form of reminiscences. 
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7  “Time is wasting us”
 – Time in the DP Novels 

“There is a place in this time-space continuum that corresponds to one’s homeland. 

One can return to the spatial location of this place but not to its temporal location.  


The true homeland exists in the mind of the migrant [....]  

The concept of homeland makes itself known once it is no longer there.  


It represents a lack of something, a missing piece. It is nostalgia. [….]  


(Westin: 41-2) 

In the novels depicting the Latvian refugees in Germany, time is clearly tied 
to geographic space. The past is represented by Latvia, and the future by the 
possible countries of emigration (USA, Australia, Canada, Great Britain 
etc.). Meanwhile the present is firmly anchored in the ruins of wartime or 
postwar Germany.  

The Irretrievable Past 

The past of pre-war Latvia is irretrievably gone. The country itself is 
inaccessible to the refugees, because of the Soviet occupation: 

“The Latvia he had lived in until the invasion by foreign nations no longer 
existed, nor even the [occupied] Latvia in whose gaols he had been 
imprisoned.” (Women: 111) 

The independent Latvia of the refugees’ pre-war life is in fact a political, 
cultural and social reality that no longer exists. Whilst the past is always 
irretrievable, here it is more acutely felt, because there is no longer any 
continuity. Where, in a ‘normal’, peaceful life, one gradually grows out of 
the past, the past imperceptibly merging with the present, here the continuity 
has been disrupted. There is a clear border between past and present – the 
War. The past can be perceived as not only gone, but even destroyed. Even 
the very topography of the past is perceived as no longer existing. 
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“… it was no longer possible to find an appropriate place for himself in the 
order of that life, from which the war had so suddenly torn him. It was 
frightening to think that, such an order no longer existed, that the war had 
buried it under its rubble and that with it were buried all those years of his 
life which had been offered up to the imagined and dreamed about goals of 
his youth. Now there was no longer a familiar land beneath his feet – nor the 
cool, damp Baltic coastal air, nor the refreshing northern forest smells, nor 
the whisper of the wind in the lean pine trees, nor the crackling of pine cones, 
nor the rippling rustle of the fringed, supple branches of the kingly, white 
birch trees. 

He had to be reborn for a new life in a new world.” (Tatters: 111) 
This rebirth can not, in fact, take place until he literally travels to a new 
world, away from war-torn Germany. 

Broken families 

The past has been destroyed for ever, yet still, the consequences of this past 
affect the present. 

The two times are pictured spatially, with an abyss between them: “for 
yesterday was no longer today […] an abyss divided time from time” 
(Women: 59). A person on the coast of Latvia, who has decided to stay 
behind, having helped his relatives onto a ship to Germany, realizes they are 
now in another time and space: 

“at this moment he did not think about the port and the ships, for they had 
split away and now remained outside his time and his space, and the struggle 
of these departed people was another and did not unite with his future.” 
(Women: 82) 

That the break between past life and the present one was brutal is seen in 
these novels in the numerous references to disrupted families. Whereas in a 
‘normal’ life the family anchors an individual in the flow of time and passing 
generations, characters in these novels often have been cleft from their 
families.  

The novels abound with wives waiting for the return of husbands who 
have disappeared in the war. At times presumed widows refuse to enter into 
a new relationship in the hope, against all logic, that their husbands are still 
alive. 

Ansis, a blind invalid in Germany, is approached by the nurse ElƯna. 
Hearing her voice he at first mistakes her for his wife, Marta. In his thoughts 
he is once again transported to the forests and nature of his former home in 
Latvia. 

“Now, sitting in the darkness, he could not wake from the dream of his 
homeland. In his thoughts he was talking to Marta, as if they were sitting on 
the old bench in front of their home and talking about the weather, about their 
shores, about the beautiful nature all around them.” (Displaced: 129) 
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Later ElƯna takes him swimming in a river. He hears the sound of children 
romping in the water, and they have to move to another spot along the river, 
because he is reminded of his daughter left behind in Latvia. During their 
conversation Ansis declares: 

“ ‘I’m a cripple, I only have a past.’ 
‘But I am not your past.’ 
‘You remind me of Marta. That’s why we two together are one strange 

pair of cripples.’ “ 

ElƯna too has been torn away from her husband by the war. He is at the 
front in Kurzeme. She doesn’t know whether “he had fallen in battle [or] 
was slaving in a prison camp.” She reflects that “that was her and Ansis’ 
fate, together with the fate of thousands of others.” She reflects that “they 
understood each other well; they could become husband and wife – one 
normal person from the two of them, in spite of the war and the foreign 
lands.” (246-8) 

The past is gone, yet it lives on as an unknown parallel reality, in the form 
of thoughts about what might be happening to the now lost loved ones. 
These thoughts intrude into the present and influence it, rendering one 
“cripple” – incapable of ‘living a normal life’.  

This is, of course, a highly personal situation, yet it is the common “fate 
of thousands”. In one novel (Stars), virtually all characters crowded together 
in one room of their temporary shelter have such broken families. Marga 
Sedlenieks’ husband was in the army, and has disappeared without a trace. 
Her young son, Varis, remembers hearing his father’s footsteps as he came 
home from work. He believes that once they get their own home, everything 
will be as before “when his father came home every evening” (35). Mrs 
Paipala mourns her husband who was deported by the Russians to Siberia. 
Her young daughter mourns her father. Ramols’ doesn’t know where his 
wife and younger son are. His eldest son is in the army, still fighting in 
Kurzeme (23). Velta’s husband JƗnis simply “stepped out of the train 
carriage” during the flight to Germany “somewhere in the dark of night” and 
was not seen again. Velta’s “life was broken” (24). She draws into herself 
even neglecting her young infant. She goes to a German church and demands 
of God: “Give him back to me!” She joins a flagellant procession, carrying a 
wooden cross round and round the church. 

In Waves (44-5), a young man’s parents are killed before his very eyes as 
they leave an air-raid shelter. He is saved by pure chance, having lingered 
some steps behind them.  

Children are robbed of a past – their very childhood has been taken from 
them. “Forget your childhood!” Ansis says to his fellow soldier, the very 
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young Vitauts Leja. “You’ve become a man now, maybe earlier than the rest 
of us.” (Displaced: 91) 

Interrupted careers 

For those who survive, not only are their links to the past, in the form of 
their families, destroyed, but the past of their individual life experience is no 
longer relevant. The more or less predictable trajectory of pre-war careers, 
for instance, has been abruptly curtailed.  

“The war had scooped everything out of him [….] How old was he? Twenty 
six? What could he do with himself? Study? Learn? He was too old for that! 
Attend some sort of ‘reschooling’ courses to learn to be a driver? He already 
knew how to drive. A bricklayer, a carpenter, a turner? And what then?” 
(Song: 63) 

People from all walks of life (rich, poor, successful, undistinguished, 
famous, infamous) now suddenly find themselves on an equal footing. All 
are superfluous in Germany. They have no jobs and thus no social identity. 
All have been reduced to nonentities, almost non-human beings. Birums’ 
wife says to him: “You feel as if you were still a human being, but take note, 
once and for all, you are no longer a human being. Soon nobody will give a 
bare centime for you.” (Tatters: 53). 

Some try to fight against this feeling of nonentity and attempt to connect 
with past time, by clinging to outward social forms. Some DPs keep their 
professional titles even though these past identities have been rendered 
meaningless, in a world where all social forms have been turned upside 
down. UrbƗns ironizes: 

“We will peel potatoes, clean the camps, chop wood and carry coal, but we 
will still address one another as Mr. Director, as Colonel, as Barrister, Doctor 
and Professor. And the Dipacs Commander will laugh. There, in England he 
was some lord’s dog urinator, here he is commander over barristers, doctors 
and directors. And Mr. LapiƼš just bows with hunched back. Even he was 
just a doorman in Latvia. That’s why he’s used to bowing. Here he does it till 
he touches the ground.” (Displaced: 254) 

This dislocation produces a feeling of existential anxiety.  

“He could not express to anyone what agonies he experienced, wandering 
aimlessly along the foreign highways of Europe. Never before had he lived 
without aim, never without work, never had he been able to occupy himself 
with daydreaming. He needed to move, do, act and organize, and pride 
himself on what he had achieved. ‘Who am I? Why am I not allowed to be 
there where I should be?’ he asked himself incessantly. ‘Who are all the 
others who are wandering around now?’” (Tatters: 53). 
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Rural becomes urban 

Another factor of dislocation for some Latvians, as reflected in these novels, 
is that people who have lived and worked on the land for generations, now 
suddenly find themselves in cities, in a strange land, making life in exile 
seem doubly strange75. 

In Lucky Kandavs watches how a pair of farmers, relocated into the 
ramshackle garrison barracks that now serve as a displaced persons’ 
dwelling, tries to fill time with familiar routines of their common past: 

“A thin woman with an uncared-for, weather-beaten face was feeding hens. A 
large man with heavy shoulders and broad cheeks was bending over by the 
hen coop as if repairing something or propping something up. Neither of 
them spoke a word. Their movements expressed both a certain seriousness, 
and a hopeless indifference. Having fed the hens, the woman picked up a 
twig broom and swept the ground in front of the shack. Kandavs’ gaze fixed 
itself upon the patterns left in the dust by the twigs. He was reminded of the 
cleaned and tidied homesteads of his homeland on a Saturday evening or 
Sunday morning. The sand in front of the homesteads and all the paths used 
to bear the same pattern. Even the nimble, rhythmic movements of the 
sweeper brought to mind impressions of long ago. But the area around the 
henhouse was small – a few sweeps was enough. Then both the poultry 
tenders sat down on a bench and, hands in laps, sat in the sunshine, serious, 
immobile, not exchanging a word.” (41) 

The past can only be recalled in memories, or tales of the familiar. Often 
these are associated with the countryside often in the form of a childhood 
idyll. Eižens is reminded of past time by the familial warmth in the house he 
is visiting: 

“Here, in this small room, there radiated the everyday spirit of a self-reliant 
little family, as when Eižens had returned from the wide world to his family 
homestead on the shores of the Aiviekste river, where moss grew on the reed 
roof in which sparrows wove their nests, where thrushes whistled in the ash-
trees in front of the house, while Grandmother and Grandfather, calmly 
smiling, told remarkable but short tales of his, their grandson’s, mischief 
when he tended the animals as a young lad. All around there was peace and a 
sense of the unremitting unfolding of incessant life.” 

Thus often the past is expressed in terms of a mythological, eternal time – 
“the immanent unity of time” of Bakhtin’s “folkloric time” (210). The past 
easily becomes a myth, a lost paradise.  

75 In actual fact the percentage of rural-dwellers among the Latvian exiles was relatively 
small. On the other hand, most city-dwellers still had their roots and family ties in the country, 
and a collective Latvian identity (e.g. as expressed in poetry), is strongly rooted in a rural past 
with close ties to nature. An urban cultral awareness was only slowly developing in the 
1920s-1930s. 
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Memory of this past pastoral time can be called upon as an escape from 
the unbearable reality of the present, or in order to give one strength to 
tolerate the present. The young soldier Leja has travelled a lot around Latvia 
on bicycle and likes to talk to his comrades recreating details of the scenery 
in various parts of Latvia, while they sit in their entrenchments, waiting for 
military action. 

Ansis is at first irritated by this talk, and tries to break this ritual return to 
the past by calling up the present reality: 

“ ‘It’s not worth talking about it any more, Vitauts! The roads of Kurzeme are 
now rutted and bombed, the homesteads are abandoned, the fields haven’t 
been harvested. People flee from open country to hide in forests and swamps 
– that’s what your beautiful country is like now!” (Displaced: 91) 

Rural totems provide an almost religious connection with the lost home of 
the past. Zemzaris’ death is described thus: 

“How can a person wait for death so calmly? He was so radiant and lucid till 
the very last moment, it seemed like he was going home. The greatest wonder 
is he didn’t believe in God and refused Holy Communion, but asked for a 
couple of ears of rye to look at. I found some and brought them to him; he 
held them in his hands until I left [….] Even though his suffering was great, 
he smiled all the time and never let the rye out of his hands. They were dried 
up and crumpled. I put them in his coffin as they were.” (Song: 171) 

The threshold between past and present 

Not only is pre-war Latvia the past. Even the war itself is also a part of the 
past. It is that part which marks the borderline between the idyllic past of 
Latvia and the present. 

“Bombs from the air shake the ground around your feet – and during one 
such moment nothing matters – morality, reason, freedom, property. People 
crawl into cellars. Moaning they hide in piles one under the other, hold their 
ears shut, cover their eyes… 

Heroism… And the alarm is over – gendarmes appear on the corners 
again, and once again signs and seals determine everything, and forged and 
genuine documents, and blind chance. And once again the streets are alive 
with bustle, full of dissolute women, war brides, profiteers, fed and given 
drink by bicycle barmen […]” (Gazer: 214) 

The violence of the war is a threshold. It is the point in time when the 
world that was accepted as permanent and stable, was shattered and 
destroyed, leaving only chaos in its place, covered by a thin veneer of 
society, which is in fact really only a scramble for survival. Bombs “shake 
the ground” and after them comes the licentious, scrambling chaos of a 
destroyed society. And the war leaves its mark in the present through the 
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quite tangible memories of war wounds and crippled bodies. Thus the past 
influences and limits the future life of those crippled in the war. 

“Bedeicis fondled his amputated shoulder, which was resting against the wall 
as he lay. He still felt his left hand. At one and the same time he felt the cold 
wall and the palm of his long lost left hand, which like a ghost, not hindered 
by any obstacles, lived its memory life. This phantom hand shrunk with time, 
grew smaller, but did not disappear. Just as other things did not disappear 
from his memory…” (Gazer: 11) 

Bedeicis has lost his arm literally on a threshold – when the heavy iron 
door of an air-raid shelter is slammed shut on him by panicking people 
(Gazer: 215-6) 

The gratuitousness of the violence on which a person’s whole life hinges 
leads to a feeling of helplessness before the absurdity of the times he is 
living in. This absurdity is at times portrayed in almost Beckettian images. In 
Displaced, Ansis, during the war, is on a scouting mission with his 
companion, Vitauts Leja, who steps on a mine. Leja’s legs are crippled, 
while Ansis is blinded. They struggle back to their lines – the blind carrying 
the lame, and the lame guiding the blind (121-3). 

A similar symbiosis is depicted in Wheels, where two invalids – one 
without legs, the other without hands – help each other. The one without 
hands lifts the other up steps and sets him at the table. The one without legs 
helps the other to open doors, put on his jacket, and pick up smaller objects 
(153). 

The Unforeseeable Future. 

Just as much as the past is irretrievable, so is the future unforeseeable. 
Thoughts about the future are based upon dreams, imagination, rumours.  

At times the future attains almost mythical proportions. One refugee 
woman calms another: “Accept your fate calmly, the way will open for you, 
for we all impatiently await that time when man will be able to coexist with 
man and breathe freely. This time is not far off any more.” (Women: 95) 

In practical terms the future is seen in terms of three possible scenarios: 
emigration from Germany, restoration of a free Latvia, and repatriation to 
Soviet Latvia. 

Emigration 

A great number of the refugees fantasize about the new future that will open 
up for them through emigration. This is also described in almost fairy tale 
terms: 
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“’Just let me get out of here. – I figured out that the right place for me is 
Canada. Just imagine, a big, vast country, you have to ride five days with an 
express train to get from one coast to the other! And all those forests, lakes, 
mountains! Maybe I’ll get lucky in those mountains. There are still places 
there, where no man has set his foot, and there is gold, oil, diamonds there! If 
you happen to stumble across it, then you just dig a bit and pan a bit. […] 

You can get work in Germany, Latvia or even Siberia. But people go to 
America to seek a fortune.’ ” (Displaced: 238) 

These discussions about exotic lands are often a source of satire for the 
authors of these novels. In Lucky Anšlavs EglƯtis satirizes the ignorance and 
prejudices such conversations are based on. One speaker has heard from a 
friend in England who works for 

“ [He works for]an old man, I don’t know if he is actually a lord, or just a 
rich man, as a sort of friend, or servant, who just follows him around and 
gives him anything he needs. If he goes hunting, then you have to carry the 
lord’s gun. As soon as the old codger shoots, you have to load it again. But 
he shoots rarely, only when the prey is within easy shot, and even then he 
never hits it. So it’s really no work, just a walk. Then you have to carry his 
fishing rods. At the river, you have to put the worm on the hook and take the 
fish off. If he gets a bite! But that hasn’t happened yet. Just imagine, you sit 
on the river bank, stretched out in the grass and gaze at the sky. The reeds 
rustle all around you, the dragonflies buzz, the water laps at your bare feet, 
and somewhere nearby your old lord is pottering about. At times, the lord 
falls asleep at his fishing rod, and you can get a good nap yourself.” (103) 

Another refugee describes snake hunting in Australia in the most 
fantastically absurd terms (103-4). Another has heard that Norway is going 
to take in refugees and settle them in luxury hotels (105). Yet another 
dismisses various countries, with his naïve preconceptions of each one, as if 
he were reading a brochure of countries to emigrate to: 

“In South America it’s too hot and they’re always having revolutions there. 
In Africa the blacks scream at night so no white man can sleep. In New 
Zealand there are cannibals and wingless birds. You can forget China – 
they’re not taking anyone. In the South Sea Islands leprosy is rampant. India 
can be invaded by the Russians just like Europe. There’s nowhere to go. The 
world has been polluted.” (105) 

Underlying all these discussions is a sense of temporariness – the future 
will not be permanent. “That’s a way of life I understand. That’s how I 
would rather spend my days, until the time came to go home again.” (Lucky: 
103) 

Overseas countries, especially the USA and Canada are seen as fantastic 
lands of opportunity, especially by young boys: 
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“ ‘America of course! Just wait – everything will be different there! There 
you can start living for yourself. There’s any number of ways to become 
famous there. Pilots. Sportsmen. Famous bank robbers. People who walk 
across an iron cable between two towers as safely and unerringly as… as 
along the path here to the provisions store. Others ride barrels over Niagara 
Falls. And you can start as a newspaper boy, or a shoeshine boy… Stamp 
collectors. Record holders in dieting. And why shouldn’t I soon have my own 
car there? I shan’t buy a Ford. They don’t stand the wear and tear. A 
Cadillac. Maybe not immediately. First a Chevrolet. A really great Chevrolet, 
flowing lines like a shiny pike. Quiet. Doesn’t roar or hum, doesn’t sing, just 
sighs… wow! Really great! Radio music. Air conditioning, automatic 
cigarette lighter… Just click on the jazz and fly like a bird along smooth 
roads… Wherever you want – California… Florida… then Niagara – in 
winter to the forest covered mountains of Canada to hunt bears! Enormous 
bears! My cousin wrote to Mum from Canada. But you have to be terribly 
brave. If you don’t drop him with the first shot…’” (Gazer: 70) 

Emigration, however, is not the free choice and action of a free individual 
– it is a process, “the complex machinery of emigration”, imposed, initiated, 
and controlled by the temporary bureaucracy of the Allied occupation forces. 
The “first-class clerks” who are not “trifling displaced persons, without a 
homeland, but rather the full-fledged citizens of great nations, who received 
grand salaries, not in the pathetic German marks, but in all-powerful 
dollars”. “If the [camp] administration organized the present of the displaced 
persons, then another, no less powerful institution determined their future.” 
(Lucky: 221) 

A barrier has to be surmounted before this future dream becomes 
accessible – the Occupation authorities screen, test and check the medical 
condition of all before emigration. The refugees are sorted into those who 
are acceptable for emigration, and those who are not. The refugees 
themselves cannot influence their own future. Future time rests in the hands 
of foreign, unsympathetic clerks.  

“People were sorted like goods: by weight, length and age, listed in card files 
in bulk, with numbers on their chests, dispatched in consignments to 
countries and continents, who demanded this mass as labour.” (Displaced: 
254) 

The tests are irksome, at times degrading, and can have tragic 
consequences. An elderly mother relates her experiences: 

“ ‘They examined, studied, measured and weighed me, as if I were a horse 
about to be sold to the gypsy. They tried to find some fault with me, 
undressed me, fondled me, looked at me from all sides, made me squat, 
exercise, made me, an old person, run naked around the room, step up onto a 
chair and jump down. Me, the mistress of VƗrpu homestead, whose two sons 
have fallen in the war.’ She started to cry. – “The shame, the terrible shame, 
to undress my old bones and make me run! [….] 
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The whole room was full of women, all as if going to the country sauna – 
without anything on [….] It’s alright for the young ones, but old people! Legs 
bowed by work, veins blue and twisted into cables. What kind of sight is that 
in broad daylight. – Run, momma, run! – That’s what they shouted. And 
these old women ran naked and stiff, in order to… get into paradise, pa-ra-
dise! Shame, and a thousand times shame! Look, for her sake’ she pointed to 
Brigita [her stunted and hunch-backed daughter], - ‘for her sake I did what 
the masters told me. Ran naked around the room, climbed and jumped, fast, 
faster.[….] And today they tell me that Brigita has been rejected. I said I 
would earn enough bread for Brigita too. No, only the strong are allowed to 
live in America.’” (Parade: 107-8) 

She is accepted and forced to emigrate, but her crippled daughter is 
rejected. The morals and logic of the powers that be are incomprehensible to 
the refugee: 

“How can I abandon you? [….] No, it can’t be true! They can’t demand it of 
me! There must be some law that a sick child can’t be abandoned alone, that 
a sick child can’t just be thrown into a river [….] 

An ill animal is taken into the warmth, how should I abandon my child? 
[….] Over there dogs, cats, canaries are protected. Learned men worry their 
minds over what kind of food tastes best for dogs, cats, canaries. We all 
hoped that people could find refuge there. – I will lose my mind! – I want to 
see with my own eyes the law that makes one deny one’s own child!” (112-3) 

She finally commits suicide in despair. Similarly in Displaced ElƯna is 
given permission to emigrate, but her elderly father is rejected. He commits 
suicide to leave her free to go. 

If the war split families through violent chance, at the other end of the 
refugees’ stay in Germany, families are split through the conscious policies 
of the Allied countries. 

This makes the DPs feel powerless and worthless: 

“ ‘DP that means dregs, refuse, rubbish[….]  
There [you] were: directors, property owners, traders, fire chiefs and other 

kinds of chief. Everybody had been somebody. Had been – listen carefully to 
these words! Unfortunately – had been. Now you are rejects. Now some 
trader comes here from Canada, fondles your muscles, looks at your teeth, 
feels your ribs – how much are you worth, how long will you last! Like a 
cattle-trader he sorts out who can still pull the load, who is suitable as meat. 
Usually there is only unusable meat here, which the Germans have by 
mistake stuffed into ships and saved from Siberia. Fools, that’s why they lost 
the war. See how the wise Westerners weigh, measure and study everything. 
In none of these tests has anyone ever asked me, for example, what I have 
read? Do I know the works of Shakespeare, Goethe, Schiller, Rainis? Have I 
seen the paintings of the old masters, or heard the music of Wagner, 
Beethoven, Mozart and others? How had I furnished my apartment in RƯga? 
What kind of paintings did I have on the walls? What sort of books did I have 
on my shelves? Nobody has asked me that. I am trash, like the rest of the 
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trash that fell off the table, when the mighty of the East and West divided the 
world.” (Displaced: 256) 

Dreams of the restitution of an Independent Latvia 

The future may also appear in these novels as hopes, dreams and plans of a 
restituted Independent Latvia. 

First, the possibility of Latvia being one day free again is constantly 
raised by speechmakers and politicians who hope to gain some standing in 
the exile community. They encourage the refugees to keep themselves alive 
and to save themselves for Latvia. 

KƗrlis ƶezbers ironizes about such discussions in the camp club: 

“Political schemers came to an agreement about the composition of the next 
Cabinet of Ministers. They went even further, predicting mayors for the 
larger cities, and Heads of the various Departments. Those who were 
economically inclined pondered and studied the question of what kind of 
enterprises could be founded without a large investment, but on ideas alone 
[….] Politicians debated all possible political turns of events, which could 
divert the world from its present course, held trials for the causes of Europe’s 
present catastrophe, and discussed how everything would have been, if …” 
(Duchy: 105-6) 

At times the refugees have an idealistic view of world politics and the 
Allies’ participation in the War. They rely on the fickle moral and political 
commitment of the Allies: 

“If not within a couple of months, then surely in a year’s time they would be 
going home. The Allies have fought in this war for the freedom of all nations, 
attesting to this in speeches and written declarations, while fighting to crush 
the tyrannical empires that that have occupied [other countries] and sapped 
the strength of other nations. And where in the world is there a more ruthless 
enslaving power than red Bolshevik imperialism? The Americans will pare 
[the Soviets'] claws. If not today, when there is still hope that the Russians 
will themselves voluntarily retreat from the lands they have occupied, then 
surely it will happen when the true face of this enforced Ally reveals itself.” 
(Republic: 97-8) 

Such a view of the future, however, is not a dominant theme in the novels. 
Most characters seem to have a realistic view of world politics. A restored 
Latvia is most often mentioned either as a hope against hope or as empty 
rhetoric from camp politicians. 

Repatriation 

Another scenario for the future is the possibility of repatriating to Soviet 
Latvia. Soviet agitators, with the full acceptance of the Allied occupation 
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forces, constantly assail the DPs with this possibility. Some of the characters 
in the novels do in private contemplate such a course of action, feeling that 
the only fit place for a Latvian to be is Latvia. 

“we shouldn’t have fled as fast as our legs could carry us, to save our skins. 
Now that I think about it – if I had stayed at home, I possibly would have 
received 15 years in Siberia, but probably, if I didn’t die, I would now be 
back and could work in the midst of my people. Here we moan that churches 
are shut down over there and that there aren’t enough priests left, but they 
could easily have enough priests because in emigration we have more than 
we need! They say there is a shortage of teachers in Latvia, but here teachers 
sweep the streets or feed the pigs… With that I want to say: if we had all 
stayed put, then we would be more valuable Latvians, even though we would 
have fared worse!” (Song: 119) 

Some minor characters do actually take the step, repatriate and disappear 
from the plot of the novels (Flame). 

One DP receives a letter from his wife, who has been left behind in 
Latvia. It is described as tantamount to receiving a letter from the ‘land of 
the dead’. The past is dead, it cannot write. A transgression of the border 
between past and present is unnatural. 

The wife has been forced to write as part of the organized Soviet 
Repatriation effort. The letter is in fact coded with symbolism between the 
lines, warning the receiver not to come home. She writes of the weather: 
“Last winter was harsh, there was a bitter frost and the roots of all the trees 
froze. Now there are many dry stumps. The big neighbour gardener is now 
pulling them out and carting them off. Even spring has come too early. Some 
birds returned from the south, but their wings froze. We have very few song 
birds left.” She says that if he, her husband, were to return, he would 
probably live with AstrƯda, who, we are told, is the deported cousin of the 
recipient of the letter. (Displaced: 261) 

Even intimate relationships – the letters between a husband and wife – are 
in the hands of hostile authorities. To choose this future is in reality no 
choice. 

A similar letter is to be found in Lucky (344): 

“ ‘Listen to what my mother’s sister writes [….]:«My dear Laimonis, We 
were happy with all our hearts when we learned that you were alive. So are 
we. Basking in Stalin’s sun we have it better than ever before. Even better 
than that time we rode in a sleigh over Lake Alǌksne» – The ice broke and 
she fell in and almost drowned that time’ explained AuritƝns, and continued: 
‘«We very much want you to come home. You could stay with Godmother 
Ilze,» - She’s been dead for a long time,’ AuritƝns explained again, ‘«or live 
with Uncle Kaspars,» - He was deported in the year of terror [1940-1]. 
«Come soon and don’t stay so long with the terrible blood-sucking bourgeois. 
Love, Aunt Anna.»’ ” 
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In a few episodes, the officials of the occupation forces repatriate, or 
attempt to repatriate DPs by force. JaunsudrabiƼš relates an incident which 
apparently reflects sheer ill-will on the part of a camp commandant. Just as 
rumours are spreading that the Allies had returned several thousand 
Cossacks as well as the members of General Vlasov’s Army to the Soviet 
Union and execution, the commandant in Greven orders Latvian ex-soldiers 
who had been conscripted into the German Army to be rounded up at night 
and taken to a camp from which the Soviets are repatriating former 
inhabitants of the territories now controlled by them. “These people had 
suffered serving in the German Army, had been held in hunger and freezing 
temperatures as POWs in Belgium, some of them had finally met their 
families here and now, once again Unrra’s truck was pulling them off who 
knows where.” (Tale: 223) 

The Limbo of the Present 

Thus a normal, continuous flow of time from past into future via the present 
no longer exists for the refugees. The divisions of time are more acute, 
clearer. The past has been cut off by the War and by flight. The future has 
not been as radically cut off – there is still hope that there may be a way out. 
Nevertheless, the inscrutability of the future, as well as administrative 
barriers, keep it out of reach. It cannot be attained through the individual’s 
own efforts; it is in the hands of external forces. 

The present is a limbo bordered by two journeys – the flight from Latvia 
and the awaited journey overseas76. It is in this limbo that the lives depicted 
in these novels are played out – in the transient present of postwar Germany. 
Having no control over their future or past, the characters of the novels 
direct all their energies towards trying to fill the void of time, and simply 
being. Yet even this is not easy. An enforced idleness is thrust upon them – 
they have nothing constructive to do in this foreign land. Normal, everyday 
time – the workday divided into hours – no longer applies to the DP. They 
have no social role and end up merely drawing into themselves and being. 

“In RƯga […] everything was different. You never had time to look around. 
At first studying, then working. Every day. Just make sure you keep up with 
the hours rushing by. Now it’s different. Now there is more time. You have 
lost everything. You have nothing more to fret about, nothing to strive for. 
You become immersed in yourself.” (Lucky: 37) 

76 Only one novel, Tantalus, is set among those DPs who did not emigrate, but stayed in 
Germany. 
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Not only has the DP’s personal life been broken and the normal flow of 
time taken from him, he now finds he has no political or social power or 
rights. He is a ‘no-man’ in a ‘no-man’s land’: 

“He had become a DP, a person without a homeland and without rights; in 
other words – a, for the time being, completely unnecessary creature.” 
(Seekers: 7) 

In the present time the order of the whole of the DP’s world is completely 
controlled by the Allied occupation forces. Latvian organizations are not 
recognized but frowned upon. The Allies even want to close the Latvian Red 
Cross in Lübeck, whose activity consists of visiting people in hospitals and 
doling out clothing packages to the needy (Flame: 195), an activity which 
not only helps the needy, but gives the able-bodied something useful to do 
with their time. 

The Latvians’ naïve belief in the justice and moral basis of world politics 
makes them feel betrayed. Latvia has been the victim of two aggressions, yet 
Latvians are treated as aggressors. 

The whole world is seen as a place where morality and the concepts of 
right and wrong have been turned upside down: 

“In this pit of cheating, lies and injustice, which is called the world, truth has 
been tied to the pillory. Only simpletons, such as political refugees, still look 
for it. And if emperors, dictators and presidents throw truth under the table, 
what should the little person do?” (Clapper: 278). 

Latvians had expected salvation from the West, from the Allies who 
could prevent the Soviet Union from advancing into Europe (Women: 15, 16, 
46) or from Great Britain and Sweden, who were rumoured to be sending 
forces to help Latvian soldiers liberate Latvia (Women: 7, 8, 41, 82). Instead 
Latvian soldiers had watched the Soviet army enter Latvia driving American 
tanks (Displaced: 125-6)! They feel betrayed: “It is as if God had turned His 
head away.” (126) 

Even Sweden, which has managed to keep itself safe from the war, has 
extradited Baltic soldiers to the Soviet Union (Wheels: 140), prompting one 
character to call them “the cowardly Swedes” (Lucky: 192). 

Every sign is studied to see which way fickle political opinion may swing. 
One observer recounts how he saw posters announcing the resolutions of the 
Potsdam Conference. Karialauci has been given to the Soviet Union “up to 
the borders of Lithuania”. Two interpretations of this are possible – an 
independent Lithuania, or a Soviet Lithuania. It is not yet clear which. A 
comforting sign is that foreign newspapers still draw maps of Europe with a 
line between the Baltic countries and the Soviet Union (Flame: 105). It is not 
yet clear how the postwar political space of the world will be divided. 
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Ex-soldiers in the army hospital read a newspaper which reports the War 
crimes trials in Nuremberg. 

“ ‘Moscow judges will be trying them. [….] You realize you’re a Nazi too! 
[….] When they’ve hung the big ones, then they will call you. – Where did 
you lose your eyesight? – they’ll ask you. What will you answer? Burned out 
your eyes defending your country? Who’ll believe you? You fought against 
the allied Red Army – you’re a war-criminal.’” (Displaced: 154) 

He reads on that the representatives of the four nations sat in the tribunal 
before their national flags, including the hammer and sickle, “the red flag of 
the slave state”. The ex-soldiers are shocked: 

“ ‘Damn it all, if I still had both my legs, I’d run there as a witness!’ shouted 
the newspaper reader. 

‘They wouldn’t listen to you, you’re a “fascist”!’ smirked UrbƗns. 
‘I’d thrust the stumps of my amputated hands under their noses and shout 

– put them, who ravished our country, on trial as well! Those who pulled off 
our arms and legs, who burnt out our eyes! Aren’t they the same kind of war 
criminal? But now the authors of the Charter of Human Rights are not 
ashamed to sit at the same table as them, with the hammer and sickle behind 
them!’” (155) 

Similar sentiments are expressed elsewhere (Wheels: 169), where 
Nuremberg is called “a place of shame, because the murderer who remained 
sits among the judges.” 

Ansis sees the world as sick, just as he is. 

“[…] not only was he blind, the whole world had become blind. Not only had 
Teobalds’ [his comrade who was injured in the head] mind gone, but the 
whole Western […] world was insane. Not only here in the surgical ward, 
were there patients suffering from scars they had received in the war, scars 
which were now festering even deeper, but all of Europe was sick with a 
malignant tumour. It was ailing with an incurable disease, that no medicine, 
no calming words can allay.” (157) 

The same insane Teobalds is later asked by a British soldier if he wants to 
go home? Teobalds replies that first he has to operate on Churchill, Truman 
and Stalin for brain tumours, before he can go home. The world they find 
themselves in is crazy. 

The present of exile, with its waiting, its idleness, its emptiness, its 
meaninglessness, this temporal limbo between the destroyed past of Latvia 
and the unknown future of some faraway country, at times manifests itself 
physically as a brutal landscape where all logic, meaning and morality have 
disappeared. 
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“People [on refugee trains] died from the cold, and the living threw them out 
the carriage windows, to make room for themselves. Maybe all that happened 
out of a meaningless, idiotic boredom! Villages and cities still burned, 
aeroplanes howling shrilly, brought death and suffering to the panic driven 
floods of people. There was no shelter anywhere! Man had become a beast of 
prey for man, thirsting blood, hungering for corpses. Death knew no 
moderation, it swallowed and burned, tortured people with hunger, cold, 
sleeplessness; the streams of tortured people wound their way along roads 
and cursed their being born, carried the burden of their lives in a stupid 
fatigue, and didn’t know where to put it or what to do with it.” (Damned: 11) 

At times this landscape is described in surreally mythical terms. In Gazer 
the present is described in terms of a film about “the zone between life and 
death”: 

“Reality, my friend. Endless expanses of ruins. Just rubble. A dim twilight 
and ruins – and nothing else. A sombre, bent beggar idles in a corner… a 
glazier crosses your path… half-naked, with queer, unseeing eyes staring into 
emptiness – cries out his offer in the dead ruins: to put in new windows… 
Where? In the ruins? In the gaps in the ruins, in the black caverns – new 
windows in the region of the dead between life and death…’” (83) 

Present time is described as a vacant space. People themselves are 
superfluous, both in this space, and the space of the past: 

“ ‘Our country [….] is still there where it’s always been. A little messed up, 
that’s all. Only you and I are missing from it. But does anybody know that? 
Do you exist for anyone? [….] You could just as well be there, or more 
precisely – your earthly remains. Do the authors of the Atlantic Charter care 
whether your bones moulder in these ruins, or grow pale in trenches which 
have not yet been filled in? One day they’ll be levelled, the grass will grow 
green again, grasshoppers will chirp and mole-crickets will rattle. Who needs 
you there?” (Displaced: 147) 

Thus people wander around in this space dislocated both in time and 
space. They do not live in the present but long for the future to be a return to 
the past: 

“Grey shadows of people moved about in the already dusky barracks 
courtyard, between the eerily jagged buildings, which jutted out, up into the 
air, uncannily resembling corpses. And it seemed that Augusts noticed for the 
first time how sadly indifferent were the eyes of many, as if they stared into a 
world in which they did not live [….] These ruins were indifferent to them, 
they walked through them as in a ghostly dream, waiting from day to day for 
that moment when, having awoken, they would again see about them familiar 
buildings, streets, meadows and rivers, lost friends and acquaintances, all that 
life that had been violently taken away from them and in which they still 
lived, and they would see it as they had left it behind [….] If some merciless 
person should tell them today that nothing would ever again be like it had 
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been, then they would drive him away. How could it be otherwise? All those 
who had already left the greater part of their lived lives behind them, did not 
have the strength to start anew. If someone should suddenly take away their 
hopes of returning, then many would collapse.” (Republic: 97) 

Elga Kore formulates this more specifically in terms of time – as a bridge 
backwards in time: 

“Life? […] This time could not be called life; it was a walk over a bridge in 
the hope of getting to the other side, where everything that was close to one’s 
heart had been left behind.” (Stars: 30) 

Some see exile as God’s punishment for some sin, thus echoing the idea 
of Latvia as a lost paradise. DǌmiƼš, a God-fearing man in Displaced 
reasons thus: 

“ ‘… I believe that all this talk of the future is futile. God himself knows for 
what purpose he has driven us out into strange lands. Maybe we have earned 
it [….] I have fled from God’s will, the Lord will never forgive me that. If a 
man turns against his God, then in the end His anger will befall him even 
harder. I cannot travel farther. That is a crime against God’s will. I must seek 
a way back.’” (240) 

In another novel another speaker, Erika, rejects similar thinking: 

“ ‘What can I have sinned against God? What can my brothers , my father 
and my mother have sinned against God?’ [….] ‘And why are the lowest 
trash of the earth allowed to live, breathe and laughingly murder those who 
have done no evil, and who cling to God?’ She lowered her hands in fatigue. 
‘Maybe, walking in the woods, I may have tramped upon an ant, but never 
have I desired that wittingly. Maybe I just didn’t see it [….] We have fled 
here because, because there are in the world giant polecats in human form, 
who are now holding their bloody feasts, and all the world seems to them a 
giant hen-house, where they can slaughter and tear. See what a wretched state 
man has come to now.’” (Tatters: 122) 

Ansis in Displaced talks of fate, yet it is not a predetermined religious 
fate, rather an existential feeling of futility and helplessness: 

“ ‘You have to survive, that’s your fate!’ [He tells one of his comrades.] 
Before this, he had mentioned fate about as often as God. He recognized 

only man’s own strength and will. But now he started to doubt [….] Now he 
had to humbly think about fate – that, which had been decided, would 
happen.” (91) 

The DPs see themselves as victims of fate, as victims, indeed, of time. 
Gazer begins with a motto, a quotation about time from Alice in 
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Wonderland. Significantly, the author, Modris ZeberiƼš, has misquoted one 
sentence in the passage: 

“ ‘If you knew Time as well as I do,’ said the Hatter, ‘you wouldn’t talk 
about wasting IT. Rather, time is wasting us…”77 

This mistranslation, whether deliberate or unwitting, reveals the displaced 
persons’ feeling of passivity and helplessness before the passage of historical 
time. They are victims of time: “The war has made my youth old and my 
mind too wise ahead of its time” (Parade: 210). In this time of enforced 
idleness, with all normal activities and occupations disrupted or 
extinguished, what the refugees do, and how they arrange to live, becomes 
more acute. They must decide, consciously or unconsciously, how they are 
to live. Any ready made models and traditions to follow have been 
destroyed. The plots of the novels depict the different ways in which the 
various characters cope with this situation, either by taking control of the 
temporal flow of their lives, succumbing to time, or flowing with it. 

The time of exile is the present – a transient time. We are reminded that 
the people described “will never again come together”, and that the Germany 
of the camps “after half a year, at the most a year, will exist only in our 
memories” (Lucky: 353). The present too will become the past.  

77 “[…] tu nerunƗtu par laika šƷiešanu. DrƯzƗk gan laiks mǌs…” (Gazer : 3). In the original the 
passage reads: “…you wouldn’t talk about wasting it. It's him.” (Lewis Carrol Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland; Through the Looking-Glass And what Alice found there. London: 
Macmillan, 1998, p.101.) 
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8  No Man’s Land
 – Space in the DP Novels

If time in these early years of exile can be seen as a present limbo, divorced 
from past and future, how does this present manifest itself spatially? A 
number of changes from the standard model (Fig.1) can be discerned. The 
most patent changes that have occurred in the DP novel model, as compared 
to the standard model are three. 

Figure 2. The time-space of the DP novels. 
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First, the individual has been thrown into a completely alien situation and 
space. He is no longer in any way in control of the situation in which he 
finds himself, or, at least, his control of the situation is confined to minor 
details: grubbing, haggling, planning and scheming to get food; cheating, 
bluffing, lying to free himself from the forces that now have staked their 
claim over his life; or, ultimately, opting out of the situation by committing 
suicide. On the whole, the individual has to accept the situation he finds 
himself in, and wait for his fate to be decided by forces outside himself. For 
this reason External time-space (corresponding to time-space 3 in the model) 
and especially Societal time-space (2) dominate in the DP novels. Individual 
plots often give way to typical or common situations78. For this reason space 
in this chapter will be examined starting from the external time-spaces. (In 
contrast, in the next section, space is examined from the internal time-spaces 
and outwards, as the individual is more prominent in the novels of settling in 
the new lands.) 

The second, and most drastic change is, of course, that Formal  societal 
time-space (2b) no longer corresponds to the homeland, but to the foreign, 
war-torn, ruined society of politically and economically dismantled postwar 
Germany as administered by the Allied occupation forces. Pre-war Latvia, is 
now a space that no longer exists, except in memories, hopes, dreams and 
conversations. In this sense, Latvia has been relegated to the theoretical, 
intangible Abstract external time-space (3b). 

Further, Everyday societal time- space (2a) is visibly divided into two: 
the local German neighbours outside the camps – farmers, inkeepers etc. – 
and Latvian social life within the camps. The most tangible barrier of the 
camp fence clearly marks the divide. 

The closer Geographical external time-space (3a), usually represented by 
other countries, now consists almost exclusively of countries to which the 
DP may one day have to move. References to countries other than these, for 
instance Japan or Greece or Spain or Africa, are virtually non-existent in 
these novels. 

Finally, the Intimate private time-space (1b), typically the home in the 
standard model, is no longer the domain of the family and intimate 
relationships. The family in these novels has very often been split – close 
relations have been scattered or killed by the war. The Intimate time-space 
(1b) is now often occupied by strangers – fellow refugees who live in close 
proximity in the barracks. Privacy is hard to come by. In intimate 
relationships couples often seek out private spaces in nature – in the forests, 
on hilltops. 

78 There are some exceptions – novels where characters struggle against and attempt to 
control their situation e.g. Lucky, Tatters. 
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External Space (3a) 

The Geographical external time-space of the future countries of emigration 
(3a), have been dealt with in the previous chapter, as has the Abstract 
external time-space (3b) of the past and Latvia. 

Nevertheless, there is another abstract space discernible in these novels. 
The DP at times seeks solace in nature, and there receives impulses that lead 
him to muse on his place in the cosmic order in which he has a feeling of 
unease, of having been betrayed by the powers-that-be, by the presumed 
friendly nations, and even by divine justice. He has a feeling that the world’s 
order is out of balance and seeks remedy for this cosmic malaise in nature. In 
this way, the Abstract external time-space (3b) is closely connected with the 
deepest layers of Personal private space (1a), where the individual 
ruminates over his very existence. 

Nature is a space conducive to meditation. Marts VƗrpiƼš draws strength 
from the foreign scenery when he goes mountain climbing in the Bavarian 
Alps, to see a huge wooden sculpture of the crucified Christ on top of a 
mountain (Waves: 72-3). He is overwhelmed by a religious feeling that this 
Christ “can lead him through foreign paths, and help him to remain that 
which he was.” 

Mountains are a space outside daily life, from which to get a broader 
perspective on it, from which to see clearer. BedƝcis invites KƗrina Avota to 
go outside the DP camp and up a high cliff. From the top of the cliff they 
gaze down. 

“ ‘What a wonderful, wide view of the distance! And how the camp clings so 
low to the ground [….] Are our barracks really so pathetically flat… It’s so 
strange that one doesn’t notice that living down there [….] Do we all really 
live down there in those huts? There – beyond the camp are distant spaces. I 
can truly see long distances – blue forests, a river… a wide river that 
probably flows to the sea… the world… the wide world!” (Gazer 27-8) 

This step outside time and space give KarƯna a wider perspective on the 
space she has been displaced to. She has come out into the world. Even time 
can almost be seen from without: 

“ ‘What’s that there – looks like a sun-dial?’ asked KarƯna. 
‘That’s our camp flagpole [….] On sunny days it draws its shadow on the 

rays of the Latvian ornamental sun [which has been drawn on the ground]. 
The shadow moves forward. You can imagine seeing time going, you 
observe people bustling about, you imagine – and try to estimate the interval 
of time that has passed.” (29) 

The space of nature in the foreign land connects to the eternal, cyclical 
time of eternal nature in the Latvia of the past. By conjuring up images of 
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Latvia of the past in terms of the cyclical eternity of nature, one reaffirms an 
eternal Latvia. 

The blind Ansis lying on his cot in the lazaret in Germany is transported 
outside time and space by the tales his comrade tells him of Latvian nature. 
The tale is expressed in the grammatical relative mood, the verb form of 
Latvian folktales, emphasizing the eternal character of its subject. 

“ ‘Around this time it would still be sunny in Latvia. The frost would come at 
night, but the sun would shine during the day. The heather would bloom. 
Green leaves, violet blossoms, but among the mounds red lingonberries 
would still be hiding. And a lucid sky. If you looked towards the woods, the 
air would vibrate. Spider webs would waft in the rye stubble. My mother 
used to say that that meant dry weather. The corn would already have been 
taken into the sheds, only the pea-racks would still stand by the edge of the 
birch forest. The wood pigeons would thresh about in them and coo. Coo 
together with the threshing machine.’ [….] 

Ansis forgot that […] he now lived without eyesight in a foreign city. 
‘And the forest! You know, Ansis, what the Latvian forest looked like in 

autumn. The pines would glow golden in the sun, sap covered cones would 
shine in the spruce tops, as if threaded in a row on a string – the higher up, 
the more of them there would be. When the sun dried them out, millions of 
seeds would be blown away by the wind. I always picked up a fallen spruce-
cone – so spiky and empty. I used to wonder at the little, winged seed that 
flew away to some other place, where during the span of several decades, 
huge trees grew… Oh, Ansis, if only we could live so long, jump over this 
meaningless, empty time, to see what our Latvia looks like in a hundred years 
time! Our people won’t die out, will they, Ansis? We are like spruce seeds 
with wings that the wind will blow far away over the borders. Surely we will 
grow and live!’ ” (Displaced: 153-4) 

Formal Societal Space – Germany (2b) 

The physical space of Germany 

The Latvian refugees are trapped within the German territories79. In some 
novels specific city or camp names are mentioned as the setting, e.g.: 
Hamburg (Owls, Parade), Pinneberg (Owls), Esslingen (Lucky, Eve), 
Würzburg (Republic, Bridges), Greven (Tale), Lübeck (Souls, Flame), 
Obernitz (Trap), Bilin (Farewell), Bamberg (Ɩbele), Karlsbad (Tatters). 

In other novels place names, especially the names of DP camps, are 
apparently fictitious: Milhorta (Gazer), Morribengen, Kolrabingen 
(Tantalus), Mežleja [a Latvian translation of Waldtal ?] (Bugler). 

79 The term ‘Germany’ when used here, usually refers to Germany and German occupied 
territories (most notably Czechoslovakia) during the last years of the War and in the 
immediate postwar years. Two of these novels, Tatters and Trap, are actually set in 
Czechoslovakia. 
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At times the setting is left anonymous: Wheels, Displaced, Clapper, 
Stars. 

Postwar Germany is depicted as a hostile world not in itself but through 
the fact that it is a destroyed world - a world of chaos. This is strikingly 
illustrated by JaunsudrabiƼš. He arrives in Bielefeld 36 hours after it had 
been bombed. He emerges from the station’s air-raid shelter into the open 
air. 

“The streets were like empty riverbeds…. No people! A horrifying 
morning… I took a few steps and came back. I turned right. Everywhere 
there were collapsed walls in my way. Glass underfoot, and bricks. Right in 
the middle of the street a pit as large as a sizeable flax retting pond. Jagged 
walls against the sky. On the walls staircases, ceilings and floors, that could 
fall at any moment. Here and there a chimney. No roofs.” (Tale: 80) 

A local comes to JaunsudrabiƼš’ aid. JaunsudrabiƼš asks for directions to 
Breite Strasse 20. The gentleman replies: “I could easily tell you, and you 
could easily go there, but we no longer can find our way in our own city.” 
He accompanies JaunsudrabiƼš. 

“We went, crawled, clambered. None of these streets was fit for traffic, but 
many feet had already walked along them yesterday, and along well worn 
paths we soon reached our destination. The gentleman spoke the whole way 
pointing out what had once stood here and there, but there was no longer 
anything to see. He also coughed, with reverberating echoes. He also sneezed 
and wished himself gesundheit. Ech! He had swallowed enough phosphorus 
fumes, yesterday and the day before. Eighty thousand incendiary bombs! 
Three carpets of destruct[ion]… 

Strangely enough some houses in this street still stood on their 
foundations. Even curtains flapped in the windows. A sign here and there. A 
beautifully formed door. And here, here on a soot-covered piece of wall 
could clearly be seen No. 20. But what use was that to me now?” (Tale: 80-1) 

JaunsudrabiƼš, surveying the rubble, sees a pear tree with half baked fruit 
dangling from the branches (Tale: 92) – an image of the upside down nature 
of the world in which he now finds himself.  

Physical ruin and political collapse are tied together: 

“With Germany capitulating, even the building was close to collapse. A 
white layer had peeled from the walls, the parquetry floor had been torn up 
and used as firewood, the windows had been smashed.” (Duchy: 104) 

At times remnants of civilisation and beauty within this ruin provides for 
a surreal incongruity. The group of refugees seeking shelter in Bamberg, are 
shown to the scenic gardens of the Hainpark where other refugees are living 
not only in the old picturesque boathouse and its verandas, porches and 
pentices, washing their laundry on a raft moored in the river, but also in the 
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arbours and bowers of the surrounding gardens (Ɩbele: 18-20). Stone 
fireplaces are dotted around the park where refugees try to boil water in spite 
of the dearth of firewood. They are not allowed to chop firewood in the park 
and so are forced to seek for scarce fallen branches, leaves or rotten boards. 
The rules of civilization must be preserved even among misery and ruin (21). 
In the town, food is hard to come by, but shops are open, selling “flowers, 
postcards, wooden knives, small wicker baskets and other knick-knacks 
which nobody needs” (24). 

In Illusions, the VƯnzarƗjs family jump off the back of a truck in 
Nuremberg with their bundles on a rainy night and don’t know where to seek 
shelter. They get soaked by the rain. 

“A high wall rose up in front of them, next to it trees with broken branches, 
naked stems, like their own destinies. Farther on, to the right, enormous ruins 
like Egyptian pyramids. 

[….] They came to a [....] knocked-down gate, and behind it a kind of 
courtyard, full of cement, brick blocks – ruin, destruction [....] but no 
humans. As in d’Annuncio’s City of the Dead. They crept into these ruins 
that towered above them, crawled in as into a cave, and, wonder of wonders, 
peering into this cave they saw a shining door in glistening glass [….] The 
door opened like the gates of Paradise. Something shone towards them like a 
crystal in a spotlight [....] 

The whole space into which they had entered glistened and sparkled: the 
walls, the parquetry – everything was like a mirror. No windows were to be 
seen. A chandelier shone and glittered. Where would you get a window 
underground? [….] 

The room they were standing in was empty – just the shiny parquetry in 
which the reflection of the huge chandelier shone. They walked across this 
parquetry, which seemed to be of glass, their reflections below them [….] 

Later they discovered that this underground cavern was a bomb shelter for 
Hitler’s heroes: Gauleiters80 and SS generals. Mere mortals had not been 
allowed inside. Now East European refugees walked here in shabby clothes, 
but their souls were bright and unsullied.” (Illusions: 123-5) 

The beauty of various cities, Bamberg (Ɩbele), Carlsbad (Tatters), and 
their pre-war glory, is discovered. Thus a description of space becomes a 
reminder of a past, or potentially continuous time. 

A dysfunctional society 

Not only is the physical face of Germany a ruined chaos, even the 
infrastructure of society and its social fabric has been destroyed. The DPs 
have been displaced from a society that functioned well into a dysfunctional 
chaos where the normal rules of living no longer apply. The routines of 

80 An official governing a district under Nazi rule. 
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everyday life are no longer valid. New routines have to be adopted and 
familiar codes of behaviour abandoned or turned around. 

Queuing for food, sleeping on floors, hiding in air-raid shelters, moving 
from place to place are now part of the everyday routine in this new world. 

“Sometimes it happened that the siren surprised us just when we had gone to 
sit in the warm cinema. At the first siren, the loudspeaker informed us, that 
those who wished to, may stay in the cinema. The film was stopped, 
however. If the siren howled a second time, then we had to leave the room. 
The lights went out. Then we fled where all the others fled, and usually found 
ourselves in the cellar of the Hall of Finances [....] Here, even we the 
sceptical ones, thought we had found a mighty fortress. Sometimes we stood 
there for a long, long time, because it would be foolish to go home. Till the 
howl sounded again, and we hurried back to see the rest of the film.” (Tale: 
113) 

Social conventions in war-torn Germany change of necessity. The refugee 
finds himself in a society which no longer works according to familiar laws. 
Food and everyday articles are not to be found. The familiar principles of 
working, buying, shopping, growing food no longer function. Alternative 
means of acquiring have to be found – begging, bartering, scrounging, 
stealing food or buying it on the black market. A bomb crater-cum-refuse pit 
becomes a supply point: 

“Farther in the gardens there were deep craters scooped out by bombs and 
filled with empty American food tins […] with their striking motley labels. 
There were fresh cream, good milk tins, orange, lemon and pineapple juice 
tins, salmon and exotic fish tins, pork and veal sausage and delicate red 
bacon tins there. 

From these pits, the refugees took the undamaged tins, washed them, 
cleaned them up, and used them as utensils by their poor fires. Emma 
LiniƼa’s potato can and teapot came from this pit. Even in the camps no one 
was issued with utensils – if you did not provide them yourself, then the 
cooks would pour the food into your hands. That’s why these pits were held 
in esteem. Children clambered in them all day long, looking for half empty 
tins still containing some delicious morsel. 

On warm days a stench arose from these pits and flies hovered above 
them. Here schoolchildren looked for foreign postage stamps, because the 
soldiers had also dumped their letters in the pit.” (Ɩbele: 201-2) 

The authorities’ attitude to the supply of and demand for food is 
unfathomable. Legions of police guard the fruit gardens from the hungry 
inhabitants of Pinneberg and Hamburg. “Only the profiteers found their way 
through the marshy, boggy fields and swamps, carrying sacks of apples on 
their backs, wading through water up to their calves… Only with the aid of 
black marketeers could you obtain fresh fruit. That was the way the 
occupation forces wanted it. The farmers didn’t even think of selling their 
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produce at the prices determined by the government. All the markets and 
shops stood empty, while fruit went bad in the gardens and in the farmers’ 
cellars.” (Owls: 195) 

In these conditions theft is seen as relative. Why shouldn’t one steal fruit, 
which is going to waste, when one is hungry (Ɩbele: 130)? Some people 
have several ration cards, because they are registered both outside and within 
the camp.  

“Both Germans and foreigners did this, and such was this time which did not 
honour the law, because people were dying of hunger and did not feel guilt. 
The power of the great state had collapsed and its idols smashed, and the past 
had left behind it bewilderment and also wartime recklessness. People lived 
for this day and did not think about tomorrow. (Ɩbele: 147) 

The whole tenor of the chaotic world of postwar Germany is one of moral 
decay and corruption. Black marketeering, profiteering, smuggling, 
prostitution, are all rife. As JaunsudrabiƼš remarks, when his suitcase is 
stolen: “Under the wartime banner [theft] could happen with impunity” ( 
Tale: 95). And so an overturned truck is pillaged, a goods train is plundered 
(Ɩbele: 109), with the motivation “I am only stealing already stolen goods” 
(Stepchildren: 184). 

The refugee who has been displaced in both time and space and finds 
himself in this chaotic world also experiences a moral or spiritual 
displacement. Even the most basic rites, taken for granted as inviolable in 
the past, are no longer holy in the dysfunctional society. The blind Ansis is 
taken to the funeral of his friend by the nurse ElƯna: 

“Quietly repeating the priest’s words, he threw in one handful, a second, a 
third. He was surprised that the sand didn’t thud against the lid of the coffin 
as usual, but seemed to fall muffled into the grave. After reflecting for a 
moment, Ansis took the pebble from the Daugava River from his pocket and 
let it roll into the grave. The pebble didn’t resound against the wood either 
[….] 

Ansis heard the clang of shovels. Sand poured into the grave, but the lid of 
the coffin did not thud.. 

‘What are they burying there?’ Ansis asked agitatedly. 
ElƯna was silent. She pulled Ansis away from the grave. Ansis foot caught 

on some resounding timber. He freed himself from his companion’s hands 
and bent down, feeling with his hands. ‘ElƯna! That’s a coffin! What are they 
burying there?’ 

ElƯna kept silent. Ansis felt her exchange glances with the priest. Now he 
understood. He had heard, that German gravediggers use a coffin whose floor 
is hinged. When it is lowered into the grave, and the ropes are pulled out 
from under it, the floor opens up. The coffin is lifted off the dead person like 
a lid. Half an hour later it was being used in another funeral. 

‘They buried him without a coffin,’ the blind man exclaimed in a deep 
voice. ‘They cheated him even after death! No, I can’t tell his mother that!’” 
(Displaced: 215) 
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The confusion and helplessness of the refugee in the moral chaos he has 
landed in is here underlined by the fact of Ansis being blind. In the chaos 
new moral, ethical and social systems are created; new, surreal contraptions 
– coffins with hinged bottoms – are invented, new rituals, which contravene 
the ethical assumptions of the past world, are instituted following a 
grotesque, pragmatic logic. And the refugee knows nothing about this. He 
finds himself in a new ethical situation that is strange and unacceptable to 
him. Ansis has to rely on others to inform him of these changes, to interpret 
the new reality for him. And he can do nothing about it. All happens outside 
his control. He feels cheated. 

Exoticism 

Germany – the new space to which the refugees have been displaced – is 
part of the wider world. In this world there is also the attraction of the 
strange, the exotic. The exoticism of the new surroundings is often 
underscored in small details and observations such as Bavarians in 
Lederhosen  (Waves), JaunsudrabiƼš reaction to Westphalians using the 
familiar “Du” form to even the most distant relatives (Tale: 99), as well as 
the constant references to foreign products and fashions: chewing gum 
which “in Europe [is] an unseen rarity”, the “legendary” Camel cigarettes 
(Flame: 106), an ‘English moustache’ (Lucky: 116), Canadian lumberjack 
jackets (Seekers: 7), English suits and so on. The people in these novels have 
been displaced from the narrower, confined space of Latvia to a wider, more 
international world. 

Thus Germany is not necessarily always seen as threatening; it can even 
be pleasant, beautiful and inspiring. The students from The Baltic University 
in Pinneberg make an excursion to the beach at the mouth of the Elbe. They 
take a boat trip, hunt a crab, stay up all night to watch the sun rise, and even 
take a room in a boarding house. The surroundings are conducive to their 
flirting and philosophising (Owls: 136-158). Vidvars, who travels around 
Germany inspecting the refugee camps for the German authorities manages 
“to feel just like a tourist”. He has seen “historical, Baroque cities, sleepy 
ancient bishops’ residences, enveloped in grand gardens and quiet, dark 
canals, mirroring themselves in dusky waters in which maples and linden 
trees scattered their leaves like bright shards of amber. He had driven 
through dolomite massifs in mountain ranges, observed distant horizons, 
sparkling crimson and pink, modulated with the tranquil darkness of spruces, 
wrapped in bluish hazes...” (Gazers: 96) 

The families of the two boys Diegs and BumbiƼa (Wheels: 157-166) 
actually manage a tourist excursion to the Alps via the student cellars of 
Heidelberg and the Frankfurt Zoo. In the Alps they travel on an aerial 
railway, see a tightrope walker walk across a cable stretched between two 
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mountain tops, go down into the salt mines of Bechtesgaden with their 
underground lake, and visit the ruins of Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest. For these boys 
there is no sense of displacement. Life in the camps, and life in Germany in 
general is one long adventure for them – they enjoy the trip as a holiday in a 
foreign country. 

The presence of another, lost, reality is however underlined by recurring 
references to Latvia. The tightrope walker turns out to be born in RƯga but is 
now aimlessly “wandering around the world”. Similarly the resounding echo 
in the underground caverns is compared to the sevenfold echo from SkaƼais 
kalns when boating down the river Gauja in Latvia. The foreign country is 
always measured against a lost reality. 

Sudden pangs of recognition or nostalgia break in from time to time, 
especially in nature, to provoke comparison with the lost paradise of Latvia. 
During a walk in the surroundings of Lübeck, Lidija remarks:  

“Isn’t it strange that I want to see Latvia here….Look, this birch grove 
behind that hollow covered in hazels seems sort of familiar. Even that small 
oak tree could be growing in our homeland”.  

Such memories and comparisons with the now lost world of Latvia, come 
at times as sudden pangs. Zintis (Owls: 194-6) is suddenly reminded of RƯga 
by the advent of autumn in Germany. His memories are “a hitherto unknown 
sweet awareness of completeness and pain, into which he entered without 
asking why”. He remembers in fine detail a well-known world that once was 
real, but now is no more: 

“This was not the familiar and ordinary RƯga September. Such weather 
should in his thoughts have been associated with returning from summer to 
the city, the train running through the scattered suburbs of RƯga, past the 
allotment gardens with their browning potato stalks, red tomatoes on the 
windowsills of the garden sheds, and golden sunflower heads gaily laughing 
at all who pass by. 

The towers and chimneys of RƯga would grow out of the horizon… 
Zintis remembered well this route along which he travelled every autumn. 

He also remembered the church of the Latgale suburbs, with red aspen trees 
and amber-bright birches glowing all around it. Then came the sand dunes. 
The water tower. The shunting yards. Then the windows of nearby houses 
rushed by, and then soon they would be almost home. 

In the yard the porters would beat the dust from enormous carpets, the 
maid LƯne would be washing the windows. Mother would be walking around 
the markets which were full of autumn fruit and flowers. And the shiny brass 
jam kettle in the kitchen would fill half the apartment with the smell of 
boiling lingonberries and cloves… 

In Germany autumn arrived differently.” 
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Another time, while walking in the fields Zintis and Silajupis suddenly 
catch sight of a pure white birch grove with golden leaves against a vast blue 
sky and dark sods of peat, all the colours made richer by the bright sun.  

“This grove had risen up before their eyes like a vision from another, long 
forgotten land. And Silajupis and Zintis stood watching this scene in awe. 
Words were unnecessary. They stared, remembered and once more said 
farewell to a land which only seldom flashed up in their awareness with its 
high, snow-drift like mountains of cloud, golden sheaves of grain, white 
highways and the hum of threshing machines all around. Even though it had 
bloomed up in illusion, for both of them this was a solemn moment of 
commemoration.” 

The foreign country itself is not seen as threatening81, it is the particular 
historical moment in time that has altered this space. Nevertheless, even 
though the foreign country may be pleasant, there is always an underlying 
awareness that it is not Latvia - the now lost country of one’s past. 

Thus in the nature of the foreign land, Germany, the refugee can 
experience flashes from abstract external space outside the historical time 
and place of postwar Germany. It connects with an eternal, universal time.  

Social space 

Not only have the refugees been displaced to a strange topography and 
geography, but they are also now forced to adapt to a strange society, among 
foreign people and customs. The fact that the Latvians in these novels are 
not at home in this society but are in fact strangers in Germany is underlined 
by various episodes. Their cultural displacement is caused by foreign 
customs, misunderstanding, prejudice. For instance, the German secretary of 
DPAC cannot pronounce Maurags Latvian name (Owls: 79), but calls him 
Morahk. This theme of the wrongly pronounced or unpronounceable name 
recurs in all Latvian exile literature. It is a constant reminder that the 
individual, the bearer of the name, does not fit into the locals’ frames of 
reference. 

Foreigners in society 

Further, those who find rooms for themselves outside the DP camps, trying 
to live in the German society, are never really at home there. They 
themselves feel, behave and even look different:  

81 As opposed to the literature of Latvians in Siberia. See Skultans 1998a, Racevskis, pp.111-
126. 
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“Slowly the [Latvian concert] audience began to gather. They were different 
in dress and facial looks than the usual concert audience. Some of them 
seemed to possess an inexpressible ‘Latvianness’, which Indulis especially 
noticed, having lived among Germans for so long. Even if one did not listen 
to the sounds of the language all around, it was enough to observe the 
people’s coming and going, their way of sitting down, their hand gestures and 
facial expressions, in order to tell that these were not the real inhabitants of 
this land.” (Waves: 63) 

Furthermore, it is incessantly brought to their attention that they are 
staying in German homes. The room JaunsudrabiƼš rents has a window 
covered by a mouldy cream-coloured curtain, whose draped form was 
“reminiscent of a cow’s intestines”, which keeps the daylight out. When 
JaunsudrabiƼš bunches the curtain to one side and ties it there to let some 
light in, the neighbours inform the landlady, who reproaches JaunsudrabiƼš. 
“We had to reconcile ourselves with the order of the house and apparently 
the order of the whole town.” (Tale: 105-6) 

Lidija and Gaida find reasonably comfortable rooms in Lübeck, but are 
not allowed to rearrange anything. “Of course the German landlady didn’t 
allow them to make any major changes. The furniture had to stay where it 
was, even though Lidija would have liked a more tasteful arrangement. All 
she was allowed was to take down certain prints from the walls, under the 
excuse that she wished to hang up some family photographs.” (Flame: 43) 

A lack of understanding of the circumstances that forced them to flee 
Latvia is often the basis of this feeling of foreignness. The Czech workers in 
Trap (12-3) maintain that Latvian stories about communist terror are just 
German propaganda. This too is a recurring motif in Latvian exile literature. 
Other nationalities – Englishmen, Americans, Canadians, Swedes, 
Australians – especially those who have not directly participated in the War, 
have no understanding of its events and realities. 

It is often made clear that the refugees are unwelcome in Germany. At 
times this is motivated by the fact that the refugees are billeted in German 
houses, displacing the German families living there. PudiƷis asks a young 
German girl directions to the DP camp. “If you want to know where the 
foreigners are living, then I’ll tell you – in our houses! Yes, in our own 
personal houses!” (Song: 23). She almost pushes PudiƷis over before 
hurrying away, causing PudiƷis to reflect: “How swiftly everything had 
changed! Even during the War when they had to wear [a German] uniform, 
Germans had treated them as being of ’lower standing’, while now all 
Latvians had become ‘damned foreigners’. No proper German wanted to 
even talk to them, and considered the refugee camps to be criminal dens.” 

At times the Germans exploit the refugees. The landlady Marta makes 
JaunsudrabiƼš and his wife pay more for their room than her German guests 
(Tale: 95). She also tricks them into giving her their ration cards, giving 
them less and worse quality food in return. 
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Exploitation of refugees at times has dire consequences. A group of 
former soldiers, having run out of drink late at night, send one of their 
number to buy some from the black market. He replies: “I’m afraid to drink 
black market booze…. Sometimes it’s drinkable. At others – like two-bone 
cognac [!]. Your insides twist around when you drink it. I’m afraid some 
German might palm off some real Fusel on me, and kill me… they hate 
foreigners, as if we were responsible for all their troubles…” (Duchy: 151) 
Nevertheless, he buys the black market alcohol. It turns out to be methyl 
alcohol and two of the five drinkers die from it. 

Arbitrary political and administrative structure  

The administration and maintenance of order amid the chaos of Postwar 
Germany was ultimately the responsibility of the Allied Control Council set 
up by the Potsdam Conference in 1945. Within each of the four zones into 
which Germany was divided, the respective military commander was 
responsible for administration. In practice, daily administrative questions 
were handled by specially formed bodies which were variously called 
UNRRA, PCIRO, IRO, DPAC82. Order and administration in this political 
space is, however, seen by the refugee as an ad hoc, arbitrary order in which 
no clear system or logic or, most important, justice, can be discerned, yet he 
is subordinated to it completely – even in the most intimate spheres of his 
life. 

When Ansis has to separate from ElƯna because of the emigration 
regulations, he “felt that they were being separated by inscrutable, powerful 
hands, which were steered by three letters – IRO.” (Displaced: 269) 

Seemingly arbitrary, illogical and even absurd rules harass the refugee 
and interfere with his attempts to take charge of his own life. The refugees’ 
initiative and organized activities are hindered and quashed in a variety of 
ways. Regulations are enforced by military police, German police and local 
camp police. Administrators may be military personnel from the occupation 
forces, UNRRA or IRO appointed civilians, the German local government or 
town administration, or they may be the refugees’ own appointed or elected 
camp administration or representative organizations.  

Travel and residence restrictions abound, fettering the refugees. Burtkalis 
and GƗjƝjs set out on the seemingly innocent project of travelling beyond 

82 “…the UNRRA was established in 1943 [….] Eventually it gave way to the Preparatory 
Commission for the International Refugee Organization (PCIRO) in 1947, and the new IRO 
in 1948 [….By the end of April 1945] 30 UNRRA teams were helping the military run 
assembly points, transit centers, and camps. This total grew to 322 teams in the field by the 
end of June, usually under a standard pattern: the military set up camps and brought in 
supplies; the UNRRA provided administrators with various specialties.” (Wyman 46) 
“In Germany the UNRRA’s work manifested itself almost exclusively in the activities of its 

“Displaced Person Assembly Camp” teams.” (Rasmanis 221) 
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Hamburg to buy apples from the orchards of Elbe. This is, however, a 
forbidden zone for them. GajƝjs is stopped by a policeman just a couple of 
hundred paces from the camp, simply because it seems suspicious that he is 
up so early. His bag is searched. On the spur of the moment he lies that he is 
travelling to a nearby town to get potatoes. This appeases the policeman. 
Only later does GƗjƝjs realise that it is even forbidden to travel with potatoes 
without a permit (Seekers: 60). 

When moved from one barracks within a camp to another, one may 
remove nothing from the old barracks, not even light bulbs one has bought 
oneself (Tale: 245). The refugees put a lot of effort into publishing 
newspapers, but an unexpected change in the registration requirements for 
newspapers forces the smaller, local ones to close (Duchy: 199). 

Such sudden rulings may have dire effects for certain individuals. 
Upesruncis, the wealthiest person in the camp, has through speculation 
amassed a small fortune in Military Currency scrips. He is saving up to 
establish a life for himself in USA. A sudden ruling decrees that they are no 
longer valid after midnight of that same day. Upesruncis is ruined and ends 
up a poor man (Duchy: 189). 

In order to eke out their scanty food supplies, the refugees in Greven start 
keeping pigs. This, for some reason unfathomable for the refugees, is 
forbidden. A rumour is spread that “tomorrow morning, the whole camp area 
would be surrounded by one hundred German policemen and just as many 
English soldiers, and that every creature, living or slaughtered, which did not 
have a human appearance, would be confiscated” (Tale: 217). This starts an 
unprecedented activity in the camp and environs: 

“According to unofficial statistics, it was later determined that all of Greven’s 
butchers were kept busy – about one hundred and fifty pigs fell that night. 
Among them ours. We were among the lucky ones, who could wait for 
morning calmly. [Our pig] had been slaughtered and divided in time, the 
meat wrapped in paper and covered with firewood in the cellar” 

Other comic ways of hiding the meat from the authorities are recounted, 
underlining the surreal logic of the world in which the refugees now find 
themselves: 

“All prams, as many as there were, found themselves by the riverside or in 
the neighbouring woods the next day, a baby sitting in each one on a very 
high seat. A granny had powdered herself [to look pale] and lain down as a 
corpse, in order to hide the truly deceased [i.e. pig] lying next to her. 
Assistant Professor of Agronomy LapiƼš had laid his half pig in a suitcase, 
took [his little daughter] by the hand and went for a walk in the streets. As 
the burden was heavy, in order not to show the world its true weight, he had 
to walk straight, instead of leaning to the other side for counterbalance. And 
so he went into a restaurant and sat there all day imbibing refreshing waters. 
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And [his daughter] whispered to him hundreds of times: ‘Daddy, take a look 
if it’s still in there.’ ” (217-8) 

Similar ‘pig hunts’ by the authorities are described in Wheels and 
Clapper. 

Trivial areas of life which would be a part of everyday normality 
elsewhere are here matters for annoying restriction and control. Regulations 
seem so arbitrary that they are regarded as something to find one’s way 
around, rather than obey. 

The administrative organization for the most lacks understanding of the 
Latvian situation. At times it is downright antagonistic to the Latvians. The 
authorities in Pinneberg try several times to close down the Baltic 
University. The Commandant shouts in a moment of wrath: “Even that 
which you in your stupid arrogance call a university is not legal. It is no 
university, parbleu! – It’s the same type of welfare organization as all the 
others which are under my control! Haven’t I forbidden you to write the 
word University on letterheads? Some university!” (Owls: 80). 

This antagonism is seen as more than mere personal antipathy. It is seen 
as part of a larger political picture: 

“Long gone were the times when the American Unrra official, who had in 
every way been sympathetic to the University, had done everything to obtain 
the necessary support from the government agencies. Now the men in the 
highest occupation authorities were very antagonistic to the Baltic University, 
and one could feel that they wished to destroy this Baltic bastion which was a 
threat to certain eastern powers. All portentous orders were carried out by the 
local high official, a man of indeterminable nationality, who also seemed to 
be freed from accountability whilst serving the international organizations. 
The University was first of all forbidden to publish anything (if such 
publications did nevertheless come out, then the University’s administration 
could answer for this with their own personal safety). Furthermore, all paper 
and stationery material that had been granted to the University was 
impounded, as well as all typewriters that weren’t classed as personal 
property of the staff. Several buildings were requisitioned, and there were 
rumours that the same fate also awaited the living quarters – one after the 
other. And these same higher instances began their attack at a crucial stage, 
by questioning the name of Baltic University. Had they succeeded in 
transforming the University from the administrative point of view into an 
ordinary refugee camp, then the further destruction would have been 
incomparably simpler. The actions of the official of the international 
organization were aimed at this result, by forbidding the use of the former 
address ‘Baltic University’ and allowing only the common ‘dipacs’. The 
whole dipacs office arrived at the University with its German staff, 
requisitioning, of course, the appropriate rooms.” (Owls: 77-8) 

The most sinister element of these attempts at ordering the chaos of 
postwar Germany is the incessant string of screenings to determine each 
refugee’s rights to the legal status of “Displaced Person”. These screenings 
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are conducted by military personnel from UNRRA who lack a knowledge of 
history and an understanding of the current political situation, and who 
display a short-sighted, unflinching stubbornness. Many of the UNRRA 
clerks make no attempt to hide their contempt for the DPs. The ‘screenings’ 
are organized to root out those who have collaborated with the Germans 
voluntarily. They keep the refugees in constant suspense about their safety 
and future, as the results are often arbitrary. For some these screenings prove 
fatal. The Allies’ friendship with and acceptance of the Soviet authorities, 
and their kowtowing to Soviet demands, perplexes and frightens the DPs, 
throwing them into despair. 

Decisions affecting the DP’s life are often made not on rational grounds, 
but rather based on the emotions and prejudice of immature or ignorant 
officials. One member of a control commission is thus described: 

“In this youth’s heart there was a terrible hatred against the Nazis and the 
outrageous deeds they had perpetrated in the concentration camps. So great a 
hate that he saw every person as a possible SD man or concentration camp 
guard, who had villainously infiltrated the DP camp to escape his deserved 
punishment. This Gordian knot was unravelled by chopping it – better for ten 
innocent people to suffer, than for one monster to avoid retribution. While 
most of the screeners were business-like and fair-minded people, a few 
embittered people were the cause of unjust decisions, as a result of which 
many found themselves in an unenviable situation.” (Duchy: 174). 

One such interrogation, demonstrating the lack of understanding and 
sympathy for the unique Baltic situation, is depicted in Displaced (193). 
Ansis is interrogated, his friend Leja acting as interpreter: 

“ ‘So he denies that he was a volunteer?’ 
‘He was conscripted. 
‘Then he can return home. The war is over the Nazis are defeated.’ 
‘The red fascists haven’t been defeated yet!’[...] 
‘He is not entitled to receive Unrra support, I advise him to go home.’ 
‘To the Bolsheviks?’ 
‘At the moment there is the army of a state friendly to us there.’ 
‘To you but not to us!’ 
‘That’s only a temporary situation.’ 
‘Then we’ll wait.’ 
‘Your staying in Germany is a burden for the occupation force agencies. 

The DP problem has to be terminated.’[...] 
‘First the war must be terminated!’ shouted the blind man. 
‘The war is over,’ the English official repeated self-assuredly. ‘The world 

has been freed from barbarism, you can safely return home.’ 
‘My homeland hasn’t been freed,’ Ansis spoke. ‘Deportations are still 

carried out there. You still hear knocks on the door at midnight, people are 
pulled out of their beds and, in ten minutes time, pulled out of their homes, 
out of their people and out of their country.[....]’ 
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‘I don’t understand anything!’ The official shrugged his shoulders, 
nervously pulled out a packet of cigarettes and lit one.” 

The DP finds himself in a social space in which he is not understood and 
not welcome. The everyday running of his life, and even his future life, is 
determined by forces that at worst are antagonistic to him, at best see him 
merely as part of a problem to be solved. The authorities’ arbitrary decisions 
and rules, lacking to the DP’s mind any ethical or just basis, cause the DP to 
react to them with indifference, suspicion, antagonism and cynicism. He has 
little respect for the authorities or administrative order that prevails in and 
defines this space. 

Political space – borders 

The administrative space of Germany is not a solid, monolith, unified space. 
It is a political space, subdivided first by the fronts formed by various 
advancing armies, and later by the territorial subdivision of Germany into 
zones. 

These are unnatural constructions that one character ponders over, whilst 
watching birds flitting from branch to branch, flying from tree to tree, 
moving freely about: 

“It was a wonder indeed, how people had grown used to feeling good only 
when their living space was surrounded by the barriers of borders. The rest of 
Creation made do quite well without them.” (Parade: 29) 

Territories and borders shift and change, and they follow no moral or 
logic. They are inspired by short-term political expediency. 

“Before there had been Hitler, and the Allies who fought against him in a 
united effort from land, sea and air. Now the tyrant and monster was dead, 
and so were his ideas. But other tyrants still lived, and so did their ideas. New 
concepts were created – the East, the West, the Iron Curtain as well as the 
eternal protests about ignoring human rights. Good Heavens! What kind of 
rights were the Westerners talking about? Every tyrant has his own rights, his 
own truth and laws. So it has always been from the dawn of human history. 
You Western allies should know that – you’ve gone to school. 

Germany was said to have lost the war, but, even though divided, it had its 
own state, its language, and administration. Many other nations no longer had 
such things – they were the real losers in the War.” (Clapper: 34) 

The constant movement and flight of the refugees is hindered by controls 
and checkpoints. Crossing borders becomes an important theme in these 
novels. The DPs strive to move across borders from antagonistic spaces to 
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friendly spaces. Neutral zones, no man’s lands, are created within the 
territory. 

“Together with a gang of local Czech travellers, Vidvars managed to get past 
the drunken Red Army soldiers at the border post. On the other side of the 
neutral zone, shone the bonfires of the American border guards. 

The Americans were stricter and demanded passes of everyone. Those 
who weren’t Czechs were sent back. Many of those who were refused entry, 
of course, went a roundabout way through the bushes, taking a great risk. 

Others waited for the changing of the guard, determined to be wiser next 
time, to make themselves out to be Czechs, just say ‘Ano, ano’ and to go on, 
happen what may. Vidvars was amongst those waiting in this neutral zone 
[….] 

He waited in a dark land that belonged to no one. Waiting thus in 
ignorance, the hours passed slowly. His watch was hidden deep in a cake of 
soap, he couldn’t look at it now. Weren’t the stars above his head becoming 
paler? No. A dull grey mist was spreading out in strands, twining around the 
branches of trees, the sky seemed darker in contrast to this wanness… Slowly 
the dew was dripping from the branches, irregularly, in the free rhythm of 
nature, destroying any sense of time – no moment resembled another any 
more… Now it seemed that the intervals between the patter of the drops had 
become quite short. 

Indeed, it had begun to rain. Should he go now, try to sneak across? No, 
the stern American guard would probably be on the alert. But Vidvars was 
succumbing to tiredness, heaviness… 

He raised himself to a sitting position, pulled himself close to the tree 
trunk, wrapped his whole body and head in the thin, now quite damp, army 
blanket and started to think where he would go once he got into the American 
zone.” (Gazer: 100-1) 

The no man’s land is a space outside the ordered, administered, societal 
space. It is also outside time – as revealed in Vidvars’ buried away watch. It 
is a time in between the rhythmic markers of time in the societal space – the 
changing of the guard – where the free, irregular beat of the dripping dew 
takes over. It is, as it were, a flaw or lacuna within the regulated time and 
space of society. These spaces reflect the wider no man’s land that exile is 
for the DPs. 

Vidvars finally gets across the border, posing as a Czech, and the 
American border guard, not caring, simply waves him on. The rules of the 
political situation are arbitrary and unpredictable. At times strict, at times 
lax, the logic of the rules governing these borders is impenetrable.  

Similarly, the fleeing VƯnzarƗju family are stopped by an American 
border guard from entering Nuremberg with their possessions. Not even a 
baby’s pram may be taken in. They fall into despair. Then, later at night, it 
transpires that once the Soviet guard has made his control, the Americans 
loudly declare that they are going to bed, and the refugees can cross 
unhindered. (Illusions: 115-20). 
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The advancing Soviet border 

Fear of the moving border formed by the advancing Soviets during the final 
stages of the war, make life uncertain and terror filled for those of the 
displaced who are in their path. The first Soviet occupation of Latvia, 
‘Russian times’ (krievu laiki) as they are popularly called, was the first 
disruption of the flow of time in Independent Latvia, immediately followed 
by the ‘German times’ (vƗcu laiki). The second Soviet invasion was the 
immediate cause of the refugees’ flight into exile. The memory of the 
brutality of these ‘Russian times’ is still strong in memory. Thoughts about 
people left in Soviet Latvia give rise to an awareness of a parallel reality, a 
parallel time in which these people are living. 

One refugee, having finally landed in a refugee camp, is given an orange, 
which he eats with relish after the starvation he has experienced, but is 
suddenly overwhelmed by feelings of guilt, remembering this parallel 
reality: 

“Having eaten, he felt so good and satisfied with the whole world, that he 
suddenly felt ashamed of himself. Had he started to forget, like a bad dream, 
all the horror that he himself had recently experienced only just managing to 
escape from the claws of his pursuers? But many were still left behind there 
who waited in desperation for help, hoping [for the hour when] the world 
would finally remember them and catch sight of their misery. Countless 
thousands of people, even in his unfortunate homeland, believing in this hour, 
called upon those who had the fortune to escape without a gagged mouth. 
What would they say if they knew how petty the thoughts of the lucky ones 
had already become: about a more comfortable corner of the room and a 
richer bowl of soup. His fingers drenched in the sweet-smelling juice, he 
peeled the orange and scourged himself with sharp, whip-like thoughts, 
which, threaded together might be reminiscent of pathetic phrases, if they 
weren’t reminders of an irrepressible reality.” (Republic: 38-9) 

These sudden pangs of conscience, when remembering the plight of those 
left behind in Latvia, can be compared with the pangs of recognition and 
reminiscence sometimes felt by exiles in nature (as discussed above). This is 
a typical motif in Latvian novels of exile. The exile lives in one reality, but 
sudden short-circuits make him momentarily, or for a longer time, aware of 
another reality – whether past, present, or future. 

Time has become space. What is past for the refugee is still present for 
others. “Then” has become “over there”, creating a parallel reality. 

The advance of the Soviet forces creates an awareness that one might 
easily be thrown back into this violent, past time, if the Soviet forces catch 
up with one. What was a temporary upheaval in time might be made 
permanent. 

Fear and waiting create tension: 
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“In the evening a rumour went around that the American outposts would 
withdraw and the Russians would enter. Groups of refugees made off each in 
their own direction, and the village became empty. A strange silence settled, 
as if a storm were approaching. Straume recognized this nervous tension 
[….] He checked his cart, gave his horses water and packed his belongings. 
He had decided to be off at the break of dawn.” (Damned: 95) 

The refugees begin a life-and-death struggle to escape the Soviets and to 
land in the zone which seems safest, and where food is most plentiful – most 
often the US zone. 

Especially those refugees who have ended up in Czechoslovakia go to 
great pains to find a way out, once the Soviet Army advances. The Soviet 
advance into Sudetenland is described thus: 

“We were all satisfied at our far-sightedness in hiding in such a forgotten 
pocket. But then […] completely unexpectedly, the Russians came. That was 
a horrific night, when the wailing of the raped women mingled with the howl 
of the dogs belonging to farmers who had been shot. No less loathsome days 
and weeks followed [….] There remained only two choices: to sign up to go 
back home, which some actually did in ultimate desperation, or to disappear 
into the chaotic mass of workers.” (Republic: 23-4) 

Not only is the fear of being caught in Soviet occupied territory strong. 
The undisciplined Soviet Army, in contrast to the fleeing Germans, provides 
a real threat in everyday life. 

“Sleep was disturbed by Russian soldiers, who went looking for girls to while 
away the time. From some barracks loud cries for help are heard. Girls cry 
and mothers plead. Some girls escape en route and return to the camp. Others 
only return at dawn with dishevelled clothing and eyes red from crying… 
The following night girls hide under beds, behind the backs of old men, or 
behind piles of belongings.” (Farewell: 274-5). 

These DPs finally decide to create their own border, by putting up a 
barbed-wire fence around their camp. 

Deceit and bluff are often the only weapons against the arbitrary violence 
of the situation in which the refugees, trapped once again in Soviet 
controlled territory, find themselves. Documents are the keys that open 
borders and zones. The issue of these documents follows no laws of justice 
that the refugee recognizes, so he is willing to manipulate the chaos of 
society in order to procure these papers. Thus Andrejs asks his factory 
manager, a Czech, for a permit to travel to Prague ‘to visit the Latvian 
consulate’, coldly reckoning with the fact that the Czech will be ignorant of 
the fact that the Latvian diplomatic mission is no longer recognized in the 
territory. In Prague, a fellow Latvian, who is employed at the Soviet 
repatriation office, makes use of a Soviet officer’s frequent moments of 
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drunkenness to obtain his signature on all kinds of documents. (Trap: 250-
72) 

At times those fleeing meet with compassionate humaneness. Thus 
Andrejs, having reached Prague, encounters another abstract borderline – 
German currency which is accepted in Sudetenland is not accepted in 
Prague. With the necessary documents for escape in hand, he cannot 
purchase a ticket to return to his family. He is informed by the ticket clerk 
that German money may not be accepted in the station, but that the 
conductor on the train may accept it. When Andrejs wants to enter the 
station to board the train in order to purchase a ticket from the conductor, he 
is informed that he may not be admitted to the platform without a ticket. 
When he is at the point of despair the ticket clerk informs him that there is a 
door in the canteen that leads onto the platform, and that once on the 
platform, no one will check whether he has a ticket. (271) 

Rules follow a surreally irrational logic; borders are arbitrary. Thus there 
are doors and cracks in seemingly solid hinders, and hidden ways across 
borders, which have to be found. Finding them, however, usually depends 
upon luck and happenstance. 

Two women from the Czechoslovak camp in Bilina make the journey to 
Pilsen to determine the possibilities of escape. If there is a possibility of 
escape, the local station master is prepared to write out a document allowing 
a whole group of refugees to travel to Pilsen. The women travel by train, 
jumping off just before the border. They walk a roundabout route across the 
border, wait for the next train, and continue. 

However, having managed to cross the border into safe territory, the 
hazards are by no means over. “At Pilsen station [….] We saw Russian and 
American soldiers. You can choose whose truck to climb into. You have to 
be careful not to make a mistake. The Americans stand and wait for you to 
go up to them, but the Russians hurry towards you to take your bundles or to 
take you yourself by the arm” (Farewell: 280). The American zone is seen as 
a safe haven, the Russian advance as sure death. It seems illogical that 
American soldiers should guard the borderline between these two zones.  

All means are legitimate in crossing the border. Heronims Straume 
(Damned: 96), after having pleaded with an American officer that he is 
taking a gravely sick woman to safety, and after candidly explaining his 
grounded fears for his safety under Russian rule, meets with non-
comprehension and receives the reply that only a document from the 
Commandant can help him across the border. The officer, however, does not 
know where the Commandant is. Straume then resorts to ‘means which he 
holds in contempt’. He offers an American soldier his gold watch and is able 
to cross “the threshold of death”. 

Straume realizes that ‘the direct route’ – honesty and law – has no effect. 
Only a ‘roundabout route’ – deceit and bribery – has any chance of success 
in this chaotic time and place. 
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Everyday Societal Space: the DP Camps (2a) 

One of the most marked borders in the space of these novels is the camp 
boundary. The occupation authorities have further divide the space of the 
refugees by setting up camps in order to control and administrate them. 
There is a clear distinction between inside and outside the camp. 

While this distinct boundary is a marker between the Formal societal 
space of Germany and German society on the one hand, and the Everyday 
societal space of the camps, on the other hand, there is some overlap. 

Thus, there is one immediate Everyday space where the refugee comes 
into contact with fellow refugees, the camp administration etc., and there is 
another, Everyday space in the German society outside the camp fence, 
where the DP ventures out to seek food (Trap) or employment (Song, 
Tantalus), to attend concerts (Parade) or go to a pub (Wheels, Displaced). 
Clearly, in these novels it is the social space within the camp that is the most 
dominant. Contacts with Germans form isolated episodes against the 
background of life among other DPs. 

At the same time there is also a formal, structured part to life in the 
camps, in the form of meetings, screenings, interviews, medical 
examinations, applications for various documents etc. This runs parallel to 
the day to day dealings of camp life.  

Thus, a part of Formal societal space can be found within the camp gates, 
while a part of Everyday societal space can be found without. 

The majority of the novels of postwar Germany are thus set entirely, or 
for the most part, within the DP camps. A number of them are, however set 
outside the camps. In the latter, of course, the local German population more 
readily forms the ‘neighbourhood’ of Everyday societal space. 

The physical space of the camps 

The camp space is clearly marked by a fence and gate, which often play a 
part in the plot of the novels. They isolate the camp space from the rest of 
Germany. The road leading out of the camp in Pinneberg is called by the 
students “The end of the world”. Boys in one camp find a secret way out 
through a ruined shed near the fence. They use this to escape and go on 
mischievous sallies into the world outside (Wheels). In another book (Ɩbele: 
110) refugees, who live outside the camp, find a hole in the fence through 
which they enter to obtain camp food. The gate is a place where new 
commandants are met (Duchy) or through which Soviet agitators are driven 
out (Wheels), or profiteers drive in their cows (Duchy). Spuravs, the 
debunked commandant of one camp, is found sitting on the ground, drunk, 
outside the gate of his former camp (Duchy). 
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In one novel (Clapper) the camp is topographically placed as a no man’s 
land between town and country, together with other relics of the war – the 
military airfields. The fence is a clear boundary: 

“The refugee camp was some kilometres outside the city. The buildings and 
yards on the west side bordered on the village, while those in the north and 
east bordered on the farmers’ grain and clover fields. To the south were the 
bombed aeroplane hangars and runways. These runways were still being 
bombed by American sappers half a year after Germany’s capitulation [….] 
Some desk-top politicians were certain that Germany would never need 
aeroplane runways any more. 

The camp area was marked by a fence. Unauthorized persons, including 
German police, were initially not allowed inside the fence. In later years this 
fence was demolished bit by bit, both by the camp inhabitants and by German 
farmers. For the inhabitants the fence was a hinder to their movements, whilst 
the farmers needed barbed wire for their livestock pastures. In this way both 
people and livestock regained their true rights and position.” (Clapper: 70-1) 

In novels about camp life, it is clear that inside and outside the camp 
fence there are two different worlds. In Bugler, whilst the Latvian actors in 
the camp are preparing to stage a production of a play by the classic Latvian 
playwright Blaumanis, the actress Lita VƗrna goes outside the camp, and 
gets a nightly job in a German cabaret. “I hope that through the cabaret 
completely different future possibilities might open up to me, better than 
playing hackneyed old Blaumanis here in the camp.” (206) 

In the same novel ‘president, publisher, manager, patron of the arts’ (52-
3) Mintauts Ozols earns the respect of the other DPs, because he moves 
freely in the outer world, driving from camp to camp, turning up suddenly, 
calling urgent meetings to discuss grand future plans, name-dropping his 
contacts within the German and Allied administrations, demanding 
donations of artefacts from artists and craftsmen, promising to organize 
shows and exhibitions for them. In fact he sells all the artefacts, amassing his 
own fortune with which he finally emigrates farther into the wider world – to 
the USA. Whilst the other characters in the novel are confined to the narrow 
world of the camp, he has a wider view of the outside world, which he uses 
to impress, manipulate and swindle83. Similarly, Boris Ziedonis, the Soviet 
agent of Lucky, dupes people into trusting and supporting him. He is well-
dressed, well-off and moves freely about from one camp to another. 

In and out are further emphasized by young men and women dressing up 
when they go outside the camp to a dance or pub (Wheels). 

The fence is a hinder viewed from the outside as well. German police are 
not allowed inside the camp without the American military police (Clapper: 

83 Just as the swindlers in the classic Latvian novels MƝrnieku laiki (The Time of the 
Surveyors) and Latvijas karalis (The King of Latvia), come from without, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
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71). A German policeman contemplates the fence, knowing that the refugees 
have successfully hidden their pigs and pork from the police inspection: 

“That night in many rooms fresh pork was being fried. The wind carried the 
agreeable smell of singed meat towards the hangars. The policeman now 
patrolling outside the camp fence, felt his mouth water [….] 

The more he thought about it, the greater grew his longing to climb over 
the camp fence to try to buy a slice of fresh pork. 

The fence was too high to climb without an effort, and the strands of 
barbed wire were drawn so close together that he would risk tearing his 
clothes crawling through. To get a new suit was as difficult as hiding a whole 
pig in an empty room.” (Clapper: 75-6) 

The camp then is the immediate world of the DPs. It gives some sort of 
security in that it is peopled by fellow countrymen in a similar situation, but 
it is primitive, crowded, uncomfortable. Camp food is unappetizing, far from 
nourishing, and not plentiful. One camp inmate describes it as a precisely 
calculated amount – enough to keep one from death, but not enough to live 
on. The constant cold is also repeatedly mentioned. The first impression of 
the Baltic University in Pinneberg (Owls) is of a smoky dormitory into 
which a group of students has just lugged a stolen section of rotten wood 
fencing which they chop up for firewood, commenting that ‘there are too 
few tables left’ and that ‘we need somewhere to put our soup bowls’. (Owls: 
22). One of the students in fact meets her death by freezing. 

The DP camps were an attempt to create some kind of order in the chaotic 
postwar world. But even these are often chaotic, primitive, degrading and 
lacking in elementary comforts: 

“Dark and long boarded barracks, with black paper roofs and narrow 
windows, placed next to each other like wretchedly shabby carriages in some 
long-forgotten station. The only testimony to the fact that people lived in 
these shacks are a few coloured items of clothing, hung out to dry on a wire 
stretched between the ends of two barracks. And why would anyone show 
themselves outside, if there is only mud all around, a veritable mud pit right 
up to the high barbed-wire fence, which meticulously shut in this undesirable 
place from the outer world…” (Trap: 39) 

The inside of the barracks is described as well: 

“All around, bunks are piled three high almost up to the ceiling. And only 
narrow paths separate these weird constructions from each other. Walking 
along them one has to be careful not to bump one’s forehead on a dirty boot 
or shoe, if, lounging on the third storey someone should unexpectedly decide 
to dangle his legs over the side. Yes – the bed is the only living space where 
the inhabitants of the barracks can feel more or less comfortable, undisturbed, 
and not disturb others. Some limited free space had been left in the very 
centre of the barracks around the high tin stove heated red by coals. But there 
is always someone there cooking or frying something. That is why the air is 
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always redolent with the smell of damp clothes and the sour reek of food 
cooking.” (Trap: 40) 

“The echoes still rustled in the barracks room with the impoverished, 
unfriendly light from uncovered light-bulbs, reverberating in this dwelling 
where there wasn’t one cosy spot that was pleasing to the eye, nothing of 
beauty, nothing lasting, nothing meant for relaxation, for harmonic living. 
Here one was meant to work, study, prepare oneself for a new life, for some 
kind of x in an enigmatic, unclear system of equations.” (Owls: 28) 

That the unattractiveness of barracks life is part of some greater plan is 
formulated by one camp official:  

“And for your information!… The day after tomorrow our camp will be taken 
over by the new Dipacs commander. We will no longer be cared for by Unrra 
but by Iro. And so I would request you to maintain order and calm in the 
camp. Don’t use the gas unless necessary; don’t switch on the electric 
heaters! That is strictly forbidden! In general, don’t make yourselves at home 
here, for we are displaced persons, we shall have to travel again! Don’t hang 
blankets on the wall, don’t make yourself comfortable here, the new Dipacs 
commander doesn’t want that!” (Displaced: 223) 

ElƯna defies these rules and nails up blankets as walls around the bed of 
the blinded ex-soldier Ansis. “Let them say what they want, I won’t leave 
you naked among strange people. You will have to get dressed right here.” 
(Displaced: 224) 

This lack of privacy is a recurring theme. Everyday societal space 
impinges on Private space. Twenty or twenty-five people are often crowded 
into one room. Living quarters are sometimes separated merely by blankets 
hung up between beds. Where there are walls, these are very thin – 
conversations can be heard through them. Where there are doors, there are 
usually no locks. Where there are locks these are not usually locked; people 
enter others’ rooms without knocking (Bugler). Couples make love with just 
a blanket dividing them from their neighbours. Neighbours’ quarrels, 
complaining and slandering is inescapable (Displaced, Parade). 

The abovementioned camp official’s view that the space of the DP camps 
is not a home but just a transient stop is verified by instances of refugees 
being suddenly moved from camp to camp: 

“People were crowding around the notice board. A new notice had just been 
put up, that upset everyone [….] And how could they not be upset? When the 
refugees had settled into their billets: built tables and stools, procured beds, 
constructed stoves, glassed in windows, and divided off their private corners 
from others with planks or blankets; when outside the barracks they had 
cleaned up the yard: cleared away rubble and rubbish, filled in pits and bomb 
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craters; when the garages and half collapsed buildings had been cleared of 
rubble, new walls built in them, holes in the walls plastered over, and 
windows and doors fitted into the new door and window frames; when both 
schools and various educational courses had commenced to work in these 
premises, then a new bombshell was dropped that caused the newly started 
refugee life to collapse once more. 

This bomb had not been manufactured by some munitions factory. The 
commandant had just brought it from UNRRA in the form of a small slip of 
paper which he posted on the bulletin board.” (Wheels: 120) 

Public space – organization 

The space of the camps is a very public and political space. It is a 
deliberately and purposefully set up social entity whose function is to bring 
some sort of order into the chaos created by the human flotsam and jetsam of 
the War. The refugees are the receivers, victims, consumers of the aid, 
whims and charity of the victors of the War. They are units to be 
administered, not individuals. 

As Ansis walks through the gate of his camp “the guard recognized him – 
DP No. 25907.” (Displaced: 323) 

The camps are administrated by UNRRA, IRO, DPAC bureaucracy. The 
administration bureaucrats are in many ways victims infected by the 
situation they are locked into. Formerly, in their homelands, they were minor 
officials, who have now suddenly been elevated to a position of 
unaccustomed responsibility and power. They are often petty-minded 
individuals who are trapped in their role of authority without understanding 
its reason, without knowledge of the people they are administrating and 
without the moral strength to deal with millions of people in despair and 
peril. Their inexperience and scanty knowledge of a broader Europe, its 
peoples, languages, cultures and history makes them prejudiced, incompetent 
and morally degenerate.  

Enterprising refugees make use of the corruption and self-importance of 
the administrators to find ways around unfavourable regulations. Bribery and 
kowtowing to those in power is rife. 

A new camp inmate asks the camp policeman at the gate whom the brass 
band and man in frayed tail-coat are waiting for. 

“ ‘The new UNRRA chairman Mr. Brown, Mr. James Chester Brown, from 
England [….] We have to greet him in style [....] UNRRA men like that very 
much. Never before in their lives have they climbed so high, that someone 
would blow a horn for them.’ ” (Duchy: 8) 

The administrators revel in their new power, and often make decisions out 
of spite, hatred or hurt pride. They consider the refugees they administrate an 
irritation. The commandant in Pinneberg orders the principal of the Baltic 
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University to stand when talking to him (Owls: 80). He has a characteristic 
outburst when challenged about the legality of his actions by one of the 
students: 

“How dare you speak when not asked to!” shouted the commandant. “What 
can you protest about? Legality? Your laws are determined by me, you 
wretched DPs!” – he loudly thumped his fist against his IRO uniform.     

“Legality – damn you!” 

At times the administration is clearly criminal. A German camp 
Director’s secretary (Owls) pilfers the camp mail and sells the stolen goods 
on the black market. The Latvian head of an orphanage, together with a 
German doctor, leaves the children unattended, starving and living in filth, 
while they personally keep the money allotted them (Song). 

The administrators are shown not only as corrupt, but degenerate as well. 
Thomas F. Compliment who is in charge of four camps does not wish to be 
troubled by administrative duties. He sits in his office motionless, staring at 
the wall all day, having taken some narcotic drug or just sipping beer. He 
leaves the running of the office to his secretary Vidvars. Vidvars receives 
petitioners and makes a show of going in to consult his superior, but being 
careful not to disturb the idle Commandant. He makes all decisions himself 
(Gazers: 153). Every once in a while Thomas F. Compliment organizes 
drinking binges, calling on his secretary to sit up all night with him drinking 
gin. 

The camp commandant in Trap makes the women in his camp parade 
naked in front of him almost every week, ostensibly for a health check, 
minutely examining the youngest ones. (44) . 

The world of the people who have power – the allied soldiers, policemen, 
administrators and bureaucrats represent an alternative reality to that of the 
DPs. Thus a conversation between two US soldiers refers to geography 
completely unknown to the refugees, with a completely different time scale: 

“ ‘I still have to serve five months, a measly five months! If you want to 
reckon days – 155! Some have even calculated how many hours…’ 

‘My father writes from Illinois, that the cost of labour has risen after the 
war. He’s waiting for me to come home. But I don’t know if I’ll go. You 
know, I have a girl, Judy, in Chicago, I might go there to settle down. Buy a 
gas station or a small store. I don’t really want to live on my father’s chicken 
farm.’ [….] 

‘Damned DPs […] Sons of bitches, nothing more! Because of them we 
have to waste our time in dusty compounds, crawl into all their pokey holes, 
go through their old rags…’ 

‘The war’s been over a long time now, you could go home like everyone 
else is doing…’ 
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‘Damned war! Damned Europe! A war like any other, somebody has to 
fight it, but why us? And why do we have to waste our time in this crazy 
country?’” (Duchy: 41-2) 

Not only do these Americans belong to another world, they have futures 
which can be planned – they have choices and decisions to make. They even 
see participation in the war as a matter of choice. This, of course, is 
diametrically opposite to the reality of the DPs. Nevertheless, as this 
conversation reveals, they too are stuck, if not as irretrievably as the DPs, in 
the stifling present of postwar Germany. Some of them are in many ways 
displaced as well. 

This is brought home in the final episode of Displaced (322-3). Ansis and 
ElƯna go into a bar to drink a glass of wine before parting forever. They go 
into a bar where “farewells were drunk by friends, brothers, even lovers 
parted by the IRO for ever. Here you could buy a cheap bottle of spirits with 
a green label – The Farewell Dram.” Ansis hears someone speaking English. 
ElƯna explains: 

“That is our former DPAC Commandant [….] Remember when I took you 
into the camp, he had just been appointed. We handed him roses and a carved 
wooden plate with Latvia’s coat of arms engraved in it. We expected him to 
help renew our state, remember? [….] 

‘Now he’s been thrown out of his job, he goes around from table to table 
gathering glasses like a tramp. He lives off the dregs left behind from the 
farewell drinks of those departing.” (Displaced: 322-3) 

Ansis parts from ElƯna, leaving his glass for the Englishman. 
The administrators too are individuals caught in the unnatural situation 

they have been thrown into. Yet, if they do not succumb to their own 
weakness and the oppressiveness of life in postwar Germany, they do wield 
great power over the lives of millions of people. If they use this power 
wisely, or if circumstances are propitious, they may, in contrast to the 
refugees, emerge unscathed from this situation. The DP has no power – not 
even over his own situation. 

In many camps there is a native Latvian administration, with the Allied 
authorities merely acting as a controller.  

These administrators have the thankless task of trying to create some kind 
of ordered life in the disarray of the camps: 

“The next morning the billeting officer ran around the new camp in a state of 
agitation. 

‘Mr. Sekste, we were told that the Germans would leave furniture behind 
but in our room there is only a table with one leg too short!’ 

‘Mr Sekste, why are we, who have small children, allocated the third 
storey of the building, when families without children have been billeted in 
detached houses, with gardens and only one storey?’ 
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‘Mr Sekste, how come we four people have been given two rooms, when 
elsewhere there is only one person living in an identical room?’ 

Such questions and others sounded from all sides, and the billeting officer 
ran at a half trot around the camp, his head pulled into his shoulders, in order 
not to hear all the complaints.” (Wheels: 125) 

Administration leads to bureaucracy. Thus a Latvian bureaucratic or 
political space is created. Anšlavs EglƯtis describes an administrative office 
in the largest of the Latvian DP camps – in Esslingen: 

“Wherever Kandavs turned, he saw doors, entrances and signs indicating 
direction, labelled with numbers and written in several languages, informing 
visitors which barracks contained which institution, section, department, 
bureau and room. Kandavs could see the external, internal, economy, 
administrative, personnel, executive, communications, transport, 
coordination, distribution, centralization, decentralization sections and many 
more. From this abstract nomenclature only an initiate could approximately 
discern what actually went on where. But the genius of man had also, besides 
bureaucracy, invented numbers and the alphabet, so gradually Kandavs 
started to find the trail to Room 174. 

Not hurrying, in order to have time to admire everything, Kandavs walked 
down the rows of smaller and larger barracks. The sought room was to be 
found in Area D, 4th row, 17th barracks, N Wing, and could be reached 
through Entrance ‘X’ and, to be more precise, was the main office of the 
Indexing Department’s Central Archive Personal Documentation Section’s 
Special Assistant Translators.” (Lucky: 216) 

In this milieu a special type of refugee develops, with a special style of 
thinking and talking: 

“[Through the crowd] passed a short but proud and stout man with grey hair. 
His broad, square jaw and massive nose thrust forward and similarly cutting 
the air with the lower, metal covered corner of the briefcase firmly squeezed 
under his arm, he went straight to the notice board, looking neither left nor 
right [….] 

All eyes turned to this man [….] 
‘Mr. Skailums, what do you say about [the new notice]?’ somebody asked 

in a squeaky tenor voice […] 
By his right arm there appeared a sinewy dry, rather tall man, who could 

be well over fifty. He wore the straight clipped haircut of czarist times [….] 
Also a golden pince-nez on a chain [….] His coat even had an astrakhan 
collar. 

‘I think the views of the IRO are perfectly clear in this matter’ [….] 
On his left there now emerged a round, red-faced youth in a fashionable, 

dark red, suede jacket. Like a conductor he raised his hand, around whose 
wrist there shone a broad, bright watchband […] and started to speak in a 
deep, sonorous, sombre voice: 

‘The views of the Latvian Central Committee in this matter are, 
unfortunately, not known, but there is reason to believe, that this incident will 
only have affected a small number of our nationals. In any case, this matter 
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will be discussed at the press conference of the IRO at the end of next month, 
and a summary of this discussion will follow shortly after in the official 
organ of the Central Committee.’ ” (Gazers: 16-8) 

Camp administration is a field of activity for people who have held 
responsible positions in Latvia and are now forced to sit idly in the camps 
with all the others. 

“This man had fallen from a great height, he had to face the terrible 
realisation - I am no longer somebody! [….] Many former men of authority 
fought for positions in the camp authority. They wanted to reduce the height 
of their fall, if only for a moment to fool themselves with some insignificant 
position in a committee, just to keep the unpleasant truth at a distance.” 
(Clapper: 119-20) 

The camps thus become a Latvian political space. They are, at times, 
whether ironically or in earnest, referred to in terms of states. Two of the 
novels bear titles that reflect this: Mainas Hercogiste (The Duchy of Main) 
and Drupu republika (The Republic of Ruins). Esslingen, the largest DP 
camp, is referred to as “the capital of exile” (Lucky: 121). 

JaunsudrabiƼš ironizes about this political space and the self-important 
political activities which take place within it: 

“Earlier, everything had happened in the camp as in a monarchy, with 
appointments and dismissals. In time, however, the democratic principle took 
the upper hand. Now we had a council elected by the people, whose first 
meeting I, as the eldest, had to open. So I said a few heartfelt words. I said: 

‘I declare this meeting open, please elect the chairpersons.’ ” (Tales: 226) 

This political space consists mainly of meeting halls and offices. In this 
space exile is seen as a continuation of the lost state of Latvia. Activities 
within this space are seen as significant on a higher level than the mere 
everyday. OtomƗrs Ods, who has founded a camp newspaper (Bugler) 
constantly aggrandizes his activities by referring to ‘the Superpower of the 
Press’ (preses lielvalsts). 

Significance is sought for life in exile by referring it to the past, as well as 
to the political life which has been taken from the refugees. Others see it as 
an opportunity for effectuating their future ambitions: 

“The most important project – A World Congress of the Latvian Association. 
An exile Latvian government, no less! Times can change in an instant. An 
exile government may be sought after and asked to take on the responsibility 
of a Provisional Government. Who knows?…” (Duchy: 77) 
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Camp politics is one way of filling the idle time of refugee life. For the 
men of authority who engage in it, it becomes a matter of confirming their 
very identity: 

“For the third day in a row Rǌplis tossed about in bed. Nothing ailed his 
flesh, but he was tormented by a thought. How could it be that he, an eminent 
man, who had been shown such respect in RƯga, where everybody had tried 
to gain his favour, had suddenly become so insignificant, that he was no 
longer elected to the Latvian committee in the camp.? Remuneration and the 
few trivial privileges that committee members had didn’t interest him. He just 
wanted to work for the good of the people. Committee meetings were held 
every week. The members of the committee talked and debated until 
midnight, they passed resolutions and handed over memoranda to the local 
occupation forces and even to the highest American military institutions in 
Frankfurt, or else they made decisions in such important matters as 
distribution of clothing, footwear or rooms. That needed a man with a mind 
and knowledge. 

He felt that his place was at the committee table. But why did the camp 
inhabitants not elect him?” (Clapper: 117) 

Social space 

The space of the camps represents the present time that the DPs, displaced 
from their past, not yet able to enter into the future, have to somehow fill. 
This then is the very stuff of the novels about DP camps: how the DPs fill 
their present, how they spend their time. The dominant atmosphere of the 
camps is one of forced idleness. The refugees are most often people who 
have not known each other before yet they are now thrown together to live in 
close proximity, and have very little to occupy themselves with. 

They meet in all the various spaces within and outside the camp, and form 
public, social relationships. They meet in the food queues, in meetings, in 
offices, at theatre rehearsals, in the corridors and staircases of the camp 
buildings, working together at various jobs, on walks in nature outside the 
camps, in the villages, searching for food, in each other’s rooms, in the 
lecture halls of the Baltic University, in schoolrooms etc. 

Within the territory of the camps, the refugees try to order their space to 
create a more or less familiar environment, within the wider chaos of 
Germany. This is almost exclusively referred to as a Latvian environment. 
Refugees of other nationalities, if they appear at all in these novels, are 
usually seen in minor roles or merely referred to in passing. 

“Soon the camp turned into a kind of Latvian village [….] There were many 
barracks in rows like houses along a street. These roads were christened after 
cities, rivers, or famous people of Latvia. There was Ogre Street, Abava 
Street, Ludza Street, Kronvalds and others’ Streets. The main road was called 
RƯga Avenue [….] 
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Even the barracks were given names [after homesteads in Latvia….] So 
they often came to mention and hear the names of their homesteads in Latvia, 
and these parts no longer seemed so foreign to them.” (Wheels: 195) 

Not only topographically, but also socially, the DPs try to make the 
camps familiar. 

“The camp is quite like a local parish with all the necessary social events and 
undertakings.” (Waves: 60) 

They even order their social environment, to overcome their enforced 
idleness. Two types of social organization and activity are apparent in these 
novels: those actions necessary for everyday existence, or the smooth 
running of the camp; and those activities which are voluntarily organized on 
the refugees’ own initiative. The first includes the doling out of food or 
clothing, cleaning the premises, keeping order in the camps. The space of 
these activities is the camp storerooms, the food queues and the communal 
rooms such as the washroom: 

“It was a spacious room, with wash basins and taps around the walls. The 
inhabitants themselves were responsible for cleaning them. A cleaning roster 
had been put up on the wall in the entry room. [….] 

It was a responsible job and full of danger. Hygiene was controlled by a 
high-ranking American military officer. Woe to anybody if the room was 
found to be unclean while they were on duty! Such a criminal was excluded 
from camp welfare privileges and, if such an incident repeated itself, he was 
expelled from the camp. 

Especially now when a snow storm raged outside, the cleaner on duty was 
tensely on the watch. In the yard there were receptacles with lids for food 
remains and floor sweepings, but many people didn’t want to poke their 
noses outside, and they tried to stealthily throw their litter into the sinks. The 
drains got blocked and dirty water flooded the floors. Former social positions 
didn’t discriminate people here – you could catch a former director’s wife or 
a farm girl at it, a former industrialist or a former street sweeper. Laziness 
and negligence had no respect for social status.” (Clapper: 37-8) 

“At first he went into the footwear section [of the supplies store]. On the 
shelves there stood piles of dust-covered new shoes and boots, procured for 
UNRRA money for the care of political refugees. In the corners there were 
heaps of used shoes, gifts from well-off Westerners to those without a 
homeland. Behind the tables a Latvian and an Estonian idly lounged. 
Somewhere deeper inside an Englishman was talking. People came here to 
bemoan their children’s bare feet, forest workers came to ask for new boots, 
all people came here with their cares and needs. Elderly men bent over by the 
pile of used shoes, seeking and trying on a pair of boots. These could be 
obtained out of turn.” (Bugler: 162) 

The second type of social activity, that of voluntary self-initiative, 
includes theatre performances and rehearsals, art exhibitions, schools, 
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concerts and other social events. This is often a priority for the refugees, who 
convert rooms and halls meant for other purposes into theatres and concert 
halls. 

KƗrlis ƶezberis describes this cultural activity in terms of a natural cycle 
of time – a mobilization of energy in the face of extinction. He also 
compares the camp as a cultural space with the cities of Latvia: 

“Why does a tree which has been touched by the sharp blade of the axe, 
which is destined for extinction, suddenly burst out in the full greenery of 
leaves? Why does a flower, which is destined to be plucked tomorrow, bloom 
in a reckless, enthusiastic grandeur? Why did art flourish so suddenly in the 
DP camps in which there grew a branch torn from the tree of the nation? 

The concert hall of the Main camp saw performances such as many 
Latvian cities hadn’t seen. The broken off branch, which had found shelter in 
the lee of UNRRA, was now demonstrating miracles. 

The old barracks stables were converted into a broad auditorium. A stage 
and dressing rooms were built. A magnificent Latvian style curtain divided 
the stage from the auditorium. When everything was ready there followed 
social event after social event, theatre performances and concerts by well 
known artistes followed each other. The crowning glory was the performance 
of the opera ‘BaƼuta’ [….] 

‘Everyone lends a hand [….] Big or small, beginner or master of his 
craft… And that is good, because to idle away one’s time in the camp 
without work would crush these people’s morale and strength.’ ” (Duchy: 
112) 

Elsewhere, work in the theatre is described as an escape from the present 
time “so that we should not sink into the harsh everyday reality of exile” 
(Tantalus: 75). The physical space of these cultural activities is halls such as 
the one described, rehearsal rooms, scenery workshops, as well as painters' 
studios and camp newspaper offices. 

“The editor’s room was transformed. Piles of paper appeared here, ordinary 
typing paper, cheap goods, nevertheless in these times one had to pay for it 
with expensive American cigarettes. The black rotary press stood on the table 
reeking of paint and kerosene, on the other table Marts Plǌdums’ typewriter 
was clattering away [….] 

The editor wrote by hand, throwing the sheets of paper to [Plǌdums]. 
Marts then rewrote them on the typewriter, hitting the keys carefully. 
However well he wrote them, that’s how well they appeared in the proof. 
Later, when the office was closed, Marts had to stand behind the press, 
spread black paint over it and crank the handle. [The editor] just scooped up 
the black speckled pages and placed them in separate piles according to their 
number. Later he put them together to make a complete newspaper, fastened 
them together with a stapler borrowed from the camp office and heaped the 
ready copies of The Bugler in a pile. They formed quite a pile, about two 
hundred copies of an eight page publication. When Marts had spread too 
thick a layer of paint on, some pages appeared black. Others were faded with 
an illegible text. Nevertheless each page held valuable thoughts, written by 
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the editor and reporter OtomƗrs Ods, about the exile’s mission, about Latvian 
culture, about social and everyday life in the camp. On the last page was 
Marts Plǌdums’ latest poem about a dream image of the woman the poet 
worshipped.” (Bugler: 169-70) 

Cultural activities are also often associated with rivalry, one-upmanship 
and intrigues. Bugler is exclusively about such intrigues. There is not one 
sympathetic character in the novel. In another novel (Tantalus) an actress, 
significantly, gets her revenge on the set designer who has been her lover, 
but who now has fallen in love with the director, by burning down the 
theatre. 

All this cultural work also leads to a certain formalization of relationships 
and bureaucracy. In several novels (Bugler, Waves, Lucky) a meeting is 
depicted in which the ensemble argues about the choice of play, and who has 
the right to choose – the director, the theatre’s elected board, or the whole 
ensemble. The social-political space and the social-cultural space quite 
frequently overlap. 

Intimate Space (1b) 

In the DP camps, private spaces, are hard to come by. Being forced to live in 
close proximity, it is difficult for the camp inhabitants to shelter themselves 
off from one another. The borders between privacy, intimacy, family 
relationships, friendships, neighbour relationships, social relationships are 
difficult to draw. The borders become hazy. Rumour and gossip abound. 
Private often becomes public.  

The private room in the camp may be an intimate space for personal 
relationships closer than those of a mere social nature, relationships which 
replace the pre-war space of the home and family – e.g. the close ties and 
camaraderie of former soldiers who have survived the horrors of war. This 
camaraderie can be destructive. At times the individual is wiped out. The 
former soldiers then no longer have an identity outside the group, they 
succumb to time, by devoting their lives to such timeless activities as 
drinking, playing cards, and retelling their war experiences. 

Often they are placed together in one room, not infrequently in cellars or 
attics or rooms which are not as attractive to the other camp inhabitants. 
These rooms are often vividly depicted. 

“In a cellar room four bachelors lived together. Such a cellar room had 
certain advantages which the first and second floor rooms lacked. In the 
cellar each dweller had twice as much space, and here one could sing songs, 
no matter whether it was night or day outside. No, one couldn’t complain 
about this cellar dwelling – the inhabitants of the higher storeys didn’t disturb 
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anyone here, the wind didn’t blow through the walls, and rain didn’t get 
behind your collar [….] 

The inhabitants of the cellar [….] sat at the table and for the sixth hour in 
a row occupied themselves with playing cards. No, this was no mere time 
killer, this game was serious, with high stakes. Lost points were paid in 
cigarettes or Deutschmark at the rate of five marks – one cigarette. 

Kosa wasn’t an inhabitant of this room, he lived in another building. He 
was an invalid. His left, artificial arm was stuffed into the sleeve of his jacket, 
but it was immobile. Playing cards was difficult for him. He placed his cards 
in a special wooden block with a slit in it, which he always carried with him, 
as one never knew when and where the opportunity to play cards would arise. 
Playing cards was his only occupation. He could be in group of people for 
several days and not say a word. […] but it might happen that he drank a sip 
of brandy and then…” (Clapper: 7-8) 

Drinking is often a necessary ritual in the soldiers’ camaraderie. The 
private room becomes a meeting place for people in the same existential 
situation: 

“They entered an almost square room with a low ceiling. Around the walls 
were plank bunks covered with tattered army type blankets. In the middle of 
the room a light bulb hung from the ceiling and a dazed moth circled around 
it. Under the light bulb four men idly slouched at a table, inviting newcomers 
to sit down, and slid a glass of brandy over to each of them. The fumes of the 
bootleg, the stench of tobacco and a pungent smell of sweat filled the room. 
The men drank, bit into a piece of herring, a slice of bread and continued a 
discussion. Although people of diverse ages and diverse views, they 
understood each other well. They had all gone through that horrific bone mill 
which was created and formed by the Second World War, several people’s 
hunger for power, others’ naïveté and lack of political balance, and yet 
others’ avarice and tendency to subjugate others.” (The Duchy: 84) 

In this individual space, one can at times come into contact with other 
times than the present. Friendship is seen as a solemn remnant of the past, 
overriding individual present desires: 

“No matter how much he didn’t want to […] he nevertheless felt compelled 
to go [into the room where his comrades are drinking], for the sake of the 
hardships and battles of past days, for the sake of torment and suffering, 
when their friendship was born in incredibly inhuman conditions, where a 
spirit of unity was formed, known only there in the entrenchments, where you 
could not see the expressions and looks on the blood and mud covered faces, 
but where hearts spoke to each other, and where everyone was prepared to 
sacrifice himself for the good of his comrade. Yes, there they had 
experienced true unity. This present life was just a gathering together of 
fragments and splinters. Yet still, you had to go on living and gathering 
together these splinters to form something whole, entire, which would have 
more value – maybe even eternal value.” (Seekers: 29) 
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Drinking converts the private room into a space in which the demons of 
the past are exorcised. At one such gathering (Seekers: 30), the noise grew 
“like the roar of giant water” which “grew and penetrated through all the 
floors of the building and could be heard even in the distant surroundings. 
That night, families tried to close their sleepy eyes in vain.” During the 
night, the room is demolished in a drunken brawl – two windows have been 
lifted out with the whole frame and thrown down from the third floor, chairs 
have been smashed. 

The personal living space, be it a separate room or a bed in a shared room, 
is central to many novels. The various separate rooms in the ‘artists’ 
barracks’ in Bugler is the setting for most of the intrigues in the plot. The 
plot moves with the characters from room to room. 

A room may become synonymous with its inhabitant. The cobbler Paleja 
has a room “like a Turk’s harem. The walls are black, eiderdowns and 
cushions on the floor, lights shine from above, underneath and from the 
sides. If a woman goes into that room, she immediately thinks about going to 
bed” (Clapper: 279). He is known for his many female visitors who stay a 
long time, one as long as four days, while he puts a sign on the door saying 
that his workshop is closed. This naturally leads to gossip, slander and even 
a hearing before the Latvian Committee. In fact these meetings are indeed 
chaste – the cobbler being a sensitive listener and interesting speaker, the 
visitors usually spend all the time in his room talking. When they fall asleep, 
the cobbler chastely departs and sleeps elsewhere, coming back in the 
morning. 

In Parade, most of the action of the novel is set in one of the two rooms 
of a pair of lovers, or in their going back and forth between the polarity of 
these two rooms.  

The private space is also the sphere of amorous relationships. Even here 
the boundaries have become unclear. Married couples have relationships 
with other partners. Family ties, one of the defining boundaries for the 
Intimate private space of the home, in the standard model, are crumbling. 
Persons who don’t know where their partners are, seek new ones. Some 
persons have two or several lovers. Promiscuity is not uncommon. All this is 
magnified by rumours – who has been seen going into or coming out of 
whose room. In general, families and relationships in these novels are seen 
to be faltering or destroyed by the war. “In the idleness and the peculiar, 
instable atmosphere of exile, their relationships started to go awry” (Lucky: 
284). 

One DP has a vision of Lübeck as an “Urbs veneris” where 

“the poor displaced, having lost their homeland, their possessions, their hope, 
tried to ignite some kind of warmth and sweetness from their own wilting, 
meagrely nourished flesh [....] For him, standing on the bridge, it seemed as if 
all of Lübeck were full of rose-coloured bodies interwoven in embraces, as in 
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a colourful Arabian tale or an antique patricians’ sauna. It seemed to him as if 
the walls of the buildings peeled off and in the electric light on all floors 
endless passionate games became visible.” (Flame: 252) 

The DPs are, for the most part, seen as individuals all struggling to just 
live their own lives84. Apart from Wheels and Morning, which are written 
from a children’s point of view, children play no major role in these novels.  

Although newly forged relationships often are seen in these novels to be 
promiscuous, or destructive (Flame), or merely alliances of convenience, in 
a few novels (e.g. Song, Clapper, Tatters) they are seen as a positive step on 
the way to a future life. The couples in these novels extract themselves from 
the shallowness of refugee life as lead by others and rise above it through 
their relationship. 

Couples conducting a relationship may meet in various spaces – in each 
other’s rooms, or on walks in nature, or in the nearby village. In one novel 
(Tantalus), the protagonist meets his beloved in the public social space of 
theatre rehearsals. He agrees to take part in the production of a play, in order 
to be near the woman directing it, with whom he has fallen in love. He is 
determined that the relationship be a chaste one, thus prompting him to 
chose this public form of meeting. 

Personal Private Space (1a) 

The innermost circle of these concentric spatial divisions of the exile novel 
represents the space in which the individual pursues his everyday life. He 
does this on two levels. First, there is the level of the physical actions of 
feeding and clothing oneself, of washing and sleeping, and of working. 
Second there is the individual, spiritual or inner space of reflection, memory, 
thought and creativity. 

Physical everyday acts such as eating, clothing oneself or washing are not 
dominant themes in these novels. Nevertheless the activities of scrounging 
for food, drink, firewood, clothing do take up a large part of the narratives. 
The doling out of clothes, for instance, can become an important incident 
within some narratives, and the shabby dress of the refugees is constantly 
remarked upon.  

In Flame, Lidija works in the Latvian Red-Cross offices doling out 
clothes that have been donated by Latvians who have emigrated to USA. She 
misappropriates a fine coat with a warm collar that has been designated for a 
blind war invalid, in order to present it to her lover (208-9). This deceit 
fatefully brings about the end of her affair. 

The very identity of the woman nick-named ‘The Clapper’ (Klabata) is 
determined by her manner of dressing (Clapper: 13-4): 

84 Trap is something of an exception here, relating how a family survives by holding together.  
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“Who first named her The Clapper, no one knew. Nicknames are infectious 
and quickly gain general recognition, if they refer to people who somehow 
differ from the general crowd. Tija ZƯle was not like the large majority of the 
women in the camp [….] No man had ever seen what she looked like in a 
decent woman’s dress. Her apparel was a soldier’s uniform trousers and 
tunic, which had not been tailored to her slight build [….] Even the second-
hand American army boots, which she wore both winter and summer, were 
much too large and, as she walked along the asphalt paths or the barracks 
corridors, they flapped and clapped in a peculiar rhythm.” 

The spaces connected with these activities – the storehouses, camp 
kitchens, washrooms etc. are usually not central spaces in plots of these 
novels, but they are mentioned from time to time as a part of the setting. 

A more important theme, however, is that of work. Through working the 
DP starts to take control of both his time and space. His time has a purpose 
and he moves about, often outside the camp. He breaks away from the mass 
of refugees and gains an identity. 

Many, as mentioned above, throw themselves into activities within the 
camp. They take part in internal camp politics, work in the camp 
administration, or organize various activities – theatre, newspapers, schools, 
concerts, sports games etc. Although these camp activists are often shown in 
a satiric light, teachers are an exception. They devote their lives to making 
the time the children spend in the camps fulfilling and worthwhile. They are 
usually portrayed sympathetically. 

Other DPs are more pragmatically minded and seek employment in the 
world outside the camp. Some find work as farm labourers with German 
farmers (Seekers, Song). Others seek employment with the authorities – 
UNRRA, IRO or the Red Cross. 

This employment helps, of course, to make life in exile physically more 
bearable, by providing food, clothing, shelter or money. But it is also 
important simply as a way of filling time, of avoiding the enforced idleness 
of refugee life. 

Here one must also mention those characters who collaborate with the 
Soviets, plotting and spying on the DPs. (Lucky, Wheels) 

The characters who move about most freely in the outer world and who 
actively have taken charge of their own lives are the profiteers. They are 
often shown as negative, sinister or even slightly comic characters, yet a 
respect for their independence and enterprise is discernible. It is to the 
profiteer one turns when one needs something. It is the profiteer who can 
usually find his way around regulations and cross borders, even to the extent 
of escaping from the advancing Russian front (Trap). 

Tatters depicts the activities of a group of profiteers. They are seen as 
independent, free-wheeling individuals. Far from suffering in their present 
situation, they adapt to it, follow the flow of present time, and turn it to their 
own advantage. They establish their own time rhythm, meeting every 
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morning on the bridge in Carlsbad to discuss latest developments and to 
coordinate their business affairs. They decide when it is the best time to buy, 
when it is most advantageous to sell. One of them even makes use of the 
point in time, when everyone is fleeing from the approaching Soviet armies. 
He runs out onto the highway, knowing he has a ready market for food, and 
that he can cheaply purchase watches and jewellery from the fleeing 
refugees. These profiteers move across borders, and around the city, freely, 
even gaining entry to restaurants that are closed to most refugees. 

The female equivalent of the profiteer is the prostitute (Trap) or merely 
the woman who enters into relationships with foreign soldiers for personal 
gain (Wheels, Song, Trap). These are people who do not succumb to the 
idleness, lethargy and immobility of camp life, but who attempt to take 
control of their own present. At times they are ordinary sympathetic figures, 
doing no more than providing themselves and their neighbours with a 
supplementary diet of fresh bread, eggs, meat, fish, potatoes and apples 
(Seekers). 

Closely allied to the profiteer is the swindler or trickster. Mintauts Ozols 
(Bugler), moving about freely from camp to camp, swindling refugee artists 
and craftsmen to amass his own fortune. Boris Ziedonis, the well-dressed 
Soviet agent (Lucky) travelling freely from city to city, duping those who 
trust him.  

In the morally upside down space of postwar Germany, the way to 
achieve personal freedom, and to survive is to collaborate, cheat, lie, 
manipulate. 

A certain spiritual inner space is also discernible in the novels. The DPs 
have a lot of time on their hands. One way of filling it is to pursue 
intellectual or spiritual activities. Reading, educating oneself, writing, 
painting, philosophizing, or simply withdrawing into oneself is a frequently 
recurring theme in the novels. 

We see DPs trying to better themselves, thus taking control over their 
future. The students of the Baltic University are a clear case of this (Owls). 
Similarly, a young medical student learning from a friend in America, that 
there are not many opportunities in the medical branch, but that beauticians 
are eagerly sought after, organizes a cosmetics course for the ladies of the 
camp (Gazer). 

Certain characters try to come to terms with the present of their existence, 
to understand the meaning of what is happening. They turn to reading, 
learning, philosophizing. Some are painters (Ɩbele, Seekers). Others turn to 
writing: 

“There must be a secret, something, somewhere [....] Otherwise life would be 
too dismal. Zintis was too young to look for the final and fateful causalities 
of everything. He lit a candle at the end of his bed, and taking a note book, 
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started to write a tale. Somehow he wanted to escape from this heaviness. 
Zintis Stagars thought he was a poet.” (Owls: 28) 

“Leaning against the pole of a floodlight, PudiƷis started to read. When he 
lacked money for the pub, he read. Several notebooks were already written 
full with his opinions and reflections. Maybe sometime he would have the 
time to write something.” (Song: 100) 

There are some more extreme examples of individuals who, delving 
deeper into themselves, and trying to explain or influence the present time, 
come to more sombre conclusions. The existentialist PudiƷis (Song) 
knowingly ‘soaks his brain in alcohol’. The pessimistic Ansis (Displaced) 
breaks off a burgeoning relationship with the nurse ElƯna, refusing to betray 
his memories of his family in Latvia. Thus he sacrifices his present and 
future possibilities to his internalized past. The slightly anarchistic Filomels 
Zeseris (Gazer) encourages a group of children in their bomb making, in 
order to shake the complacent camp inmates into taking stock of their 
situation. PudiƷis, too, contemplates blowing up the munitions store he is 
guarding, as an existentialist protest. 

More often than a whole room the bed in these novels is the central space 
of the individual’s world. It is a ubiquitous piece of furniture. In rooms 
shared by many people, the bed is the only personal space. 

Apart from being the place where one sleeps, the bed serves many other 
functions. It is a place where one can count apples which one has gained 
illegally (Way: 79). It serves as a seat when one has visitors. The only space 
where the students of the Baltic university can study or read philosophy or 
poetry is lying in bed (Owls). Writers and would-be poets write in bed 
(Owls, Clapper). It is the most private space to which one can withdraw 
when one wants to be alone, where one can cry, or dream, or make love, or 
just lie apathetically. 

The tubercular TeterƯtis, shortly before his death sees a religious vision in 
bed (Way: 131-2). When PudiƷis and MƗra decide to get married, they are 
greeted by an unfamiliar sight in the little country hotel room which they 
have taken – a double bed (Song). 

The bed is a place of reflection where the refugee enters his own internal 
space. In dreams, visions, memories and thoughts he moves outside the 
present time and into the past or future or into a timeless domain.  

Such visions can occur outside the bed also. Gaida Grava, who has a 
room of her own and thus need not withdraw to her bed, sees a mythological, 
political vision, which carries her outside time and space, while standing at 
her window (Flame: 182-3 ): 

“Gaida approached the window and with a tense attentiveness gazed at the 
North East. She moved her thin frame closer to the window pane, stretched 
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herself out like a rod and suddenly it seemed to her that she was no longer 
standing inside the room, but outside, in the moonlight. 

Her heart started beating faster, she felt herself entering an enormous 
experience, and across her breast, flowed cold but sweetly smarting tremors. 
She felt that she was gaining the ability to transport herself large distances 
and to see the logical interconnections of phenomena, as well as to penetrate 
into the depths of time, to see the past and future, independent of the 
everyday tiny flow of the clock. 

Gaida Grava was in the power of her vision [….] Now she felt that she 
was raised high on a supernatural swing that carried her over time and space 
[....] 

Gaida realized that she was right here, in a safe room. At least her earthly 
body was here. She had sat down again in her chair, feeling the soft padding 
under her elbow. With her foot she felt the footstool that stood by the 
window. But right here, where the ray of moonlight fell, there began a 
different, supernaturally vast and awesomely solemn world.” 

Here, her room is her safe personal space. From it she connects to a vaster 
abstract space external to her and to her whole surroundings. 

Kandavs (Lucky: 28-9), once again after a long time, lying in a proper 
bed, reflects upon his fate: 

“Why was the pleasure of lying in a clean, soft bed granted him of all people, 
when many who perhaps deserved it much more, pined away in misery and 
terror, without the slightest hope of salvation? [….] 

Everything was determined by blind chance, everywhere a blind struggle 
of matter reigned. This thought, this probability that there was no higher 
control, no higher supervision of the comings and goings of wretched 
creation always gave Kandavs a terrible feeling, such as the onslaught of 
seasickness. The good have no hope of remuneration for their unjust 
suffering; the evil need not fear retribution! […] 

Once more the thought flashed into his mind – wasn’t anyone truly going 
to take away from him this undeserved, wonderful, wondrously safe 
slumber…?” 

Sleep reaffirms the individual’s physical self. Dreams are a point of 
contact with his inner world. The bed is the most private and personal space. 
Because of the speculations and musings the characters conduct in it about 
their place in the universe and the scheme of things, this space connects to 
the outer, universal space. Most often the musings dwell on the lack of any 
universal moral code or purpose, on the meaninglessness of the refugee’s 
place in the universe – the existentialism of exile. 
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9 “A World in Which We Have to Live”
 – The Plots of the DP Novels 

The purpose of this study is to examine the exile’s mental image of his world 
– how Latvian writers viewed the new exile situation that they found 
themselves in. Thus it would seem that it is the setting of these novels that is 
of primary interest. The previous chapters indeed analysed the settings of 
those Latvian novels set in postwar Germany. Nevertheless, it is just as 
interesting to see not only how writers depict the time and space of the new 
world of exile, but also what they depict the refugees as doing in this space, 
and how they fill this new time. In this chapter it is intended to cursorily look 
at the plots of these novels. What kind of actions have the writers chosen in 
their depiction of postwar Germany? What kind of plots have they deemed 
typical or characteristic, or at least, not incongruous, in this setting? To 
answer this question is to further characterize the setting itself, or at least 
these particular authors’ view of it.  

As Vitauts Kalve pointed out at the Conference on Cultural Problems held 
at the Traunstein Camp in 1950 (quoted in Chapter 6 above) the writer 
should not only help make sense of the chaotic new world of exile, but also 
depict it as a space in which it is possible to go on living, and in which the 
exile has to live. The plots of these novels reflect how the exiles live in the 
setting which is the world of exile. 

Genette has said (215) that: “I can very well tell a story, without 
specifying the place where it happens.” In the case of most of these novels 
this is not true. In these DP novels it is difficult to separate plot and setting, 
because here the environment influences and controls each individual’s life 
to a high degree. The very setting in which the refugees find themselves is so 
new, unusual, and dominant, that it inevitably determines the actions of the 
individual characters within it and these actions are often difficult to imagine 
in a different setting. Most of the characters’ actions are in fact reactions 
against the environment in which they find themselves, either trying to 
overcome it in some way, being overcome by it, or trying to adapt to it and 
make the best of it. 

Thus plot and setting are so inextricably merged in most of these novels, 
that many of them are quite similar in their plots, and even characters or 
separate episodes. It is thus possible to extract some ‘lowest common 
denominators’ of these plots. 
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The time span depicted in these novels, and thus the sequence of events 
within which the plots take place is quite clear and uniform for all the 
novels. It may be reduced to a universal schema, all details and all points of 
which are not necessarily depicted in all the novels, but which is implicit as 
the frame for all of them. 

The placement of the plots of the novels within historical time may be 
described thus: 

– 1 Life in Latvia before the war 

0 The occupation of Latvia and the War 

1 Flight 

1.1 Flight from Latvia 
1.2 Wanderings in Germany 

2 A The DP camps 	 2 B Outside camps 

2.1A Moving into a camp  	 2.1B Settling down 
     (Moving to other camps) 
2.2A Life in the camp 2.2B Life outside the camps 
     (Life in other camps) 

3 Emigration 

3.1 Application to emigrate,  
testing, screening – acceptance/refusal 

3.2 The journey. Moving out of camp  
    /staying behind while others move 

+ 4 After emigration 

4.A 	Life in Germany 4.B Life in another land 
after others departed 

Most of the plots of the novels fall within the time span 1.2 – 3.1, but 
some depict episodes before or after these limits, and in most novels 
reference is made to events outside this time frame. 

The two limits of the fragment of time and space which these novels 
describe are marked by journeys. Exile begins with flight from Latvia, and 
life in postwar Germany ends with a journey abroad – to a new land of 
emigration. (The one exception here is the novel Tantalus, which is the only 
novel set in Germany after the main waves of emigration abroad. The 
Latvians depicted in this novel continue to live in camps. For this reason it 
has been classified with the DP novels rather than those dealing with the first 
years of exile in other lands.) 
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It is interesting to note that Skultans has observed that the life-stories of 
Latvians deported to Siberia also begin with a journey – the railway journey 
in cattle trucks of the deportees (1998b: 56-7). 

The flight from Latvia is followed by a wandering around Germany, 
fleeing from the advancing Soviet army, and seeking various shelters before 
settling in the camp or outside it. This flight or wanderings are described in 
detail in only seven novels (Ɩbele, Damned, Farewell, Illusions, Tale, 
Waves, Women). In these novels, in fact, (with the exception of Waves and 
Illusions) flight and different attempts at settling down in Germany comprise 
a major element of the plot. 

Other novels, while not actually depicting flight imply it by beginning 
with the protagonist(s) arriving in a city or DP camp (Duchy, Flame, Lucky, 
Republic, Song, Tatters, Trap, Wheels). Often this arrival is depicted as 
disembarking from a train. Two of these (Flame, Trap) devote some pages to 
descriptions of travel by train and seeking shelter. 
Ɩbele begins with a striking image of the last stages of a long flight: 

“At the very hour of sunrise, chugging heavily, a farm tractor rolled along, 
away from the lands of Thüringen. Like a strange and giant insect it crawled 
along the forest road pulling behind it several old carts filled with travellers 
and their belongings. 

The sun rose. 
At this moment, when the forest ended, cleared fields appeared and 

mountains became visible in the distance, on a pole stuck in one of the string 
of carts, a red-white-red flag began to flutter [….] 

Women’s colourful headscarves flashed as well as star-covered and 
striped shawls. Some men sat in overcoats, some in thick jackets with a neck 
scarf. Some sat in fur coats. 

Squeezed tightly one against the other the travellers sat idle on plank 
benches. Hour after hour rolled on. The tractor crawled past fields and 
foreign German villages. Thüringen remained far behind, and they were now 
in the Vogtland of Saxony [….] 

No loud exclamations, nor shouts, nor even sighs were heard from this 
crowd, as a determined seriousness shadowed the progress of these travellers 
[…]” (Ɩbele: 3-4) 

Similarly the concluding journey is described in detail in only two novels 
(Damned and Illusions), which both actually fall into two parts – the first 
part of both in Germany, the second part in Sweden (Damned) or the USA 
(Illusions). In Damned the sea journey dividing the two parts is eventful, the 
protagonist making the acquaintance of a Swedish woman who plays a 
central role in the second part. In Illusions the journey occupies several 
pages, the change of time and place being significantly noted: 

“Passengers who had watches, wound them back every twenty-four hours, in 
order to know how much distance they had covered. Thus space was 
measured in time.” (135-6) 
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In the other novels, the journey away from Germany is usually marked, if 
only with a short image of some means of transport. Duchy ends with the 
protagonist on the deck of a ship. 

“[He] didn’t know what awaited him in the New World. He stared at the 
horizon, but saw only blue waters and a tiny grey line of fog. The ship’s 
engines chugged in a monotonous hurried rhythm. It started to grow dark.” 
(219) 

Other novels end not with a journey overseas, but nevertheless with a 
journey which is another in the series of moves farther away from Latvia, 
and closer to a peaceful and stable life in which emigration is the ultimate 
step. Lucky ends with the protagonist boarding a train. The reminiscences in 
Morning end with a train journey to the transit camps. Trap ends with the 
protagonists’ train entering the US zone. Ɩbele ends with a journey by truck 
farther on to the Esslingen camp. In the end of Flame the protagonist moves 
on to Esslingen, by car. One of his lovers throws herself before his car. Thus 
the journey away is shown as a violent and painful severing of bonds – the 
termination of past relationships. In the end of Owls, a truck arrives to pick 
up those emigrating. Two of their friends who have been refused emigration 
permits because of their being physically unfit watch them drive through the 
camp gate: 

 “The boom gate had risen and was now lowered again. 
Silajupis and Zintis went up to it, and stood there close to each other, their 

hands on the boom. Those who drove off saw them standing there. 
“Good-bye! Till we meet again,” whispered Silajupis. 
Then the truck disappeared around the bend.” (266-7) 

Ligeja, in Parade, leaves the key to her lover’s room and walks out the 
camp gate with her suitcase. Both Song and Displaced end with two lovers 
parting. 

While the actual flight does in some novels occupy a large part of the 
novel, the plots of DP novels are, on the whole, set in a ubiquitous present, 
in the time between the two framing journeys; the past and future having 
been clearly displaced outside the spatial and temporal boundaries of exile 
existence. It is an abstract present, almost a timeless time, outside the normal 
flow of historical, social and personal life. There is rarely a sense of time 
progression in these novels. The plots are often episodic. Events happen; the 
time interval between them is often unclear – days, weeks, months or even 
years. There is very little sense of time passing. 

Historical time is only vaguely marked; it has been disjointed. The actors 
in the history of the present can no longer follow the thread and development 
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of history.85 Events such as the German capitulation, the trials in Nuremberg, 
the Yalta Conference are mentioned almost episodically, in passing.  

Before the Capitulation, there is a sense of the unfolding of history. The 
constant advancing of the Soviet Army gives a sense of things changing and 
time passing. Similarly, in Women, the more and more apparent defeat of the 
German army causes a marked change in the attitudes of the German 
population towards the refugees. Once Germany has been defeated, 
however, life in the camps appears stable, monotonous and it is rarely clear 
how long the protagonists have spent in the camps – years or only months. 

In some novels seasonal or natural time is marked, but only sporadically, 
and as if from afar. Changes of seasons – skiing or sunbathing (Clapper), the 
arrival of spring (Owls), fruit ripening (Ɩbele) are all episodes in DP novels, 
yet there is no sense of the continuous, smooth unfolding of the seasons. The 
people observing these natural phenomena are not the traditional Latvian 
farmers of the idyllic classic StraumƝni (see Chapter 2). They are at best 
disinherited farmers cast into a foreign climate and upon a foreign soil, but 
more often they are urban dwellers, ex-soldiers, young students. They are all 
people without any natural, daily inherent contact with the nature they are 
observing. Nature is not the very essence of their lives, but rather a part of 
the background, just as much as bombed buildings, camp fences, and cellar 
rooms. The episodes in natural surroundings are sporadic, strewn among 
episodes from personal, social, political life. All time has been mixed up. 

Even the rhythm of personal life – births, deaths, weddings, children 
growing, the succession of generations – is not clearly drawn, but is rather an 
ad hoc, irregular disjunction. Those births, deaths or couples moving 
together which take place within these plots are rather seen as isolated 
events, taking place almost in defiance of the disrupted, chaotic time. On the 
whole, suicide or violent death is more frequent in these novels than natural 
death. Temporary liaisons are more frequent in these novels than weddings. 
Childbirth in the frail and dangerous circumstances of the refugees is not 
frequent and always hazardous (Damned: 184) and infants live in peril 
(Stars). 

The authorities do impose some sort of recurring order, on the DPs’ lives 
through their screenings, tests and promises or threats of emigration. But this 
time is irregular, unpredictable, and arbitrary.  

Certain recurrences in personal, everyday camp life mark some sort of 
regular division of time. For instance meal times, having to seek and prepare 
food (Ɩbele), or stand in line for food rations, provides some sort of rhythm 

85 It must be remarked here that the absence of a biographic time (Bakhtin 1986: 31) in these 
novels – the thread of a human life in development – is mainly due to the nature of the 
selection of the corpus. So called “life-stories” were omitted, in order to concentrate on those 
novels which depict this DP time in isolation. 
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in some novels (e.g. Clapper), as does working in the camp store (Song), but 
these are hardly organizing principles in the plots.  

Thus the “displaced time” of the DP refugees is a timeless, chaotic, 
jumbled, seemingly endless present. The refugees have to create their own 
routines and occupations in order to fill (or kill) this time. How the 
protagonists do this forms the plots of the novels. 

These novels, viewed from the point of view of plot, may be divide into 
three fairly distinct types: the novels, where the setting itself may actually be 
seen as constituting the plot; the novels in which an external plot is placed in 
this particular setting; those novels which have a distinct plot which actually 
serves as a metonym for the setting. 

Setting as Plot 

The vast majority of these novels come within this category. Plot and setting 
merge in these novels. These are novels of a documentary character, where 
the storylines serve to depict ‘what it was like to be there then’. These 
usually depict a group of people, and have many plotlines, rather than 
following just one. There are many protagonists, many different life stories 
are shown alternately and episodically. Even though there may be one or a 
pair of protagonists whose story, usually an amorous relationship, is more or 
less central in some of these novels, nevertheless the overall effect is one of 
depicting the fates of a whole group. The point of view in the novels at times 
hops from one character to another, or else episodes are narrated in which 
none of the main protagonists is present. In some novels (Owls, Bugler) it 
would be difficult to single out any one character or even group of characters 
as main protagonists. 

The overall impression from these novels is that it is the story of a whole 
community. They depict the typical rather than the particular. A storyline, 
where it is clearly drawn, is a means of holding the narrative together, rather 
than the focal point of the novel. 

This is by far the most common type of Latvian novel about postwar 
Germany. The following novels, to a greater or lesser degree fit into this 
category. 

Novels mainly about life in the DP camps: 
Bridges, Bugler, Clapper, Duchy, Eve, Gazer, Morning, Owls, 
Republic, Seekers, Song, Stars, Waves, Wheels. 

Novels mainly/entirely about life outside the DP camps: 
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Farewell, Tale, Tatters, Trap, Waves 86, Women. 

To return to the quotation from Vieda Skultans (1998b: 56), cited above: 
“Lives are an inconsequential series of experiences with no internal 
connectedness. To represent lives as stories is to bestow upon them a 
meaning which does not belong to them [….].” It is almost as if the writers 
of this group of novels were demonstrating just this view. The loose 
structure of the plots, often without a storyline, containing rather depictions 
of camp life, and their episodic nature, containing characters who are similar 
to each other or who at times even seem to merge gives the reader a sense of 
chaotic life which cannot be squeezed within the confines of one ordered 
story line. 

Plot within Setting 

In other novels the plot and the setting are more balanced. A distinct 
individual storyline (often a criminal or amorous intrigue) is set in the 
unique milieu of postwar Germany. Alternatively, the novel may be more 
focused around one character’s viewpoint than are the novels of the previous 
type. 

The novels of this type are not so many. They include:  
Ɩbele, Damned, Flame, Tantalus, Lucky, Illusions. 

The first four depict amorous relationships from various points of view. 
Lucky has a plot built around a spy intrigue. The first part of Illusions, which 
is set in postwar Germany, tells a story shrouded in mysticism, about a US 
army officer’s relationship with a German woman, involving the killing of 
the woman’s brother. The Latvian refugee family’s plight is merely a 
background sub-plot. 

Plot as Quintessence of Setting 

Thirdly there are novels with a distinct plot, yet the plot is a metaphor or 
metonym for the setting. These novels also express ‘what it was like to be 
there and then’, but on a deeper level, by channelling this expression through 
a plot, or through one detail of the whole situation, which epitomizes the 
totality. 

86 Waves fits into both categories – a large part depicts life in the camps, an equally large part 
life outside. 
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Two novels, while depicting DP life and using themes, storylines and 
episodes similar to other DP novels, lift them up to a level where they 
become not merely illustrations of the setting, but actually embody the 
whole situation of the displaced persons in postwar Germany.  

In Displaced Ansis has been blinded in the War. He gropes his way 
around in the new reality of postwar Germany. He refuses to accept it, 
considering acknowledgement of the present a betrayal of the past, even 
though he knows the past is irretrievable. His whole situation is an epitome 
of the hopelessness of the refugee’s plight. 

In Parade, superficially a love story, the two protagonists Ligeja and Atis, 
devote all their energies to their relationship. They ignore the rest of reality 
around them and concentrate on themselves alone. Nevertheless, they know 
that their affair must one day soon come to an end. Their relationship is the 
quintessence of the refugee life, lacking both a past and a future. Instead of 
grieving over it or struggling against it, however, they live out and relish the 
present – the only thing they have – and allow it to take over the whole of 
their consciousness, and to occupy the whole of their time. 

The reality of postwar Germany and the camps is and must be a transient 
present. It has no future and no past. 

This reality, this transient present comes to an end, however, once the 
refugees are resettled overseas. A new phase then begins in the life of the 
exile where all that has been present will be relegated to the past, and a new 
present, one which has a continuation, one which implies a future, must be 
found. The exile will then be able to take charge of his own life, by 
continually accepting and subjugating the present “so that the world no 
longer appears as chaotic horror, but as a space which bears to be surveyed, 
in which it is possible to live and in which we have to live.” 
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A NEW LIFE IN A NEW LAND 

Novels about Settling in Exile






10 Latvian Émigré Communities
 – Historical Background 

Earlier Emigration from Latvia 

It is important to note that although the largest number of Latvians fled into 
exile immediately after the Second World War, there had been earlier waves 
of both emigration and exile for more than one hundred years previously. 
The number of Latvians outside Latvia before the Second World War may 
be estimated at almost 50,000. Of these, about 40,000 were to be found in 
the USA, 4,500 in Brazil, 1,500 in France, and the rest in Canada, Australia, 
England, China and Argentina. (LE: 1242-1282) 

Especially in the USA these communities of veclatvieši (‘old Latvians’), 
as they came to be called, were well established and quite visible. Broadly 
speaking, they often consisted of a curious combination of three different 
strains of Latvian emigrant: religious zealots (mainly Lutheran and Baptist) 
who had founded Latvian colonies in the New World; leftist political 
activists – radical revolutionaries and anarchists, who had fled from 
repression after the rebellion of 1905; and adventurers or individuals seeking 
their fortune overseas. 

There were Latvian organizations, some dating back to the 1890s, in 
many major cities of America. Many Latvian newspapers were published, 
libraries were founded, cultural life flourished. 

The veclatvieši also helped many DPs emigrate from Germany to the 
USA and Canada, by providing money, the required official invitations as 
well as the necessary guarantors, and even first employment. The sheer 
number of emigrants after the War, however, overwhelmed this older social 
layer, so that it has all but disappeared today. 

Resettlement of the Latvian Postwar Refugees 

With the postwar policy of resettlement of the DPs of Germany, Latvians 
started to disperse to various countries from 1946 onwards – Belgium, Great 
Britain, and Canada being the first. Various other countries soon opened 
their doors. The USA first admitted European refugees in 1948. 
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Admission of refugees to the various countries was more a question of 
economy and the labour market in each country, than an altruistic gesture. 
Varying rules and restrictions dictated the terms on which the refugees could 
emigrate. The very process of emigrating involved a certain dehumanization, 
which prolonged the effects of living in the DP camps of Germany. The 
refugees were not regarded as individuals but as units in a labour market to 
be sorted after the needs of the economy of the receiving country and the 
physical capacities of each individual.  

Most countries at first took in only individuals for specific labour, not 
allowing dependents to join them. (This policy did change after a time.) 
Thus, once again, many families were split and relatives were left behind. 
Those refugees who could not satisfy the requirements of the labour markets 
of the various countries of migration had to stay behind in Germany87 even 
when other members of the family had to emigrate. 

Furthermore, the emphasis was on manual labour, not intellectual. This 
encouraged the DPs to lie about their previous employment and to conceal 
the fact that they had higher education, as such applicants were likely to be 
rejected88. 

Latvian Émigré Organization and Social/Cultural 
Activity 

By the early 1950s Latvian refugees were dispersed in various parts of the 
world and settled there to live. An approximate estimation of the number of 
Latvians in the main countries of settlement in 1961-2 (LE-P 77-112) is as 
follows: 

USA 85 000 
 (40 000 veclatvieši and 

45 000 postwar immigrants) 
Australia 20 000 
Canada 18 000 

87 A breakdown of the group that was left in Germany, because they did not fulfill the IRO 
criteria is telling. Those who remained behind were mostly: crippled or severely ill; unmarried 
elderly people, or married, childless couples; unmarried mothers, widows, divorced or 
separated mothers with children; criminals or persons dangerous to society; academics and 
highly skilled professionals and specialists over the age of 30, as well as priests or merchants 
over the age of 40; members of “uneconomic” families, i.e. large families who could not 
maintain themselves; children up to the age of 18, without families. (Rasmanis: 615-6; Zieck: 
59-60). 
88 Thus, for instance, “most of the doctors and dentists emigrating were not resettled in their 
professions, due to the unwillingness of practically all receiving countries to permit them to 
practice in their profession” (Zieck: 60). 
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Germany 10 000 – 12 000 
Great Britain 10 000 
Brazil 5 000 – 6 000 
Sweden 4 000 – 4 800 
Venezuela 500 
France 500 

About 100-400 had settled in each of the following countries: New Zealand, 
Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands, Austria, and Switzerland. Less than 
100 Latvians were to be found in each of the following: Norway, Bolivia, 
Spain, Paraguay. 

The émigrés in all lands started from the very beginning to organize 
themselves into Latvian social and cultural groups. This organization led to a 
very vital and active Latvian social and cultural life the world over, which is 
still continuing today. 

In most centres where Latvians settled, they soon formed choirs, schools, 
theatre ensembles, congregations, folk-dance troupes, sports teams. Most of 
the larger centres, often had two or more of each of these. In addition interest 
groups often formed – academic fraternities and sororities; chess clubs; 
philatelist groups; anglers’ societies; professional groups for engineers, 
architects, artists and the like; war-invalid representative groups; relief, aid 
and charity organizations etc. 

In most cities or towns in which there lived a sizeable Latvian 
community, social activity was to a large degree administered and 
coordinated by local Latvian societies89. In the USA there were in 1972 at 
least 43 local Latvian societies. Similar local societies are to be found in 
Australia, France, Canada and Germany.  

These were all united in an umbrella organization for each country. 
Through them the émigrés maintained organized global contact with other 
Latvians. Thus in 1972 the World Association of Free Latvians comprised 
four umbrella organizations, representing the USA, Australia, Canada and 
Europe. Similarly, youth organizations represented Latvians from the USA, 
Canada, Australia and Europe, meeting at global congresses. A Latvian 
youth organization was also active in South America for some years. 

Apart from cultural, political, organizational and spiritual organizations, 
an interesting manifestation in Latvian émigré society was the founding of 
Latvian “banks” or credit cooperatives. The aim of these was to provide its 
members with advantageous loans when buying houses and property. There 
was a total of 20 such banks – in Canada, Australia and the USA. (Prods). 

89 The oldest of these, apart from the ones founded by the veclatvieši („old Latvians”), was the 
Latvian Society in Great Britain, founded in 1941, which among other things, published the 
oldest Latvian newspaper outside Germany, serving postwar exiles – Londonas avƯze, founded 
in 1942. (Dunsdorfs 1972) 
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The beginnings of these social activities are already discernible in some 
of the novels depicting the first years in the new countries. 

Novels about the First Years in the New Country 

All in all 44 novels, written by 34 authors, which depict the émigrés’ first 
years in the new country, have been examined. They have been written at 
various times during the years of Latvian exile – the earliest in 1948, and the 
latest fifty years later, in 1998. One of the novels was published in the 1940s, 
14 in the 1950s, 11 in the 1960s, 7 in the 1970s, 6 in the 1980s, and 5 in the 
1990s. Almost half of the authors (16) were women, and slightly more than 
half (18) were men. The USA is the setting for 19, Canada – 8, Australia – 7, 
Sweden – 6, England – 3, Brazil – 1, France - 1 90. These shall be the object 
of investigation in the following chapters. (See Appendices 1B – 1C for a 
complete list). 

The list above includes novels which, in two cases, are part of a larger 
cycle.  

Gunars Janovskis has written a trilogy about one protagonist. The first 
two novels (Sole, Trent) clearly fit into this survey. The third one (Balsis aiz 
Tumsas, Voices behind the Darkness, 1972) is clearly set in the 1960s, and 
thus formally falls outside the bounds of our survey. The protagonist, who 
suffered a nervous breakdown at the end of Trent, is now being treated in a 
mental hospital. Inasmuch as the book does at times refer back to the past, 
even this novel has been referred to from time to time. 

Similarly, the Cain cycle of five novels covers a vast span of time. The 
last novel in the cycle (Kalnciemieši, The Hill Dwellers, 1987) clearly falls 
outside the frame of this survey. In it the children of the protagonists, who 
were born in one of the earlier novels, are now full grown, setting the novel 
around 1970. In the first four novels, however, time gradually passes, but it 
is impossible to date them precisely. In the following chapters, reference is 
most often made to the early novels, which are clearly set in the early 1950s.  

It should be noted that novels about settling into the new land are much 
more varied than the novels depicting life in the DP camps. Geographically, 
they are, of course, much more diverse – being set in various countries, and 
various parts of those countries – mainly in urban settings, but even in some 
rural settings. The plots of these novels are also much more varied. This 
makes them more difficult to classify together but, nevertheless, some 
common traits can be discerned. 

90 Valley has been counted twice in this list, as half of it is set in England, and the other half in 
Canada. 
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11 A New Land
 – Space in the New Land Novels 

“ ‘I’m rather sceptical about the concept of standing 

with both feet firmly on American soil. Maybe someday it will happen, 


but at the moment we are all still like circus acrobats on a tightrope.  

It’s not easy. How can one feel when, having once struggled to build up 


one’s life, one loses everything, and has to start from the beginning again?

Even though everybody appears courageous, in their souls they still feel fear.


Besides, a life divided into the past and present, is hard to unite. You are young… 

but even you are not quite whole.” 


(Living: 19) 

Whereas in the first phase of exile, in postwar Germany, time is the 
dominating axis of the DP’s preoccupation, in the new land it is undoubtedly 
a preoccupation with the new space which dominates.  

In Germany, the DP had to cope with the fact that his life had been 
violently ruptured, that he found himself in a new time, that the future was 
unpredictable, but that it clearly would have no similarity with the future he 
may have imagined for himself just a couple of years earlier, and that the 
important thing was just to adapt to changing environments and continue to 
lead his life wherever he might be thrown by circumstance. Having been 
uprooted by the war, he might just as well find himself in Czechoslovakia, 
Austria, Germany, Sweden, or Poland. He flees from land to land, from 
place to place, in order to find the safest place. The country in itself has no 
significance for him other than that of pure pragmatism: Where is it safer? 
Where is food more plentiful? Where are there other Latvians? Space is an 
ever-changing, disposable, temporary aspect of his existence. 

In the novels of the new life in the new land, however, the opposite is 
true. The exile has, more or less, chosen (albeit from a limited number of 
options) a new space in which he will spend, if not the rest of his life, then at 
least a considerable amount of time. He will settle down, and lead a new life. 
The new life will be safer, calmer, more predictable than that of postwar 
Germany. His focus is now upon the new space. He explores it with 
curiosity, uneasiness, dismay, disdain. Nevertheless he must learn to adapt to 
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it no matter what his attitude to it. For this reason, images of the spatial 
world dominate in these novels. 

There are four major differences between the new land and the world the 
postwar immigrant is accustomed to: it is a world that has not been directly 
affected by the war; it is strange simply by the fact of being foreign; it is a 
modern, postwar world; and it is a space where the refugee, after years of 
restrictions, once again may experience freedom of movement. 

A World Outside the War 

The new space the exile enters on moving into the “new world” is radically 
different from that of postwar Germany. 

First and foremost it is a space that has escaped (with the partial exception 
of England) the ruin of war. Society and buildings are intact. Shops are well-
stocked, and the inhabitants of the new country are for the most blissfully 
ignorant of the tragedies of the War and of other peoples. 

It is a space which is viewed as ordered and calm after the chaos of 
wartime Latvia and Germany. One character describes the past world as 
being like a kaleidoscope, or a “train with scenes whizzing past”. She 
contrasts this with America – “only now, on this shore, does she glimpse a 
world that stands in one spot” (Letters: 277). 

Two refugee women, only one day after having escaped from war-
stricken Latvia in an overcrowded boat, and having thrown all their 
possessions overboard, view the shops in Gotland, Sweden: 

“[…] they had to go past some of the village shops with shoes, blouses, 
cakes and chocolate bars in the windows. All of that can be found here, it can 
all be bought. Here shop doors aren’t locked and empty shelves aren’t 
covered in dust amassed during the years of war, but with new and attractive 
goods. One could no longer remember what it was like to go into a shop and 
ask: ‘Please show me a pair of brown shoes, like the ones in the shop 
window.’ And the smooth, shiny leather of shoes, placed on the counter in 
front of one, starts to glisten like ice in the sun, and the smell of leather 
makes one think about new, fine, unused goods and about festive occasions. 
And about a safe, peaceful, accustomed routine life.” (Maruta: 78) 

The fact of having been protected from the devastation of war at times 
causes the inhabitants of the new land to have only a distant and vague 
understanding of the refugees’ problems. At times it is even a smug, arrogant 
sense of superiority, seeing one’s own land as being morally superior 
because it has not participated in the War. This is especially acute in the 
descriptions of Swedish society. A well-to-do Swedish lady, who is 
sympathetic to and has helped the refugees, has a conversation with a former 
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violinist from Latvia who has lost her betrothed in the deportations, her 
mother and her left arm in a bomb raid in Germany, and now finds herself in 
Sweden without a home, without friends and relatives, and, being crippled, 
with no possibility of continuing her musician’s career: 

“ ‘Isn’t it good that you may earn your daily bread in a foreign land in such a 
humane manner? I don’t know if that would be possible in any other country 
[….] 

Aren’t you exaggerating your suffering? Aren’t these, your sufferings, to a 
large extent imagined?’ 

I started at her words, as at a whiplash, but received them in silence. She 
went on knitting. Outside the window, in the February twilight, men and 
women went by proudly in their new fur coats and casual suits. 

‘Just remember what people have suffered in Hitler’s concentration camps 
[…] and the poverty and unemployment that prevail on the continent. We 
here in Sweden can be truly happy…’ ” (Francesca: 81) 

Others, demonstrate a complete inability to understand the problems of 
the War and the occupation of Latvia. Mrs McFadden says to Krista: 

“But why did you flee to that dreadful Germany? […] I would have 
telephoned the police instead!” (Krista: 79) 

This inability of a people, who have kept out of the war, to fully 
understand the nature of war is depicted in most of the books. Similar 
phrases, about ringing the police when threatened with deportation, 
occupation by a foreign army, or annihilation, recur in a number of the 
novels. 

Elsewhere, the ladies of the congregation which has helped émigrés show 
an unfeeling interest: 

“Laura cried: ‘Mrs Ranka is going to tell you about the War’. The ladies 
applauded and laughed. ‘That will be so interesting.’ 

[And later:] ‘She’s a little confused [….] Just imagine – she said that in 
Germany 230,000 people were killed within a few minutes. Why that’s 
almost half the population of our city! No, no. I somehow can’t believe 
that.’” (Eden: 52-3) 

The Strangeness of the New Land 

The second difference between the new country and Latvia or Germany, is 
that it is a foreign, strange country. A foreign language, foreign customs and 
social mores, foreign legal, social, political and economic systems make 
fitting into the new life difficult. It is “not only foreign, but a completely 
different world” (End: 10) 
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“Yes, stranger than strange! This is a place on the globe, where laws and 
people are strange, people with their own language and customs and where 
even nature itself is strange: the air and the earth with its life. Everything, 
everything is strange.” (End: 31) 

At times the very geography and nature of the new land is foreign and 
exotic to European eyes. “Everything here was topsy-turvy: November is the 
European May; warm winds come from the North; the new moon in the sky 
has turned its horns in the wrong direction; and Orion stands with his head 
downwards.” (New Australians: 28) 

Nature, in a wild state, however, is not dominant in most of these novels. 
The majority are mainly set in urban environments91. Nevertheless, in the 
beginnings of the novels, nature is often depicted in a first dramatic 
encounter with the exoticism of the new land, intensely experienced by the 
immigrants upon arrival, before they move to the city. This underscores the 
radical readjustment the life of the émigré is undergoing. 

A description of an early encounter with nature in Australia: 

“Suddenly the sun disappeared behind the hills and the whole horizon flamed 
up in the icy air in an unimaginable bright red blossom of colours, from 
flaming scarlet, to carmine bluish. The black branches of some eucalyptus 
trees twisted themselves in tortured lines set off in a ghostly manner against 
the dark violet hills and the glowing sky, as if painted by the brush of a 
Japanese artist. Never had Anna seen such colours in nature. What an 
unimaginable sunset! Dramatic! Unreal! One could imagine such colours in a 
modern stage set. But in nature…!  

The unusual phenomenon lasted only a few minutes, then was 
extinguished in a fiery aurora. The violet shadows rapidly became darker and 
darker until finally the setting sun appeared only as a fine line on the horizon. 
Against the light sky, the grey hills sprawled indifferent and domineering.” 
(Eingana: 28-9) 

Galveston in Texas: 

“Palm trees, palm trees, palm trees… on all the streets, by every house. Up 
till now, Zane had only seen small palm trees cultivated with great pains 
indoors in pots, and it seemed incredible to her that she would now live in a 
place where palm trees grew on the streets, as tall as all the other big trees. 

Down the whole length of Broadway there stretched a green zone in the 
middle of the road with oleanders and palm trees. Zane saw oleanders for the 
first time in her life. They bloomed with red clusters in darker and lighter 
tones. In the garden of every house azaleas blossomed in various colours, like 
flowery snowdrifts, as well as tufts of bright red lilies. The blossoming time 
for azaleas was already coming to a close, but the oleander season was just 
starting. The whole of the long Broadway – miles and miles – was nothing 
but one vast ocean of flowers. 

91 Exceptions, in various degrees, are: Monastery, Loneliness, Lee, Cain. 
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After the monotonous prairies Zane had not imagined entering her new 
city as an orangerie of flowers. And it was still only March. What a long 
floral season lay ahead! Laura said that roses would still be blooming in 
November and December.” (End: 35) 

The wilds of Oregon: 

“The road grew uneven, winding, and at times threatened to disappear 
completely between the tree-trunks and stumps. The slopes of the hills grew 
steeper; finally they drove into a gap which was more reminiscent of a ravine 
than a valley. The undergrowth gave way to giant pine-trees and old, moss-
covered spruces crowding together. The old, shaky car jumped and lurched 
over roots and mounds, and finally stopped completely. [….] 

It could be expected that, after the oppressive nakedness of the sandy hills, 
Rǌta would feel relief in the greenness of the forest, but there was no trace of 
this. It was vain to expect relief or renewed strength upon seeing these tree 
giants all around, and the jagged, craggy precipices on both sides of road that 
wound away and disappeared in front of the still car. Rǌta had never seen 
such a forest before; it frightened her, and made her feel more lonely and 
helpless than ever before [….] 

The strangely entwined branches of the giant trees, the imposing roots that 
were reminiscent of the bare feet of a giant, the blind eyes of the cracks and 
hollows in the greying cliffs, the leering dusk behind the black tree trunks 
made this place similar to a nightmarish battleground, where only recently 
terrifying, supernatural forces have rampaged [….] Rǌta felt like a child lost 
in the jungle thickets.” (Loneliness: 10-11) 

A mountaintop in the Vosges Ranges in France: 

“Summer has climbed up the steep, rocky path to Monastery Mountain: full 
of lightning storms […], sweltering and passionate […], vain and harsh [….] 
During the dry and stormy days, all the blossoms fell from the apple trees, the 
wind laughed, whistled and howled, and whirled in a crazed dance with the 
sand in the village road, then roared away across the valley, but scattered and 
dropped the sand anywhere and everywhere. The road was naked and wild, as 
if a giant had gone through the village, scattering rocks. The sun burned the 
mountain. Dogs crawled away into the shade and didn’t bark. At the spring 
near my house, crows squatted, panted and drank, panted and drank, and 
didn’t flee, when I went for water. 

One day the sky filled with summer lightning. The sun no longer burned. 
It smouldered. It grew dark. A heavy even gust blew over the mountain. It 
seemed like an invisible giant wanted to blow away the cliffs, gardens and 
houses [….] The sky blackened. Lightning lashed the earth. White, red, 
violet. Mountains collapsed in the sky with a thundering roar. Night seized 
the earth with black, giant hands. 

Monastery Mountain quivered, in the flashes of lightning, [the village] 
from time to time leaped out of the dark. A heavily hissing stream poured 
from the black sky. A wild, black river dashed through the village, white 
islands shone in the light from the lightning – the rocks scattered by the 
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giant… What were those strange voices? In the villages of Monastery 
Mountain, church bells panted in the storm: 

“Miserere! Miserere!” 
God had heard the bells’ sighs. The sun set huge and red, thunder quietly 

mumbled in the distance in the east beyond the drenched forests. They 
steamed like a giant votive offering, and above them were three rainbows. 
(Monastery: 31-2) 

New Year in Brazil: 

“The new year started with downpours of rain. It rained every day, but the 
sun shone now and then. The air was always sultry and stifling. Sometimes 
the wagon of thunder rumbled over one or another side of the city. 

This was an amazingly fertile period. The grass and flowers in the parks 
and gardens grew visibly; trees and bushes sprouted out new shoots, metres 
high, and at night the air was full of secretive sounds, so that it seemed that 
all corners were just filled with life, seething in a thousand different forms. 
(Still Foreign: 98) 

This exotic, dramatic nature is a far cry from the familiar landscape of the 
past – of Latvia. At times the nature of foreign lands is unaccustomed and 
even overpowering. 

Thus the climate of Brazil overpowers Ɯriks Zalts: 

“For the first time since arriving in this city, he felt an unpleasant pressure in 
his head. Some immigrants struggled with headaches every day [….] 
Repulsively sweltering air enveloped him as he emerged from the cool 
corridor. The pressure in his temples became more acute and he forced 
himself to go on [….] The sun beamed down directly overhead like a hot 
light bulb, and here in the centre of the city, there was nowhere to sit down or 
hide in the shade. A stifling heat surrounded the pedestrians, and the smell of 
asphalt surged into his nostrils like intoxicating incense [….]” (Still Foreign: 
23-4) 

He vomits in the street. 

Similarly Bricis collapses at work and becomes ill shortly after moving to 
Australia. 

“A strange glowing in the eyes. A bright broken line flashed in front of his 
eyes and impaired his vision. It started from the centre and spread larger, 
changed to a broken arc from his pupil, as if onto the whites of his eyes, till it 
disappeared, but in his head he felt pressure and pain. After a while it started 
again. [….] His bones were heavy and his muscles without strength.” 
(Scream: 219) 

The doctor explains: 
“That’s the migrant reaction, rather a common phenomenon when moving 

to a diet and water of unaccustomed composition. Our water lacks calcium 
[….] Apparently, on the long voyage and in the camps he has lived too long 
on tinned food.” (Scream: 221) 
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Mrs Morris formulates it tersely: 
“You can’t take Australia. Your organism is too delicate.” (222) 

In Texas, insects, snakes, and the evening itself are not only strange or 
unpleasant but also intrusive and threatening: 

“The kitchen and garage still teemed with cockroaches. Snakes slithered in 
the garden as if in a forest and sometimes accidentally strayed into the house. 
Never before seen species of insects and beetles hummed and buzzed, and 
rattled all around, and at night threw themselves against the window screens, 
so that the whole house clattered and pattered. 

During the second half of summer repulsive striped caterpillars, about the 
size of fingers, fell from the trees. They had a tendency to immediately hurry 
towards human houses. At times they covered the whole of the porch like 
flowing volcanic lava. 

Zane then hurried outside, closed her eyes and trod, and stamped on the 
moving mass of caterpillars, while sweat poured from her. She felt the soft 
tubular lumps under the soles of her feet, she heard the squelching, and when 
the whole porch had been turned into a thick yellow porridge, Zane felt ill. 
When the repugnant remains of the caterpillars had been washed away with 
the hose, new hoards came, and in a few hours, the whole porch was again 
surging in stripes. And Zane again stamped and waded and fought with 
nausea [….] 

And so she crushed caterpillars with repulsion and patience, just like any 
indispensable domestic chore: like hunting cockroaches in the kitchen, like 
squandering time on pedlars, like the incessant wiping of sweat from her 
forehead, like all the other foreign behaviour in this foreign land.” 

(End: 131-2) 

Modernity 

The third way in which the new country often distinguishes itself from the 
accustomed world of pre-war Latvia is the fact that (especially in the case of 
the USA, but also Canada and Australia) it is a modern society. The world 
the refugees are moved to is a modern world compared to the one they have 
left. As opposed to Europe, these new lands are relatively young societies, 
based on modern concepts of ethics, morality, social behaviour, rather than 
traditional mores. Their economies are blooming, partly due to their 
remoteness from the War. They are lively commercial and consumer 
societies – with all the advantages and disadvantages associated with this. 

These novels depict the early 1950s. The immigrants have been in an 
unnatural environment of war, flight, and DP camps for ten years. Their last 
contact with a stable society was with pre-war Latvia. Latvia’s natural 
economic and social development had been obstructed by the first Soviet 
occupation of 1940. The new countries of residence, however, have had a 
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continuous economic development all this time. The refugees have spent ten 
years in occupied, economically perverted, war-torn and ravaged societies. 
Thus, in the 1950s, the immigrant in the new land carries with him memories 
of a 1930s European society and culture. He has lost ten years of the world’s 
development. A differentiation is felt between the modern world and the old 
world, which is often referred to as ‘European’, as opposed to American, 
Canadian or Australian. 

The immigrant is also confronted by modern phenomena and attributes: 
television, advertising, fashions, the dominance of the automobile, 
aeroplanes, salesmen etc. These not only provide a temptation and a 
challenge – how to earn enough to buy a stove, refrigerator, washing 
machine or car – but also initiate reflection about moral questions: the 
permissiveness of the new society, and the degeneracy of modern culture. 

This modernity is reinforced by the fact that these novels are, as 
mentioned, for the main part urban novels. The Latvian immigrants, even 
though most of them were city dwellers before the War, have strong roots in 
a rural society and culture. In exile they are cast into a predominantly urban 
society. The nature and countryside of Latvia still remain as an idyll, a 
mythical ideal of the past, but it has been supplanted by the city as home for 
the vast majority of exile Latvians. 

“Is there any place where Latvians do not now live? Ploughers of the earth, 
who once regarded the clattering tram of LiepƗja to be a pure marvel of 
technology, not to mention RƯga, now inhabited the wide world. New York, 
London, Sidney, Toronto – these were now for us ordinary terms in everyday 
use.” (Sole: 11) 

In the novel Dǌda, the main protagonist has to choose between two 
brothers – PƝteris, a ‘forest person’, and PƗvils, a young architect from the 
city. On returning from a trip to Europe, she realizes where her new home is: 

“The city was her home. The city with all its ugliness, not the forest and 
clear, distant horizons. It was here she belonged.” (Dǌda: 195) 

At times the city is expressly equated with the new life: 

“I have just reached the shores of a cultural land, and with the first light of 
morning shining in the train window I feel as if newborn. The new life stands 
before me in the form of a huge city. Here will I now live.” (Here: 5) 

A telling slip of the tongue indicates that the city in exile has now 
displaced the traditional Latvian way of living: “Who would have thought 
that you would have changed your views so soon after moving from the 
country to RƯga – I meant to say New York” (AntiƼš: 16). The move from 
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Latvia to New York is seen as identical with the traditional Latvian move 
from the countryside to the city – RƯga. 

Especially for those refugees who ended up in the USA or Canada, the 
sheer size of the modern cities is overwhelming. It is a new milieu to grow 
accustomed to. Viktors on his first day at work in “The Lakeside Herald” 
building is taken up onto the roof of the building: 

“For the first time in my life I see an American city from a bird’s eye view. 
Right up to the horizon, which is wrapped in a haze, there are strips of bluish, 
red, green and grey roofs and streets, full of automobile beetles with their 
backs glistening in the sun. Hundreds of factory chimneys and a few church 
steeples. Even the distance of the horizon doesn’t indicate that this city ends 
somewhere and that one can go out of it into a field or meadow. 

‘This city is very big,’ I say. 
‘What do you think – there are millions here. They work, receive their 

cheque and in the evening go home to their wife.” (Janitor: 49) 

The number of people living in these cities increases the feeling of lack of 
identity. The émigré is just one in a crowd. This can lead to a feeling of 
alienation. 

“People hurried about, harnessed to the motion of the wheels of some great 
machine. They hurried as they had hurried yesterday, and the day before 
yesterday, for years on end, and as they will hurry until the day when they 
will disappear into the cemetery, as if they had never existed. They were 
people with a unique face and name, known only to some relatives and to a 
few acquaintances; to all others they were no more than nameless ants in the 
giant anthill of the metropolis. An individual person’s life here was just as 
insignificant and unnoticeable as his death.” (AntiƼš: 264) 

It can also lead to a feeling of freedom – exile as freedom! Marianna in 
Summer, contemplating the possibility of having to move from New York to 
Nebraska where her husband has been offered a job, finds herself regretting 
this, seeing the vastness of the city as parallel to the phenomenon of exile. 
Just as being forced into exile has broken her away from her social and 
historical ties, in the city she is alone in a crowd, where she is also freed 
from social ties and responsibilities. Thus the large city is a perfect space for 
the exile, especially a city such as New York with its large variety of 
nationalities. In her mind she contrasts Nebraska with this as a bleak desert. 
This is one of the rare novels where exile is relished as a release from the 
pressures of living in society. Marianna wishes to go against the main 
tendency of the immigrant – to settle down and to fit in. 

“To leave New York would be horrifying. At the foot of the skyscrapers, 
among the millions of people, at the very edge of the gigantism of America, 
was something she had grown to love. Maybe it was precisely the 
foreignness, independence and freedom of being among thousands like 
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oneself? It was strange – here she sat, a prisoner of Mrs Colette’s apartment, 
and rejoiced in her freedom, any kind of freedom, which she might lose in 
another environment. Maybe it was being separated from society, no matter 
of what nationality.” (Summer: 290-1) 

The modernity of the new land reminds the émigré that the world has 
changed and most often he feels the change is for the worse. He feels the 
new world he has landed in has lost the spirituality and cultural depth of the 
world of the past, epitomized by his lost homeland, and his lost past. 

“When we still lived in Latvia, do you remember how our cultural life 
seethed and bubbled? But somewhere, deep in our unconscious, the thought 
smarted in us that the mighty West is so high and deep in its culture, that we 
could never attain that level. Where is this culture now? I seek it in vain. It 
hasn’t disappeared, no. It is still in the air right here somewhere. Somewhere 
the final chords are still resounding. The curtain for the final act is still 
swaying. But it has all passed by and belongs to oblivion. This culture is still 
being garnered in museums and libraries, antique shops, and the narrow 
streets around Leston Cathedral, where every crooked Tudor style house 
holds within itself more beauty and attraction than the whole rebuilt city 
centre distorted by modernism. And there is not the least connection between 
the generation now living here and the one which once helped to form 
European culture. They are two diametrically opposed worlds. [….] I have an 
all too clear conception from newspapers and television programmes, shop 
windows, and the terrible cackling on the radio. All that I see and hear is so 
repellent, tasteless, and empty, that I will always be a stranger to this country 
and its people. Good taste, an interest in, and a need for an active culture are 
dead in these people. We in our time thought that art had to be uplifting, 
beautiful. Western man today regards art as an entertaining pastime.” (Trent: 
283-4) 

Especially the blooming commercialism of the postwar years is foreign to 
émigré. It is a new way of life and a new aesthetic which grates jarringly 
with the aesthetics of the past. 

“This new world is fiercely loud and spangled. Advertisements and more 
advertisements. At night, falling asleep, advertisements flicker before your 
eyes. How different it all was back then, there in our part of the world, in 
Ventspils [… with scarred and wrinkled faces and old cobblestones…]. Here 
everything is sleek and shiny and smiling – everything smoothed over with 
the same asphalt.” (Night: 14) 

The refugee, after years of starvation, and poverty finds himself in a 
modern society where there is an abundance of goods. This abundance 
sometimes attains the grotesque proportions of consumerism. 

“Piles of goods, mountains of goods reach out to you. Everything that is at all 
useful in the kitchen, the pantry, the dining room, the bedroom and the toilet 
is piled in front of you in the most shameless manner. Everything that you or 
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the opposite sex wear on your back, arms, feet, armpits, hair and ears, smirks 
at you from the salesmen’s tables. Everything that is edible, drinkable, 
wrappable, breakable, hittable and gluable, lies in wait for you and hails you 
from some shelf or shop window. Everything that glitters, ticks, smells, 
smokes or screams has found a place in some shelf or trough. And the 
outstretched arms of the crowd, clutching paper money in their hands, reach 
out for these goods as if there lurked happiness, rejoicing, salvation, and 
eternal life in them.” (Trent: 308) 

The immigrants in Australia are shocked by the sight they see from the 
train window, entering Australia “through the back door”, travelling from 
the port to the migrant camp. They have come into a world of pragmatism, 
not aesthetics. A traditional, European harmonic relationship with nature is 
seen to be replaced by pragmatic commercialism. 

“The train slowed down. It went through some station. A row of cars stood 
waiting at the railway crossing. The back of a truck was piled high with 
blossoming trees. 

‘Shocking! […] Just look at that load! [….] A full load of apple-trees in 
bloom! This is the first time in my life I have seen a chopped down apple-tree 
in full bloom. [….] In our country it was a sin to hurt a tree in bloom. There 
was no church edict, no law forbidding it, but it was a truth rooted deeply in 
the people, a belief inherited from out forefathers. A tree in bloom is a 
miracle of nature, God’s revelation of beauty. A tree in blossom was admired. 
Nobody would ever think of approaching a tree in blossom with an axe or 
saw. If you had to cut down a tree, then it was done either before or after 
blossoming, but most often it was done during its winter slumber. And what 
are they going to do with those apple-trees? They’re probably taking them to 
that stinking swamp, and will throw them into the pit. That […] is 
barbarism.’ ” (Scream: 42) 

The new world is a mercantile world. Zane, already on her second day in 
Galveston (her third day in the USA), is perplexed when she is visited by a 
person who knows her name. She invites him in, and it turns out he is a 
salesman selling plots in the Mount of Olives Cemetery. She rejects him 
with difficulty, but is soon after visited by another one offering her plots in 
the Angels’ Cemetery. Having got rid of him, she is phoned by a 
representative of an insurance company, offering to sell her an insurance 
policy, then follows another salesman representing another cemetery. (End: 
60,68,69,71) 

This continues day after day with a Fuller brush salesman, builders 
offering to rebuild her house, representatives of newspapers offering 
subscriptions, a man offering to mow her lawn, another offering her sacks of 
manure (84). Even the priests from all the local churches come around to try 
to get new parishioners (End: 112-3). 

Television is one of the signs of modernity that the émigré from Latvia 
encounters in the new land (at least in the novels depicting the USA and 
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Canada). It is not only an appliance, it is something that shapes American 
frames of reference, thinking, conversation. The employer Mrs. Donald 
discusses TV celebrities with her staff, but the immigrants Ieva and 
Fernando do not know them. Ieva has a TV in her room, but doesn’t switch it 
on (Living: 75). It has no relevance or attraction for her. 

When reference is made in these novels to a TV programme, it is usually 
to non-intellectual, physical or gaudy icons of mass culture. Anna Blome, 
whose cheap taste is the subject of Poppy, is depicted watching Liberace on 
TV. She is one character who immerses herself in and revels in the new 
culture of gaudiness, cheapness and superficial appearances. 

Television is the most obvious symbol of modern culture. The émigré 
associates this modern phenomenon with the culture of the host country, 
usually rejecting it together with radio, films, jazz, modern art and music, as 
a sign of cultural degeneration. 

“In some shops there clattered those noises which are here called modern 
music. The noises were accompanied by screaming voices.” (Foreign 
Country: 314) 

Abstract art is disagreeable, depicting “neither landscapes, nor animals” 
(Foreign Country: 283).  

Modern ideas are often rejected, such as “stupid psychiatry with all those 
parrots of Freud”. 

“These absurdities have been canonized in universities, emitting into the 
world psychiatrists of questionable quality.” 

The spiritual health of an émigré woman, who has suffered a nervous 
breakdown, is feared for. 

“Just imagine what a shock our sick friend could receive, if she were lain 
down on a couch and questioned by some idiot, who knows nothing of the 
war, or refugee camps, nor what it means to lose one’s homeland, people who 
are dear to one [….] If such a person, a male to boot, started to question the 
patient about intimate questions, about sexual matters, that have nothing to 
do with her condition, then such a naïve and infinitely harmful examination 
would only hurt her.” (Hill House: 242). 

Modernity and television belong to a completely different world than the 
one the émigré comes from. Latvia is non-existent in the world whose reality 
is shaped by television. One character switches on a TV set where “they are 
going to show nature’s beauty in different countries of the world. ‘Maybe 
they will also show Latvia?’ ‘They would never show that,’ comes the 
answer ” (Foreign Country: 182). 
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The world the émigré finds himself in is a world that has been defined 
without Latvia. Latvia doesn’t exist in this world. 

Freedom of Movement 

Apart from the fact of being remote from the War, its innate foreignness, and 
its modernity, the fourth difference between the new space of the émigré’s 
life and the occupied and war torn lands in which he has spent the last ten 
years is his newly gained freedom. Gone are the restrictions on travel and 
movement that confined him to the camps of Germany. Gone are the 
persecutions of the Soviet and German occupations, as well as the mortal 
threats of war. 

The immigrant now finds himself in a country where he may, on the 
whole, move about freely, settle where he will, visit whom he wishes. 
Restrictions are mainly practical or financial not political or legal.  

This freedom of movement is reflected in the broad and changing 
topography of these novels, where the characters often move about, at least 
within the country of domicile. Ingus Brants drives all the way from Chicago 
to Florida following the woman he is in love with (Night). Dǌda’s sister 
marries away to a small town outside Quebec, where her family lives 
(Dǌda). Anna Blome and her husband have moved to Oregon, from San 
Francisco (Poppy). Rencis Irlavs runs away to sea from his family who have 
settled in Chicago (Right One). AntiƼš, after working his contract year on a 
farm, moves to New York (AntiƼš). Toms Smecernieks moves between 
Stockholm and the forests of Northern Sweden (Bough) three times. 
Heronims Straume moves from Stockholm to Uppsala, to escape Latvian 
society (Damned). Franþeska, after some years in Sweden, can travel back to 
Germany, and then move to Italy (Francesca). Edijs and his friends buy a 
farm outside Ballarat to get away from the contract jobs and migrant hostels 
of Geelong (Cain). KƗrlis Kurmis buys a used Ford and drives around Brazil 
(Still Foreign: 129). AlfrƝds Dziƺums moves with his family from Stockholm 
to the forests of Värmland. He convinces other Latvians to follow him (Lee). 

Arnolds Rasa notes that the refugees, once they were released from the 
quarantine camps in Rio de Janeiro, “each received about 100 cruzeiros 
(then around $5) pocket money and were now free citizens in a free and vast 
country. They could travel where they wanted to around all of Brazil which 
stretched out before them vaster than all of the states of Europe together.” 
(Still Foreign: 20) 

Even where the immigrants are trapped in their new place of domicile, 
Galveston, Texas, the VƝjavs family still feel that it has the opportunity to 
move elsewhere, where there are other Latvians (End), and indeed plan to do 
so. It is rather practical barriers – lack of money, opportunity of 
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employment, and no contact with Latvians in other cities, who might help 
them move – that prevent their moving. 

A striking epitome of this new mobility is that other icon of modernity - 
the automobile. The car holds a much more prominent place in these novels 
than television. Indeed, it gains in Latvian novels of exile a role that it had 
never before held in Latvian literature. 

The space of the USA, of Canada, and Australia, is strange to the émigré 
in its vastness. The émigrés come from a small country, where everything 
and everyone is easily accessible. (In Displaced, one of the characters, Leja, 
has travelled around Latvia on a bicycle.) A whole new concept of space, 
and of people’s ability to live and move around in this new space must be 
accepted. In order to live in these new lands one needs a car. 

„In America, between the inhabited areas, there was the void of cosmic 
space. And you, a human being, measuring the highway with your own 
strides, are nothing; you are no longer a human being. You are in the void 
between two points. Because in America a highway is just a distance between 
two points, that has to be overcome. Distance and expanse in America is the 
desert between human anthills. 

Emerging on the highway on foot, Ansis was irrevocably alone – alone 
with himself. And that is when fear of being in foreign parts truly grabs one. 
It was a good thing that so many Latvians are diligent buyers of cars. The 
automobile is one means of overcoming the emigrant’s disease. At the 
steering wheel of a car it is easier to forget that we are, all of us, alone – in a 
foreign country.” (Dragon: 167) 

The car, while not being new to the émigré, now suddenly assumes a new 
prominence in everyday life. The first impression the Irlavs family has of 
Chicago, through the window of the train, is the sheer number of cars. 

“The nearer Chicago, the more crowded the roads with rows of cars. 
Nowhere, never had they seen such throngs of cars. […] 

‘See how quickly you can get your own car here?’ said Toms. ‘No 
pedestrians to be seen anywhere. Everyone’s got a car. See what it means to 
be in America?’ ” (Right One: 5-6) 

After buying a house, the car is the next large purchase for the 
immigrants. Consequently, the car as an image also holds a prominent place 
in these novels of early exile. 

In Night Ingus Brants only discovers a whole new facet of America 
outside Chicago, when he is persuaded to buy a car. He takes a trip out of the 
city into the mountains and sees the colours of autumn. He finds inspiration 
for his painting – a major turning point in his life. He also has the freedom to 
spontaneously drive to Florida to search for Helga with whom he has flirted.  

In the Cain cycle, the ‘Hill Dwellers’ would not be able to move to 
Ballarat, nor to live on their farm without several vehicles. Rǌta, living in the 
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wilds of Oregon, has to rely upon someone to drive her if she wants to go 
anywhere (Loneliness). MƗrcis Meldavs, moving from one rural Canadian 
school to another (Strangers), has to rely on others to drive him around until 
he manages to save up enough money to buy a car of his own. 

The car is not only a means for moving to distant places, it is also a means 
of escape from situations and relationships. It is also a new space in which 
intimate discussions often take place. 

Whilst cars are to be found in some novels of pre-war Latvia, they are 
certainly not many, and the image is a peripheral one, usually an extension 
of the owner’s social status. However, in Latvian novels of exile the image 
of the car becomes more important, demonstrating that the images of the 
new, modern world are entering into Latvian literature and playing a greater 
role. 

In several novels, a more or less central character is killed, or almost 
92killed, in an automobile accident: Poppy, Summer, End, Live. 

It is interesting to note that in many of the novels of settling in exile, the 
words ‘car’ or ‘automobile’ (auto, automobilis, automašƯna, mašƯna) are not 
frequent. Most often the car is referred to by its brand name – Dodge or 
Buick or Cadillac or Ford. The émigré has adapted to the new commercial 
reality of the new land. 

The importance of the make of car is satirized by EglƯtis in Moon. A 
running theme throughout the novel is the argument between two Latvians 
about the relative merits of the Packard and Cadillac. The climax of this 
argument is the episode in which both of them are in a hurry to the art 
exhibition which they are organizing, and they meet, each in his respective 
car, in a narrow alleyway. Neither of the two wishes to give way to the 
other’s car, as this would be an admission of the other car’s superiority 
(351). These refugees, who just a couple of years ago had probably never 
heard of these brand names, are now in the role of experts stalemated in a 
futile argument of one-upmanship. 

Even the aeroplane makes an appearance in these novels. The protagonist 
of Girl gets to ride in a private aeroplane with the rich woman for whom she 
is working, and the rich woman’s lover. Zalts and his daughter, in Still 
Foreign move from Brazil to the USA by plane. Zalts sees a news bulletin 
on television announcing that the plane Zalts’ new-found lover is following 

92 One novel which falls outside the scope of this study, as it depicts a slightly later phase of 
exile, might arguably be deemed the first novel in all Latvian literature in which the 
automobile has a central role. This is Aiza (The Chasm, 1963), by Ernests Aistars. In it a 
young Latvian student becomes a hit-and-run driver. Most of the episodes in this novel 
actually take place in the car, with the student driving alone grappling with his conscience. 
The car is described almost as a living being, similar to the horse in Latvian folksongs: “And 
now he was on the road once more, alone with his old Ford […] Only when his old Ford had 
calmed down somewhat and assumed a calmer pace, did he realize that he he had come out 
onto the [highway].” (109-110) 
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on has crashed in the Andes. Modernity – the aeroplane – is the cause of 
death, and modernity – television – is the bearer of the news. 

Two restrictions upon the newly arrived immigrant’s mobility should be 
noted here. Firstly, Sweden is an exception – in Sweden the emigrant may 
not freely settle where he will. He needs a residence permit, for instance, to 
settle in Stockholm (Young). Secondly, in some countries there was an 
obligatory one or two year’s work contract which the DP had to fulfil before 
being allowed to seek employment on his own and move elsewhere. This 
however is not so apparent in these novels. Where mentioned, it is usually 
passed over as a thing of the past (as for instance in AntiƼš). Elsewhere the 
obligatory work contracts are seen as illegal, immoral and exploitative 
(Scream: 237; New Australians: 102, 106; Strangers). One immigrant argues 
and blusters against the contracts: 

“There is no law in the world that can force you to work at something you 
don’t want to. That business about two years is just a bluff to frighten you, to 
gain cheap labour. All this business is one-sided and basically immoral. Read 
the paper you have signed. You have a copy. Read it carefully and note how 
carefully the words are put together, how they balance in order to hide the 
employer’s, the government’s, legal weakness and to create a fog around the 
employee’s rights. If some immigrant had enough money and determination 
to sue the government, the Australians would have problems, because this 
transgresses all the basic principles of human rights. Of course, the majority 
will stay where they have been put, and will fulfil their so-called ‘contract’, 
but [the Australian authorities] won’t do anything with those who refuse, 
because there is nothing they can do.” (Scream: 237) 

These restrictions are most often mentioned in the novels depicting 
immigrant women working as housekeepers. Dace and her friend Maruža, 
both working as housekeepers, discuss their plight: 

“ ‘We are not allowed anything. We have to serve a year. But more than two 
months have already passed in this country. I cross them out from my life.’ 

Crossing her arms on her breast, Maruža dreams: ‘A year will have gone. 
We will go wherever we want to. We will love, get married and – .’ ” (Here: 
69) 

All these factors – the fact that the new land is virtually untouched by the 
war; the strangeness of both the exotic nature and the urban modernity of the 
new land; and the émigré’s new found freedom of movement – make the 
new space radically different from both Latvia and Germany with its DP 
camps. The psychological and social space of this new world (as well as the 
objects, people and activities that fill it and are associated with it) follows 
the divisions of the model, with some significant modifications. 
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Figure 3. The “settling in the new land” model. 

Whereas the DP novels often depict split families, and the Intimate 
private space (corresponding to time-space 1b in the diagram) of the family 
is replaced by communal life in barracks, in novels of settling in the new 
land the family and home are once again restored to a central position. 
Creating a home environment and supporting the family are the two 
dominant themes of these novels. 

The outer areas of External Time-Space (3), also once more correspond to 
the ‘standard time-space model’ (Chapter 5). No longer is the external world 
confined to Latvia of the past, and to possible future countries of residence. 
The émigré in the new land can once again contemplate other countries and 
cultures, as well as himself and all mankind in a larger, cosmic context. 
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The most radical change has occurred in the area of Societal time-space 
(2). Here the refugee actually lives in two spaces at the same time. He 
inhabits the neighbourhood and Everyday societal time-space of his country 
of domicile (2a-i), yet, he also inhabits a Latvian world and society (2a-ii, 
2b-ii) within the frames of the larger Formal societal time-space (2b-i) of the 
political, economic, administrative and cultural space of the new country.  

This Latvian society exists on two levels. Firstly, there is the close 
Everyday time-space (2a-ii) occupied by Latvian friends and Latvian social 
gatherings. Further, in a broader sense, there is the Formal time-space (2b-ii) 
of ‘Latvianism’ as a concept, as a cultural identity, as a political entity – as a 
spiritual homeland. The émigré has a political and cultural mission and role. 

A further radical alteration within the model describing these novels is 
that there is a new, unattainable time-space, completely divorced from the 
everyday space of the Latvian émigrés, yet vitally important and influential 
in their thoughts and lives. This is the space of Occupied Latvia, about which 
the émigré constantly thinks and wonders, yet which is, as yet still an 
unknowable and unattainable world – not a reality. It is, in fact, almost 
abstract in its intangibility, placing it not in the reality of Geographic time-
space (3a) but rather tangent to the realm of Abstract time-space (3b). 

Personal Private Space (1a) 

The émigré having found a new freedom in the new land, the individual once 
again is at the centre of his own life. No longer does the world around him 
dictate, steer, and limit his life to such an extent as during the war, or in 
postwar Germany. He himself is responsible for starting a new life. For this 
reason, in this chapter, the spatial model will once again be discussed from 
the centre – the Personal private space – outwards. 

The private spaces as depicted in these novels may be divided into two 
subdivisions: spaces that the individual seeks or forges out for himself 
personally, in order to be alone, and those intimate spaces he creates for his 
family or partner. 

Solitary space  

The theme of solitary characters who consciously isolate themselves from 
other people is a distinct one in many of the novels of the first years of exile. 
It is as if the refugee, having lost everything, rejects the new situation in 
which he finds himself. He not only welcomes loneliness, he actively seeks 
it. 
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“If it’s raining as hard as this, nobody will come to visit me, and that is good. 
I only know one person who will come to me. That is my woman friend, who 
is indispensable to me, who doesn’t disturb me. This friend is not hysterical, 
she is not spoiled. I can only write poetry when she is with me. I read what I 
have written without sounds, without words, I don’t have to translate, but my 
friend – she doesn’t fall asleep. Loneliness.” (Monastery: 35) 

The lone émigré defines himself in terms of his past life and past 
surroundings, and once these have been stripped from him by war and exile, 
all that remains is his existential core. He simply goes on living his life, in 
the simplest way possible, avoiding as far as possible any new role in a new 
social system. His social ties have been destroyed. Exile is equivalent to 
being alone, isolated. 

When Toms mentions to AlƯse, who has settled down with him in the 
desolate forests of northern Sweden, that they could buy a cow, a pig and a 
couple of hens, she refuses: 

“[In Latvia] I at times milked ten cows all by myself and fed six pigs. They 
were taken away from me [...], so here in exile I don’t want to tie my heart 
and mind to any one place!’[….] 

‘I don’t want to make a home in exile,’ she said. ‘I am prepared to work 
hard, but when I throw off my work clothes, I want to be a person like 
everyone else. If I were to own a cow and pig, I would never climb out of the 
cowsheds.’ ” (Bough: 220). 

The novels in which this theme of isolating oneself is most dominant are 
often set in natural, rural or semi rural milieux, alternatively a small 
community on the outskirts of mainstream society. In Monastery the persona 
moves into a little stone hut in a little village on the lonely Monastery 
Mountain in the Vosges ranges in France. In Sole, the protagonist goes to 
live on a windswept island, with a population of 170, off the English coast. 
In Bough, the protagonist settles in a small forest workers’ hut in northern 
Sweden. In the Cain cycle, Edijs and his wife and friends buy an old farm 
outside the country town of Ballarat. 

Nature in these novels is felt as some sort of contact point with Latvia, or 
at least a vague, if painful, reminder of it. 

“ ‘This place reminds me of our pine-grove [in Latvia] [….] At home I 
always used to walk in the forest on Sundays.’ [….] 

He knew […] that it was meaningless to mention it. His pine-grove had 
been trampled down, it was changed, the soil drenched with blood and tears 
…” (Bough: 215) 

“Once I could lie on a heap of hay or clover for hours on end, and listen to 
the rain of Zemgale conversing with the roof of the shed. That was in 
KugrƝni, and the roof was of shingle. Now I listen to the rain of Lorraine 
converse with the stone roofs of [my French village]. Their language is 
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harsher than that in Zemgale. I have grown accustomed to it, still it is foreign 
to me. But I am divided, and my other, happier, half is elsewhere.” 
(Monastery: 36) 

“The road had led us up to the top point of the island, which was a good 
hundred or maybe even more metres high [….] 

We stood there for quite a while. 
I recalled places in Latvia where I had once stood on such heights or 

towers and gazed at the broad surroundings. 
There was Apeskalns with its church tower, from which there was a view 

of the forests all around, in different colours, from dark green to purplish 
blue, winding its way south and blending into the marshy meadows of 
LubƗna. And in the north there was the huge Estonian giant Mount 
Munamägi rearing his grand head into the sky. 

There was MiƷeƺbƗka lighthouse in the Blue Hills with the SlƯtere forests 
at its feet, with Kolka in the distance, and Mazirbe church steeple like a 
needle against the sea which lay on the horizon. 

In my youth I had sometimes stood there and gazed all around, and felt a 
strange and powerful excitement. 

A pale reflection of this excitement now flowed into my heart.”  
(Sole: 12-3) 

Settling outside the mainstream of society is not only the pursuit of an 
individual, natural, existential purity. It is also, in part, a rejection of society 
(not only the society of the new land, but also Latvian society). The solitary 
person may cherish and cultivate his own personal memories, hopes, dreams, 
philosophising. He may conduct and control his own discourse, far from the 
influence of the foreign way of thinking of the inhabitants of the new land, 
and the materialistic, empty blustering of the Latvian émigré community.  

The persona of Monastery, in his isolation, reminisces about the past, the 
war and philosophizes about the world, mankind, modern times and politics. 
He says, for instance: “For three years I carried on discussions with my 
mind, who is a stern critic and lives right here in my head” (149-50). 

Edijs, in the Cain cycle, builds up a small alternative community which 
farms according to traditional Latvian ecological principles, plays music 
together, and sends relief packages to people in Latvia. They also conduct a 
political discourse through lectures, newspaper articles, and private 
discussions, which goes against the accepted politics of the Latvian 
community in Melbourne. They form an alternative, almost self-sufficient, 
community. 

Even in those novels where the main characters do not isolate themselves 
from society, but rather try to establish a life in the accepted social patterns 
of the new land, nevertheless the feeling of estrangement from the new land 
of residence is always more or less present, at times manifesting itself quite 
strongly. Thus even in society, in the city, the émigré may seek out pockets 
of isolation as his individual space, or even find himself cast into a solitary 
space outside the mainstream, because of his very identity. 
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At times, just wandering around in the city, or going for a walk in nature 
near the city, or in parks within the city, is a way of being alone, outside the 
strange society one finds oneself in. Nature is seen as a refuge, society as 
foreign. 

Maruta, having found employment as a maid in a Swedish family in a 
provincial Swedish town, finds the new life overwhelming. She sees her new 
status on a par with that of the family dog – both of them have to wait till the 
family has eaten before they may eat. Significantly, even when she wants to 
go for a walk one evening, in order to be alone, away from her everyday 
chores, her employer makes use of the opportunity and asks her to take the 
dog for a walk. She finds a space of solitude outside her immediate time and 
space: 

“Maruta walks alone, quite slowly in the silence of the street. She goes out of 
the city, past the half-built houses and empty building lots. Soon the street 
lighting ends, the street glides under the snow and disappears. But Maruta 
continues to go forward, into a vast, shadowy distance. The snow softly 
surrenders under her boots, and in each little hole she had trodden into the 
snow, there remains a little bit of that heaviness with which she has walked 
all these days upon the parquetry floor of the Ekvald house. That is good. To 
just go onwards and not think about whither or how far. 

The thin slice of the moon glides along with her, and its pale light flows 
out across the whole twilit expanse. But the edges of the field are no longer 
visible. All borders have disappeared. 

Nothing has borders any more – neither time, nor place, nor belonging. 
Even she herself has become a borderless being – without weight, without 
form, without body. There is just silence and expanse, and a pale light. 
Everything – within her. Everything – herself. 

Something raps at her consciousness. 
She is standing – she herself no longer knows how long – immobile, 

melted into the expanse of the night. 
Where is she? Where is the city, the dog? There is nothing. She is alone. 

Tiny, invisible, alone. Snowed in in silence. Nobody even knows that that she 
is here, that there is somebody here. Tiny, small, alone.” (Maruta: 234) 

Sometimes solitude is sought in this space outside society – in nature. 
Quite often, as in the following example, it reflects a psychological 
alienation from the new space the exile finds himself in. A typical theme in 
novels about the Latvian exile is the one of the individual who feels out of 
place, disjointed, psychologically unbalanced by his war experiences and by 
exile. 

“On the banks of the Trent, which in these parts were overgrown with 
bushes, and far away from all roads, I wasn’t a nuisance to anybody. Along 
the very water’s edge, there was a pathway trodden in by anglers, but the 
fishing season had not yet begun, and no one came here. 
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I had my own place in the shelter of the bushes. I lay down in the grass 
here, read the newspaper for a while, and then watched the slowly flowing 
current of the river [….] 

I usually had a newspaper with me. In order to train myself in English, I 
struggled with the crossword puzzles, which were quite complicated. 
Gradually I managed to train myself to fathom their secrets, and now, from 
time to time, I even managed to solve one. 

But even the banks of the Trent and the crossword puzzles were only a 
means of escaping from something that gave me no peace now for several 
months. That was a fear of myself. More and more often, I realized that I was 
talking loudly to myself.” (Trent: 373-4) 

One can even find solitude in the city streets. Bricis, having managed to 
get out of the Australian refugee camps and finding himself in the migrant 
hostel of Geelong, takes a walk to get away from it. He explores the 
surroundings and relishes nature, both the cultivated greenery of the strange 
lawns he later learns to be a lawn bowling club and the natural beauty of the 
sea. He also wanders around the city, purposefully exploring the strangeness 
of the architecture and the people’s occupations. He seeks out places of 
interest – churches and museums. (Scream: 201-3) 

The immigrant may view the city he lives in from the outside, as a tourist. 
It is a new and strange world he has entered, as opposed to those who have 
been born there and spent all their lives there. His very identity of 
immigrant, someone who has come in, gives him this outsider’s view. 

Similarly the persona of Trent, wandering through the city – up to a castle 
park on a hill, later to the marketplace – surveys the North England city of 
Leston as if from without, although physically already inside this space 
(199-203). He even feels outside the bustle of the city although physically 
within it: 

“And then suddenly the city was flooded with workers, office clerks, and 
shop assistants, hurrying home. They formed queues at bus stops, and soon 
the flow of people washed away and petered out into the darkness of side 
streets on the outskirts of the city. 

I sat on a bench on the edge of the marketplace, and was gradually 
overcome by profound indifference. Like it or not, but honestly speaking, I 
was after all a hopeless case: no work, no place of abode, no energy, no 
future. I could stand up and go, I could stay seated and wait for death, and in 
truth I cared not whether I decided upon the one course of action or the 
other.” 

The very identity of the exile or refugee places him in a space outside the 
everyday life of society, looking in at it. 

“Last night I looked in through an uncurtained window. The whole family, 
four generations, was sitting around a finely laid table, decorated with 
flowers and lit candles – the children, parents, grandmother and great 
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grandmother. All were clad in festive clothes and seemed to fulfil some 
solemn ritual with their eating. For a long while I could not drag myself away 
from this scene, it seemed like a painting by an old master in a museum. 
What would happen if I knocked on this door and asked, could I perhaps sit 
at your table, because, you see, I once had a home and a table, on which there 
were candelabra and flowers, maybe even more beautiful than these? Would 
they accept me in their midst?” (Francesca: 20) 

This is a crucial aspect of the immigrant’s feeling of space. Physically he 
finds himself within a certain space, but emotionally or psychologically he 
feels himself outside it. 

At times, facing this alienation, he deliberately seeks out and relishes this 
solitude even within a crowd. The pub is one place where such solitude is 
sought: 

“I am back in the city. I go to places where intoxicated voices shout, where it 
smells of sweat, beer, tobacco and all the smells of life. 

It is Saturday. I go back to the same place. Whisky and a cigarette help me 
to think and see that which is fading. The more glasses of whisky and ice I 
order, the clearer I see that which is waning and aching in me [….] 

I go back to the place where nobody knows me. There a person can 
ponder on what true values are. I call in at the place, where, in my opinion, 
one can find the greatest abundance of real life. It is a bar with a low ceiling, 
captivating music and some people who know how to think.” (Janitor: 394-
5) 

At times even a pub, especially in a small, close-knit community, reminds 
the refugee that he is an outsider, rather then offering him solitariness. 

“From time to time I went to the local village pub, but I didn’t like it there. 
The pub had a room for the fine patrons and a room for the unrefined 
clientele. As was befitting, I frequented the coarser section, where the 
labourers from the surrounding manors and farms drank. Upon my entering, 
the conversation usually fell silent. Someone or other might ask me out of 
politeness how Bill’s leg was or what Simple Mike was doing, but I could 
feel that I was disturbing them. Sometimes it happened that I heard Pearson’s 
or Lesley’s loud voices and laughter from the fine section, and then I felt 
uncomfortable that they might see me here.” (Trent: 273) 

On the whole, this solitude is usually based on a realization of being out 
of place in the new society, of being in a foreign space. The characters of 
these novels usually accept their solitude, and some even cultivate it as a part 
of their exile identity. Baigais in Trent often states this outright: “An exile – 
yes; but an emigrant – never.” (438). He deliberately wears ragged clothes, 
and has an unkempt appearance. He has no home, napping during the day in 
the Public Library, with a volume of Shakespeare in his hands, and spending 
the nights wherever he happens to be. 
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“I have been cheated and defrauded in the most terrible manner, because I 
have been swindled of my country, my purpose in life, and my faith in the 
future. And now the big and powerful West, who once in a moment of need 
dreamt up and put together the Atlantic Charter, slowly pats my head when I 
am screaming in despair, and says to me as to a child: ‘Hush! [….] Hush! Be 
still! Calm down! We are giving you shelter and we let you live. Forget what 
has been. It won’t be long! When the last exile will have died off, your 
painful problem will have been solved by itself. Just be calm – hush!’ But I 
want neither their comforting, not their compassion. I reject it. I protest! I 
wear rags, just so as not to be one of them, I crawl underground, I hide 
myself in the pages of books, I drown my bitterness in the noise of [the pub 
we call] ‘The Blizzard of Souls’, and I am nothing else but simply Baigais 
[‘The Terrible One’]” (285) 

Even the persona of the novel agrees: 

“I too did not want to be anything more than a casual labourer. That was 
probably the only way in which we could express our protest, by not fitting 
into local life, remaining ‘outsiders’, as the English say, who have chosen 
‘The Blizzard of Souls’ as their place of congregation, where no self-
respecting Englishman would set his foot…” (291) 

AlƯse in Bough chooses the opposite strategy for the same purpose – to 
survive alienation in the foreign Swedish society. She uses a restaurant as a 
place not only to recover from her week cleaning floors and to escape the 
degrading reality of postwar Sweden, but also to assert her individuality 
against the humiliation of being an immigrant in Swedish society. She uses 
the restaurant environment to overcome her social alienation. She finds that 
if she has money, she is at least treated with respect by Swedish waiters. She 
squanders her weekly wage in one sitting. 

“When I come in here alone, then that clown [the waiter] dances and bows 
even lower. You can imagine how extravagant I have to be to spend all my 
money in a couple of hours [….] With each glass I wash off my undeserved 
status, I emerge clean from all their dirty, trodden-on floors. This nation is 
hypocritical! It boasts to all the world of its humanity, acts out generosity 
towards refugees, even donates money, but as soon as the persecuted want to 
be equal to them in the workplace, this nation doesn’t spare the poison of its 
envy. Drink and don’t believe its flattery.” (Bough: 66-8) 

A common space for relishing solitude is one’s private room, especially 
after the crowded barracks life of Germany’s DP camps: 

“Once again, after a long time, I am pleased to have my own room. Here I 
can think. Here I can lie on my couch and draw up plans on the ceiling. [….] 
One hundred wings of thought beat in my head, and I walk about my room 
and talk to myself, laugh, and at times curse.” (Janitor: 126) 
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Other exile characters feel solitude and isolation forced upon them by the 
circumstances of exile. Zane (End) becomes isolated in her own home, living 
a housewife’s life in Galveston, Texas. Her physical isolation in her house is 
underscored by the fact that there are no footpaths in her street, and she has 
no car. At first she goes to the shop, walking in the ditch at the side of the 
street. After a heavy rain, the ditch, however is flooded. She attempts to 
wade through it but is warned of snakes by her neighbour. Her only contacts 
are her neighbours – an alcoholic and a religious fanatic. 

Even her house becomes increasingly strange to her, as she loses her 
sight. She becomes more and more alienated from her husband and son, 
finally dying alone in the street outside her house. 

Rute, in Eden, also feels this solitariness and isolation from the 
surrounding society. Starting to work in the USA she sees a difference 
between herself and the ‘normality’ of people around her.  

“Real life started here – among normal-people, with their own troubles and 
own interests, which to them were significant and noteworthy. Any other life 
outside this […], in their eyes, was nothing more than an aberration, simple-
mindedness, and idleness. The life of a normal-person was serious, harsh, 
unified and ordered. A normal person didn’t torment himself with a longing 
for unattainable things. He didn’t even have a sense of loss – that loss which 
Rute, and people similar to her, felt. The normal-person had a family, a 
house, a car, all kitchen amenities, a hoard of children and a hoard of cares, 
which one could not suddenly cast off and begin to dream. There was no gap 
in their thinking, through which doubts could creep in, doubts about the 
purpose of life, about the state of the world.” (87-8) 

Her isolation is reflected in her long solitary walks and in the recurring 
imagery of, to her unfamiliar, insect screens on windows and doors. She 
accepts the consequences of her feeling of solitude, leaves her husband, 
moves into her own single room, gets her own job, and seeks temporary 
relationships with various men. 

Exile reinforces and creates an awareness of a person’s solitude in the 
world. The individual refugee is constantly made aware of his dissimilarity 
to his environment. He is constantly forced to re-evaluate all that he sees 
around him, and all that he has had and experienced before his exile. These 
things are taken for granted by ‘normal people’ living in a ‘normal’ society, 
and a ‘normal’ situation. The exile is by his very identity an outsider. 

The exile knows himself to be an aberration in the ‘normal’ society of the 
new land. This knowledge, together with his remembrance of the transience 
of his own past ‘normal life’, makes him understand that the seemingly 
stable, monolith, whole life and values of the new land are also transient, 
flawed, relative. He seeks out or creates cracks, lacunae, gaps, no man’s 
lands in this seemingly monolith normality – and feels at home in these. 
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Intimate Private Space (1b) 

There is also a private space where characters seek not solitude, but intimate 
closeness to another person. This space may be a room, a favourite spot in 
nature or in the city, a café, a restaurant, a pub, a concert hall or art museum, 
or virtually anywhere where one may perform private, intimate actions, or 
experience intimate emotions. 

This space may even be found in a crowd in the middle of the city. 

“The streets of the city are full of crowds – like a never ending procession of 
demonstrators moving in all directions on these broad pavements. We can 
only move forward a half step at a time, and the crowd pushes us in this 
direction or that. We hold each other’s hand, and it almost feels good to sway 
like that in the crowd for a while, and to know that among these thousands of 
strangers we are two of a kind. These thousands who flow towards us with 
carefree faces, smile and laugh about some personal joy or love, the glow of 
advertisements changing the colour of their faces. 

‘Doesn’t it feel good – today, just as it is?’ Selga asks and squeezes my 
hand. 

‘It is good. It is good to find in oneself and in another person that moment 
when even a foreign place lacks foreignness.’ ” (Janitor: 108-9) 

Family space – Home and House  

Desiring, or being forced, to fit into the strange world in which they find 
themselves, two things are of uppermost importance to the immigrants – to 
find a house, and to find employment. Their desire is to at last establish 
themselves and find stability, after the chaos and instability of the War, 
flight from Latvia, and the refugee camps of postwar Germany. The former 
refugees, having landed in a new country must settle down and find a space 
to live for themselves and their families – to make a home of their own. This 
is the first step in the transformation of refugee into émigré. The 
predominant intimate space in these novels of settling into the new land is 
thus the family’s own space – the home, which once more regains its central 
position in the world model.  

The house for the immigrant is the essence of stability, just as the 
automobile represents mobility. After the chaos and shifting existence of 
war, flight and DP camps, the house is the guarantee of a stable, secure new 
life. 

Quite naturally then, images associated with houses hold a dominant 
position in the plots of novels depicting the early years of émigré life. The 
house, or apartment or room, and things closely associated with it, such as its 
furnishings, become a prevalent image in many novels. 

At first the home space may be a temporary one. The Irlavs family sleep 
in sleeping bags on the floor of their relative’s house (Right One). Girls, 
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obliged to work as nannies or housekeepers for one year after arriving in 
Canada or the USA, are given a small room in their employers’ house 
(Krista, Living, Here). The émigrés in Sweden and Australia, live at first in 
quarantine, migrant camps or hostels (Francesca, Maruta, Scream). One 
novel even opens in a gaol cell in Sweden (Bough). Even those who have 
their own apartment or room, are aware that this is only temporary 
accommodation, that one must strive for a permanent apartment or a house.  

As well as the home in Galveston in which Zane is trapped (End), another 
kind of realistic, oppressive image of the house is to be found in Right One, 
where Toms, the father of the family, makes everyone in the family work 
and pool their wages in order to buy a small, dilapidated house “fit only to 
be pulled down”. In this Spartan house they live, work and continue pooling 
their wages. The house is described in detail. The family’s expeditions along 
alleyways to find materials for furnishings are vividly described. They sleep 
on the floor in one room at first, in borrowed sleeping bags. They construct 
benches, a table, shelves from planks found in alleyways, and chairs from 
bundles of old newspapers. Each new article of furniture, each move into a 
new room is a major event in the plot. Houses become an obsession in this 
novel. 

All the time they are all working, Toms and his eldest son make furniture 
to sell. Soon they have enough money to buy a new, finer house, but this 
they furnish and rent out to others. Only when the mother has died, the 
second son has run away from home, and the daughter has destroyed her life 
by subjugating all her own desires and wishes to the common family good, 
can the family enjoy the fruits of their labours by moving into a fine large 
house. Now, however, the new house, although it is large and has a garden 
and verandas, seems cold and empty. The various houses are central images 
in the novel – symbols of the family’s struggle to establish themselves in the 
new country, and the single goal of their new existence. 

In yet other novels the house, if not as central to the plot as in Right One, 
characterizes the characters living in them.  

AƯda Niedre at times gives quite detailed descriptions of the interiors of 
houses and their furnishings. In Poppy, the main character, Anna Blome, and 
her husband move to a ‘better’ house from a shack in a slummy trailer park, 
where they hang their clothes on a nail in the wall, and plug up the holes in 
the bathtub with rags, and whose oppressive primitiveness, is described 
minutely (25-6). But even this ‘better house’ has holes in the roof and an 
overgrown garden (30). Its physical presence is strongly felt. The house has 
loose planks in the wall, behind which Anna hides letters about her past life 
from her husband (56). Anna trips on the threshold, coming home from a 
secret rendezvous (68). Anna decorates the otherwise empty and disorderly 
house with a tasteless picture of strawberries and with paper flowers she 
herself has made, which remain hanging there gathering dust. At Christmas 
she puts glittering, tinselly decorations in her windows, earning comments 
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from her Latvian acquaintances that this is ‘unlatvian’. The reader is familiar 
with each sparse piece of furniture in the house. The house is a vivid image 
of Anna Blome’s disordered life.  

The Ukrainian Nikotenko, living in a migrant hostel in Australia, builds 
his own house out of huge packing crates from the factory where he works. 
His stubborn enterprise in drawing plans of the house on brown paper bags 
during his lunch break, lugging the crates to his property on a trotting sulky, 
building the house, fighting with and outwitting building inspectors, health 
inspectors, and the municipal council, is vividly related in detail (Ebb: 7-9). 

In contrast to these houses is the comfortable house of the well-to-do civil 
engineer TƗlivaldis TarvƯds with its discreetly hidden bar built into the wall, 
its mirror walls, soft lawns, ornamentally clipped shrubs, gleaming 
doorknobs, two-tone tubular chime, wall-to-wall carpets, modern furniture, 
sliding wall etc. (Moon: 60-1). The other émigrés admire and envy this 
luxury. 

Similarly, the houses of well-to-do Americans confront the émigré with a 
reality he has not experienced before.  

Mr Sorry (Sorry) is instructed on the first night of his employment as 
butler that he switch on the lights in the swimming pool every evening, as 
they provide atmospheric lighting. 

In Summer, the luxurious penthouse Marianna babysits in, with its view 
over New York, is the diametrically opposite pole to the cellar in which she 
lives. It is depicted as an exotic, almost fairy tale space. 

“Pale wood furniture stood on brass legs, casually scattered, like birds that 
have landed in the open air. Lamps hung in the air like huge butterflies that 
had stopped in flight. Strange plants twisted in the poses of Siamese dancers. 
Canvases with abstract paintings shone varicoloured on the walls, like 
windows to another planet. Scattered books and magazines decorated the 
broad, low tables, reared up in shelves, lay in leather chairs and at the base of 
a sculpture reminiscent of a giant corkscrew [….]” (12-3) 

Marianna in fact describes the shabbiness of the house in which she 
herself lives as a bedtime story for the rich child she is babysitting (18-20). 
She makes this shabbiness sound exotic to the child. 

The houses of well-to-do Americans are at times stylized to attain almost 
mythical proportions. In Illusions, Sandra Core, the former lover of the 
American soldier Joe, lives in a solid stone mansion with an overgrown 
garden, weeds reaching up to the windows, trees shadowing it to make it 
dark day or night. The original owner, a pirate captain, had an Italian 
architect design it. Neither the cast iron and copper gates in the high stone 
wall around the garden nor the Renaissance style windows had ever been 
seen to open. The sound of the ocean waves could always mysteriously be 
heard around the house, and passers-by quickened their pace and passing 
cars speeded up, when passing the house. The only sign of life is an old 
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limping Negro who is seen in the garden at night and a young woman who 
appears early in the morning and whistling summons all the snakes from the 
garden, which she then proceeds to feed. (163-5) 

In Dragon, the émigré Artis finds his first job and place of abode with an 
eccentric American professor of architecture, who has built his own highly 
idiosyncratic, grotesquely modernistic house. Several detailed descriptions 
of the ‘Dragon house’, as he calls it, are to be found in the novel (e.g. 202-3). 
Artis’ girlfriend LƯvija reacts to the strange house as to something 
threatening. In their minds the grotesqueness of the house is equated with the 
threat of the modern, new world in which they find themselves. The antidote 
is familiar: natural values, such as the hearth. Instead of turning on the 
fluorescent lights in the house, they light a fire in the fireplace (237). 

A house is thus not only a place to live, but can also be a place where the 
émigré may create or recreate a world which is familiar, based on familiar 
values and aesthetics. It is a space in this strange new world, from which one 
is alienated, over which one has control. 

Despite Ʀedimins’ and Anda Kǌrs’ desperate need for a home, the painter 
Ʀedimins with his extreme aestheticism rejects one apartment after another 
(Moon). The couple spend days trudging around the city looking for a flat. 
Only when they are forced to move does Ʀedimins accept the closest and 
cheapest flat, but he takes control over his environment by transforming the 
grubby rooms to suit his taste. 

“To Anda it had seemed completely useless, dark and narrow. It didn’t even 
resemble an apartment, but rather a shop or office, with a door opening 
directly onto the street [.…] Sullen, but determined, Ʀedimins started to clean 
the apartment. Where washing and scrubbing were to no avail, he painted 
with a quick drying white paint. Then with undisguised revulsion, he 
removed all of the landlady’s motley curtains, coverings, cushions, wall 
decorations and replaced them with an unbleached linen canvas and sand 
coloured fabric, which he had with him from Germany. The kitchen and 
dressing room had no doors; they had to be covered with linen, thus creating 
vast, calm areas. Ʀedimins covered the wall, where the window was, with 
sand coloured material from top to bottom [.…] 

Having covered the walls, Ʀedimins stood for a long time in the middle of 
the room [.…] He drew the cloth which covered the cupboard halfway across, 
then three quarters of the way across, then so only a small gap was left open, 
then drew it open again and began the game anew. He threw a bright yellow 
cloth across the back of the chair, and this single colourful patch strangely 
brightened and enlivened the light grey linen atmosphere of the room. He 
changed the yellow for orange, reddish brown and finally decided on the 
yellow. He seemed to be painting with bits of material [….] 

When they finally turned on the brightest light bulbs that it was possible 
to fit, Anda involuntarily clasped her hands: what an incredible 
transformation had taken place since they had this morning come into this 
dark unfriendly cave!” (110-111) 
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This apartment cum studio is a dominant setting for many of the events of 
the novel. The makeshift furniture, made of fruit cases covered with cloth, 
collapses when fidgety children whose portraits are to be painted sit on it. 
The makeshift aestheticism of the drapings is easily dislodged to reveal the 
reality of the room. 

The house is thus a central image of these novels. Vivid and detailed 
descriptions abound. The home is the space the émigré can form after his 
own individual style and world view. It is a chink in the monolithic foreign 
reality of the new land. The émigré’s house may be contrasted from time to 
time in these novels with the houses of the locals. Most often it is poor, at 
least during the first years of émigré life, but it is the intimate, personal, 
familiar space necessary to live in a foreign country.  

A house destined to be demolished, which has been a temporary home, 
may remind the émigré of his exile. The thought of ruin makes him feel at 
home: 

“A few more weeks, and this door will no longer exist, thought Marianna, 
lingering with the doorknob in her hand. The builders will first come to 
demolish the house, and only then will a space be made for the new building. 
That is how it always has to be [….] 

She hesitated, looking over her shoulder at the street – for the first time 
she felt that she belonged here. She pressed her palm against the stone wall, 
which would no longer exist. How do tired buildings collapse, when one 
starts to demolish them – with a sense of salvation or horror? The first to 
disperse will be the people, then the mice will flee, then the insects will 
scuttle off, but in the ruins, the ashes of hastily burnt invoices, letters which 
have not been reread, an odd poem written in youth, will disintegrate. A 
dazed spider will let himself down on a silk thread from the last smouldering 
rafter. Covered by the dust of the past, the men will rejoice: it’s gone! 
Perhaps only people who live in exile can feel kinship with this 
disintegration.” (Summer: 334) 

Everyday Societal Space of the New Land (2a-i) 

A typical characteristic of the émigré’s life is that he actually lives and is 
active in two societal spaces: the community of his new country of residence, 
and that of his fellow émigrés. These two social worlds both exist together, 
overlapping each other, and they may both be divided into everyday spaces 
and formal societal spaces, yet as depicted in the novels, they are distinct 
from each other. 
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House, apartments, neighbours, neighbourhood 

As most of the novels depict an urban milieu, the local community space of 
the new land is the close knit space of the neighbourhood. People live in 
proximity, come into contact with each other every day, know each other by 
sight, but do not really know each other. In New York everybody is equally 
anonymous and thus equally accepted. In other communities the neighbours 
are more antagonistic.  

New York: 

“Summer is in the streets. Children’s heads line up like flower pots in the 
open windows. The ice-cream vendor pushes his cart – a white medical 
orderly bringing relief to the first victims of the heat. The ice-man goes about 
whistling, sweaty and content, as if the ocean rocked all the icebergs of the 
North Pole to him on its waves. The fruit vendor, having harnessed a 
mournful little horse to his cart, calls out in a used up, worn out, rusted voice: 
Apples! Bananas! It seems that in his old age he will not have the strength to 
croak out anything else. The landladies, now cradling their elbows, now 
leaning their heavy breasts on the palms of their hands, call to each other 
from the porches about the nice weather. In one window an old woman pines 
away day after day in a rocking chair. Sits and nods incessantly. I see 
yellowed hands clasped on her breast, I see the large buttons of her collar, but 
there is no face, no matter how hard I look – just a blank space [….] 

When I look out the window in the early evening, I see, in another 
window across the street, ‘The Kiss’ personified. As soon as they enter the 
room, having returned from work, with a shopping bag in their hands, this 
man and this woman switch on the light and immediately hug each other in 
the middle of the room and start kissing. He throws something from the 
shopping bag into a kettle in the kitchen, she takes off her skein of artificial 
hair and places it […] on the table. Then they both cling together again – with 
their hands, mouths, noses, knees. They never let down the curtains. They are 
married!  

In our house there is another, more interesting couple: the pale people. 
They are both tall, thin, red-headed, very sleepy, taciturn, with tired 
movements, as if exhausted to death. Today in the washroom behind their 
one-room apartment I again found, stowed behind the bathtub, several flat red 
wine bottles. The poor man. Does he have to hide when he drinks? But why 
does the wife invariably look dazed too? Tonight the husband talked to me. 
Such a long sentence resembled an explosion in his mouth. ‘Eh,’ he gave a 
tired wave of his hand, having come out to sit in the darkness on the porch. 
‘Dancing, dancing, that’s all she wants. I’m so tired after work, but no – she 
just says – learn the rumba, learn the samba, every single night.’ I understood 
why he had to lock himself into the washroom for hours on end.” (Summer: 
46-7) 

In a suburban setting, in the Galveston of End, the neighbourhood is 
divided into gardens, but the neighbours, though fewer, are still present. On 
one side there is an alcoholic housewife who arrives on the doorstep in the 
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morning with two drinks in her hand. On the other side is the family in 
which the son assaults his mother. Across the road is the religious fanatic. 

In the suburban Adelaide of Uprooted, the neighbour, Mrs Oldridge 
intrudes with her marital problems, her mother’s illness, her need for help to 
find a job and for someone to care for her sick mother. The émigrés find 
themselves drawn into their neighbour’s personal matters and exploited by 
them. 

In Brazil there are different conventions of neighbourly intercourse: 

“Brazilian […] politeness had a certain boundary. It usually ended where the 
courtyard of the Brazilian house started – more precisely, at the garden gate. 

One could enter through the gate without being announced, and there was 
an ancient custom that remained from the times when there was no electric 
bell. One clapped one’s hands and waited until someone appeared. Then one 
asked briefly for those who were in the house. 

‘O da casa!’ ” (Still Foreign: 38) 

Because of their financial and social situation, the émigrés cannot freely 
choose their place of abode, their neighbours and their landlords. Thus they 
are often in a position where these intrude upon their private space. Luda 
complains of her new landlady, in San Paolo. 

“ ‘My new landlady, who at work seemed to be a true angel, at home is 
completely different: she always speaks about religion to your eyes, but 
behind your back, she acts according to other principles – she slanders you. 
In the evenings she comes into my room and gossips for hours on end, trying 
to find out everything about me, and then later […] she tells her friends 
everything and makes up lies as well. When I reproached her with this, she 
swore she knew nothing, and was even insulted as if I had done something to 
her. I don’t know what to do.’ 

‘It’s best not to meet her or talk to her at all.’ 
‘That’s impossible, because we have to live in one apartment and we also 

meet at work.’ 
‘If she doesn’t change her attitude, you’ll have to find a new apartment.’ ” 

(Still Foreign: 254-5) 

In Cain the neighbours are blatantly aggressive to the immigrant. They 
curl up a dead snake on his doorstep (Ebb: 67), the neighbourhood boys 
throw stones at the walls of the corrugated iron shack in which he lives (44), 
and a neighbour’s child runs away from him in fear, because his mother has 
told him that “foreigners catch children, put them in a sack and carry them 
off to the river” (42). Other neighbours glare at him from behind drawn 
curtains. 

In Sweden and Australia, the émigrés are at first placed in various camps 
and hostels, reminiscent of the camps in Germany. They stay here until they 
can make a life for themselves, finding a job and a dwelling of their own. A 
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clear demarcation between neighbours is felt – between the locals and the 
immigrants. 

An extreme illustration of this is depicted in Scream, when the immigrant 
hostel barracks are covered by floodwaters from the nearby river. The 
émigrés are in a field, trying to recover their few destroyed possessions. The 
Australians are on the road in their cars, watching the spectacle. 

“Their purchased, but not yet paid off, radios, irons, sewing machines, 
clocks, bicycles and motorcycles were all destroyed there, driven full of silt 
and sludge – ruined. All their baggage was destroyed there […] all they had 
saved from the war, and their fondly cherished keepsakes. [….] 

The paddock was transformed into a veritable gypsy camp. Mud-caked 
suits, blankets, dresses, shirts were spread out on the bushes to dry. Radios 
were placed in the grass, and from their innards, once the water had flowed 
out, there oozed sludge but the polished plywood shells were blistered and 
peeling around the edges. On the empty suitcases, which had been opened 
and turned on their mouths to dry, they laid out faded, waterlogged letters, 
documents, photographs which stuck together, mementos, which were 
irreplaceable for their owners, but without any value for those who watched 
from the side. That which had been carried over borders and seas with 
difficulty, was doomed to perish here. Women worked with red eyes, and 
men dragging their wet burdens ashore, cursed to themselves silently. Their 
minds refused to understand, but everything inside seethed in pain and fury, 
leaving them in a state of shock. 

About twenty paces higher up, on the as yet unpaved road an Australian 
audience was gathering to watch this unique open air show. The shutters of 
[cameras] clicked. The road was crowded with cars as at a public festival. 
The farmer who owned the paddock was charitable enough not to drive the 
immigrants away, but, fearing a larger influx which would damage his grass, 
and not wanting to take an admission charge, fenced off the paddock, putting 
up barbed-wire along the roadway. Seeing the uncaring, inquisitive crowd, 
the refugees became more dejected, and if there had been rocks in the 
paddock, they would have rained over the Australians’ heads.” (282-3) 

Landlords and landladies hold a power over their tenants’ intimate space. 
The tenants are made aware that their intimate space, where they hope to 
start a new life, away from camps, is actually on loan to them from the 
landlady, who is in fact letting them into her private space. The tenant’s 
private life can be strictly controlled and regulated by the landlady. In 
Summer, the landlady, Mrs. Colette, stamps with her foot on the floor to call 
her émigré caretaker, Kaspars, from his cellar apartment, to come and play 
the piano for her, while she sips wine, and craves Kaspars’ affection. 

These landladies may at times be merely eccentrically intrusive, as Mrs. 
Morris in Scream, who submits Bricis to a long cross-examination about his 
personal life. After establishing his marital status, former and present 
employment, immediate plans etc., she continues: 

“ ‘Do you snore?’ [….] 
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‘Do you walk on your heels [….] in such a way that the ground booms, 
and the floor rocks?’ [….] 

‘Do you talk loudly in your sleep, or scream?’ [….] 
‘You’re not a somnambulist, you don’t walk about in the night?’ [….] 
‘You’re not an alcoholic? You don’t come home drunk, do you?’ [….] 
‘You smell of tobacco [….] It is forbidden to smoke cigars in my house. 

You can’t get rid of their smell.’ [….] 
‘You would use the front door, so as not to have to go through the whole 

house. Of course in rainy weather you may go through the house, to the 
toilet. Otherwise you would tramp in mud with your wet feet.’ [….] 

Finally she exclaims: 
“But what will my neighbours think, if Mrs. Morris takes in a single man 

under her roof? I have grown up in this land and spent my life here. We are a 
virtuous nation. And I don’t want to be the object of gossip so late in life. 
[….] no, my boy, I cannot give you those rooms after all’ ” (205-7) 

At other times, the landlady may be intrusive on the refugee’s private life. 
Even when the refugee has at last seemingly found an apartment for himself, 
true privacy is hard to come by in a rented room. One’s private life is always 
being observed and judged according to the lives all around. This is 
especially felt in the novels depicting life in the Swedish society, where an 
individual is felt to be constantly judged according to a social norm. 
Divergence from the norm is seen as abnormal. 

“I sit in my empty room and do nothing. I just vegetate. I sit and stare at one 
spot until my limbs go numb. I am bricked into this life. 

I can cry for an hour, two, three. One day I apparently cried too loud. 
Someone in the room next door knocked on the wall. I couldn’t calm myself 
immediately. Then there was a ring at the door. I didn’t move. Then there 
was another ring and another. I was forced to open the door, for fear that they 
might call the police. A woman, having decorated her face as well as she 
knew how, with a stupid smiling expression, stood before me: small build, 
turned up nose, thickly painted lips, blonde hair fluffed up like whipped 
cream on a cake. In a polite, cold voice […] she asked: 

‘Don’t you have a telephone?’ 
‘No.’ 
‘I will gladly help you. I will call the ambulance to take you to the 

psychiatric clinic.’ [….] 
I pulled myself together and said: ‘[…] There is nothing wrong with me, 

but sometimes I am weighed down by painful memories.’ 
The icy voice replied: ‘That is an illness, all the same. Painful memories? 

Who doesn’t have painful memories?!’” (Francesca: 140) 

The workplace 

Another typical everyday space that appears in these novels is the physical 
place of work and the social space of workmates. At times the physical 
descriptions of the workplace can be quite powerful and imaginative, as for 
instance this description of a library archive: 
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“LƯvija, I love my catacombs. In these cellars hewn out in the cliffs absolute 
silence reigns. The aisles between the shelves seem endless. I have a long 
way to walk before I reach my place of work; the whole way, rows of shelves 
stretch out on both sides, and lying flat on them, resting in their eternal rest 
are folios of The Times, like planks laid out to dry in a timber mill. Soft grey 
dust coats the covers of these volumes. The stacks are high, the shelves 
stretch all the way to the transparent green glass ceiling. Such ceilings divide 
all five storeys of the cellar. Glass slabs serve as a ceiling for the lower and a 
floor for the upper storey, admitting a pale greenish glow from daylight up 
there. If someone is walking on the upper level, then the shadows of 
footprints surge over me, like somersaulting fish. The glow of a couple of 
light bulbs light up and then are turned off again. The shadows of the 
footprints darken again and the glass above once again grows pale green. 
Some lone person walked through there, and in the graveyard of the cultures 
of various eras there is a dark green dusk again. [….] 

Soft grey dust everywhere. And I read the titles of folios like house 
numbers, to know when to turn a corner. 

1843, 1830, 1819 – yes I am still going deeper into the past. This is the 
right spot, at 1819 I have to turn to the left. Another steep iron staircase leads 
downwards, a wire mesh door with a lock. Here it is warm and damp, the 
ventilating machine doesn’t quite reach this far, and an insipid, bitter smell of 
old paper, mould, and the bitter sour smell of decaying calfskin whirl around 
me. But all that is likeable to me. Even though sneezing, for hours I sort 
brochures here, whose cheap straw paper has browned with age, like the bark 
of alder trees, and which, when slightly bent, disintegrates into fine flakes.” 
(Dragon: 78-9) 

The work space may be familiar – the same as in Latvia, but in America it 
is larger: 

“The printing room, and the roar of rotating machines engulfs us and I know 
this roar and remember it from my RƯga years. Here they are veritable giants 
and their bulk reaches up through the ceiling platform and somewhere higher 
up. I stop. The breadth of this hall and the countless rows of machines has 
surprised me with their mass and number.” (Janitor: 77) 

The space in which the émigré works may be telling. Ruta, who has left 
her husband in order to be alone and to make her own way, alone in the new 
world, gets a job selling tickets outside a cinema. She sits isolated in her 
glass booth, watching all the various faces in the streams of people going by. 
She sees the various nationalities in the crowd, which causes her to reflect on 
her own place in the mass: “We are all out of place, Lord God. The tears 
come to Rute’s eyes.” (Eden: 160-1) 

Arturs Skuja feels out of place working in England, laying gas pipes 
along the side of the Doncaster motorway: 

“There was a canvas tent at the side of the road. A light shone in its opening. 
A metal pipe emerged from the roof blowing out sparks and greyish smoke. 
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We crawled in one by one. A kerosene lamp hung from the ceiling. Along 
both sides of the tent there were benches, and a red-hot glowing stove burnt 
at one end. In front of it sat the night watchman with his dog. Charlie greeted 
him and both the dogs sniffed each other. The night watchman rose and went 
towards the bus. His workday was over. 

On the tent wall behind the stovepipe there was a pin-up of a naughty 
looking nude from an ‘arty’ magazine. 

‘Hallo Mary,’ […] Keith greeted her, slapping her thighs and in a high 
pitched voice crying ‘Killy, killy, killy’ while poking her armpit with his 
index finger. 

Everyone had a good laugh at that. 
‘You sit there,’ said Charlie, pointing to a bench. 
One of the men busied himself around the tea kettle, another pulled out a 

large sheet of plywood from behind the bench. The four of us put it on our 
laps in place of a table, and a deck of cards appeared in Charlie’s hands as if 
by magic.  

That is how my first day at work began. 
Out on the motorway cars slid by with a quiet whoosh, motorcycles 

puttered by, diesel engines roared. We could see their lights go by through 
the canvas of the tent. At times the pungent smell of an especially smoky 
motor wafted in. 

‘That one’s been in need of a garage for quite a while,’ Charlie once 
commented. 

Keith boiled the tea and we each got a large, brown stained mug, which 
hadn’t been washed for years, or so it seemed. We drank and played. 

Gradually, a foggy winter’s morning dawned.” (Trent: 322-3) 

Similarly Bricis gets a job with the City Council in Geelong building a 
spectators’ terrace on the banks of the Barwon River, at the finish line for the 
annual regatta. They are to wait by the bridge for sand to be brought and 
then spread it out according to a surveyor’s instructions. 

“There was no work at the bridge. The sand wasn’t brought the first day, nor 
the second, nor the third. Having brought tools [the foreman] didn’t show up 
there any more either. In order to be out of sight of passers by, the men hid 
under the bridge. They played chess, cards, and when it got too hot, swam in 
the river, diving in from the boats, because it was dangerous to wade, because 
of the glass, cans and all kinds of rubbish. And they praised Australia, where 
unproductiveness was so copiously rewarded. Bricis was planning to take 
along his sketch block, but then came a change of weather, with rain, and the 
men moved to the boatshed.” (Scream: 280) 

Bricis even takes a few days off, travelling to Melbourne, without the 
foreman even noticing his absence. 
ƻina describes her workplace: 

“I was sent to a factory. The first morning I actually went there, too. A tin 
shed in a bare field. Inside it’s hot. No ventilation. But you can’t keep the 
doors open. The wool blows around in the draught. Dusty. Outside there is a 
stinking outhouse. The women all run there to take a breather. But the 
forewoman herds them back. They treat you coarsely. I saw before my eyes 
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the concentration camps, which I had almost forgotten. No, I said to myself. 
Away from here, no matter what the cost. And I left the factory and walked 
back to the city [….]” (Scream: 236) 

Just as the neighbours, so also work-colleagues may be cruel and 
prejudiced. 

“One of the girls, the one with the most blue make-up caked on her eyes, gets 
up and comes over to me. The other three girls, their necks craned, watch 
what is about to happen, and their eyes shine like kittens’ eyes. She comes up 
to me and holds out a packet of cigarettes in her outstretched hand. I smile 
thankfully and reach for it. But, strangely enough, the more I reach for it, the 
farther her hand draws back. I don’t understand, and look at the girl. She 
smiles, but in her eyes there is a strange, cruel expression. Her arm is 
stretched out again, almost up to my face, but when I reach out for a 
cigarette, the same thing happens. Now all four of them burst out into a spurt 
of laughter, but this laughter has a terrifying undertone. That is how children 
laugh when they see animals in pain. I shudder, blush with shame and cast 
down my eyes. ‘Foreigner!’ she says, throws a cigarette in my lap and walks 
proudly back. She has succeeded in playing a hearty joke.” (Trent: 222) 

In the same way, employers look down on immigrant employees. The 
émigré now has to fit into a foreign social hierarchy, based not on merit, but 
on traditions and prejudices foreign to him, and where he automatically is 
placed on the bottom. 

“English employers demanded humble subservience from their employees, 
such as they were accustomed to from their colonial possessions in Africa 
and Asia. They didn’t tolerate know-alls, they didn’t like a proudly raised 
worker’s head; with a smile of disdainful superiority they expected respect 
and a hunched back. Several Latvians had felt this painfully on their own 
skins. 

Mr. Pearson may take objection to employing a tractor-driver who knew 
Latin, and who spoke to his daughter.” (Trent: 258) 

Whatever the place of work is like, the émigré realizes that it is only 
temporary. It is a necessary space one has to occupy against one’s will for a 
certain period of time before one moves on. It is as yet a transient part of the 
unstable life the émigré is leading; he is not seeking a career there. This, 
again, can remind the exile of his existential transience. One character 
reflects on this on her first day in a new job: 

“Hanging her clothes in the locker, Ieva thinks about all the different kinds of 
spaces in which she has put down her belongings. For years she has been 
constantly travelling against her will, as if someone were continuously 
pursuing her [....] Life was hard on her heels. It would follow her to that spot 
where non-existence or maybe eternity starts. To armour oneself with 
indifference doesn’t help. There will always be situations, when drops of 
sweat will dampen her brow, and her experiences will flow over her 
trembling flesh.” (Living: 70) 
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Formal Societal Space of the New Land (2b-i) 

The exile has to start functioning in a new society. He may find the 
topography, climate or architecture of the new land strange, but he knows he 
must learn to get accustomed to it. He may agree or disagree with the laws 
and societal rules of the new society, but he learns them and knows he must 
follow them. He may even learn to appreciate or love the new culture in 
which he finds himself. Nevertheless, he has difficulties in establishing 
himself among the people of the new land. His societal roots, his network of 
acquaintanceship, have been destroyed. He is alone, rootless, strange among 
people who have family and social ties going back generations. Among them 
he is a ‘New Australian’, a ‘foreigner’, an ‘utlänning’ or ‘invandrare’ 
(Swedish: ‘foreigner’, ‘immigrant’). 

“I felt slightly lonely and abandoned in this crowd of strangers. For an exile it 
is not enough to have lived in one city for twenty years. I knew the streets, 
and buildings, and shops, and pubs, and parks here, as well as every painting 
in the castle museum. But I didn’t know the people of this city. Just as they 
did not know me.” (Voices: 265) 

This feeling of aloneness is perhaps the most dominant in novels of exile. 
One does not fit in with the people all around. In one example, this is 
envisaged spatially – the old space and the new space, with exile as a shaky 
bridge between them, where one has to ‘re-school oneself’ against one’s will 
and learn to live in the new space. Below the bridge is an abyss. One has no 
wish to ‘re-school oneself’; one asserts the right to “understand one’s own 
world in one’s own way”, but one is forced to leap from the bridge, into the 
dark, across the abyss, towards the new space (Dragon: 235-6). 

The customs, the traditions, the accepted patterns of living of the people 
in the new land must be learnt by the immigrant. This is part of the “re-
schooling” the immigrant must undergo. He must learn to drink beer in the 
pub with his workmates, and shout a round of drinks according to the rules 
they follow. He must learn to discuss football or horseracing or television 
programmes or fashions in the same manner as they. Even if he succeeds, he 
feels this is a costume, a mask, a uniform he must put on, just as he puts on 
his work clothes every day. (In Bough AlƯse constantly refers to life in exile 
as play-acting). He has no emotional ties to these traditions, he practises 
them out of necessity. 

Many things in this new world fall outside his frames of reference. People 
dress, live and behave differently to the way he is accustomed to. Insect 
screens on doors, sash windows, supermarkets are all new to him. He is 
shocked at first by steaks cooked ‘rare’ in America – eating raw-meat is 
taboo for him. In Sweden he has to grow accustomed to the sweetened bread, 
herrings and beans, and learn to adapt to alcohol rationing. The American 
custom of putting make up on corpses before burial he finds sacrilegious 
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(Foreign Country: 121). He regards gum chewing, sloppily-dressed teenage 
girls, who wear heavy make-up, as cheap and vulgar. He is disgusted by the 
lax morality of young people who smoke, drink alcohol and kiss in public, 
going on dates at a very early age. 

Krista goes to see a film about the life of Chopin. For her the film is a 
spiritual experience, but she is shocked to find people around her eating, 
drinking, chewing, chatting and laughing. The floor is littered with scrap, the 
person next to her is chewing bubble-gum and blowing bubbles (Krista: 82) 

Dziƺums notes Swedish attitudes – a ritual devotion to coffee and a lax 
permissiveness: 

“MiƷelƝns had already mastered the customs of this country. If one wants to 
be especially friendly towards somebody, then one should get up first on 
Sunday morning, cook coffee for that person and serve it in bed. Some 
mothers brought their daughters coffee in bed, while the girls’ lovers were 
still lying next to them.” (Bough: 164) 

The youth of the new country is seen as a bad influence on young 
émigrés. The sons of JƝkabs Osis “made friends with the local boys of their 
age and did all sorts of mischief.” They got hold of explosives and were 
killed in an explosion (Foreign Country: 76). 

An émigré teacher has an outburst in class, which he later regrets. His 
class is debating lowering the legal age for drinking alcohol. The pro side 
wins. The teacher explodes: 

“Teaching you all year, I never imagined that I was dealing with such a 
degenerate mob! But now I hear what you are longing for! You want to get 
drunk – as soon as possible! Then you will feel yourself to be adult, big, 
mighty! You will drink and booze till you lose your senses! Is that what your 
parents, your teachers, your priests teach you? You are contemptible, the 
whole Canadian nation is contemptible! Its youth lacks spiritual nobleness, 
spiritual strength, spiritual self-respect! I am ashamed that I am a Canadian 
citizen, that I am your teacher. I made a mistake emigrating to this country!” 
(Strangers: 220) 

The émigré has to learn about the unwritten rules and the divisions of the 
social spaces of the society in which he now finds himself on the bottom, no 
matter what his social standing had been in Latvia. 

“Earlier, when we were still vegetating in the camps of Germany, they 
organized bridge courses for us, so that after emigrating we could more easily 
fit into the new society. In all these years I have never met an Englishman 
who knew how to play bridge. That was the entertainment of finer circles, 
and I had no contact with them. Class differences are so great in England that 
each of them has not only its own peculiar dialect, way of dressing and world 
view, but even its own clubs, its own drinking spots, its own beachside 
resorts and its own card games [….] Those Englishmen whom I occasionally 
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had dealings with didn’t play bridge; for them it sufficed to know how to play 
dominoes, whist and solo, which is a childishly simplified version of 
préférence. When I was on a fishing trawler […] we had no other job than to 
sleep off our hangovers and play cards [….] The Englishmen simply couldn’t 
understand how it came about that I never lost. They didn’t know that I had 
learnt préférence with the grand old masters in RƯga, and that English solo, 
which to them seemed most complicated, to me was just a child’s game. 
They simply were no match for me.” (Trent: 306) 

The émigré feels himself above all this, yet he must adapt in order to exist 
in the new situation. This makes him feel a hypocrite. And no matter now 
hard he tries, he still doesn’t fit in. The people around him consider him a 
liar if he mentions his position in society in Latvia (Francesca: 40). 

A significant part in these books is pointing out the faults or strange ways 
of the dominant culture in the land in which one now finds oneself – be it 
Sweden or Canada or England or the USA. Just as the locals regard the 
immigrants’ customs, habits, culture, and language as strange and comical, 
so also the émigré regards the customs and culture of the new land in the 
same way. The main difference is that while the local can shrug or laugh off 
the immigrants’ ways, in the unshakeable conviction that his own are 
superior, the immigrant is forced to accept and conform to the new ways, 
and even deny his own. This at times produces outbursts of frustration and 
hate against the customs, prejudices, and short-sightedness of the local 
population. 

Political, legal, economic structures 

The society within which the émigré now lives is steered by political, 
economic, and cultural forces which are not those of Latvia. The politics of 
the local country are not a dominant theme in these novels, in fact there is 
rarely a sense in these novels of living in a political world. It is rather a new, 
safe, strange but stable world. This is in marked contrast to the DP novels, 
where the exiles often discuss Allied politics, the conferences in Yalta and 
Rotterdam, and where fluctuations in Allied administration politics directly 
affect the everyday life of the refugees (e.g. the stance of the authorities 
towards the Baltic University).  

Even when politics is discussed, there is a feeling that it is part of the 
unchanging background, of the stable structure of society, something remote 
from the individual immigrant, rather than a force capable of changing and 
affecting one’s personal life. 

The new land is still part of the world order which left Latvia in the hands 
of the Soviet invaders. The Latvian émigré’s sense of justice is wounded. He 
has no place in the political plans of the powers that be in the postwar world. 
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“A sharp pain in the heart is the loss of one’s homeland. Belief in justice is 
naïve. The mighty are not interested in the fates of small nations. Large plans 
roll over small nations. Somewhere someone sits and indicates – we will 
draw a border here or here. That’s all.” (Living: 29) 

Nevertheless, at times there are some indications of the presence of 
political forces, of changing political structures, especially when they 
threaten or impinge upon the émigré and his political world or upon his 
everyday life. 

In 1960 the newly elected Brazilian government of Janio Quadros 
announces that “if such Baltic state legations still exist, then they should be 
closed without delay” (Still Foreign: 305). This hastens Aiga’s and Zalts’ 
decision to move to the USA. 

Similarly, the refugees in Sweden, after the Swedish government has 
forcibly returned soldiers of the Baltic Legion to the Soviet Union, feel the 
Swedish ill-will towards them, and fear that even civilians may be forcibly 
sent back. They plan to flee farther, from Sweden to the USA and Canada. 

“You know how precarious our situation here in Sweden is – the legionnaires 
have been sent back, the Russians are agitating, and the Swedish government 
tries to please the Communists and Stalin in every possible way. We only 
have temporary passports, and it is doubtful that we will ever get citizenship 
here. In other words, should some political pressure be brought to bear, even 
we could be sent to the Soviet Union, just as the Germans and the 
legionnaires were sent back. We must be far-sighted. [….] 

I have started gathering information about the possibility of travelling to 
the USA or Canada.’” (Maruta: 357-8) 

The interest of the new country’s political powers in the immigrants is 
portrayed in Scream, when Edijs, on disembarking from the ship, is 
interviewed by an officer of the Australian security service. He develops a 
friendship of sorts with the officer and later goes to visit him at his home in 
Melbourne, discussing politics with him. Later, in Hill House and Separated, 
when Edijs has moved to Ballarat, he makes the acquaintance of an 
Australian Member of Parliament and from time to time meets him to 
discuss politics. 

In Separated, a considerable part of the plot is devoted to a Royal 
Commission inquiry into Soviet espionage in Australia, the preparations for 
this inquiry, as well as its repercussions in the press and in the Latvian 
community. The novels of the Cain cycle are an exception in this respect – 
Australian society is seen as a society in which elections, political processes, 
and political change takes place, and in which the refugees may play some, if 
limited, role. 

In Sweden restrictions are placed on the immigrants’ residence, 
employment and education. A young Latvian student is not allowed to study 
at the College of Art, because she lacks Swedish citizenship (Young: 172). 
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Refugees need a special six month permit to live in Stockholm (29), and are 
forbidden to participate in political activities. “We don’t deny you asylum, 
but forbid you to engage in politics!” says a police officer to the two 
Latvians who have been arrested demonstrating against the Soviet Union 
(Bough: 240). The two editors of a Stockholm based émigré Latvian 
newspaper, Straubergs and SkrastiƼš, lose their residence permits and are 
moved out of the capital when the Soviet Union complains to the Swedish 
government about articles in the paper criticizing Soviet atrocities in East 
Germany (Young: 37). 

The persona of Monastery is visited by gendarmes in his mountain 
village, and has to sign a paper that he will not leave the village for two 
weeks, as Khrushchev would be visiting Paris. “At that time many political 
refugees were sent to the Mediterranean and Atlantic ocean islands – Corsica 
and Belle-Île” (41). 

The Swedish “political police” stop Tebe Kartons on the way to work and 
call him in for questioning about a person he doesn’t know. After the 
interrogation he is offered a well-paid job as informer for the “political 
police” (Young: 131-2). 

Such episodes of political interference in the private lives of the 
individual émigrés are, however, isolated examples On the whole, in the 
novels of settling in exile, the space of politics, economy, and the structure 
of the society of the new land is as yet a space distant and unattainable for 
the émigré. Where one comes into contact with the political structure of the 
new society, there is usually a lack of respect for it. The feeling of the 
refugees is one of having been and of continuing to be cheated by the 
powers-that-be, including the government of the new country of residence. 

Still, when “some senator or congressman had mentioned the fate of 
Baltic nations” the émigrés become hopeful that “things will not remain as 
they are too long. The most optimistic think that they might be able to go 
home within a year” (Living: 82-3). This is explained by the fact that “the 
mental constitution of the Latvian nation cannot accept the possibility that 
injustice will reign for long” (99). In contrast to this is the American view 
that: 

“These emigrants from Europe always bring their problems with them. An 
American citizen cannot keep track of all the injustices in the world. Besides, 
a superpower has its own interests, which have nothing in common with a 
small nation’s longings for independence” (103). 

The émigré feels no political loyalty to the new country. In discussions 
about the oath of allegiance on assuming Australian citizenship, Arnis 
Zemturs advises his friends: “I don’t regard the oath we gave so literally, and 
I don’t hold it to be so unbreakable…” (New Australians: 196-7). The exile 
has been deprived of the citizenship he considers his natural one, partly 
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through the treaties of the Western powers. He is now forced to accept a new 
citizenship for the convenience of being able to lead a normal, peaceful life 
in a free society. He does not regard the host country as being altruistic in 
accepting him, but rather as exploiting him, and thus feels no loyalty. He 
feels everyone has cheated him and therefore he is justified in some 
deception. The whole moral system of the world is out of kilter, and rules 
and morality are just relative political commodities. As one character states: 
“I am by nature a truthful person, but since the Yalta conference, I 
sometimes equivocate and tell untruths” (Bough: 232). Citizenship of the 
country of residence is a formality, not an allegiance. 

Europe and the New World  

In their day-to-day dealings with the people of the new land, the exiles 
realize that all their truths are relative. Their language is regarded as strange, 
their names are unpronounceable. Episodes depicting mispronounced names, 
or comments on the unpronounceability of the immigrants’ names by the 
people of the new country are to be found in virtually every novel. The 
immigrant’s identity does not fit into the new culture. His language no 
longer counts – it is the language and pronunciation system of the new 
country that is ‘normal’ now. It is the education and knowledge system of 
the new country that now interprets the reality of the world. The Latvian 
interpretation is regarded as at best quaint or irrelevant, at worst misguided, 
foolish or simply wrong.  

One episode brings this home poignantly. The old lady Velta Liepa dies 
alone, and her name is spelled wrongly in the death notices in the American 
newspaper, so that even the few Latvians who knew her would not recognize 
it (Living:172). The foreignness of her language has made her anonymous 
and invisible in the new land, even to her own people. 

Even geography turns out to be relative. The world is seen from a 
different angle in each country, depending upon that country’s historical, 
political or commercial priorities. Everything beyond these priorities is a 
muddle. Seldom has Latvia or the other Baltic states played a significant role 
in these national discourses. And so it is just another ‘foreign country’ on a 
par with other, better known ones: 

 “Vanessa: ‘You talk so funny! Is that Spanish?’ 
‘No, Latvian. I am a Latvian.’ The girl nods that she understands. Later I 

hear Vanessa in the kitchen telling Jessie: ‘And Dace speaks Spanish.’ ” 
(Here: 26) 

“There followed the inevitable questions. As usual, I was taken to be a Pole. I 
had to explain that I was a Latvian, that Tallin is not the capital of Lithuania, 
and that RƯga is situated in Latvia. At an opportune moment I had to add that 
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I liked England very much. High or low class, each Englishman longs to hear 
that.” (Voices: 10) 

Dr Thompson explains this clearly to a Latvian he is conversing with: 

“ ‘He writes in Latvian [….] if I’m not completely mistaken. Or maybe 
Estonian.’ 

I felt a slight stinging in the pit of my stomach. How indifferent these 
people were! Latvian? Estonian? Samoyed? One could almost think that 
these weren’t languages, but rather something akin to dogs’ barks… 

Dr Thompson interpreted my silence correctly: ‘Please don’t take my poor 
knowledge of geography amiss. When I went to school we were taught to 
know our world empire: Khartoum, Karachi, Singapore, Hong Kong, the 
Bahamas, the Falkland Islands. In those days there were no such Baltic states. 
And so now everything that is situated to the East of Berlin has remained a 
kind of muddle to me. And later – then we have neither time nor inclination 
to learn something new. Newspaper articles are our only school. I know: by 
the Baltic Sea there were three small states, from whom we bought cheap 
timber, cheap butter, and cheap bacon. That’s all. I hope that doesn’t offend 
you.’ ” (Voices: 16) 

Krista wants to send a letter to her mother in Latvia. She is confronted by 
a post-office clerk: 

“ ‘Where is this letter going to?’ he finally asked her.  
‘Canada? The United States? No? Where, then? Latvia? Latvia… where is 

this Latvia to be found?’ 
The clerk checked in his books, consulted with his colleagues: where is 

this Latvia? Krista started to explain, pointing with her finger on the map.” 
(Krista: 27) 

Her country no longer exists in the eyes of the new world. 

In fact the exiles who have crossed the ocean to the USA or Australia or 
Canada or Brazil now have a new continental identity – European – rather 
than a national one. From the other side of the world, everything and 
everyone from Europe is seen to have common traits, and thus a common 
identity. The average Australian or American, not having the faintest idea 
and not caring where Latvia is, lumps all immigrants together under the 
umbrella term ‘European’. Indeed, the Latvian immigrant also does have 
more in common with Ukrainians, Germans, Poles and even Englishmen and 
Scots (outside Britain), than with Australians, Canadians or Americans. 
Traditional values and culture are valued more highly by the refugees than 
the modern mores of the new land, which are often seen as philistine, 
uncouth, uncultivated and based on ignorance. 

This European identity is based on generalizations and prejudices. The 
headmaster of a school where a Latvian teacher has just started working 
instructs him: 
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“ ‘You haven’t been in Canada long. Maybe this country is unfamiliar to 
you? In Europe teachers’ and pupils’ relationships are a lot stiffer.’ 

‘Have you taught in Europe as well?’ 
Stevens understood MƗrcis’ barb. His eyes squinted. 
‘I haven’t taught in Europe, but I have met many Europeans. They often 

find it hard to adjust to the freer environment of Canada. I hope you will 
prove the opposite.” (Strangers: 160) 

The exiles themselves also see a common identity in an old, traditional, 
cultural society as opposed to the materialistic modernism of Australia and 
North America. The Latvian is aware of being a member of a larger, older 
culture which has been relegated to the position of being quaint, strange, 
exotic, ‘continental’. References to old buildings, churches and palaces, as 
well as cultural manifestations, such as concerts, poetry and philosophical 
discussions abound, and are found to be lacking in the New World. 93 

Even food is seen in terms of this identity. A German doctor advises his 
patient, Edijs, who has collapsed because his organism is not accustomed to 
the climate and food of Australia, to go to Melbourne, seek out a continental 
delicatessen and buy some familiar food (“jam, biscuits, whatever you can 
get from the Old World” – Scream 227) in order to ease the transition to the 
new culture. 

Englishmen and Swedes also feel themselves to be distinct from ‘the 
Continent’. They also have an ignorance of things Continental which does 
not bother them in the least. Thus the ‘Continental European’ immigrant 
often comes into contact with people he considers to lack culture, education 
and refinement, who have not felt the pain of the war and thus take all their 
lives and values for granted, who lack a sound morality and who are lazy or 
ineffective workers, due to a lack of a traditional work ethic. The Swedes, 
Americans, Australians etc., on the other hand, regard the immigrant as a 
strange, foreign, old-fashioned, clumsy oaf, who is primitive in his ignorance 
of modern society and its amenities, and who is continually living in the 
past, and exaggerating his pain and loss. The situation is ripe for 
misunderstanding and prejudice on both sides. 

Franþeska, having received a letter from her fiancé which has been 
smuggled out of Siberia, is reminded of the radically different level of her 
life to the complacent safety of Swedish society: 

93 A further development of this identity is to be seen in a novel which falls outside the scope 
of this suvey, namely MƝris BombejƗ (The Plague in Bombay), by ValdemƗrs Kroders, in 
which the anonymous persona is an unspecified European. He may be a Latvian exile, or he 
may not, but he from time to time reminisces over London, Berlin and other European 
capitals, whilst living in India. Here, the European exile is placed in an Asian world. He, 
himself, has grown to be quite at home there, but he tries to help an English officer come to 
terms with the foreign culture, and sees the whole gamut of ‘European’ reactions to the 
‘exotic’. 
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“I can no longer stand it in my room. I go out and wander the streets of 
Enköping, not noticing the cold rain and the northerly wind. Can these self-
satisfied people in these self-satisfied houses, who know only two problems – 
their high taxes and the rationing of coffee – can these people even imagine 
what it means to receive a letter from Hell?” (Francesca: 174) 

Toms realizing Swedish prejudices towards the Baltic refugees, when 
renting a room, lies and claims to be from a visiting Spanish and Italian 
circus troupe. These nationalities are more acceptable to the landlady 
(Bough: 251). 

Tebe seeking a room in Stockholm is confronted by a more sinister 
prejudice: 

“The landlady, a Dane, expressed the hope that her new tenant wouldn’t be 
home during the day, so her children could play in his room. Tebe said that 
he would be working night-shift. He would have to sleep during the day. The 
Dane rang the room-letting agency and complained. She called Tebe a 
damned Nazi, so he took the tram back.” (Young: 33) 

Just as the émigré is attached to his country, so also are people in the new 
land proud of theirs. There are, however, two differences in their attitudes. 
First, the émigré has lost his land and thus his fondness is one of the sadness 
of loss, rather than chauvinistic pride. Secondly the émigré, in his attitudes 
towards, and criticism of, the new land, even though it may be subjective, 
can make a comparison with at least one other land – his homeland – if not 
more. The inhabitants of the new land, however, do not realize this and feel 
themselves smug in their self-appreciation: 

“ ‘Tell me – how do you like England?’ he grinned happily, baring his false 
teeth. 

It shot into my mind that I had never yet met an Englishman who hadn’t 
asked me this question. 

‘Do you yourself like it?’ I asked him in reply. 
He looked at me in disbelief and started to laugh. He laughed for a long 

while and intensely. No, you know, he hadn’t heard such a crazy question in 
all his life. 

‘Of course I like it,’ he finally retorted, still shaking gently from laughter. 
‘A quarter of a million per year don’t like it.’ 
‘What?’ 
‘A quarter of a million emigrates every year to Canada, America, 

Australia, or even the detested South Africa. Presumably they don’t like 
England.’ 

‘All right, all right. You say – emigrate. But you have to take into account 
that…’ 

Leaning forward, he looked out the window […] but didn’t finish his 
sentence. So I never found out what I should ‘take into account’. 

‘Nowhere in the world is there such freedom as here.’ 
‘Have you travelled a lot?’ 
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‘No. Not that. But it’s in the papers.’ 
‘Oh!’ I said and turned my head to the window. [….] 
‘Don’t get me wrong,’ I said. ‘If I can’t live in my own country, then I 

would rather live here than anywhere else.’ ” (Trent: 300-1) 

The émigré realizes the relativity of one’s feelings towards a place. His 
thoughts and feelings are formed by experience, whereas the person who has 
lived in one space all his life, can only have opinions of the world outside 
which are formed by the culture and tradition of the place and society where 
he lives, mediated through the instruments of that society – newspapers, 
education, commonly held beliefs and prejudices. 

The local sees the immigrant as an odd, unmodern trespasser from a 
primitive country, who just takes from the new land and people he has come 
to. An American neighbour visiting a Latvian family “would rather be at his 
TV”. He sees that there is no TV in this home “but soon they will have one. 
These immigrants always skim the cream off the true American’s milk” 
(Living: 34). An American woman, whose toilet is being repaired by the 
Latvian janitor, wonders whether there were toilets in Latvia (AntiƼš: 118). 

Especially the novels depicting life in Sweden emphasize society’s 
demand for conformity to a Swedish and social-democratic norm in 
appearance, behaviour, language and views. Anyone deviating from these 
norms is seen as suspect and inferior. (Young: 122-156) 

“Leif-Åke harasses [the young boy] Andris, enjoining him to think and act in 
a social-democratic spirit. If Andris doesn’t think social-democratically he 
will end up in hell. Storebror Åke ser på dig. [Big brother Åke is watching 
you.] Andris then asks [his mother] if she is going to vote for the social-
democrats in the next parliamentary election. In an indirect Swedish way he 
warns [his father] Tebe to control his unpopular comments.” (Young: 144) 

“Only being Swedish has any meaning. There is no hope for anyone born 
differently. Well, yes, maybe an Englishman or an American is almost equal. 
But Danes and Norwegians are missfoster [freaks, abortions]. “Man är 
förlorad om man inte tror på Sverige [One is lost if one doesn’t believe in 
Sweden]” says Åke sombrely and passionately.” (Young: 145) 

The director of the Swedish printing house, where Tebe works setting 
Latvian émigré newspapers and books, asks why the types for the letter “a” 
get worn down so quickly. Tebe replies that the letter “a” is often used in 
Latvian, just as the letter “e” in the Swedish language. “How dare you 
compare the Swedish language to the Latvian language?!” shouts the 
director (Young: 150). 
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The Everyday Societal Space of the Latvian 
Community (2a-ii) 

Within the foreign, at times even hostile, world of the new land, the 
immigrant tries to create a safe space, a familiar territory. This is first of all 
the intimate space of the home, but even on a broader scale, he seeks out the 
familiar – friends and fellow countrymen, who have a common frame of 
reference, a common past, common experiences. The very fact of being 
thrown together in exile, as well as a common experience of recent historical 
time, creates a closeness, a common identity with other Latvian exiles. 

“We probably weren’t great friends, we had nothing in common to talk about. 
But we were brought close to each other by something more: exile and the 
war experiences we shared, and that probably meant more than mere 
friendship.” (Trent: 216) 

The émigré has, seeks out, or builds up a network of contacts with other 
Latvians. He forms an alternative society, an alternative life, an alternative 
world to the everyday world in which he has to exist. This coexistence is not 
always friction-free, but it is necessary. Janovskis quotes the truism: “It is 
not easy to get along with Latvians, but impossible without them.” (Trent: 
234) 

Latvian neighbours, friends’ apartments 

The émigré has friends and relations with whom he has a natural contact. He 
makes new acquaintances with other Latvians, who live near him or who 
work at his workplace. A Latvian ‘neighbourhood’ is thus formed consisting 
of these, and the spaces they inhabit.  

These houses are often spaces which are furnished and decorated to 
become a ‘Latvian’ space – an oasis in the foreign land. 

“Traditional Latvian draperies hanging on the walls, with traditional brooches 
pinned onto them. Reproductions of paintings: PurvƯtis, Liberts, KalmƯte’s94 

painting of a threshing barn. A large photograph of the National Opera. A 
shelf of books. On it a [traditionally carved] candelabrum, a small Latvian 
flag, carved ornamental wooden dishes, a doll in traditional folk-costume. A 
whole collection of books published in exile. In order to buy them here in 
England one must be a true book-lover, because what seemed cheap in 
America, cost a fortune here. [….] Apparently [the owner of the apartment] 
corresponded with her relations in Latvia, because I saw a number of books 
published in Latvia on the shelves.” (Trent: 268) 

94 All three are well-known Latvian painters. 
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In a few novels several Latvians live together in one house, or in close 
proximity, experiencing all the usual relationships of neighbours, landlords-
tenants etc, in a Latvian context. 

“When I arrived home, everyone was running about head over heels. Even 
MijkrƝslis had found himself a replacement at the boilers [where he worked] 
and had come home early from work. Tonight there was a Latvian social 
gathering. In order to be able to truly enjoy himself with all his heart, he had 
even managed to organize a free Sunday for himself. Now we were all 
waiting in line – for the bath. Everyone needed the iron and ironing board at 
the same time. Mrs MijkrƝslis had something wrong with her dress and she 
dashed away to the dressmaker. We made use of this opportunity, opening a 
bottle and emptying it, the four of us, smiling happily, rubbing our hands and, 
significantly, talking in half whispers as if the landlady could hear us. 
Especially old MijkrƝslis was in a happy state of mind. He felt like a 
schoolboy who has just been let free for the holidays [….] 

You know, it wasn’t bad living with Latvians. On such an occasion as 
tonight, you even forgot you were in exile.” (Trent: 227) 

Such communal living at times transgresses the rules of the new land, yet 
through it Latvians reaffirm their ties to the familiar, to other people who 
have shared a common experience: 

“It was a good thing that the tax lords at least didn’t know how many people 
there were living in this house. Only the members of one family were 
permitted to dwell here. But weren’t they all like one large, affectionate 
Latvian family, driven out from their real homes, who had now met up in 
foreign lands?” (By the Hill: 100-1) 

Communal meeting spaces 

In many communities the Latvians start to look around for places to meet 
regularly. They meet at private houses or in pubs. Then gradually they feel a 
need for a more permanent meeting place. Janovskis vividly chronicles the 
various stages in this process, as exemplified in a northern England town: 

“When the [immigrant] camps [in England] ceased to exist, and the Latvians 
of England were forced to stand on their own feet and move to a life in the 
cities, the King’s Arms pub became the gathering place for the Latvians of 
Leston. If one had a need to meet one of them, then one just had to go to this 
pub on a Saturday morning. If the sought person had not come there for some 
reason, then one could obtain all the necessary information about him there. 
This pub, which served pleasure and intoxication, was at the same time an 
information centre, an advisory station, and at moments of despair even a 
kind of small savings-and-loan bank. 

But the old-fashioned centre of Leston didn’t correspond to the demands 
of a modern city, and [….] the King’s Arms was reduced to debris, waste, 
and shards. It’s place was taken, with similar respect and dignity, by the 
Queen Elizabeth. Then, after some argument with the proprietor, the Latvians 
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dug their heels in, never set their foot there again, and continued to gather at 
the Hound and Bear. 

Now began a modest attempt to blend in with the local community, to 
play dominoes and throw darts, which is the national game in English 
workingmen’s pubs. Latvians could now exist without each other and met 
only on Latvia’s National Day and at Song Festivals, if that often. 

And so ten, fifteen years passed. Children grew up and went to school. 
Some even warmed university benches. These children started to go their 
own way, and found themselves new friends. It was a pleasure to listen to 
them, how rapidly and unclearly they could speak English with one another. 
They told each other jokes and the older Latvians laughed along shyly, but 
did not understand the jokes. You couldn’t hold that against the youngsters. 
They too did not understand why you always had to talk about Volkhov, 
Pomerania95, and the Belgian prison-camps. They were such insignificant, 
long forgotten things. 

And now the men suddenly realized that they had no real place in English 
society. And that they cannot exist without each other after all. Some 
enterprising Latvian thought the unthinkable: having collected a paltry sum 
from the more well-to-do, he needled one of the Latvian organizations to 
open a Latvian Club on credit. 

No! That’s not going to work! Someone shrugged his shoulders. Someone 
else was sceptical. Still others, especially the ladies, thought that it would just 
be a drinking-hole where the men would squander their hard-earned money. 
But soon it came to be seen that they could not manage without a Latvian 
Club. It became a centre, a Latvian home, and a meeting place for all kinds of 
activities and projects. 

But no! The Club was not particularly roomy, nor particularly grand. It 
was situated far out in the outskirts. But it warmed everyone who had a desire 
to hear Latvian spoken. 

On the bottom floor a butcher plied his trade and chopped New Zealand 
lambs on his block. Next door to him an electrician mended television sets. 
But they didn’t bother anyone. Let them work. You could clamber up to the 
second floor on a narrow and winding staircase that constantly smelled of 
mildew and dust. And as soon as the door creaked and slammed shut behind 
anyone who entered here, he suddenly found himself in another world. Here 
people laughed at Latvian jokes. And Pomerania and Velikiye Luki96 weren’t 
just empty sounds here.” (Voices: 167-8) 

In other places the Latvian community rents or makes use of other local 
community spaces. Thus foreign premises in the new land are converted into 
a familiar, Latvian space for Latvian social events. 

“At the entrance to the congregation hall Paparde was waiting for me. He had 
the key and we entered a gloomy barracks-like hall with chairs and trestle 
tables along the walls. Behind the small stage-like rostrum, on which there 
stood a piano, there were several rooms, a kitchen which smelt of gas, and a 

95 Places where Latvians mobilized into the German Army were sent to fight in the Second 

World War. 

96 See n 95. 
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cloakroom. A large sign and an arrow on the wall pointed to a suspicious 
looking annexe in the yard. 

The organizers of the social gathering couldn’t afford better premises. 
Paparde, as could be seen, was no novice. Throwing off the jacket of his 

black suit and rolling up his shirtsleeves, he surveyed the hall with arms 
thrust into his sides. Making a thunderous clatter, he dragged a table to the 
wall, extracted from a black suitcase a hammer, nails, the national flag, the 
emblem of the Latvian organization, a traditionally woven Latvian tablecloth, 
a traditionally carved candelabrum, a traditionally decorated vase and a 
small, tabletop flag. In a moment, a chair appeared on top of the table, and 
Paparde on the chair, his mouth full of nails like a seamstress, and all that 
remained for me was to interpret his grunts and squeals (as he couldn’t talk) 
and to hand him the necessary objects. 

Within an hour the room was in order, the end wall being decorated, 
chairs lined up in rows, the speaker’s table covered, flowers, which suddenly 
appeared from the depths of the black suitcase, having been arranged in the 
vase. When the representatives of the ladies’ section arrived, to start making 
sandwiches, we could sit down content, wipe our damp brows, and have a 
smoke together.” (Trent: 227-8) 

These halls and locales are a gathering point for Latvian émigrés, even 
from far away. It is the people who make these familiar oases in the foreign 
land, not the physical spaces themselves. The spaces are just a point for 
gathering together the people. Viktors has been transferred by his job to a 
distant, unfamiliar city, yet he still seeks out and finds the familiarity of 
Latvians gathering socially. 

“I suppose there is no corner of the world any more where there aren’t 
Latvians. I read in the paper, that they would be meeting here, and that there 
are hundreds of Latvians here. I want to satisfy my curiosity and on Saturday 
evening I am standing near the hall where people are gathering, and even at a 
distance, I can tell from their gait that they are our people. Something doesn’t 
change and remains, even if these figures have been moved over 8000 miles 
and over many years. A kind of warm and pleasant bewilderment starts to 
beat in my breast, when, after three weeks, I again hear Latvian conversation 
for the first time. Here there is a group of men and women standing and 
discussing something about buying houses, and monthly payments, and side 
incomes on Saturdays and Sundays. The unknown feeling in my breast starts 
to beat even more agitatedly, when I notice that above the heads of this 
Latvian speaking crowd a huge palm tree flutters its iris-like leaves in the 
wind.” (Janitor: 353) 

These spaces are seen as Latvian bastions in a foreign world. Artǌrs 
Skuja, on first entering a pub frequented by Latvians, makes the 
acquaintance of a Latvian regular and speaks to him in a quiet voice. The 
regular reproaches him: 

“Speak louder. Don’t be afraid. Let the locals’ ears ache. Here they are used 
to it, though. You may not know it but this is a Latvian pub. Come here on 
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Saturday, then you will see how this place rumbles and roars. Only Latvians, 
and our brother folk, the Lithuanians. On Saturdays the locals won’t set their 
foot here. Maybe an Irishman might wander in.” (Trent: 205) 

The immigrants are a minority within an overwhelming majority, as the 
mention of Irishmen emphasizes. All outcasts, all who have been politically 
cheated share a common understanding. 

Meeting with fellow émigrés is not just a superficial question of 
convenience and comfort, it is a deep emotional and psychological need, as 
this description of the offices of the Latvian Association in Sweden states: 

“Sleepy people withdrawn into themselves come to the Association’s 
premises. On hearing the Latvian language, they suddenly start speaking with 
full energy. It seems the aboriginal environment [of the new country] only 
employs one part of their being. The other parts hibernate or get exchanged 
for ‘svenskism’, a Swedish filling. Here, within the premises of the 
Association, we can be self-assured, safe, even boastful and full of bravado, 
and speak self-righteous phrases; we, Latvians, are together. With others we 
would have to control ourselves. (Young: 33) 

Latvian social activities 

The émigré fills this Latvian space in the foreign land with various cultural 
and social activities, thus creating a larger Latvian exile society or culture. 
First and foremost, it is important just to meet – one finds identity, comfort, 
a home, a friendly space in other people who have the same background and 
the same problems – the same frames of reference. 

Krista attends a gathering of Latvians at the local YMCA for the first 
time, organized by a dynamic individual, PƗrups. 

“PƗrups’ gaze had a strange power, which seemed to push aside the heavy 
blanket of darkness which had oppressed Krista for months. She now no 
longer sought salvation in the past, but thought that she was not here [at the 
meeting] for the last time, that they had a future.” (Krista: 15) 

The next step is to organize this group of people, and these meetings – to 
establish organizations, forms and rituals of meeting. Assistance and advice 
to members of the group or newly arrived émigrés is one of the first tasks of 
this organization. Later, the organizations and meetings are given a 
meaningful content – artistic and political activities develop. 

Latvian artistic activities in exile may be arranged on two axes – that of 
complexity of language involved in the act of creation, and that of 
complexity of social organization97. Thus solo instrumental music and 
painting are at one end of the scale, not requiring command of the Latvian 

97 For a detailed discussion of these divisions, see RozƯtis 1984. 
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language or social organization, beyond that of organizing venues and 
administration of public performances or exhibitions. Theatre performances 
are at the other end of the scale, requiring both command of language and 
social cooperation in rehearsals and performances. Other activities can be 
located between these poles – e.g. folk dancing requires social organization, 
but no command of language, literary activities require command of 
language, but usually no social organization in the moment of creation 
(publishing not taken into account). 

Whereas weak command of language only becomes a problem in the later 
years of exile, especially as regards second and third generation émigrés, 
social organization is a factor to be reckoned with especially in the early 
years of exile. Consequently, the novels of settling down in exile do not 
depict any Latvian theatrical performances98. The Latvian society depicted in 
these novels is as yet only in the early stages of development. The social 
events with an artistic character that are depicted, are usually on the socially 
non-complex end of the scale. Some musical soirées are depicted (Poppy, 
Cain, New Australians) and a significant number of novels depicts an art 
exhibition. 

Significantly, in Janitor it is a group of young artists who hire a hall 
regularly as a meeting place for all local Latvians. This is depicted as a 
shelter from everyday life in exile, a place to meet like-minded people in the 
same situation as oneself: 

“ ‘There, on the other side of the corridor, is a tavern. Renting this place, the 
[artists’ group The Last] Romantics wanted somewhere close by where one 
could drub black thoughts out of one’s heart. This is no club for the reticent. 
Everyone does what he wants. There are gramophone records. Whoever feels 
like it dances from time to time. On Saturdays, all kinds of yearners come 
here. In one corner students discuss their matters. In another, politicians 
renew their parties. At another table there gather those who ‘torpedo’ these 
parties. But the Romantics have the final say here. Anyone can come into this 
shelter, if brought in by someone already known in the club.’ “(Janitor: 61-4) 

Thus the Latvian social gatherings depicted in the novels span a whole 
gamut of different forms of social meeting: private gatherings at private 
houses (e.g. Poppy); literary and cultural soirées in a private house (Cain); 
meetings for newly arrived immigrants at the YMCA, where work 
possibilities and apartments are discussed (Krista); lectures and founding of 
social and political organizations (Cain, New Australians, Bough); Latvian 
church services (Janitor); even highly organized activities such as editorial 
work on a Latvian newspaper (Bough, AntiƼš) and a Latvian children’s 
summer camp (Girl). 

98 These are however depicted in the DP novels (e.g. Bugler, Republic) as well as the one 
novel set in Germany after the waves of emigration (Tantalus). 
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The rhetoric of the Latvian society 

In those social activities, depicted in these novels, which are based on 
language (sermons, lectures, speeches, meetings, poetry readings etc.), 
language is depicted as being used mainly rhetorically. Public speech is 
shown as an appeal to common emotions, and a repetition of well known 
information, rather than an original, creative, questioning use of language. 
Speech-making and preaching dominates over poetry. Original, creative 
literature is rarely depicted (two exceptions being the writers’ gathering in 
Janitor, and the poets of New York depicted in AntiƼš). Literature is very 
often quoted in almost all these novels, and then it is almost exclusively 
classic Latvian literature, used as a reminder, a link with the past, with a lost 
Latvian culture. 

The public rhetoric of the organized Latvian community is usually seen 
critically in these novels. It is satirized or demonstrated as something far 
removed from the reality of individual lives and tragedies. It is often 
contrasted with the harsh, laconic, cynical, but veracious black humour of 
ex-soldiers. 

JƗnis KlƯdzƝjs constructs his novel Janitor around this contrast. Viktors, a 
former soldier, having gone through the psychological mill of the War, now 
tries to build a new life based on simplicity and truth. He finds his main 
support in the direct honesty of Edvarts, his former corporal. 

“ ‘Let’s go and drink,’ says Edvarts [after they have visited a companion in a 
mental institution]. ‘Today is a day when you want to drink. Today you can’t 
not drink.’ 

I feel the same, but I have not always been so open about my feelings as 
Edvarts. He has always had the habit of saying what he is thinking, without 
long introductions and prevarications. If he has ever thought that I am a 
thickhead, then he has never hesitated in informing me personally. Maybe 
just because of this I would find it hard to survive without Edvarts.” (229) 

As a contrast to this direct truthfulness is the bland official rhetoric of a 
sermon. Viktor’s long meditations during this sermon, are significantly 
expressed in a jerky, poetic tirade, full of jarring images: 

“It seems to me that I have heard all this thirty years ago, and said in the 
same way, when my mother started to take me to church regularly. During 
this time, something has managed to change in the whole world. Lead [and] 
fire has been poured into the brains of mankind; ground glass, millions of 
words like desert sand have been scattered in; hunger has burnt there for 
some thread, to follow at least as far as the next day in order to see that it is 
not the same as yesterday; God has been appealed to in whines and howls, 
and the Devil has been called for assistance, while lying in a trench with the 
only saviour and redeemer at that moment, a hot steel barrel, by your 
shoulder. A silent God has mourned over foreheads on which a derisive Devil 
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has diligently drawn his signs. Only here, in the pulpits, nothing, absolutely 
nothing has changed in all these years. Lift up your thoughts! Love Jesus 
Christ! You will be happy and contented [….] And still I want to come to 
church services and each time a secret hope pulses in me, that maybe here I 
will hear some word, which even vaguely may explain […] why it is that I 
can no longer love Jesus Christ as my mother did? Why it is that in lifting my 
thoughts I don’t come up higher, but sink lower into the dark depths? [….] 

I need some new word, whose sound and meaning can be proved. I only 
like to listen to twittering if it comes from birds’ nests and from their love 
songs in the early morning. 

I have to go on. In spite of everything I have to go on. 
The pastor has ended his sermon, which has lasted a good hour, and gives 

the sign of the cross over the congregation. A kind of relieved intake of 
breath seems to sigh over everyone’s head, as on happily fulfilling some 
heavy, but unavoidable duty.” (286-291) 

The world has changed irretrievably. Time is broken. The émigré now 
finds himself in a new, unfamiliar situation. The old words are no longer 
valid. He longs for new words which will make sense of this change. This is 
the basis of the critique of the rhetoric and speeches of the officials of the 
new Latvian exile community, which instead of being directed to the 
Everyday space the exile finds himself in, attempt to formulate his role in the 
Formal societal space of a Latvian identity. 

Formal Societal Space – the Latvian Identity (2b-ii) 

Latvian traditions and customs 

The incompatibility of the memory of the old and familiar, with the new, 
strange but omnipresent and real is the basis of the exile’s new situation. 
How he copes with this discrepancy is the theme of most of these novels. 
The new and strange is the everyday situation he is forced to deal with 
constantly, yet the old, no longer existent gives him his identity and security. 

He cultivates the traditional, not only out of habit and familiarity, but also 
because that is simply how he sees the world, he knows no other way of 
seeing the world. To change that would mean changing himself completely. 
He constantly refers everything new to his traditional frames of reference. 
This is the space of the identity of ‘Latvianness’. Here the individual sees 
himself as part of a larger identity, a larger group, the space of Latvian 
culture and history. 

Food is a common focus for the discrepancy between two cultures: 

‘What is that you’re eating?’ she asked. 
‘Rye bread, with liverwurst. And I’m going to munch a pickled cucumber 

on the side.’ 
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‘Bleah!’ she exclaimed and grimaced. ‘You’re a foreigner, aren’t you?’ 
‘Of course. Didn’t you know?’ 
‘I did know. You speak English so funnily, as if you were reading from a 

book.” (Trent: 262) 

The dichotomy between the traditional Latvian, and the new sometimes 
has a tragic disharmony. At other times it is seen comically, satirically. The 
Latvian community in Melbourne invites officials from the YMCA, YWCA 
and Christian students association to one of their gatherings, and offer them 
sauerkraut, a typical Latvian dish. The Australians are unaccustomed to such 
food and find it strange (New Australians: 144). 

A similar episode in Sweden is described comically (Bough: 195-6), 
when the graduates from a Latvian housekeeping course present the results 
of their work to invited Swedish guests: 

“The guests at the Latvian style evening, citizens of the Kingdom of Sweden, 
were confused and frightened. They gazed in amazement at the pigs’ snouts, 
the long arcs of sausage and heaps of flat-cakes [karašas], not really knowing 
where to dig in. Someone fingered the straw table decorations, whispered 
something to his neighbour, and both shrugged their shoulders rudely. In vain 
did their eyes seek a decently prepared roast or sweet coffee buns. 

Dižgailis’ boss’s wife happened to put the sour barley groat gruel 
[skƗbputra] to her lips. Having tasted the unusual drink, she thrust the vessel 
away from her lips, her face grew pale, she only just kept herself from 
spitting out the sour drink. She pushed the earthenware mug away from her. 

A housekeeping student tried to explain something to her in broken 
Swedish, but not knowing how to say ‘sour barley groat gruel’ and ‘ethnic 
customs’ in the foreign language, she piled a generous helping of sauerkraut 
on the guest’s plate. ‘Or would the lady first like to try those sausages with 
loganberry jam?’ 

The guest sniffed in bewilderment at the strong, sour smell of the unusual 
food, and out of shyness let the hostess heap whatever she wanted onto her 
plate. Having timidly picked up a fork, she sampled a small helping of the 
sauerkraut. They were well steamed, braised brown in fat, but the citizens of 
the kingdom regarded sauerkraut as spoiled food. Being accustomed to sugar 
and light pastries, the northerner started in distaste. Seeking help, she broke 
off a bit off the rye-bread loaf, but even that tasted sour and strong. Finally 
she tried a bit of sausage, but that was too fatty and peppery with a pungent 
taste of onion. The boss’s wife looked around and nervously dropped her fork 
next to her plate [….] 

Other guests ate heroically. Even though they had never in their lives 
tasted sauerkraut, fatty black pudding, coarse grained rye bread, nor sour 
gruel, they didn’t want to offend the organizers of the ethnic evening, and 
allowed the young housekeeping students to heap their plates full.”  

Politics, economy, organizations – sense of mission 

In these novels there is not yet a sense of a globally organized Latvian exile, 
linked economically, administratively and politically. Hints of this do begin 
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to appear, for instance where an exile politician from another city is invited 
as guest speaker at a Latvian gathering in a small town; or when émigrés 
read in their newspapers about Latvians in other countries; or where an 
émigré travels to a Latvian song Festival in another city (Live). Nevertheless, 
these are isolated episodes – the network of Latvian exile communities 
organizing concert and theatre tours, and Latvian Song Festivals in 
alternating cities, or large scale seminars or meetings with delegates from 
various parts of the world is not yet depicted in these novels.99 

Nevertheless, individual Latvians do feel a Latvian exile identity, with a 
sense of mission to justify one’s life away from the homeland. One has to 
preserve one’s Latvian identity in order to help the nation survive. One has 
to preserve certain values, as well as the language, and pass them on to the 
next generation. 

MƗrcis Meldavs, wishing to pass on a ‘Latvian work ethic’ to his young 
son PƝteris, makes him work during the holidays, helping to paint their new 
house. PƝteris is not an eager worker and he splashes paint on the floor. 
Meldavs realizes other (Canadian) fathers relax during their vacations, and 
other children don’t have to work. 

“He worked until dark, thinking harsh thoughts about communists, 
Canadians, and even about PƝteris. How should he bring him, and [his 
daughter] Ance up to be Latvians, whilst living among strangers? [….] 

Were Latvians in danger of drowning in the floods of other nations and 
evil powers? Both in their own country and exile? 

Even MƗrcis grew tired of standing firmly, and walking a straight path. He 
floundered, not being able to withstand the pressures of the foreign 
environment. MƗrcis Meldavs was no lofty spirit… What chance did he have 
to always be upright, as behove a moral aristocrat [labietis] of the Latvian 
folksongs, in any circumstances, in any corner of the world? 

He had to go on living; to hold on as well as he could.” (Strangers: 340) 

This is the exile’s sense of mission. He has to hold on, to fight for 
something. He cannot adapt, he cannot compromise. Then the fight is lost. 

One novel, Foreign Country, depicts a whole Latvian Baptist community, 
in a small town in New Jersey. Raising children is a key mission in the lives 
of the community, where characters often offer each other advice, especially 
about raising children. The novel thus offers a programmatic view of an 
ideal Latvian youth in exile. He likes nature, work, study. He sings well. He 
has an attractive appearance, but not as his sole merit. He is open and honest 
in his feelings and thoughts. He lives with his parents. He is active in 

99 In the second book of Klosterkalns (Monastery Mountain), the persona travels from his 
home in France to Münster in Germany, as well as to several cities in England, on a poetry 
reading tour. It is reasonable to assume that, despite the timelessness of the plot of these 
books, that the second book takes place in the mid 1960s. 
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community life. He likes sports. He has self-control. He doesn’t think about 
girls until he has finished his studies at the university. 

This is of course a solitary extreme example, but the idea of having some 
kind of a mission, or of having a set of values to maintain in a hostile 
environment, is common, in varying degrees, to several of the novels. 

Whereas assimilation into the new land’s society is seen as betrayal by 
the émigrés, the locals see it as natural – one assumes the identity of the land 
one is in, not that of a culture or nation of the past. An émigré tells her 
American friend that she is Latvian. The American ridicules the idea: 

“That is nonsense. In that case I would be German. My grandfather and 
grandmother were German. If you think like that, then there are no 
Americans. But the fact remains that there is a land called America, where 
Americans live.” (Living: 46) 

The Latvian identity, the Latvian sense of mission is yet one more trait 
that the people of the new land do not understand about the émigrés. 

Geographic External Space – Other Lands (3a) 

In the DP novels references to lands outside the country of residence 
(Germany) were restricted to those lands to which the DP could expect to 
emigrate, and to a no longer existent Latvia. References to lands other than 
these, were virtually non-existent. In the novels of settling in exile, almost all 
the world has once again been opened up. (The exception is of course not 
only Latvia, but also the whole Soviet Union.)  

In the new land, other countries gradually become once again accessible 
to some émigrés. Anna and her mother (Foreign Country), for example, 
travel from the USA to Canada twice, they also visit Switzerland and other 
European countries, and make another visit to Norway. The persona of Lee 
and his wife make holiday trips from Sweden to Norway and to Germany 
and Switzerland. Franþeska travels from Sweden back to Germany and 
finally to Italy (Francesca). 

Even if it is not yet possible for most DPs to travel as yet because of 
financial restrictions, the rest of the world once again enters the émigré’s 
frames of reference. Information about other countries where Latvians reside 
is communicated through the exile Latvian press. Other information is 
gleaned from the surrounding environment. Images of other cultures and 
lands once again enter the thought world of the émigré. Thus Rute’s thoughts 
turn to Africa while watching blacks in a large American city (Eden: 160-1). 

The larger picture of the world slowly starts to regain the same shape as it 
had before the war – with a homeland (albeit a new homeland) and a broader 
world outside it. This broader world, however, seems more accessible now. 
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Australia, Brazil, the USA no longer seem so far away, as they did in Latvia, 
even if the exile is still living in Europe – in England or Sweden. 

The glaring difference between the World as it appears to the émigré now 
and as it appeared before the War, is of course that Latvia is no longer a part 
of it. Latvia now occupies a space of its own. 

Latvia as a New, Separate Space 

A new space appears in the émigré’s scheme of the universe. This is the 
space occupied by Soviet Latvia. It is a space completely outside the 
everyday scheme of things. It is a space that cannot be reached by normal 
means of travel, as other European countries can be reached. And yet it is a 
space which is charged with very powerful emotional, moral, and 
psychological connotations for the émigré. 

It is the space of the émigré’s childhood and youth and thus carries the 
psychological significance which the landscapes of one’s formative years 
always carry. Added to this is of course the realization that this world no 
longer exists, that it is destroyed or at least inaccessible for all time. 

“Toms walked alone. An ardent longing for his homeland overpowered him. 
He had modest desires. He would just like to walk unnoticed for a few hours 
along the paths of his native district, maybe go through the forest, call in at 
the old pub and drink a couple of glasses of Crystal Clear [vodka]. 

But Toms longed for this in vain. His gaze met the display window of a 
café, where green, red, and yellow cakes accosted him. Sugar, raisins and 
powdered vanilla. He shuddered and made his way towards the station, in 
order to get himself a decent meal.” (Bough: 241) 

He must content himself with wishing or dreaming about it, or talking 
about with it to others. The persona of Lee (263-5), tells his wife in minute 
detail the food he used to eat on the farm where he worked in Latvia in his 
youth. These are sad memories which bring the émigré comfort in adapting 
to his life in the foreign land. 

Latvia is also the space upon which he bases his political and moral 
convictions. The feeling that political horse-trading by the world’s powers 
have robbed him of this ideal gives this space an extra, almost religious 
charge. 

It is a space which, although violently perverted by the occupying powers, 
still leads its own parallel, unattainable life on the other side of the world. At 
times the émigré internalizes this parallel life: 

“Dozing off he knew that he was sitting in a car in a foreign land, but at the 
same time he was living in Ɩgenskalns, digging away in his market garden. 
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The smell of the soil! Nowhere does the soil smell as sweetly as in 
Ɩgenskalns.” (Living: 29) 

At the same time, Latvia is not only the country of his past, it is also an 
existent space on the other side of the world. The émigré is constantly aware 
of life continuing in this space. 

“I cannot take my eyes from the heavens. The skies of Canada are on fire! 
Here, in the [lumberjack’s] cabin I sleep. I eat over there in the canteen. I 
work in the nearby hills. But beyond seas and mountains, in a far away 
homestead on an island in the Daugava river, my grandfather is maybe 
watching the sunset tonight, gazing over the broad river, grabbing a handful 
of snow, squeezing it in his calloused palms, and predicting the weather for 
three days ahead, just as in my childhood.” (Aldaune: 149) 

This parallel space, where parallel lives are being conducted is loaded 
with pain and significance, and renders the exile’s life qualitatively different 
from the lives of his neighbours in the new land.  

The émigré may have relatives still living in Latvia, from whom he has 
been separated by force, probably for ever, and who are leading a life 
parallel to his own, but in much harsher conditions. Latvia is peopled by 
familiar people, who have now been changed, whose lives have been 
perverted. Even if he has no relatives there, he knows and hears of people 
living in appalling conditions, or even dying in the slave labour camps of 
Siberia. This lends a tragic, painful aura to the space. 

“Two five storey buildings in RƯga. Now all that no longer means anything. 
The buildings remained in RƯga – intact, but are now the property of the 
Soviet Union. Who is living there? Who is climbing the stairs Father built? 
Where is Father? Where is Mother? Have they died in the harsh conditions of 
Siberia, or are they still alive?” (Living: 31) 

Close relatives may now be leading a completely different life. The 
mother and wife of the émigré family in Dǌda who remained behind in 
Latvia has married again. They send her parcels of goods to help her survive. 
The protagonist of Letters eagerly waits for a letter from her deported 
husband, maintaining alive her memory of him. She is shattered when she 
finds out that he has been leading a new life parallel to hers – he has married 
again. The émigrés in the Cain cycle organize the sending of aid parcels to 
Latvia. The exile wishes to maintain ties with the space of Latvia – and the 
only means of doing this is through the post. Letters are often mentioned in 
these novels: letters formulated but not sent; letters which have to be 
interpreted because written in a secretive manner to fool the censors; letters 
smuggled out of Latvia; letters awaited but not forthcoming; as well as 
parcels sent to relatives or needy people in Latvia. 
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A difficult moral aspect to the émigrés view of the inaccessible world of 
Latvia is the more or less openly expressed self-reproach of being somehow 
guilty, in not sharing the suffering of the rest of the Latvian people. At times 
he may rebuke himself for having fled Latvia and thus abandoned his fellow 
countrymen, at times he merely sees himself and all Latvians as the helpless 
victims of forces larger than themselves. 

“Since he had been plucked out of his land, his thoughts had become 
unhealthy, they were pressed by some fateful, indelible stamp. When he felt 
happy it always reminded him: don’t forget, you are a deserter! Are you 
better than your oppressed brothers in your homeland or the slaves in 
Siberia?” (Bough: 70) 

The concepts of occupied Latvia and Siberia have merged. They are one 
space, where Latvians are kept in oppression. This space at times may even 
be charged with a mythical, religious character. Franþeska holds in her hands 
a letter her fiancé has written her in Siberia: 

“Has the greatest miracle taken place? There, thousands and thousands of 
kilometres away, there in the underworld, in the kingdom of demons, where 
the funnel of Hell is narrow and everything is frozen into ice, he hasn’t frozen 
and he has made visible the feelings he has kept alive in his heart by drawing 
a few magic signs on a thin piece of grey paper. Can a greater miracle be 
imagined? How did he get hold of paper? Maybe he held snow in the palm of 
his hand and it turned into a white sheet. That would be a mere trifle, 
compared to the fact of his lively, hot, always loving heart reaching my 
hands.” (Francesca: 173) 

He sends her a small piece of Siberian moss, which she treasures as a 
religious relic and wants to have framed much to the disdain and ridicule of 
the Swedish picture framer. 

Even though this space is so vitally important for the exile, even though it 
occupies so much of his thoughts, yet still it is inaccessible: 

“Can these self-satisfied people […] even imagine what it means to receive a 
letter from Hell? We often refer to a World Postal Organization, yet if there 
are places to which we cannot write, then they are not to be sought on the 
face of the Earth, but in the underworld.” (Francesca: 174) 

The Soviet Union and the threat of Communism 

Involved in this awareness of another reality outside that of the new land of 
domicile, is also an awareness of, first, the transience of all seeming societal 
security, and secondly, of the existence of forces still present in the world 
which have eliminated the societal structure of pre-war Latvia, and which 
pose a potential threat to the social structure of the new land. 
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The Latvian exile has seen how his society was destroyed in a short time, 
and realizes that the same could happen in the USA, Canada, Sweden, 
Australia. The forces of Communism and the Soviet Union are still active in 
the world, trying to keep the two worlds apart, and even to infiltrate the 
world of the émigrés and even the society of the new land, yet the people of 
the new land are either blissfully unaware of this or scorn such ideas. 

A representative of the Soviet Latvian régime visits Sweden and is 
granted an audience with the King. The Latvians are shocked by this and 
organize a demonstration against him (Bough: 235 ff.). The inaccessible 
world is brought into the new world, but only through the forces keeping the 
two worlds apart. These must be fought against, the inhabitants of the new 
land must be made aware of the injustice of this and the potential threat to 
them. 

At the same time, a Latvian sailor has escaped from Soviet Latvia 
(Bough: 234, 241ff., 268ff.). He arrives in Sweden confused, and the 
émigrés try to force his personal experience into their understanding of the 
situation and their political rhetoric. 

In an even more sinister vein, Soviet agents infiltrate Latvian émigré 
society and attempt to blackmail and exploit individuals and even 
manipulate the organization of the whole community. This is depicted as 
taking place in Brazil, Australia, and Canada. 

A Latvian agent of the Soviets attends Latvian social gatherings in Brazil 
and makes contact with unsuspecting individuals there (Still Foreign: 140-
2). He gains the confidence of a newly widowed émigré and helps her by 
lending her money. In repayment, he begins to extort information from her 
about other members of the Latvian community (206). He is quite well 
informed about individual émigrés, so it appears that he has succeeded in 
blackmailing others. 

In Australia, an agent of the Soviet espionage system has defected from 
the Soviet Embassy and sought asylum. During his debriefing, he reveals, 
among other matters, an active campaign of infiltration and recruitment of 
agents amongst the Latvian community. This leads to a Royal Commission 
of enquiry into Soviet espionage in Australia, where several members of the 
Latvian community are involved and called upon to testify100  (Separated). 
One of the protagonists of the novels of the Cain cycle, Edijs, comes into 
contact with another agent, whom he helps to escape from the clutches of the 
Soviets (Dwellers, Separated). Earlier, this agent has orchestrated 
disruptions of Latvian meetings in Melbourne (Hill House: 291) and tried to 
recruit émigrés for repatriation to Soviet Latvia (194-6). 

100 These episodes are based upon the historical defection of the NVD resident at the Soviet 
embassy in Canberra, Vladimir Petrov, and his wife in 1954, and the subsequent Royal 
Commission. See Commonwealth of Australia 1954-55. Report of the Royal Commission on 
Espionage 22nd August 1955. Sydney: Government Printer for New South Wales. 
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In Canada, Latvian society is infiltrated by communist agents (Aldaune: 
175), who sabotage Latvian meetings and gatherings, by cancelling bookings 
of venues (178), sowing contention (164), and even anonymously slandering 
individuals to their employers (168). 

The Latvian émigré, a victim of Soviet Communism, finds it hard to come 
to terms with the naïve enthusiasm for communism that many in the new 
land hold. An Englishman extols the virtues of English democracy in a 
conversation with a Latvian émigré: 

‘Even during the War, here in Leston, communist agitators were allowed to 
speak in the marketplace. Do you think there is another country where that 
would be possible?’ 

‘I sincerely hope not.’ 
‘I often went to listen to them. They were sensible people. I believe they 

wanted nothing more than world peace.’ 
‘Just like us.’ 
‘Off course. We want peace too.’ 
‘Yet every day in the newspapers you can read about new types of 

weapon. Who can have any use for those?’ 
‘Now listen, you have to take into account that…’ ” (Trent: 301) 

An émigré arguing against communism, or even just describing what 
happened during the Soviet occupation of Latvia is regarded as suspect, and 
even fascist by left-wing sympathisers in the new land. 

‘Oh so you are from tiny Latvia? What prompted you to flee from your 
homeland? A quest for adventure? The rich life of Canada?’ 

‘Bolsheviks. They occupied my country, and subjected us to poverty and 
terror.’ 

‘Communists don’t oppress anyone. They bring equality.’ 
‘No, Miss Vixen! I lived a year under the red régime. I know them! 

Fooling the world with their propaganda, they are in fact unjust, evil rulers.’ 
[….] 

‘Mr. Meldavs, this is neither the time nor the place for anti-Soviet 
propaganda. You have lived in Germany too long.’ ” (Strangers: 51) 

Although the émigré still has a hope for a future Latvia, with restored 
independence, it is not a dominating theme in these novels. If it is discussed, 
it is usually by politicians, and often these discussions are satirized by the 
authors. In Bough, Latvian exile politicians “have already named their War 
Minister and Minister for Internal Affairs”, they now have to “draft 
appropriate laws and economic projects. Already here in exile we must 
foresee what our trade, industry and agriculture will be like.” “If we don’t, 
there will be chaos when the time comes to return.”(158,159) 

Otherwise, the future Latvia appears now and again as a faint hope, or a 
potential possibility. One character, for instance, says that if he should die, 
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his money should be sent to Free Latvia, because the new Parliament will 
need it (Poppy: 97). 

Settling in exile is seen as being contradictory to returning to Latvia in the 
future: 

“Reading [Latvian] newspapers, Toms learned that Latvians were beginning 
to buy their own houses, and that some congregations were collecting 
donations in order to buy their own community halls. It appeared that the 
exiles weren’t preparing to return to their homeland.” (Bough: 130) 

In a number of the novels this theme is mentioned. Those who strive after 
money and property and careers are at times seen as materialistic and 
renegades from the Latvian cause. On the whole, however, it is realized that 
this is inevitable: 

“Yes, Krišs, now you are a real traitor to your homeland. Now you may not 
return. Now you have to start working. After a month you will buy a bicycle, 
after a year you will leave it in some ditch and ride around on a motorcycle. 
After a while you will tire of rushing through the wind, and you will buy a 
car on credit. During this time you will perhaps have married, you will have 
an apartment with a refrigerator and comfortable furniture, you will bathe in 
your own bath and in the evenings you will sit in white trousers in front of 
the television. You will have become an incorrigible capitalist dog…” 
(Bough: 253) 

The reality of life in a new land is seen as the inevitable result of the loss 
of homeland: 

“Inner human fulfilment calls for calm, rather than movement and running 
around. Except for in our homeland, to which our way back has been cut off, 
nowhere in the world does anyone wait for us. So in principle it makes no 
difference, in which country we eat our bread, which country’s air we 
breathe.” (Hill House: 172) 

Latvia, past or future, has been cut off. Exile is the reality where one 
breathes and eats. 

Abstract External Space – Exile as Man’s Existential 
Condition (3b) 

A farther space may be identified completely outside, or rather overriding, 
that of social and political borders. This is the cosmic space of nature.  

Man is not just a social, political, economic, creature, he is also a part of 
the cosmic processes or scheme of things. He exists not only in the man-
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made, evanescent world of his contemporary society; he is essentially a 
creature of nature, formed and driven by natural, biological forces. Coming 
into contact with nature, the characters in the novels often reflect upon their 
place in the scheme of things, at times developing an existential train of 
thought which may even be seen as expressive of the exile identity. Nature at 
times serves to give the characters a philosophical perspective on their lives. 

Alternatively, nature may be used metaphorically to express philosophical 
ideas about man’s role in the universe. Konstantins Raudive, for example, 
uses the metaphor of rivers and oceans to express the transience of 
individual human life as opposed to the vast eternity of a common life force:  

”A deep, dark river of emotion flowed within them, and they did not know 
that there are rivers which, flowing next to each other, never unite until their 
final destination, the ocean. And then there are no longer any rivers, there is 
only a great union of all the rivers of the world: at the final destination there 
will no longer be a VƯnkalns nor a Ludmilla, there will only be the 
imperishable drive of eternal existence, which will time and again appear in 
new manifestations, which will time and again flow within banks determined 
by fate, only to disappear again in some dark hour into the great unity of life, 
where there are no words, no appearances, no thoughts, no feelings, where 
there is only the eternally existent life force slumbering within itself, which 
gains form and appearance and manifestation only in the world bound by 
time and space.” (Damned: 285) 

More often, however, natural settings are an organic part of the plot. 
Significant episodes or turning points in the plots of the novels are often set 
in natural settings. These settings may be either tamed nature – agricultural 
settings, parks, tourist spots – or they may be primal or untouched nature – 
most often the sea, forests, mountain tops, the sky and stars. At times nature 
intrudes into urban life in the form of extreme weather – storms or heat 
waves – or exotic insects. 

A few of the novels depict émigrés who have become farmers (e.g. 
Poppy, Dragon, Scream). Farming is seen as a connection with the rural 
idyll of Latvia of the past. Farming is described as “a furious struggle with 
nature for independence, such as my forefathers fought long ago on Latvian 
soil, clearing woodland for tillage, and winning their rights through 
struggle…” (Poppy: 38). 

The farmer himself comments: 

“Secluded from the world, surrounded by hills, valleys and forests, I close 
my eyes and live as if I were in Latvia… only my district council is situated 
in America.” (Poppy: 97) 

The vast majority of characters in these novels are, however, urban 
dwellers. Nature is shown in the context of the city – as an exception, a 
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contrast, a break, an escape from urban life.101 Parks and gardens are an 
urban space outside the bustle of everyday life. “Only people who don’t have 
to hurry come here” (Summer: 237). In Summer parks have an important 
function – they are the space the characters can withdraw to, in order to be 
alone and away from their troubled relationship. Key episodes in this novel 
are set in parks. 

Rute (Eden: 55-6) frequents a secluded place within her city. It is a space 
for both solitude and intimacy where one is transported outside everyday 
life, and can reflect upon it from without: 

“She walked to her usual spot between the Laughing Waters and the 
Cathedral [Rock] on the very edge of the cliff and stood there a while, 
leaning her elbows on the railing which fenced off the precipice, and stared 
down at the city. As always, thousands of lights flickered there, and behind 
every window there were people, thousands of people with their own 
destinies – infinitely happy and infinitely lonely, dying or newly born. In a 
feverish rush the river of life flowed on down there. The waterfall did not 
splash, because in the heat the waters had shrunk to the very bottom of the 
river bed and covered only the clayey crust and the slime-covered splinters of 
rocks. In the parking area, several cars stood, their muzzles as always pressed 
up against the metal tethering-bar. Even there, behind the windshields of 
these cars, destinies were being formed, futures were being forged. No person 
could be seen outside, no other living being, only in the dark grass crickets 
were chirping endless tirades, without let. For a moment Rute felt she was on 
some other planet and watching Earth. ‘Hallo, hallo!’ she called in all 
directions from her tiny planet. Her voice came up against the sides of the 
neighbouring planet and came back to her ears – ‘Hallo, hallo!’ It is her own 
voice.” 

Just as the hilltop functioned in several DP novels to lift the characters 
outside and above camp life, to see their life in another perspective, so do 
mountains, hilltops, cliffs, and waterfalls at times function in the novels of 
the new land. Primal nature reminds the exile of his smallness and brings 
him into contact with the river flow of the life force of Konstantins 
Raudive’s philosophy. 

The sea too plays a significant narrative role in these novels. It marks the 
borderline between the DP camps and the new land – the border between the 
past and the new life. Thus it is a time marker, just as much as a space 
marker. 

At the same it is an existential element. This is felt most acutely in the 
flight from Latvia to Sweden, as dramatically depicted in Maruta. This novel 

101 The few novels with a predominantly non-urban milieu are set: on a mountainside in 
France (Monastery); in the forests of Sweden (Lee, Bough); on a farm outside Ballarat, 
Australia (Cain); on a mountain in the wilds of Oregon (Loneliness); on a farm in Northern 
England and in Val d’Or, a tiny mining town in Canada (Valley); and on a wind-swept island 
off the coast of England (Sole). 
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is the only one from the corpus to depict this flight102. It makes evident the 
uniqueness of the situation of refugees fleeing to Sweden. Although their 
settling down to a life in Sweden resembles the fate of the émigrés settling 
down in new lands after their years in the DP camps, the actual flight to 
Sweden in boats parallels the violence, panic, desperation and danger of the 
refugees’ flight to Germany.  

On the overfull boats from Latvia to Sweden, there is nothing but 
people’s lives, the sea, and a frail boat between. 

“Maruta hasn’t managed to recover from the first splash of water which has 
drenched her, when second, even bigger, leaps at her breast and pours down 
the neck of her coat. Cold fingers of the sea slide down her neck, fondle 
around her breasts and reach down even to her waist. Maruta winces, draws 
her woollen shawl up to her ears and waits for the next wave. It falls into her 
lap with a fierce hiss and stays there, seeping through her clothes and chilling 
her, rolls down her still warm back and thighs. The next wave leaps right into 
her eyes, grabs both her breasts with wet palms and holds them fast. Cold, 
wet, repulsive palms! 

No! She can’t stand it any more. She leaps to her feet, but there is 
nowhere to flee. Everywhere there is just darkness, human bodies and 
bundles of belongings. And the boat is no longer still. It heaves, shakes, rolls 
and throws Maruta into somebody’s lap. She wants to pull herself up, to get 
away to the middle of the boat, where the waves don’t reach as yet, but the 
boat heaves from side to side, and up and down, a thicket of legs everywhere 
in front of her, and suddenly she is hot. She feels nauseous [….] 

From the front of the boat wet human bodies press and squeeze towards 
[her]. Someone is trying to shield himself from the waves, another to get to 
the back of the boat. Arms, legs, shoulders, backs – everything is blocked 
from one end of the boat to the other. The boat is indubitably overloaded, it 
sinks too deep into the water, and the pumps start to work [….] 

And then suddenly she feels that in the pit of her stomach something is 
starting to press and swell and an enormous bitter heaviness rises up and 
wants to get out. She is covered in sweat. The huge heaviness […] is already 
at her throat. And she has no more strength, and her limbs are as if dissolved 
[….] All around her there are fur coats and light-coloured autumn coats. She 
cannot soil them. 

Frightened, she pulls herself to her feet, stumbles over a bundle and leans 
over the side of the boat. She leans towards a wave, which is huge and having 
raised itself high, now throws itself at the boat, grabs Maruta and pulls her 
towards the sea. Her head is already under water, her mouth is full of an acrid 
bitterness. No strength, no thoughts, no will. Just the pit of her stomach 
heaving, her throat full, her mouth spitting, but swallowing salt seawater. A 
heaviness drags her downward, towards the sea, but someone is holding her 
and not letting her fall and sink.” (60-1) 

102 Of the other five novels about settling in Sweden, Young begins with the protagonist 
emerging from the sea on the beach of Gotland; Lee begins with the protagonist already 
employed in Sweden; Bough begins with the protagonist in a Swedish gaol, having arrived by 
boat from Germany; the protagonists of both Francesca and Damned II also arrive in Sweden 
from Germany.  
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Maruta is reminded of her mortality by the sea – a potential rapist103 and 
killer. 

Just as the refugees in Germany have fled through an ordeal of bombs and 
fire and shooting, the refugees in Sweden have gone through an ordeal of 
water. The sea is a marked border between two worlds, between past and 
future: 

“The coastline drew a hard line between [...] that which she had left behind 
her, and that which was before her, which she will enter, stepping over this 
line, this borderline between that which has been and that which is to come.” 
(Maruta: 70) 

Other journeys on sea – those from Germany to Australia, America, 
Canada and Brazil are not dramatic, nevertheless they mark a break from one 
world to the other. The sea recurs even later in several novels, either as an 
image for that which divides the émigré from his homeland, or that which 
can potentially unite him with it. The sea also has a cosmic power which 
recurs more or less strongly in these novels. 

The example of Maruta clearly demonstrates the typical feeling of 
existential vulnerability, which is often triggered when the exile finds 
himself alone in nature. Maruta has a revelation some days after landing in 
Sweden, when she is by the sea, which has now been transformed from the 
threatening force she had fled across: 

“Glistening in the sun, a blue expanse, which could not all be taken in, spread 
itself out at her feet. Bright as an apparition, as the sky which has fallen 
down!” (96) 

She walks along by the sea, falls down in the sand and remains lying there: 
“There is no destination she has to reach. There is nothing she has to do 

[….]” (98) 
She picks up a small stone, and fingers its grooves. She looks at it. 

“Her eyes rush through millions of years, towards a shape left by a tiny 
life. A fossil. A small trifle – an insect, a tiny snail, or a beetle has left a 
testimony to its life, to its having lived. A tiny trifle has united time 
immemorial with this moment. Maybe nobody has ever seen this fossil 
before, and Maruta is the first, who has touched it with her hand, with her 
life, reaching over time, about whose other shore she knows nothing. Maybe 
it is a message, a mission she is being given? A reminder to leave something 
after her, after her life. Does something have to remain behind as testimony 
of this day and the way she got to this place? Does she [have to remain]? 

Can one let everything disappear, perish? Without a sign that she has 
lived, that she has been?” (99) 

103 Significantly, the soldier who saves her from falling out of the boat attempts to rape her, 
when they meet again, much later, on dry land. 
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Thus the cosmic space of nature leads back to the interior space of the 
individual’s ruminations about himself and his place in the cosmic order of 
things. This is especially true for the exile, who has been suddenly and 
violently cut off from his social network; who has seen loved ones violently 
killed or left behind never to be seen again; who has seen at first hand the 
transience of all things – possessions, relationships, one’s own body (the arm 
the violinist, Franþeska, loses in a collapsing building); who is made to 
realize the futility of careers and planning for the future; who realizes that 
society is not a safe, solid foundation for lives, but something fragile that can 
be destroyed in an instant; who has been robbed of his belief in a just world 
and in the altruism of other nations. He is made to realize the transience of 
all things and of the eternal imminence of death. 

This leads to meditations of an existential nature. 

“I fear that there will never be peace. One can feel a storm, constantly, 
somewhere in the clouds, which takes away all security. There is constantly 
an abyss gaping somewhere in front of one, and deep pools of rain that 
cannot be waded through are constantly at my feet.” (Living: 31) 

The constant abyss that follows the exile is an image of a peculiar exile 
existentialism. Being near primal nature, or in spaces outside of, or in the 
gaps of, the reality of the new land, the exile feels this existential fragility 
more acutely. Nevertheless, such meditations are not only encouraged by 
contact with the cosmic, or primal nature. The feeling is ever present in the 
émigré’s psyche. 

“At times I no longer want to be alive. This foreign everyday life seems like a 
nightmare – budgets, figures, products… On the streets people’s dull faces, 
garishly coloured clothes, a foreign language. I feel as in a cage in my small 
[…] room. Is that why we have survived […], in order to vegetate, to 
languish? How repugnant that I am starting to grow accustomed to it – I am 
already starting to compensate for life itself, which is absent, with a good 
article of clothing: these garments have been bought on credit, because for 
one moment I thought that it might give me human dignity, being of the same 
colour and quality as the clothes left behind in RƯga… I convinced myself 
that people perish but that circumstances can be regained, and thus one may 
remain oneself! Just imagine this absurdity! – An ailing soul cannot be cured 
by beautiful clothing. Oh […], I want to not be more than I want to be. Every 
day I think that it would be wiser to die than to vegetate.” (Aldaune: 195) 

Having been violently deprived of all the trappings of a ‘normal’ life, and 
brought into close contact with death, the exile is confronted with his pure 
naked existence. Through this confrontation comes the feeling that 
dispossession and exile is the true lot of every man, and that the ‘normal life’ 
played out all around him is no more than just play-acting. 
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12 A New Life
 – The Employment of Time in the New

 Land Novels 

“Time goes by, and nothing returns. Days and feelings emerge like towers from 
the morning mist, glitter in the sun or suffer gusts of wind and rain till, with the 

passing of the day, they sink back into night to merge with darkness and silence. 
And the next new day and new feeling no longer resembles the one just departed.  

This sad truth is realized by only a few, although it surrounds us and is within us 
at each moment. And thank God that it is not known, for otherwise people 

would not have the comfort of hope, the impulse to strive upwards, and a belief 
in the immortality of the soul.” 

(Eden: 5) 

Past and Future 

The refugee, now finding himself in a new country, also finds that a new 
time is beginning. The wartime is over, he is now in a time of peace and 
stability, where he must start a new life.  

In a traditional, stable, society, where generation gives way to generation 
in a natural, peaceful way, one has no recollection of the start of one’s life. 
One has childhood memories, but one usually doesn’t recall one’s birth. 
Family stories of one’s childhood, stories of parents, grandparents and 
ancestors, perhaps even photographs, diaries or letters place one in the 
constant flow of the lifetime of one’s family. The memory of the actual 
starting point for a life is thus blurred. 

The time of the ‘new life’ in the new land, however, is unnatural in that it 
has a definite starting point – the arrival in the new land – which can be 
recalled in every detail, and which leaves a strong impression. Everything 
before that – Latvia, the War, flight, the DP camps of Germany, one’s whole 
past – is no more. It all belongs to another life, another identity. There is no 
continuous flow from past to present. A new life starts from zero, even 
though one may have already lived many years previous to it. This new life 
has a definite starting point which, just like the moment of birth, may be 
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precisely dated. In fact the new life may be reckoned in the number of days, 
weeks, months, or years that have passed since the day of arrival in the new 
land. 

The starting point of the new life in these novels often corresponds to the 
start of the novel and is often marked by the end of a journey – by ship or 
train – and/or arrival in a port or station104. Thus time is depicted in terms of 
space. The port or station is a gateway beyond which the present begins on 
it’s way to a future. 

„The arrivals, having been hustled about and finally released, now started to 
emerge into the new world in groups [...] getting through the strict gates, as 
stringent as if they were guarded by St Peter. Swiftly, swiftly those meeting 
the new arrivals led them out of the port building and into New York, 
hurrying them on and promising them: It will be all right!” (Summer: 56) 

It will be all right – the present on its way to a future. In fact the future is 
unknown. There is no sense in these novels of a progress towards the future. 
A long-term future is in fact virtually absent from these novels. People do 
not yet embark on careers or plan for their old-age. Mentions of a future 
Latvia are few and far between, and they are usually on the level of public 
political rhetoric or something hoped for, but not really seen as within reach. 

The émigrés simply have no idea what the future will bring. They have no 
frames of reference, no models for comparison, as one has living an 
uninterrupted life in a steady, familiar society. Their decisions and planning 
can reach no farther than the next possible job, or finding a new apartment. 
Yet these are the first steps that set them upon the path towards the future. 

The past too, although still referred to in conversations and dwelt upon in 
reflections, and although it makes itself felt from time to time in sudden 
pangs of memory, is usually not as immediately painful as it was in the 
novels of Germany. Time has passed since the war and the painful memories 
are slightly more distant. 

Having said this, some exceptions should be mentioned – most notably 
two novels depicting Sweden. The former professional concert violinist 
Franþeska has lost her arm in an air-raid and thus carries the pain of the past 
with her constantly. Secondly, Maruta is reminded of the violent past by the 
proximity of the Swedish internment camp in which the Latvian soldiers are 
held. Their extradition to the Soviet Union by the Swedish government is a 
jolting reminder of the constant presence of the past – the war and its 
violence – and its power to radically transform lives in the present.  

104 One novel is in fact set in the limbo between the DP camps and the new land. The novel 
BaltƗ pils (The White Castle, 1984) by KƗrlis Zvejnieks, relates the tale of a DP who is 
offered work as a ship’s doctor on the ship taking DPs from Germany to Australia. The first 
half of the novel is set on board the ship, the second half describes his adventures in 
Indonesia. 
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For the interned legionnaires there has been no closure in the war. The 
Swedish government prolongs for them the past of the war, applying the 
rules and logic of war to their lives, while all about them, for the other 
residents of Sweden, the war is over. 

One of the interned legionnaires writes to Maruta that for him the horror 
is not in the past. The present in its inevitable progress towards the future 
still carries horror. He appeals to a past farther back in time, to a beautiful 
past before the war: 

Time goes on, and we go on with it. Not for one minute does the rhythm of 
time stop turning, nor man in his life. Epochs come and go, leaving in us their 
peculiar marks. Still, at times it is true that we would like to tarry a moment 
in the past, in that which has gone, to stop time [….] 

And it is beautiful to live in memories, because everything eternal is just 
memories. Hours, days, weeks – they come and go, but throughout years and 
epochs, like the sun in the blue skies, memories smart in you and heal you. 
(Maruta: 316-7) 

The interned legionnaires start a hunger strike – a tangible disruption of 
the everyday routine and conventional time rhythm of the present, lifting 
their lives into a higher, idealistic level. 

Even in a third novel of Sweden (Young), the past seems to create an 
unease in the present. Several factors might explain why in these novels it 
appears more difficult for the refugees in Sweden to settle down and accept 
their present conditions. 

First, there is Sweden’s physical proximity to the past life – Latvia is just 
on the other side of the Baltic Sea, compared to the USA, Australia, Canada 
or Brazil, in which the émigré is literally a world away from his past. Thus, a 
Latvian sailor can escape from the Soviet Union to Sweden (Bough: 234). 
Furthermore, Sweden’s external affairs policies are more deferential to the 
Soviet Union: a delegate from the Soviet Latvian puppet government arrives 
on an official visit to the Swedish government (Bough: 235); the Latvian 
legionnaires are extradited to the Soviet Union (Maruta: 342). These are 
constant reminders for the émigrés that the horrors of the past are only some 
hundred kilometres away. 

Secondly, the émigrés in Sweden, in contrast to the DPs, have not 
experienced the years outside of history, in the limbo of the DP camps, in 
which to gradually acclimatize to exile and achieve some sort of closure with 
the past. 

Thirdly, the refugees fled to Sweden unwillingly, just as the refugees who 
fled to Germany. They have not chosen Sweden as a land to reside in, only 
as a temporary haven. The refugees in Germany, on the other hand, have at 
least had some, albeit minimal, choice in the land they travel to from 
Germany. They have had the opportunity to discuss, fantasize about, and 
plan their future in the new lands. 
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Fourthly, neither the Swedish government, nor the people of Sweden have 
actively chosen to take in immigrants. The refugees have been thrust upon 
them against their will. In the countries the refugees emigrate to after 
Germany, the respective governments have made a conscious decision to 
accept refugees, and certain parts of society – church and charity groups, as 
well as sectors of the economy – have willingly taken in the immigrants.  

All this makes Sweden a less hospitable, even hostile, country for the 
émigrés. Sweden is seen less as a land of opportunities, or a place in which 
to forge a positive future, and more as a necessary evil, compared to the 
other new lands of residence. In the novels of émigré life in Sweden, the past 
is closer, and more oppressive. It is significant that in three of the five novels 
set in Sweden (Francesca, Young, Maruta), the protagonists flee from 
Sweden. 

Similar themes, of protagonists who find it hard to come to terms with the 
past, are also to be found in exile novels of other countries. These are either 
former soldiers whose life has stopped in the past (Sole and Trent – both set 
in England), or civilians (Aldaune, set in Canada, and Letters, set in the 
USA) who have lived through a traumatic event and struggle with the past.  

On the whole, however, the past is not a dominant theme in these novels. 
Naturally the past, when it is mentioned, is now divided into two levels. First 
there is the past of Latvia, but also a new layer has been added – the past of 
Germany and the camps. Important events or relationships that took place in 
the past of Germany are intermittently recalled; people whose acquaintance 
has been made there, at times appear in the new life in the new land (Doctor, 
Aldaune, Summer). 

Nevertheless, apart from these exceptions, the past in these novels is 
definitely put behind, cut off by the pearly gates manned by immigration 
officers. These novels are firmly anchored in the present – the immigrants 
must accept the new conditions and settle down in them. They must live 
their lives, in contrast to the broken and destroyed lives of the past: 

“Are you feeling sorry for yourself? Life is going by unlived, you say? But 
what happened to all those unlived lives, with which you were together in the 
trenches? Those boys were 18, 20, 22, 24 years old. They didn’t return, they 
stayed where they were. Who mourns over their unlived and unseen lives? 
Aldis, Juris, FloriƗns, KonrƗds, UƧis, DonƗts, ArvƯds, StaƼislavs, MƗrcis, 
Jezups, Hermanis, KƗrlis. All these faces take their places around me and 
gaze at me with questioning eyes. And my brother Antons. Even his young 
eyes gaze at me. 

Somewhere grass is growing over them, or a tractor is ploughing the earth 
[….] 

I laugh at myself, shudder and wipe these scenes from my eyes with the 
palm of my hand.” (Janitor: 200) 
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Broken lives belong to the past. The émigré has the chance to go on with 
a new life: 

“I have my own room. Maybe I will also finally have my own life. I don’t 
know. All these years I have hungered for life, which has only now and then 
thrown me a handful of half-hours of desire, but with its long days and nights 
tore each colourful band with which I had tried to cast many a dream into the 
future. I no longer knew where or what my future was [….] 

Maybe I just have to live on and not ask such questions? 
I have come one step farther in life: I have my own room.” (Janitor: 54-5) 

The émigré now has a room, a new space in which to forge a new, 
continuous life, far from the fragmented chaos of postwar Germany. The 
past has been cut off, and the future is impossible to foresee.  

The Present 

Given that the émigré’s experience of the ‘natural’ flow of time has been 
interrupted, and he lives in an intensified present where he has to cope with 
today just to survive, how then does he measure this present time? 

Time, as represented in literature and narratives, is described in various 
ways. Jason (1977: 204-13), discussing time in ethnopoetry, distinguishes 
three basic categories of time: human or historical time; mythic time; and 
fabulous time. Bakhtin (1986: 206ff.) discussing the novel and narratives 
which led to the development of the novel, first describes the folkloric time 
of pre-novel narratives and societies, which he contrasts with historical time 
and individual time. Folkloric time, according to Bakhtin, is restored in 
novels by epic and idyllic time. 

Broadly then, time may be divided into at least two broad categories. On 
the one hand there is the rationally measurable, causally connected, 
outwardly manifested time of socially viewed individual life sequences and 
historically organized thinking, which is usually described as proceeding 
linearly. On the other hand there is also some abstract, metaphysically 
inspired, epic, idyllic, fabulous, mythical or folkloristic sense of time, 
difficult for the individual observer to fathom, and most often grounded in 
the cyclical rhythms of nature.105 

105 A third broad temporal category might be introduced here – i.e. the fragmented, 
internalized, psychological, seemingly incohesive time of some modernist or postmodernist 
novels. This temporal organization, however, is not distinct in Latvian novels of early exile, 
although it is apparent in novels depicting later periods – e.g. the novels of ŠƷipsna, ƶiƷauka, 
Veisberga et al. 
Possible exceptions are two of the novels where the past does dominate, Aldaune and Letters. 

In the former the protagonist has to piece together a viable present life from the fragmented 
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Westin (39), however, reminds us that this cyclical conception of time is 
not alien to modern industrial and post-modern, post-industrial society. 
There are annual, weekly, and daily rounds by which life patterns are 
organised. 

Novels of settling into the new land are, on the whole, realistic and thus 
for the most part depict individual life sequences, rooted in a realistic 
temporal scheme. The novels depict various events in one émigré’s, a 
family’s, or a group of émigrés’ first years in the new land. Events take place 
within a defined period of time, albeit more loosely defined than the 
distinctly drawn period of time in postwar Germany. Nevertheless, these 
novels, most often tend to depict one limited period of history, rather than a 
broader progression of life or history. 

However, aspects of other, ‘non-realistic’, experiences of time can be 
found. 

Mythical time 

It may seem incongruous to speak of mythical time in novels which are so 
firmly grounded in a realistic depiction of an historic reality, and indeed such 
mythic elements are not prevalent. In novels depicting other phases of exile 
(or even the war), however, such mythical time is depicted by the authors 
creating a unique Latvian exile mythical world106. The most patent example 
of such works is JƗnis Veselis’ novel Viesturs Varapoga, which depicts the 
fate of a group of soldiers during the Second World War, firmly anchoring 
the events of their lives in a strictly defined mythical time, despite the 
historical tangibility of the setting. One of the characters expounds and 
explains this mythical time for his comrades, dividing time into mythical 
epochs such as the age of MƗra, the age of DieviƼš107 etc. 

A mythical world view and the use of elements from folklore is a distinct 
characteristic of Latvian literature since the middle of the nineteenth century. 
There are, consequently, traces of a mythical world present in at least two of 
the novels depicting settling in the new land (Illusions, AntiƼš). These, 
however, use such abstract elements satirically or stylistically, rather than 
attempting to reveal the underlying mythical patterns of the émigré’s 
situation. They do not represent a typical view of the exile’s relation to the 
time flow of his new life, as depicted in the body of novels. These novels are 
dealt with in more detail in the following chapter. 

memories of the past. In the latter, the protagonist fails to hold together her memories and her 
present is shattered. 
106 In various ways used in novels by such authors as T.ZeltiƼš, I.ŠƷipsna, T.ƶiƷauka, 
J.Turbads, A.RuƼƧis, J.RozƯtis, and J.Veselis. 
107 Both traditional Latvian folkloric deities. 
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Lǌcija BƝrziƼa (Eingana) and Alfreds Dziƺums (Lee) refer to two 
mythical beings – the great snake Eingana in Australia, and the half-fabulous 
trickster figure Sintram in Sweden – to relate to the primal power they are 
discovering in the new land. These beings give a hint of a mythical time 
against which the real time of the émigrés is evolving. These beings, 
however, are only mentioned metaphorically from time to time and have no 
basic role in the plot. 

Cyclical time 

An adherence to a cyclical time, connecting the exiles with their past in 
Latvia, is manifested in virtually every novel through depictions of 
Christmas festivities and the traditional Latvian Midsummer festival JƗƼi. 
These rituals are a strategy the émigré adopts to mark the progress of time in 
the new land, and to connect his present self with a larger cosmic time 
scheme, and thus with his lost past. Christmas is usually celebrated in the 
family, or with Latvian friends, while JƗƼi is celebrated in the broader circle 
of the Latvian community. 

Midsummer is not celebrated by the inhabitants of the new land (except in 
Sweden) and thus becomes an affirmation of Latvian identity in the foreign 
environment. Christmas, which is celebrated throughout the new society, is 
seen by the émigré to have been degraded and commercialized in the new 
land. This often increases the discomfort of the émigré through the reminder 
that times have changed. Those in the Southern Hemisphere experience the 
added strangeness of celebrating Christmas at midsummer (Still Foreign: 86-
7). The immigrant, nevertheless, feels that it is important to keep doing 
things as they were done in Latvia, even when it transgresses the codes and 
laws of the new land. 

“Everyone knew that it was forbidden by law to put live candles in a 
Christmas tree. Many transgressed this interdiction. It is quite impossible to 
obey each and every law. For many years they have been forced to survive by 
knowing how to get around various laws. If they hadn’t done that, they would 
not now be in America. The emigrants were honest people, who had been put 
through various brutal ‘screenings’. Such small transgressions are not even 
worth mentioning.” (Living: 47) 

Christmas at times reminds the émigré of past Christmases and his 
aloneness, increasing his sense of alienation not only in the new land, but in 
the new time: “I walk and walk and cannot find my Christmas!” (Janitor: 
213). The persona of Monastery (50) also feels this aloneness and alienation: 
“It was Christmas Eve […] I was cold and had no peace”. He seeks peace in 
a midnight Mass in a lonely monastery high up in the mountains. He does 
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find it, but feels himself split into two beings – his soul and “the person I had 
brought with me”. Christmas is often not a time of joy for the émigré. 

These traditional, ritual festivities (especially JƗƼi) are frequently 
depicted in these novels. JƗƼi is regarded as an essential part of the Latvian 
year, no matter where the Latvian finds himself. They are more prevalent 
than, for example, the regular Song Festivals, which will come to form a 
cyclical rhythm in the later lives of Latvian émigrés. The traditional ritual 
reminds the émigré of a larger time scheme and a larger community to which 
he belongs. He seeks out the JƗƼi celebrations to experience this feeling of 
belonging. Sometimes this need is satisfied, sometimes the celebrations only 
remind him of his plight. 

“ ‘Let’s not talk about battles, the dead, and the victims of the War. We 
haven’t gathered here in order to moan, but to sing JƗƼi songs: 

Once a year JƗnis comes 
To see how his children are faring…’ 

A pretty dark-haired woman with a wreath of daisies on her head starts up 
the song, and the rest join in. But the song lacks wings, it doesn’t soar up into 
the sky. They sing as if fulfilling some duty, and they revel as if out of sense 
of obligation.” (Francesca: 46) 

Nevertheless, JƗƼi is a juncture when one can step outside of the everyday 
time of the new world and when Latvian customs prevail even over those of 
the locals. Latvian hospitality dominates even over Swedish rational 
pragmatism, and the typical Swedish bookkeeping in relationships: 

“Even some Swedes, who had come into the garden out of curiosity, are 
given food and drink, like dearly awaited guests. And when they ask how 
much the beer and cheese they have been offered costs, they are surrounded 
by a ring of revellers singing traditional teasing songs at them.” (Francesca: 
47) 

The Latvian self-identity, of which JƗƼi is such a central component, can 
in some cases be seen as an ideal to which even a relationship with one of 
the locals can aspire: 

“Of course she could not possibly know anything about Midsummer Eve, 
with its newly wreathed garlands of flowers and bonfires in the sunset, but it 
seemed to him that during this walk, they had both stepped into a flowering 
field.” (Night: 76) 

Perhaps even time in the new land, in a new relationship, might be 
connected up to eternal, cyclical time. 
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Historical time 

The novels deal mainly with an historical time – where the continuity and 
causal succession of events predominates. This historical time is, however, 
seen in the microcosm – the everyday events of the émigré’s life – rather 
than in the larger flow of political or historical movements and forces. A 
broader, historical view of the émigré’s fate is not, on the whole, an integral 
part of these novels. Where an historic view is present, it is usually in the 
form of an aside – the author’s or some character’s musings on the fate of 
the Latvian nation in history (e.g. the frequent musings on history, politics 
and society in the Cain cycle).  

A marked exception to this general trend is Jauni trimdƗ (Young in exile), 
in which the author, Dzintars Sodums, defines himself and his generation in 
terms of the historical, cultural, and political currents of the times. Thus the 
views and values of various groupings in Latvian émigré society in Sweden 
(as well as those of Swedish society) are plotted against the historical 
circumstances in which they have developed108. Sodums sees the experiences 
of his protagonist as characteristic of the whole generation who grew up 
together with the new Latvian state between the Wars. It is interesting to 
note that the structure of this novel, least of all the novels in the corpus, 
follows a logical, causal pattern – rather jumping from episode to episode, 
from musing to musing, following a thematic thread rather than a narrative 
one. 

Generational time 

On the whole, the time of these novels is a small-scale, everyday, historical 
time, where one event leads to another within the lives of the characters, yet 
with only a minimal sense of time passing in the surrounding society, of 
significant changes occurring in the world around the émigrés. 

Within this framework, a certain regular biological or generational 
cyclicality once again starts to establish itself. As opposed to the unnatural 
destruction of regular life cycles depicted in the DP novels – with infants 
dying, and families being separated – in the novels of settling in the new 
land, a regular cycle can be seen to be starting up again. Some émigrés grow 
old and die naturally, children grow up and leave home, young and middle-
aged émigrés seek spouses and marry. Parents worry about what will 
become of their children. 

108 This novel may be seen as one in a series of autobiographical novels by Sodums. 
Characteristically, an earlier novel, depicting Sodums’ childhood and youth parallel to the 
development of the independent Latvian state between the wars, is titled Raised for One’s 
Own State (Savai valstij audzinƗts). 
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This, of course, is seen mainly in those novels which cover a longer time 
span (Cain, End, Foreign Country, Letters, Live, Right One, Valley, Young). 

Everyday time 

The present is seen as going by, step by step. Days “emerge like towers from 
the morning mist” and “sink back into night”. Moments appear and 
disappear. Many of these novels are also episodic, though time is less 
chaotic than in the novels of the DP camps, being structured against the 
everyday rhythm of life. 

The predominant time of the novels of starting a new life in the new land 
is thus a realistic everyday time. Most of the émigré’s time is taken up by the 
very process of settling in. This is typical for all immigrants: 

“Time is required for psychological adjustment to a new situation, learning to 
communicate in the (new) language, acquiring a repertoire of social skills 
that are appropriate to the new environment, and a basic understanding of 
how things operate in the new context so as to provide for oneself and for 
one’s family. Adjustment involves increased participation and integration 
into the economic and political structures of the new society. [….] These 
aspects connect migration with time.” (Westin: 38-9) 

Thus the Latvian novels of settling in are concerned for the most part with 
the émigré’s everyday life, with this process of settling in. Of the waking 
hours of the day, the largest part is taken up by work, or seeking work. Just 
as the home can be seen as the central image for finding one’s space in the 
new land, so employment can be seen as the central image for the 
immigrant adjusting to the time of the new society. Work is necessary for 
the immigrant to live and to support his family. Work is expected of all 
members of a society, and gives them a social identity. Work, in its various 
aspects, in fact becomes the central image of the new time in which the 
émigré’s life now runs, just as it is the central organizer of the émigré’s new 
present: 

“In the drawer of Maruta’s workbench a worksheet awaits her, fresh and 
white each morning, on which she has to note every suit she cuts out. Line 
after line will fill the page, and in the evening it will be clearly seen that she 
has done something [….] 

Work is a place to go to every morning [….] Each workday she is 
protected from herself for eight hours, from that which once was, but no 
longer is, from thoughts and forces that pull her back.” (Maruta: 281) 

Quite naturally, the necessity to eke out a living is a heavy problem on the 
mind of the newly arrived immigrant. Thus searching for a job, working, 
changing jobs, as well as descriptions of workplaces, workmates and work 
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customs, is usually a central pivot in the plots of novels describing the first 
years in the new land perhaps more so than in any other category of Latvian 
exile novel. The very plots of these novels at times revolve around a series of 
jobs, job interviews, discussions and advice about the best type of job, as 
well as frequent job changes. A list of jobs from two novels may serve to 
illustrate this. 

In Illusions the various members of the VƯnzarƗjs family work at a series 
of diverse jobs. The mother, HelƝna, is a janitor and seamstress (195). One 
daughter, BaƼuta, is in turn a cook (190), a governess (190), washes surgical 
instruments in a hospital (208), sews canvas in a factory (209), is a cashier in 
the pay office of a factory (211). VizbulƯte, her sister, is housekeeper for an 
elderly lady (190, 207), works night shift at the conveyor belt in a TV 
factory (210), and is an office assistant (220). Their father, JƗnis, tries his 
hand at several different jobs: janitor, farmhand on a chicken farm (191), 
busboy in a pub (194), washing corpses in the morgue (203-4), orderly in an 
old-people’s home (211), packing books in a warehouse (220).  

In CilvƝks no MƝness one of the main characters, the philosopher 
HjalmƗrs BǌriƼš, is constantly discussing and changing jobs, looking for the 
‘ideal job’: tending the furnaces in a paper factory (164), loading food onto 
aeroplanes at an airport (70), nailing panels in a caravan factory (103), 
painting houses (178), disposing of garbage from a hospital’s kitchen (227), 
housekeeping for a millionaire oil magnate (287), sorting, shelving and 
distributing books in the university library (354).  

Just as a job organizes a person’s daily time scheme, so, on a larger scale, 
the frequent changing of jobs establishes a new rhythmic measure of time in 
the novels. 

It is significant that a predominantly large number of jobs in these novels 
are associated with the dominating image of the space of settling – the 
house. Successful émigrés are often architects, construction engineers, 
builders or real estate agents. Those who are not yet self-sufficient, but 
dependant on the new society are often housekeepers, janitors, cleaners or 
domestic servants. A half-way position – where some independence, 
freedom, and authority have been gained – is that of building supervisor. 

Work also regulates and orders the immigrants’ time. Even in a modern, 
industrial society there are social cycles and routines related to work. One 
works in shifts, or according to set hours. There are daily, weekly, annual 
patterns. Life is commonly divided into work time and leisure time. 
Vacations and public holidays divide the work year. Years of retirement 
follow years of employment etc. The plots of the novels are played out, if 
not at the actual workplace, then against the background of the work 
schedule, on weekends, in the evening after work etc. 

Work is most often depicted in these novels as drudgery and laborious. 
One couple’s daily routine is described thus, the divisions of time clearly 
delineated: 
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“The alarm-clock rings. Three in the morning. Bruno SƗrnis jumps out of bed 
first. His wife, ElƯna, follows. Eyes stuck shut. Gropes in the dark. Turns on 
the light. Bruno puts on his dressing gown, hurriedly disappears into the 
bathroom. ElƯna makes her way to the kitchen to make some coffee. Slices 
bread to take with them. No time to eat. Scalds her lips drinking hot coffee. 
Bruno comes into the kitchen half-dressed: “Hurry up, get dressed, wrap the 
kid in a warm blanket.” Everything helter-skelter. The girl, Lolita, is crying. 
Bundled up she is given to the neighbour Mrs. Marga ŠtrƝma. She makes her 
living looking after children that parents bring to her when going off to work. 

Constant fear that the old car might stop on the way. A junk heap, but it 
still rolls. The night is cool. ElƯna, not talkative, huddled up, wrapping herself 
in a blanket. […] 

Bruno some weeks ago agreed to clean seven offices with her help. They 
are all in the same building. The work has to be finished by 7.30 a.m. ElƯna 
dusts. Bruno operates the vacuum cleaner. Doesn’t say a word. It’s funny 
seeing Bruno going over the carpets with a vacuum cleaner, but he has 
always been an efficient worker. He usually succeeds […] 

Finishing the job ElƯna is quite pale. Her flesh is covered in sweat. Even 
Bruno’s gait, going towards the car, is slow. Coming home they immediately 
fall into bed. Bruno falls asleep directly, but ElƯna can’t. At 10 o’clock she 
has to pick up the child. Bruno will sleep until two in the afternoon, then he 
will drive to the café Del Corso, where he will clear dishes from four o’clock 
until nine in the evening. So it goes on from day to day. ElƯna doesn’t 
criticize her husband, she just feels tired.” (Living: 57-59). 

Each society has its routines and cycles, and the émigré finds he must 
adapt to them, even when they are foreign to him. The émigré views the 
accepted social and work routines of the locals with distance. He sees the 
alienation of the society in which the division into work and leisure, without 
purpose, is the organizing principle: 

“Monday morning for a working person is the most unpleasant of all 
mornings. And it doesn’t even take a Monday headache to reach this 
conclusion. 

The long-awaited weekend has passed leaving only a feeling of disillusion 
[....] the long working week has started, like a heavy burden to be lugged up a 
hill, like an unjustly doled out punishment, because there is no greater 
punishment than work which you carry out without joy and enthusiasm. 

The streets are damp. The bus is full of passengers who read the sports 
pages, smoke and cough. And the voice of the conductor is so harsh and irate, 
as if he wanted to start an argument with each and every passenger, or at least 
to put him off at the wrong bus stop. 

Oh, the bleak and gloomy Monday morning.” (Trent: 319-21) 

Yet it is this society to which he now has to adapt, these routines he has to 
accept as his own. Being forced to work at a job that is not one’s own puts 
the immigrant on a par with the alienated, for whom work is boredom – a 
compulsory whiling away of time. He finds the obligatory division of the 
work day with compulsory breaks from work even more excruciating. The 
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émigré’s ideal is meaningful work, where time is not counted, where the 
object of the work is foremost not the time spent in a certain workplace. 

“Bricis waited for the whistle. Wasting time was worse than working. Never 
before had he even dreamt about complaining about work, whatever it was 
like. The solution was simple: if you can do it – work, if you can’t do it – 
don’t. But this boredom surprised him. This he could never have imagined, 
because never before had he ever worked at something boring. And now he 
couldn’t even see how to cope with this idle time.” (Scream: 218-9) 

A recurring theme in these novels, be they set in England, Sweden, 
Australia, America or Brazil is the lack of a work ethic among the locals, 
compared to the immigrant. This is, perhaps, the difference between the 
émigrés and the locals most often emphasized in novels of the new land. 
Whereas in the Latvian self-identity, work is the essence of life, and every 
hour is to be spent using one’s time constructively 109, the émigré finds to his 
dismay that the worker in the new land seeks to waste time. 

Dziƺums depicts the Swedish work morale: 

“ ‘Work is never urgent,’ Persson reminded him constantly. ‘A worker 
shouldn’t sweat at work. If the boss comes into the workplace, then you just 
pretend to work. If he goes, then you immediately sit down. Every hour, you 
have to take a five minute break from work, and you try to drag them out as 
long as possible. You should never try to finish your work before the bell, 
you should leave something for the next day. Try to change [into your work 
clothes] after the bell in the morning, and [back into your normal clothes] in 
the afternoon, before the bell goes. A worker should only hurry when he is 
going home or to get his pay.’ 

These were harsh commandments, which every worker in this country 
must follow. Toms found it hard to get used to the deliberately slowed down 
pace. In Latvia, when he worked, he never looked at the clock, and when 
working, it had never entered his mind to look over his shoulder to see that he 
was not doing too much. 

Once, when Toms forgot the strange work commandments, an 
experienced worker of the Kingdom [of Sweden] cursed him loudly – ‘You 
damned foreigner!’ ” (Bough: 52-3) 

Similarly in England, Arturs Skuja is instructed by his foreman, on his 
first day at work as a local council labourer: 

“ ‘Take note: you can smoke, and you can stand, leaning on your shovel, only 
you’re not allowed to sit down. Work slowly!’ ” (Trent: 323) 

109 Epitomized in the classic author Anna Brigadere’s maxim, which breaks down the very 
division between work time and leisure time, that to rest does not mean to do nothing, but 
rather to do something else. 
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At times the immigrant is surprised to see that the locals have a fraudulent 
attitude to work. PaurƯtis, for instance, works in a gas plant in Australia 
(Scream: 260-1). He has to keep the courtyard clean from soot. The boss is 
satisfied with his work, but not the trade union representative Rex, who tells 
him in pidgin English: “No good. Too much – no overtime. Understand?” 

Rex stuffs a sack into a drain in the middle of the courtyard, so that the 
courtyard floods, turning into a tarry lake. Rex and Purvitis then have to 
clean the courtyard during the lunch break, giving them the right to receive 
overtime pay as well as an extended lunch break afterwards, while all the 
others are working. Time is subject to an abstruse system of fraudulent 
bookkeeping. 

As a contrast to this work attitude, Arnolds Apse describes in Monastery 
the Latvian farmer in exile in France. His neighbour’s hay has been soaked 
by rain in the fields. The neighbour himself has no time to take care of this, 
as he cannot free himself from his job of chopping firewood in the forest. 
The persona of the novel donates his time, working for four days, “in order 
to help [the neighbour], without any remuneration, of course”, lifting and 
airing the hay in the field, and thus saves it from rotting. He comments: 

“Of course, it wasn’t mine, but so what? I was glad that I had saved it from 
rotting, and this gladness was mine. Are Northerners the only ones who know 
such gladness? I worked as I had been taught by my father, the stern farmer 
from Zemgale.” (Monastery: 43) 

With this work ethic, it is difficult for the émigré to fit into the time 
scheme of his new life. Not being accustomed to the attitude to work he 
encounters in the new land, but following his traditional values, the 
immigrant at times finds himself being promoted at work, creating more 
envy and enmity among his work mates. 

The work of the newly arrived refugees is, as a rule, menial, or heavy 
labour, and often portrayed in an unsympathetic light – as laborious and 
often degrading. This is especially true of the young women who are 
employed as servants, live-in governesses or domestic assistants within 
families in the new land. They are usually treated as a lower-class by their 
employers. They have to work from morning till night and are often not 
given enough to eat, so that they are forced to go out in the evenings to buy 
extra nourishment for themselves. Their employers often forget or ignore 
their rare days off. So all their time here virtually becomes work time. They 
live to work. 

The employers also scold and abuse them. One employer even writes a 
resentful letter to the local newspaper complaining about his housekeeper, 
under the heading “Are European DPs Fit for Our Country’s Jobs?”: 
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“He who hasn’t experienced it himself maybe won’t be able to understand 
that servants can become an encumbrance, even an annoyance to the style of 
life you are accustomed to, and wish to maintain. That this is truly the case, I 
have experienced personally, having taken into my employ a woman from 
Europe. Instead of being grateful to the land and people who have allowed 
her to settle here, she is cold and indifferent – as if it were our duty to take 
her in. To see this person smile is as rare as a solar eclipse…” (New 
Australians: 124) 

As an exception, Anšlavs EglƯtis depicts some Latvians who, already in 
these early years of exile, have attained professional employment. They are 
enterprising, shrewd, or even guileful people who have arrived in the USA 
after the Second World War but before the main wave of refugees. TƗlivaldis 
TarvƯds and EdmƗrs Kambala are civil engineers , ValdemƗrs Lavenieks is a 
doctor (Moon), Aleksandra O’Marty is a real-estate agent. Their wealth and 
success contrasts with the difficult circumstances of the newly arrived 
refugee. They have respect and status within the émigré community. 

Another group of characters worth mentioning here is the so-called “old 
Latvians” (veclatvieši) – those Latvians who moved to America before the 
Second World War. The presence of these characters puts the postwar exile 
into an historical perspective. They are often quite wealthy or at least 
relatively well-to-do homeowners, or managers of small businesses, 
something the newly arrived might in turn achieve in the future. 

In Foreign, Velta’s brother-in-law Roberts has moved to the USA in the 
1930s. He is a well off house owner and proprietor of a furniture restoration 
workshop. He has acted as guarantor for Velta and her son, providing them 
with the obligatory invitation to the USA. He lives in a Baptist town outside 
New York, peopled mainly by Latvian Baptists. They have all come to the 
USA before the Second World War, or are even descendants of much earlier 
emigrants and are all relatively well-off, owning property and houses.  

Mrs. Johnson (formerly KalniƼa) “owns a quarter or even a third of the 
shares in Silvertown’s cardboard industry, about six buildings, walnut 
groves, hop plantations, and God knows what else.” (Moon 184). Ingus 
Brants’ godmother, KatrƯne, owns a fairly successful grocery shop (Night). 

Not all ‘old-Latvians’, however, are prosperous. The cousin Emma, 
guarantor for the Irlavs family in Right One, owns her own little house, but 
otherwise is not prosperous, having to look after her invalid husband. Mr 
Sorry’s wife’s guarantor is her aunt, who runs a ramshackle boarding house 
in Venice Beach (Sorry). Compared to the refugees, however, even these 
characters are well off, having both a home and income. 

These characters provide the perspective, prevalent in novels describing 
the USA and Canada, of a ‘land of opportunities’. Even the poorest and most 
miserable of refugee families may in a quite short time work its way up the 
social and economic ladder. 
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Occupation as a new identity 

The fact of employment providing a prevalent theme in depictions of early 
immigrant life is hardly surprising. This was indeed one of the dominant 
questions on the mind of the refugee and it is only natural that it should be 
reflected in novels depicting this period. In contrast to the enforced idleness 
of the DP camps, the exile now fills his time with work. 

A closer analysis of the images of work, however, reveals some deeper 
patterns. A dichotomy usually exists between the jobs the immigrants are 
obliged to accept in the new land and their employment or profession in 
Latvia. This dichotomy, maybe surprisingly, is not dwelt upon in the novels 
– the immigrants gladly accept any employment that betters their lot. 
Nevertheless the dichotomy underlies most depictions of the refugees’ lives. 
The reader understands that after the years of chaos, hunger and 
hopelessness during the War, and in the DP camps of Germany, the refugee 
accepts that he has to start a new life, assume a new identity and take up a 
new profession or employment. 

Thus a Latvian playwright works as butler (Sorry) and a former 
agronomist works in a canning factory (Poppy: 37, 39). In one novel, the 
new job, the new identity is in fact seen as a theatrical role:  

“Most of the [émigrés] were workers. That is, the unseen director had given 
them a completely strange role to play, on this foreign stage, and not that role 
which they had played for so many years with such success, gaining prizes 
and recognition, and experiencing an inner satisfaction. In the homeland they 
had been teachers, captains, farmers, policemen, lawyers. Each one had had 
his own face, even if slightly touched up with make-up, nevertheless his own 
face, recognized in society and respected. But here the poor refugee had to 
wear a worker’s mask, behind which he both hid and clowned around as he 
never would have dared without it.” (Francesca: 48) 

When meeting amongst themselves, the émigrés at times try to ignore the 
fact of their degradation in the new time scheme of their new lives, by 
reassuming their identities from the past:  

“Nobody, of course mentioned that the doctor is at present earning his living 
as a waiter, and the former director is caretaker of an apartment house, while 
the wife of the former general is a kitchen maid. Everyone behaved as if the 
present did not exist.” (Living: 49). 

The émigré is often overqualified for the work he is offered. Often he has 
to know his place and be silent about his qualifications: 

“The lady needn’t know that I had in my time attended universities and 
colleges. Although I hadn’t been directly snubbed or rejected [in any job 
interview], but everywhere I had been, more or less politely, made to 
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understand that I am not really desirable there, because of my age, my 
language or my manners. Everywhere I was warmly recommended to attend 
language courses that were meant for Italian and Pakistani immigrant 
workers, for them to learn a few phrases necessary for daily life... This 
country had once accepted me as a worker. No one here was interested in my 
education [...]” (Trent: 290). 

The employers in the new land are at times antagonistic to the immigrant, 
deliberately keeping him down on a lower footing – out of resentment or 
prejudice. MƗrcis Meldavs seeks employment as a teacher. He hopes that the 
employers will be sympathetic towards “schoolteachers who have university 
degrees, and give them schools where they can put their knowledge to good 
use.” During his interview, he is, however, told: 

“ ‘You are an immigrant. You should be thankful that I even let you teach 
our children. You are not even a Canadian citizen. I have to ask the Ministry 
of Education to issue a special teaching permit for you. Haughty foreigners 
are not pleasant. I could refuse to ask for a permit. [….] 

I’m not sorry that you get to teach. I just don’t like your impatience and 
your flaunting. As regards your foreign accent, it’s a debatable point whether 
you fit into our school. What kind of pronunciation can our pupils learn from 
you? What kind of patriotism can a teacher foster who has no respect for his 
subjects?” (Strangers: 102) 

This change of social status is seen in a wider sense as historical 
debasement. The wife of a well-known painter in Latvia is now a 
housekeeper in New Jersey.  

“Krista’s heart gave a twinge: no sooner had Latvians raised their heads in 
freedom, were they again forced down in servitude!” (Krista: 28) 

In fact, the new employment reflects a new identity in the new land. One 
novel is even titled after the employment the main character takes in the new 
land – Dženitors (The Janitor). Viktors UpƗns accepts this title with pride, 
reflecting his down to earth philosophy as well as his impatience with the 
snobbery and mystification of certain sections of Latvian exile society. For 
him, the title reflects his new circumstances, the necessity to find new 
opportunities. Even Mr Sorry accepts his butler’s job as an identity (Sorry). 
He lives and works with his employers 24 hours a day, even though he 
doesn’t get paid. Even his new name is part of this new identity. His 
employers, who cannot pronounce his Latvian name, seize on his 
submissive, apologetic nature, in coining a new name for him. Nevertheless, 
he realizes that it is an assumed identity from which he must keep a distance. 

“Only by emphasizing his servility, could he hope not to become a servant. 
The more mechanically and automatically he fulfilled his duties, the less they 
would hold sway over him. […] And most important, he must not lose his 
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sense of humour, his ability to look at himself and his situation as if from 
afar, and to smile. That was the only medicine against life’s tedium.”  (291) 

The new identity that the image of employment reflects in these novels is 
usually a double identity. Not only is there a dichotomy between the job held 
in the new land and the interrupted career in Latvia, but also employment is 
seen as a contrast to the real and important existence of the refugee – time 
spent with the family and the peer group of fellow countrymen. The new 
identity is a necessary identity, and one readily accepted by the refugee, in 
order to live in the new situation, but it is not seen as a natural or basically 
important identity. Work is something necessary that takes up time from the 
refugee’s life. Real life is lived elsewhere – in the family, in Latvian society, 
in the past and in hopes for the future. 

One novel (Real One) epitomizes this clearly. A father’s stubborn coaxing 
of his family to work and to get on in life succeeds in providing the family 
with wealth, social status, and comfort, but at the price of spiritual values, 
his wife’s life, his son, his daughter’s happiness, as well as ties with Latvian 
society. His wife at one point reproaches him: “You mean well, but you are 
mistaken. Terribly mistaken. You want to build something big and grand for 
us. Do you really not see what is happening? You are disintegrating our 
family. Yes – disintegrating. You are ruining it!” (107). Only at the end of 
the novel, when his daughter, now middle-aged, becomes involved in the 
Latvian Saturday school, does she meet a partner – a Latvian man, the 
“Ưstais” (right one) of the title. It is implied that she now finds a way out 
from the strait confines of the materialistic life of work and gain, into the 
‘right’ life of Latvian society and ideals. Pursuit of wealth, by the émigré, is 
contrasted to a nurturing of Latvian values. 

At times the dichotomy between a character’s Latvian identity and his 
identity in the new land leads to a tragic, even schizophrenic, split. The 
janitor, Viktors, is introduced to another Latvian janitor, Ɯvalds, at his 
workplace. Ɯvalds is suspicious of Viktors (Janitor: 77). He warns Viktors 
not to tell anyone that he, Ɯvalds, works there. Ɯvalds is a strange, 
suspicious, frightened, obsessed man. Later Viktors sees him at a Latvian 
political meeting, where he is main speaker, having been a lawyer in Latvia. 
Here Viktors sees “such intensity of courage and such a flash in his eyes, 
that it seems this person would be ready to descend into hell and to kick in 
the door of that lord who today reigns over the world’s fears. This is a 
wholly different Ɯvalds ZƯrums than I usually see with broom in hand” 
(113). Gradually the frightened, secretive Ɯvalds takes the overhand, and he 
suffers a nervous collapse, haunted as he is by the deportation of his wife 
and children, and his own narrow escape from the Cheka (189). He is 
committed to an asylum, where he draws more and more into himself. 
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Personal time – vocation 

The émigré seeks to take control of his own time. He creates moments of 
solitude for himself where he lives according to his own personal time. He 
studies, reads books or Latvian newspapers, gazes at paintings on the wall, 
or even cracks on the ceiling. He seeks out Latvian society and friends. At 
work he seeks out the cracks in the regulated time of employment, relishing 
even his right to take a break from work when not feeling well: 

“I have the right to feel painful colic for a half-hour or so, and this half-hour 
is the sweetest to me of all the hours of work, because in order to survive this 
pain, I am allowed to read the [Latvian] newspaper.” (Janitor: 214) 

On a larger scale, the émigré fills his time with meaningful activities as 
opposed to the stifling triviality of his employment. In many of these novels 
one may find the concept of “vocation” or “calling” as an antithesis to work 
and employment. Work is necessary, but wasted time; one’s calling is one’s 
life – real, worthwhile time: 

“Ingus picked up the broom and dustpan and went out onto the street. He 
swept, then stopped, then swept again. He would be prepared to creep into 
any corner, if he could only get an artist’s paintbrush. A life of his own!” 
(Night: 55) 

Many of the characters in these novels devote their time to a pursuit 
which is their real calling in life, as opposed to the employment they are 
obliged to take. Most often they are artists – usually painters or poets. 

The discrepancy between vocation and occupation is clearly illustrated in 
Moon. The painter ƦedimƯns Kǌrs refuses to accept employment, needing 
the time to work at his painting. He has interminable arguments with his 
colleague Bierants PƗvelkops who reproaches him for his naïvely idealistic, 
non-commercial attitude to art. “Is it a shame to work in a factory?” Bierants 
asks. “I am a Latvian artist in exile. I am proud of my misery!” (281). 
Finally ƦedimƯns agrees to paint portraits for wealthy housewives. He feels 
frustrated by the contrast between this soulless mercenary painting and his 
own, inspired, sincere painting. He barely controls himself when accosted by 
criticism, orders and suggestions from his patrons. Once, after having 
painted what he considers a masterpiece, the person who ordered it desires it 
completely redone, more like a photograph in a fashion magazine. Moreover, 
she wants to fit the rectangular painting into an oval frame. In fury ƦedimƯns 
alters the painting, ruining his masterpiece, then flings it into the corner 
shouting: “…let Mrs Holloway take this smear and hang it in her ugly frame 
above her fireplace. And most important – let her pay! For rubbish! Because 
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these pestle-heads are not capable of buying anything more than rubbish!” 
(329). 

Whereas cheating and deception are characteristic of the hours of work in 
a meaningless mercenary employment, time devoted to one’s calling 
requires integrity. 

Painters as well as other kinds of artists and writers abound among the 
main protagonists of a number of novels. DƗvis Biksts in (Poppy) is a 
painter. So are Ingus Brants, Jurks and MƗrtiƼš LƯnis in Night. A significant 
number of novels110 depicts an art exhibition, in many of them the exhibition 
is indeed a climax in the novel. MƗrƯte in Live weaves carpets. In the novel 
AntiƼš, the author, Teodors ZeltiƼš includes many real life New York 
Latvian poets and painters, in smaller or larger roles, among the vast cast of 
characters. In Janitor, Viktors UpƗns regularly attends gatherings organized 
by the local Latvian poets and painters, where he buys books and a painting. 
In Illusions, JƗnis VƯnzarƗjs both paints and writes poetry.  

Mr Sorry is a playwright now writing a film scenario. In other novels 
either the protagonist, or one of the main characters is a writer (Aldaune, 
Krista, Illusions, Cain). 

Similarly, characters who are musicians are not infrequent in these novels. 
Suzanna More (Poppy) earns money as a music teacher. In Real One, Ilga 
plays the flute as the only way of preserving spiritual independence in her 
father’s world of work and money earning. In Summer, Marianna’s husband 
Kaspars plays the piano. 

The discrepancy between the cultural aspirations of the refugee and the 
menial tasks he has to perform are illustrated in Illusions (197-8), where 
JƗnis VƯnzarƗjs has to polish the brass door handles in a pub: 

“His hands slid along the brass, but before his eyes loomed the door handles 
of Florence Cathedral, which he had opened and closed no more than a 
couple of times on his trip abroad before the Second World War, but lo they 
now thrust themselves upon him. They surged together with the cathedral 
doors, but it was no longer the temple of Florence but Rheims Cathedral.” 

Anšlavs EglƯtis, however, satirizes such sensitiveness in artists and 
intellectuals forced into menial work through the character of the 
philosopher Hjalmars BǌriƼš (Moon), who tries his hand at many different 
jobs. He complains that work time disturbs his creative, spiritual time:  

“I am nervous, and that is only natural: spiritual labourers are always 
nervous. A famous psychoanalyst once said correctly: To be a human means 
to struggle with complexes; to be intelligent means to be nervous. – The most 
terrible fate that can befall a cultural person is to get up at half past five in the 
morning. In order to attain the necessary hours of repose, one must go to bed 

110 Cain, By the Hill, Moon, Janitor, Night, AntiƼš. 
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at half past nine at the latest. I cannot fall asleep so early. I am accustomed to 
reading at least until midnight. Now the whole order of my life has been 
destroyed [...]” (Moon: 452-3) 

Whilst work occupies a large part of virtually all the novels of settling 
into the new land, in at least four of the novels (Sorry, Loneliness, Summer, 
Dragon) the refugee’s new employment can be said to actually be the 
initiator and main focus of the plot. 

* * * 

Employment defines the émigrés’ identity as a part of the new society in 
which they find themselves. They have a new freedom and economic 
opportunities that have been denied them since the war, yet they have to 
spend their time at work that, at least at first, is stifling and degrading. Often 
it alienates the émigré rather than integrating him into the society of the new 
land. Employment gives a new identity in the new society, yet it is a purely 
pragmatic identity that does not correspond to the émigrés’ past life in 
Latvia, nor to their aims and aspirations for the future. They live a double 
life in the new, foreign land. Their various strategies for living the present 
and coping with this double life form the core of the plots of these novels. 
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13 A New Life in a New Land
 – The Plots of the New Land Novels 

“The characters of [this novel] come from an unreal, disarranged environment.  

In fits and starts they approach realism. Leaps of revelation facilitate change [….]  


This is usually also a religious process: one discards something, one embraces 

something, one takes an interest in something.  


It is best if this process takes place with understanding and love, not in hate. To 

apprehend other values, to turn away from the familiar.” 


(Young: 233) 

In the typical novels depicting the DP camps, there most often is no distinct 
plotline, or rather the plot is a series of episodes describing the unique 
setting of the DP camps, and life in them. The novels depicting settling down 
to a new life in the new land, on the other hand, begin to show more distinct, 
individualized plots. In novels set in still later stages of exile (from the end 
of the 1950s onward) plots become so diverse and individualized (and the 
setting no longer dominates), that it is more difficult to group them as a 
unified novel ‘type’.  

In the novels of settling down, however, the setting is still important, and 
the plots, though more distinct, do contain strongly similar elements, 
allowing them to be grouped as a distinct novel ‘type’. The plots consist, in 
the main, of the émigré’s attempts to adjust to, react against, or adapt to the 
new setting in which he finds himself. 

Thus the twin pillars of the space and time of the new land – home and 
employment – as well as the striving to establish and improve them, take up 
a great part of these novels and form a main strand in the plots. For most of 
these novels, one could in fact still maintain that depiction of setting is the 
main plot of the novel. So much so that it has prompted some commentators 
to call them documentary. 

JƗnis GrƯns in the early 1950s maintained that “With a few exceptions, 
this prose is a chronicle record of an era: at best moderately valuable art, at 
worst – journalism” (LE: 2029). Almost fifty years later Valters Nollendorfs 
writes: “The many works depicting life in exile are mainly to be evaluated 
not from a literary, but from a sociological and documentary point of view, 
as they give an insight into life and society in exile” (Nollendorfs 2001b: 
414). 
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While the literary quality of the works may be debated, as well as the 
distinction between ‘chronicling’ and literary quality, there is a lot of truth in 
the statements. I would, however, like to nuance this stance somewhat. All 
these novels do indeed, to a greater or lesser extent, “chronicle” an era, and 
great similarities can be seen in the plots of most of them, as they depict the 
characters’ (the newly arrived Latvian émigrés’) reactions to the new setting 
in which they find themselves. So much so, that one can even distinguish a 
“typical” plotline.  

Nevertheless, the plots of a very small group of novels, while taking their 
starting point in this “typical situation” of the newly-arrived émigré, 
nevertheless leap out into the unrestricted area of atypical, entirely individual 
plots. We thus have a large body of ‘typical’ plots, and a small group of 
‘individual’ plots. 

A further, third, group of novels may even be distinguished. These can 
also be defined as ‘chronicle’ novels, yet through some literary device they 
achieve a self-aware heightening of this “chronicling”, or turn this very 
moment of ‘chronicling’ into the plot. Rather than seeking a plot to express 
the unique circumstances of the émigré in the new land, these novels 
unashamedly set out in various ways to dissect the situation of the émigré, 
turning the typical into something highly individual. They may be called 
‘meta-chronicles’. 

It must be emphasized that these divisions have no bearing upon the 
relative merits or literary quality of the various novels. 

The ‘Typical’ Plot 

On the whole, most of the novels examined do indeed chronicle the settling 
of the émigrés in the new land and the different strategies they adopt for 
coping with their new existential situation. The typical situation depicted is 
the cycle of the émigré’s search for a home and a job, as well as his 
exploration of the space of the new land, the new city, the new society and 
coming to terms with the new time into which his life has been channelled. 
The basis of the plot is thus usually the characters’ attitudes to the setting – 
they either accept or reject it. 

The newly arrived émigré’s coming to terms with the new land is often 
focused through the plot device of some hurdle to overcome, some problem 
to come to terms with, in order that he may live the new life with a new, 
harmonic identity. This hinder is usually a relationship with a lover or 
spouse, but it can also be the past, the émigré’s own shortcomings, his 
family, or the general milieu of the new land. 

In many novels, family relationships or the relationship between a man 
and a woman are re-assessed in terms of the new life. New relationships are 
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made with non-Latvians from the local society. The first beginnings of a 
Latvian society are forged, involving a reassessment of relationships with 
various Latvians in the new circumstances. 

The ‘typical’ plot of the novels of settling in the new land stays within the 
confines of the abovementioned parameters, exploring them from various 
angles. In this group one might include: Bough, By the Hill, Cain, Damned, 
Doctor, Dragon, Eingana, Eden, End, Foreign Country, Francesca, Girl, 
Grey House, Here, Illusions, Janitor, Living, Krista, Maruta, Moon, New 
Australians, Night, Poppy, Right One, Sole, Sorry, Still Foreign, Strangers, 
TomiƼš, Trent, Uprooted. 

In the DP novels the characters are, on the whole, more passive, victims 
of their fate, unable to radically alter their life, biding time. The activities 
they engage in in the DP camps are small everyday activities which do not 
determine the course of their future lives. In the novels depicting flight and 
existence outside the camps, these activities may be vitally important ones, 
such as providing food, shelter, fleeing for their lives. Nevertheless, even 
here they are reacting to present circumstances, and thus are not initiators but 
reactors, not active but passive. Things happen to them more than they make 
things happen. 

In the novels about the New Land, on the other hand, the characters and 
plots are on the whole marked by a greater activeness. The characters have 
to make decisions, seek jobs, seek or build homes, move to new homes, 
resolve relationships. 

Male-female relationships in DP novels are often depicted as chaotic, 
disintegrating, disintegrated, unhappy etc. reflecting the crumbled social, 
psychological, ethical, existential values and systems of the past. In novels 
about the New Land, relationships are re-evaluated, built, developed, 
resolved (even through separation and divorce). 

In Moon, for instance, a couple have married in the DP camp, simply 
because each of them was left alone, when all their friends and relatives 
were killed or had disappeared, and they grew accustomed to each other. 
When she finds out that her earlier fiancé from Latvia is alive and living in 
Sweden, they decide to stay married in order to enter America and to wait 
for her fiancé there. They will divorce when her fiancé arrives. Their 
relationship grows into affection and she must re-evaluate her planned 
marriage with her fiancé. 

In Summer a failing relationship needs to be re-evalued. In Eden, a 
woman opts out of her marriage because it is not sincere. 

In Janitor a lonely émigré wishes to start a new relationship with a 
popular émigré girl, whose face he first sees at the port, when arriving in the 
USA. She, however teases him and is cruel to him. Their relationship swings 
up and down, neither daring to admit his feelings to the other, until finally 
they are reconciled and both are able to settle down in the new land. 
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Personal relationships with non-Latvian locals (a theme virtually absent 
from the main plotlines of the DP novels, apart from casual references to 
casual relationships) occupy more space in the novels of settling in the new 
land. In both Summer and Eden, the wife seeks relationships with 
Americans, feeling freer to move about in the new society, while the 
husband has difficulties adapting. In Trent, the protagonist embarks upon a 
relationship with a married English woman, who regards him as an 
individual, not merely an immigrant. 

The two main strategies the protagonists of these novels assume are, 
broadly: either to accept and adjust to, or to reject the new circumstances of 
their lives. 

Adjusting to the new life 

The vast majority of plots depicts the émigré accepting his new situation and 
coming to terms with it. Acceptance of the new life, however, is usually a 
painful process. The pain and the trauma of being uprooted does eventually 
subside in the course of the new life, nevertheless, it usually leaves indelible 
marks in the psyche of the émigré. 

„One has to be patient and allow time itself to gradually level out the shifting 
sand-dunes, through pain, through harsh winds, through the burning sun and 
the coldness of night, until there is a smooth field. In time, a windblown seed 
from a tree falls in the sand, a tree starts to grow – or else just sharp seashore 
grass and a puny juniper.” (Eden: 138) 

In the vast majority of the novels, the protagonists realize the necessity of 
embarking upon the cycle of searching for a job, establishing a home, 
changing to a better job, seeking a better home, buying a car in order to 
better cope with the vast space of the new society, again moving to a new 
house and new job etc. The hardships of the new land are usually overcome 
albeit often with suffering and bitterness. The protagonists in these novels 
for the most part follow the impulse to overcome, cope with, adapt to, find 
harmony with the new life. They may or may not succeed in these efforts. 
Often, they manage to fit into the new society, but pay a high price for it. 

For example, the fate of lonely immigrant men in England is described in 
Trent (274). They have succeeded in merging into the English workforce, 
abandoning the mass of fellow immigrants, but have ended up sacrificing 
their personal lives and identities: 

“A whole mass of bachelors came to England [from the DP camps]. Did 
anyone warn them then not to [....] separate from the main mass of refugees, 
from the families? Nobody! And now they pine away here, not being able to 
take root in the local environment, drowning their dreams about a Latvian 
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girl in glasses of beer or in the counterfeit hugs of [the prostitute] Welsh 
Rose. How long can you vegetate in some attic room with loneliness as your 
only companion, boil a pig’s head for the whole week and, wasting away day 
after day, wait for the miracle that never comes? [....] They are lonely and 
rejected, and no longer have any real goal in their lives, which have become 
as grey as the Trent fog on an autumn morning.”  

In End the two main protagonists accept and follow the dictates of the 
new life, but are broken by it. They seek work, buy a house, follow the 
foreign life style of their environment, but are never really comfortable with 
it. The twin pillars of the new immigrant life, work and home, are in this 
novel seen as being destructive. He dies after an accident at work. She is 
killed by a car outside her house.  

A few novels depict protagonists who throw themselves energetically and 
even enthusiastically into the new life, relishing the freedom, novelty and 
opportunity this offers. 

One example of this is TomiƼš, a book for children, which depicts various 
typical episodes of an émigré boy’s early life in the new land and presents 
them as robust adventures, which the energetic boy and his good-natured and 
wise dog throw themselves into with gusto, overcoming the problems of 
strangeness with enthusiasm.  

Another novel, Summer, depicts a woman’s active attempts to merge into 
the space of her new life. By anchoring her novel firmly in the topography of 
New York City, the author, along with her protagonist, seems to be affirming 
and accepting the reality of the new world. She forms a close relationship 
with America and Americans – a not very common theme in these novels. 

Inability/refusal to adjust 

There are also novels in which the protagonists cannot or do not accept the 
new reality as it is.  

In the Cain cycle of five novels, for instance, a group of refugees in 
Australia sets out to lead an alternative lifestyle. They purchase a farm and 
gradually develop a self-sufficient community, producing their own food, 
building their own buildings, developing their own rituals, set of beliefs and 
ethics, with art, music, discussion as the keystone. 

Accepting the fact of exile, but rejecting the standard reality of the new 
land, these characters see exile as an opportunity to change one’s life and to 
develop an ideal Utopia. 

Typically, however, in other novels, rejection of the new life is seen in a 
more sinister light. It is seen as an inability to unite two different worlds – 
two different spaces and two different times. The mentally-disturbed 
character, who cannot cope with the weight of exile, is not uncommon in 
these novels (e.g. the trilogy: Sole, Trent, Voices). 
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In order to settle down, the exile has to live in present reality. 
Nevertheless, this present is deceitful – on the surface it is a settling down, a 
forgetting of the past. In fact it is a pretence that everything is normal, when 
under the surface there is another time span ticking away. 

“She lingered a moment at the door of her apartment, then pushed it wide 
open. Darkness and the ticking of the old clock on the wall, on the way from 
today till tomorrow. The deceitful peace of the present, as if nothing had 
changed in people’s lives.” (Summer: 334) 

In this respect time becomes a space – the present is a waiting room111. 

“ ‘Don’t look into my room. It is temporary, just a waiting room – like in the 
camp.’ ” (Eden: 67) 

One novel (Letters) actually makes time the central plot. It depicts “the 
‘exile complex’, which arises from the rupture of time in one’s 
consciousness” (Lǌse: 32). 

In this novel Olga OsƯte lives and works in San Francisco, yet in spirit she 
remains in the past. The present life is for her just a temporary, transient 
existence. The past is for her more real: 

“Nothing has elapsed and disappeared into the past! Nothing can elapse and 
disappear. Some things have changed, some new things have appeared – but 
only outwardly! Everything that is superfluous, difficult and evil must pass 
and disappear – but that is not reality. If that were reality, then it would not 
be worth living. 

Real life is something else!” (11) 

This is the very crux of exile thinking – one has to come to terms with a 
pointless, unjust, and unacceptable reality. To accommodate it, one must 
believe in a deeper, superior reality. OsƯte lives in the reality of her 
husband’s memory. She reproaches her daughter, who is trying to adapt to 
America, that she has forgotten her father. 

When OsƯte finally receives a letter from him – he has returned from 
Siberia, and has remarried – her reality is shattered. 

„Her imaginary world has come undone, disintegrated – because of a small 
piece of paper, with a few words... she is as if thrown from a train – from the 
train of her dreams... with a sudden jolt she feels the world around her which 
up till now she has only seen through the window – rushing by.” (303) 

111 See Valija RuƼƧe’s essay (1996: 82-95) on the waiting room, together with the bridge and 
the road as one of the quintessential images of exile literature. 
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The existentialism of exile 

These novels are more than ‘mere chronicles’ of the events of settling in a 
new land. Underlying most of the plots is a feeling of existential pain. All 
social, political, and moral frameworks having been destroyed, the exile has 
nothing left but himself and his own life to lead. He no longer has cultural 
signposts indicating the direction his life is to take. He alone is responsible 
for making the decisions which will determine his future. Rather than merely 
accepting a course of life staked out for him by society or tradition, he, more 
so than most people living in the stable society around him, must choose a 
role for himself and a course of action to follow.  

This existential choice is more or less implicit in many of these novels. 
The acceptance or rejection of the new situation in the novels discussed 
above is a more or less instinctive consequence of the protagonist’s character 
and particular circumstances. In some novels, however, the existential choice 
is an integral and overt part of the plot. Such novels also depict the attempts 
to adjust to the new life, but the protagonists have a heightened awareness of 
this existential situation and hence make an active decision to either accept 
or to reject their new reality. Two novels may serve to illustrate these 
opposite viewpoints. 

In the novel Maruta, the protagonist tries to fit into and adjust to life in 
Sweden, but feels the falseness of her new situation acutely. On the seashore 
in Sweden, she realizes the insignificance of all else, even her own life, 
before the vastness of nature and eternity. All the trappings of society have 
been removed and she clearly sees her existential insignificance. The world 
around her which she sees and lives in has become absurd to her. She 
funnels this feeling of having lost her foundations in existence through the 
surreal transformation the spatial concept ‘home’ has now undergone: 

„To be home. No longer is that a clear concept. It no longer has walls, nor 
windows with white curtains, nor a door which can be locked and unlocked. 
Home is now something both concrete and abstract at the same time. It can 
suddenly appear day or night, you can enter into it, and the next moment it is 
gone. You never know when it will appear again, when it will take you and 
carry you away to a place where there is nothing left of the space in which 
you find yourself.” (359) 

Maruta feels morally betrayed by the Swedish Government’s decision to 
deport to the Soviet Union the Latvian legionnaires interned in Sweden. She 
makes a decision to reject the whole of exile existence, join a clandestine 
group, and return to Latvia. 

Once again she expresses this existential choice in spatial terms: “Finally 
I have made the decision to do what is right for me – to be where my place 
is.” (366) 
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In Bough one of the characters, AlƯse, consciously makes the opposite 
decision. Although she too realizes the falseness of life in exile, she decides 
to accept it without any illusion of the new existence being true or real. She 
decides to play her role to the utmost. 

She sees the hypocrisy of the Swedish society she has been cast into 
against her will. She realizes that she too can survive only by play-acting. 
She works hard as a cleaner in a Swedish hospital, but instead of saving her 
money, every Saturday evening she goes to a restaurant, spends all her 
money and plays a grand lady, relishing the waiter’s obsequiousness towards 
her. She goes to exclusive stores and tries on expensive clothes and 
jewellery. 

Realizing she will always be an outsider in Sweden, she decides to play 
the game of fitting in to the new society to the extreme. She adds a ‘von’ to 
her name, and accepts a position as companion to a senile Swedish 
aristocrat, and assumes a new aristocratic role. She isolates herself from 
émigré society, living her own solitariness to the full.  

AlƯse has made the choice to take her fate into her own hands. Her sense 
of justice and morality has been destroyed. She, through no fault of her own, 
has been forced to live a life she doesn’t want, so she will live it as is best for 
her. She sees the society she has been thrown into and all its values as a 
sham, so she makes the decision to play along with the sham. She sees it as 
the only course for survival. 

“In this foreign country I cannot step out of my role of countess. I have to 
continue my silly game until I am unmasked as a fraud and driven out. One 
day it will happen, but at present I still have the courage to lie. Oh God, why 
shouldn’t I be an innocent countess, if murderers and plunderers pose as 
leaders of nations and liberators of the world! If a worldly court cannot try 
them, then I too may calmly wait for the end that fate has decided for me.” 
(299) 

Individual Plots 

In a small group of novels the author has created an original, individual plot, 
distinct from the norm, which chronicles the cyclical search for homes and 
jobs. Even though this typical situation is implicitly or explicitly present in 
these novels, the plots do not dwell upon it, but rather develop beyond it. 
Quite often, the plots of these novels involve the Latvian émigré in 
relationships with non-Latvian characters. 

Loneliness is the clearest example of novels with non-typical, highly 
individual plots. Strictly speaking it might be excluded from the ‘settling in 
exile’ type of novel, were it not for some striking features. Published in 
1950, this is the first Latvian novel set in the USA, and, one of the first three 
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Latvian novels to depict the émigré’s situation at all112. Thus, although the 
plot is an original story about an old gold miner devoting his life, and 
sacrificing his family, to his determination to extract gold from a remote 
mountain in Oregon, and even though significant parts of the story are told 
in flashback, and thus occurred before the War, and before the Latvian 
émigrés, fleeing the War, came to the USA, the novel can be read as a newly 
arrived émigré’s relationship to a new, strange land. 

Two important aspects of the plot reinforce this reading. Firstly, the 
protagonist of the novel, Rǌta Silakalna, to whom the old miner tells his 
story, is a Latvian refugee, newly arrived in the USA.  

Being a refugee, the beginning of Rǌta’s story closely follows the pattern 
of the stories of settling in exile, until she becomes involved in the story of 
the gold. It is the typical immigrant circumstances, the search for 
employment and housing which set Rǌta in the situation out of which the 
plot of the novel develops – she takes employment and residence with the 
old miner. 

The second important aspect of the plot which brings it into line with the 
novels of settling in exile, is that it turns out that the old man is actually a 
Latvian exile from a previous era – he fled to America after the uprising of 
1905 in Latvia. Towards the end of his life, he is referred to as ‘the old 
exile’. His struggle with the mountain, in a most tangible, physical way, 
represents his struggle to find a role in relation to the space of the new land. 
His quest for gold is his struggle to fit into the new life, yet he, nevertheless, 
feels isolated at the end of his life. 

Similarly, in both Sorry and Dragon the typical situation of settling in is 
the starting point for the plot. In both cases an émigré takes up employment 
and residence in the home of a rich, eccentric American and becomes 
enmeshed in the complications of this person’s life, as well as in amorous 
entanglements with his own fiancée. 

Mr Sorry, a playwright, is employed as butler in the home of a famous 
Hollywood film-star. This inspires him to write a film scenario and use his 
position to try to get it read by one of his employer’s acquaintances. His 
employment actually constitutes the basic plot of this novel. 

In Dragon Artis finds his first job and place of abode with an eccentric 
American professor of architecture whose life is now devoted to planning 
legal battles with the university, who wish to reclaim the land his 
idiosyncratic house is built on and demolish the house. Artis is employed by 
the Professor to search the university archives for a document which would 
validate the Professor’s rights. The house, and the whole situation Artis finds 

112 KonstantƯns Raudives’ NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles (Damned Souls), published in 1948, holds the 
distinction of being the first. Part I of this novel is set in Germany and Part II in Sweden. AƯda 
Niedra’s novel of Latvian refugees in Germany KatrƯne Ɩbele was published in the same year 
as VientulƯbas kalns – 1950. 
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himself in, epitomizes the émigré’s situation. He is in a strange, modern, 
almost surreal setting, doing a job he has no personal interest in and which 
may even be pointless. He is fighting other people’s fights for a home he has 
no interest in. 

Even the layout of the house Mr Sorry is employed in – the different 
rooms, each with its own character, where key scenes are played out – as 
well as the garden house in which Sorry lives and writes his screenplay, are 
central to Sorry. Thus, in these two novels, even though the plots are highly 
original and idiosyncratic, they are firmly anchored in the typical twin 
images of settling into a new land – the house, and employment.  

‘Meta-Chronicles’ 

Some novelists display a certain degree of self-awareness when taking the 
theme of the émigré adapting to his new circumstances, and seen it as a 
universal existential struggle, creating quite intense portraits of man as an 
exile in his own life. These novels, in ‘chronicling’ the experience of 
arriving and settling in the new land, in some way make a self-conscious 
leap – rather than just telling the story (autobiographic or fictional) of ‘what 
it was like to live at that time, in that place’, they also carry an awareness, 
from the outside as it were, of actually telling the story of Latvian émigrés. It 
is indeed a chronicling of the events (indeed at times even a chronicling of 
the chronicling), made more intensive through this awareness. This 
awareness manifests itself in several ways, and through various literary 
devices. 

In Valley the author, Indra GubiƼa, uses the simplest device. She changes 
the point of view of the exile. She, paradoxically, makes the awareness of 
the Latvian exile’s situation more acute through telling the tale of an English 
girl, Nora Wilson. Nora marries a young Latvian refugee, Valdis, who has 
been admitted into England as a farm labourer. She feels herself to be an 
outsider in the close-knit Latvian exile community. 

“She knew that there existed, as it were, two worlds. She, Nora, lived in one 
and Valdis, Edgars and the other Latvians lived in the other.” (90) 

She and Valdis move to Val-d’Or in Canada, where he can work as a 
miner, and he hopes to feel less of a foreigner than in England. In the 
predominantly French town, however, they feel themselves to be outsiders 
once again. Valdis has his Latvian community and Nora soon befriends a 
group of English expatriates, thus experiencing the exile’s need to associate 
with one’s own kind. 
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When they eventually move to Toronto, Nora again finds herself isolated 
in the foreign city. 

Thus, the experience of exile is examined from a vantage point parallel to 
that of the Latvian émigrés. Indeed the Latvian exile community is at times 
put in the place of the foreign society in which an individual feels he is not at 
home. 

The author Teodors ZeltiƼš in his novel AntiƼš has made use of an 
original device. He places a clearly invented character, with traits from the 
folktale character of a kind-hearted innocent, in a very real New York 
milieu, where the other characters are both fictional and real persons from 
New York Latvian society. The historically real characters, mainly Latvian 
painters, poets and other cultural figures are called by their true names. 
Teodors ZeltiƼš himself appears as a character in his own novel. AntiƼš, 
however is an avowedly fictional creation, created, as one gradually 
discovers, by the ZeltiƼš of the novel. The character ZeltiƼš decides that his 
fictional character AntiƼš must be sent to heaven, and sends him there113, 
because “I have no hope that AntiƼš will ever make himself at home in 
America.” (AntiƼš: 258) 

Even though AntiƼš lives according to real time, he has many of the 
characteristics of many characters from folktales and classical Latvian 
literature, being thus an idealized personification of ‘Latvianism’, who is too 
good to live in the reality of the situation the exiles find themselves in. He is 
an idealized Latvian seeking a harmonic relationship with the reality of exile 
Latvian society. Thus exile life is seen at a remove, satirically measured 
against a mythical ideal. 

Velta Toma, in her novel Aldaune, uses a device of plot and character to 
analyse the exile identity from a distance. There are two protagonists in the 
novel. The woman Aldaune is a writer in Canada, trying to deal with the 
problem of broken time. She tries to restore a unity to her ruptured life-time. 
In trying to unify her life once again she has suffered some kind of 
breakdown, and is now interned in a mental hospital. 

The reader learns of Aldaune’s struggles through the narrator, an old 
friend of Aldaune’s, also a writer, who is reading a pile of manuscripts 
Aldaune has written. Thus, while the narrator is depicted in the present of the 
novel, Aldaune’s manuscripts recount the past. The novel ends with 
Aldaune’s doctor expressing hope for her recovery, and inviting the narrator 
to visit Aldaune in hospital “next Sunday”. The implication is that, at a 
future remove, the two characters will meet for the first time in the novel, 
and Aldaune has a chance of recovering – uniting past with present. 

A valid reading of the novel is that the two characters are, in fact, two 
facets of the one personality. The device of the split character stylizes the 

113 The next novel in the series is indeed called AntiƼš debesƯs meklƝ latviešus (AntiƼš, in 
Heaven, Searches for Latvians). 
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struggle of the exile psyche in the new life. The leap of self-awareness Toma 
reveals in the novel is her view of the past as a text which has to be written 
down and read, in order to be absorbed into the present. 

Arnolds Apse, in Monastery, has written of his life in the town of 
Nonneberg in the Vosges Mountains. He transforms this narration into a 
fragmentary, poetic abstraction. The town, called in the novel Monastery 
Mountain, is abstracted to almost folktale proportions. The mountain is 
personified talking to and struggling with the narrator. The narrator’s 
neighbours in the village have become stylized mythical characters. The 
novel is a non-linear, virtually non-narrative depiction of the exile’s life on 
the mountain. 

It is an extended image in which space, time and text are seen as the one 
mythical state of exile: 

“I cannot write the end of the book, and indeed it can have no end, as I am 
still on Monastery Mountain. So also is there still no end to that book being 
written by that stern foster father – our time. He writes the story of people 
who in foreign parts [svešumƗ] seek their homeland’s soul in vain” (19)  

Dzintars Sodums’ Young depicts the writer’s life from the moment of 
arrival in Sweden by boat across the Baltic Sea, to his departure for and 
arrival in the USA. The novel is not, however, an autobiography in the 
traditional sense. The persona, Tebe Kartons, and his wife bear stylized, 
comic names yet all other persons in the novel, as well as all places, are 
called by their true names, similarly to ZeltiƼš’ novel. Where ZeltiƼš’ 
characters interacted with fictional characters in fictional or fictionalized 
situations, Young actually depicts real events from the life of the Latvian 
exile community in Sweden.  

All is seen through the idiosyncratic prism of Sodums’ view of the world. 
The novel traces Kartons’ mental struggle to adapt to a new life, a new land, 
a new society, a new way of thinking. He pitilessly analyses his own mental 
processes, actions, feelings, as well as those of others – both Swedes and 
Latvians. He is both fascinated and repelled by the Swedish mentality and 
social forms, realizing that he has to accept them in order to adapt to the new 
life. He gradually finds himself heading towards a nervous breakdown from 
the strain. Finally, he moves with his family to the USA where, he feels, he 
can live and think more freely. 

This novel is the epitome of what are here termed ‘meta-chronicles’. 
While seemingly offering a chronicle of a historic era, Sodums is avowedly 
creating a novel, a text which parallels the development of the exile psyche. 
He expresses this in literary terms, which may be a common denominator for 
all the novels of starting a new life in a new land. He sees the émigré as a 
character/author in a text, trying to find the right form for expressing the 
reality of his situation: 
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“The characters of Jauni trimdƗ come from an unreal, disarranged 
environment. In fits and starts they approach realism.” (233) 
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CONCLUSION






14 A Home in Foreign Parts
 – The Chronotope of Exile 

It is hoped that this work may contribute to further research in two broad 
ways – through its very field of study and through its methodology. 

It is an examination of Latvian exile novels, which have hitherto been 
neglected as an area of research, even though they comprise the dominant 
branch of Latvian literature from the Second World War at least until the 
mid 1960s, and even though they are significant as a singular example of the 
vast and ever-growing fund of exile literatures of the world. It is hoped that 
this survey might open up the field for new research. The listings of all 
Latvian exile novels to be found in the Appendices, as well as the collation 
in the Bibliography of secondary literature about Latvian exile novels should 
facilitate further studies of this field. 

Further, Chapter 4 provides a rough thematic classification of Latvian 
exile novels according to their various settings. This was the first step in the 
necessary process of ordering and categorizing the vast material, in order to 
find a point of ingress. It is hoped that even this categorization may provide 
a starting point for further researchers, even though new classifications and 
completely different criteria for categorization should be found. 

As the basic aim of this dissertation was to ascertain the degree to which 
the novels, as texts belonging to a common narrative of a common 
experience, reveal traits typical of a quintessential exile attitude or mentality, 
it was natural that the novels be organized thematically, rather than 
chronologically, geoculturally (according to land or culture within whose 
territory the author wrote), stylistically, or by any other such criteria. 

By means of this categorization, the focus of this disseration was more 
specifically defined to be Latvian novels depicting the early years of exile. 
Two distinct periods were identified within these early years of exile: the 
years between flight from Latvia to Germany and relocation across the ocean 
to a new country of residence (‘The DP Years’); and the very first years of 
settling in the new land of residence across the sea (‘The New Land Years’). 
Exile in Sweden was seen as mainly falling into the latter category, with 
only a short period of residence, directly after flight from Latvia, in 
resettlement camps and hostels.  

Novels depicting these two periods were deemed interesting for two 
reasons. 
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First, purely thematically, during the early years, the very concept of exile 
is more clearly depicted and discussed in the novels. The primary concern of 
the characters in these novels is coming to terms with the strange new 
circumstances in which they find themselves, thus making the setting of the 
novel the focal point of the very plots.  

Second, these novels proved to comprise a remarkably unified body of 
texts, displaying great similarity to each other. This was especially true of 
the first group of novels – those depicting life in the DP camps. The second 
group of novels, depicting the first years in the New Land, gradually 
introduced slightly more individualized plots, although not so much so that 
the novels can not be recognized as a homogenous group.  

A cursory glance at novels outside the scope of this dissertation, which 
depicted later periods of exile, indicates that this homogeneity wanes as the 
diversity of plots gains the overhand. The setting of the novels – the strange 
time-space of exile – grows more and more familiar to the protagonists in 
later years of exile, and becomes merely a background for the various 
individual plots of the novels. 

Because of the remarkable similarity of the novels depicting the early 
years of exile, it proved valid to examine them as a communal testimony 
depicting a common historical experience. For this reason an analytical 
approach which was not primarily literary, but closer to the analysis of life 
stories, oral narratives, and other witness texts, was deemed valid. Such texts 
help to understand a specific historical situation. “The microscopic analysis 
of one biography or even one event may help to understand the structure of 
the whole of society, its context and content at the specific point of time” 
(Bela KrǌmiƼa: 2). In this case, the novels might help us understand the 
nature of exile existence. 

The Model 

The need for finding a frame of organization for easier analysis of the 
sizeable mass of novels (29 novels about the DP Years and 45 about the 
New Land Years) lead to the development of a methodology, which, 
hopefully might also be further modified and refined and prove useful for 
further research of not only Latvian exile novels, but potentially also other 
texts. 

Since exile was defined in terms of a shift in space and a break in 
perceived time, the universals of time and space were chosen as the basic 
criteria upon which a model describing the exile’s perception of himself in 
the universe could be constructed. This also corresponds to the concept of 
the chronotope, first formulated in the context of literary analysis by 
Bakhtin, but not clearly defined by him. It was proposed that a chronotope of 
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exile might be described, which could potentially have further ramifications 
outside the narrow context of Latvian exile novels depicting the early years 
of exile. 

A Standard Model visualizing the place of an individual within his own 
world picture was proposed. This model places the Self in the centre with 
concentric rings of time-space moving ever outwards starting from a spatial, 
temporal, and thus psychological proximity to the Self, towards a more 
remote, abstract, universal context for the Self. 

The novels of exile were then read seeking themes which reflect these 
various time-spaces, and alterations in the Standard Model (see below) were 
noted, producing two divergent models – one for the DP Novels and one for 
the New Land Novels (see following pages). If this charting of themes 
appears to be overly empirical, this is necessarily due to the fact of the area 
of study being virgin territory, which must first be mapped before more 
deeper theoretical analyses may be conducted. 
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The time-space of the DP novels: 
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The time-space of the “settling in the new land” novels: 


Figure 4.(Above and previous pages).  A comparison of the two models of time-
space in exile novels (as set out in Chapters 8 and 11) with the standard model 
(Chapter 5). 

A comparison of these three visualisations of a person’s view of his place 
in the universal scheme of things reveals some fundamental changes from 
one to the other. 
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Changes in Space 

Several radical changes from the Standard Model of the organization of 
space are apparent when the refugee finds himself in the camps of Germany. 
The family which found itself at the core of private space in the Standard 
Model is often split or disintegrating in the DP Novels. A new community 
has sprung up – that of fellow refugees in the barracks. These now become 
party to the intimacies of one’s life. It is difficult to find space to be alone, to 
delve into one’s inner space. 

The everyday space of the near neighbourhood is divided by a fence – 
that of the camp – dividing refugees from local Germans. Formal Societal 
Space, the political space of Germany, is the chaos of a destroyed society, 
constantly moving military fronts, changing laws and regulations, unclear 
authority, crime, corruption, immorality. This filters down into camp life and 
into personal behaviour and relationships within the camps. 

The world outside Germany consists, from the refugee’s point of view, 
only of countries to which he may in the future be allowed to travel, as well 
as to the Latvia of the past. 

In the new land, on the other hand, the family is once again at the centre 
of the émigré’s world. The émigré strives to resolve relationships which 
have been out of kilter since the war, or to form new ones. A new home has 
to be built to provide a private space for the family. 

Life may once again be led in a social time-space which is – if exotic, 
strange, often hostile, and maybe even disapproved of – nevertheless stable 
and safe. Within this formal society, the émigrés create their own time-
space: that of the Latvian community. This double societal time-space is a 
reflection of the double identity of exile. 

The world outside the land where one has now made a home once again 
resembles the world as it was before one was cast into exile. One may come 
into contact with other countries and cultures and travel to them, albeit, in 
the first years of exile, only in very extraordinary circumstances. 

One painful aspect of this new world order is that the country where one 
wishes to be, the homeland, is now in a time-space completely isolated from 
the new life. It is as if it were completely outside this world the émigré now 
inhabits. It is no more than an abstraction. It can no longer be one’s home. 

If one unifying image might be found for these novels of exile, it is 
possibly that of the home. The concept of home appears in many different 
guises – both in tangible images of houses and rooms, and also in 
philosophical musings about the nature of ‘being at home’ somewhere.  

From a purely pragmatic point of view, the exile has to seek and provide 
that which he had previously taken for granted – a protective shell in which 
to exist. This is a condensation of the exile’s plight – all previous protection 
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has been taken from him, if he wants to continue to exist, he must provide 
himself with a home. 

After all, the DP camps themselves are a substitute home. The whole 
process, described in the DP novels, of trying to get into or out of a certain 
camp, or changing camps, is a part of the process of finding a protective 
shell in which to exist. Similarly all the intrigues and interactions of the 
people in the camps is a way of adapting and refining this shell, so that 
existence might be easier. 

Images of home-building and home-making abound in the new land 
novels, as does the preponderance of characters in employment connected 
with houses and homes – architects, builders, real estate agents, 
housekeepers, janitors etc. The Latvian societal space that the émigrés create 
in the new land can also be seen as an extended home – a familiar space 
where familiar people engage in familiar activities. It is a space where one 
feels safe and ‘at home’. 

Home is often seen as a state of mind, rather than something concrete, 
rooted in one place. Such a stance is inevitable for the exile – he must 
redefine the solid concept as something relative, to fit in with his new 
mobile, changing reality. This is part of what has here been called the 
peculiar existentialism of exile. 

Changes in Time 

The first two phases of the Latvian postwar exile are quite distinct from each 
other in several other ways. 

The sense of time in the DP novels demonstrates a deviation from a 
standard perception of time. Time is no longer seen as eternal and flowing. It 
has been chopped up into a past which has been irretrievably cut off from the 
present by the unnatural violence of the occupation of Latvia, and the war, as 
well as by a gigantic shift in space, in the form of a traumatic journey – the 
‘exilic leap of flight’. 

If a journey marks the boundary from past to present – the flight from 
Latvia to Germany – another journey marks the boundary with the future – 
the move to another land from Germany. In between is the unstructured, ever 
shifting chaos of the political space of postwar Germany. Time in the DP 
novels is not ordered into years, months and weeks. Events take place 
without any strong sense of being anchored in a temporal progression. 
Nevertheless, this period is seen as having come to a definite end. 

The beginning of the time spent in the new land is also marked by a 
journey – the journey across the sea from Germany. A concrete date marks 
the beginning of this time. A new layer has been added to the past. The past 
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of Latvia has shifted one step farther into the past, and the past of Germany 
has now been added. 

The future, however, is inscrutable. During the first years, time in the new 
land follows no familiar patterns of development. The newly arrived émigré 
lacks any familiar yardsticks with which to measure or predict the course his 
new life may run. He concentrates on following, step by step, the necessary 
everyday routines of seeking employment and accommodation and then 
working and settling down. 

In some cases, the present is measured in a series of jobs and houses – the 
future is a new job, or a new apartment. Farther than that, the exile cannot 
see into the future. Visions of a future life in a restored Latvia are too vague 
to be anything more than abstract musings or political rhetoric. 

Having found a job and a house, the émigré’s life is measured out in the 
daily, weekly, yearly routines of the job, whilst a parallel, private or 
‘Latvian’ time is created during work breaks, after work, on weekends and 
vacations, within the Latvian social time-space. 

Narratives of a Changing Identity 

The break in time and shift in space that exile represents marks a changing 
identity for the person living in the time-space of exile, as represented by the 
protagonists of the novels. Whereas social identity in a stable, economically 
based society is usually tied to a person’s employment, the émigré has to 
embark on new careers. His social status, his social identity, regardless of 
who or what he was before the war, is now dramatically altered. The novels 
of exile are a chronicle of this process of changing identity. 

First, the exile starts his new life as a refugee – a victim, a passive object, 
rather than a subject. He is herded, screened, administrated, organized, 
interviewed, by forces outside himself. Decisions of life and death are made 
for him by authorities he has no control over. His lifestyle, even his family 
relationships are formed by the pragmatic considerations of administration. 
Laws and regulations are made and changed regardless of him. He is part of 
the refugee problem, which has to be solved. 

The refugee is the object of others’ interpretation of circumstances. He is 
not an independent actor whose help and opinions are sought, who is 
allowed to act to form his own future. He has to succumb. He is to fit into an 
order determined by others. 

From the moment of leaving his homeland, it is the rest of the world who 
has defined and described his state of existence, his identity and his needs. 
Others have written about him and described him in foreign languages. The 
administrators, immigration officers, psychologists, politicians in foreign 
governments, employers, economists and sociologists, have defined him 
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from their point of view, assessed and evaluated him according to their own 
criteria. And the main criterion is usually one of integration. Always it is the 
exile who has had to adapt, change, fit into the new circumstances, not the 
circumstances that have to be changed.  

Even when he settles into another land, it is he who has to adapt, to learn 
a new language, to cultivate foreign customs, to follow new rules and 
traditions – he is under pressure to eat differently, dress differently, work 
differently, speak differently, think differently, take an interest in different 
things than he was accustomed to, laugh at different jokes – to interpret 
reality differently. 

The novels of exile are not only a chronicle of this process of integration. 
As witness texts, these novels are a way for the exile to turn the tables, to 
relate his experience of the world, to himself define his own identity. They 
are a reversal of an imbalance, of the preferential right of interpretation. In 
these novels it is the exile who, in his own language, is observing and 
analyzing the powers that be – the administrators of the postwar chaos in 
Germany, the inhabitants of the countries that have not been the victims of 
the war, the new time-spaces that he finds himself in. 

Skultans (1998a: 22), discussing the life-story narratives of Latvians who 
have survived Siberia and the Soviet system discusses narratives as 
‘restoring meaning to lives’: 

“Narrative grants a […] radical role to individuals in the shaping of their 
ideas. Like the autobiographer, the narrator imposes a design on her life and 
this offers scope for creativity. The victims of history may reverse their status 
and devise strategies for wresting personal victories, however small, from 
history.” 

In this respect these texts are not only testimonial narratives relevant to 
the exiles themselves, they are also a documentation of the societies the exile 
finds himself in, yet they are related from outside the accepted discourse and 
self-image of these societies. The societies of the USA, Sweden, Canada, 
Australia, Great Britain might well profit from seeing themselves described 
from the familiarity of a critic who lives within the society, yet bases his 
judgements on the criteria of another culture. 

If the world picture of the exile is seen in these novels to deviate from the 
standard model, what can one say about the narratives themselves? Is the 
very expression of this world picture also somehow distorted? Skultans has 
discovered a narrative distortion in the life-story narratives she examined: 

“Aristotle defined three dramatic unities: time, place and action. For Latvian 
narrators these unifying principles are not available. War, imprisonment and 
exile fragmented accepted notions of time and space. Terror and oppression 
undermined conventional notions of a free agent and free action.” (1998a: 30) 

A similar distortion may also be discerned in the novels of exile. 
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This is most obvious in the novels of postwar Germany. The chaotic 
temporal structure of many of these novels has been remarked upon, where 
episode follows episode and at times the reader does not know how much 
time has passed between them. They often give the impression of memories 
crowding upon one another. 

Even the feeling for space may at times be said to be distorted, at least 
until the protagonists settle in the strict order of the camps. Especially when 
the novels depict flight through Germany in search of shelter and safety, 
town often follows town, one temporary domicile follows another, giving 
few fast coordinates for orientation. 

Even character in the novels of the DP camps is in some ways 
disintegrating. A remarkable number of these novels portray a group, rather 
than individuals, and thus have several protagonists. Even those novels 
where the focus is on one or two characters, a whole constellation of 
characters is, nevertheless, often depicted, at times branching out into 
anecdotes or episodes from the lives of the other characters. 

The total impression is one of a break-down of identity, a de-
individualization of the exile. This is reinforced by the diversity of plots and 
subplots, or even the absence of plots in many of the novels. Similar 
episodes at times are depicted in two or more novels. These are common 
stories of a community. The whole experience of going into exile is the plot. 

In the novels of settling in the new land, on the other hand, the exile is 
building up a new identity in the new life. By settling down, coping with the 
new circumstances, adapting to the new life, he is in fact creating his new 
identity. The focus in these novels, in contrast to the DP novels, is more on 
an individual, or a concentrated group of characters – a couple or a family.  

A process was set in motion when the exile crossed the frontier of his 
homeland. He was transformed; his life became a gradual transition. From 
being a Latvian living in Latvia, a person with a stable identity in a familiar 
milieu, commensurate with Swedes living in Sweden, Canadians in Canada, 
Australians in Australia, he became something else. He became a Latvian 
living in displacement – in confusion, chaos, crisis, existential struggle. 
Gradually growing accustomed to the new circumstances he becomes a 
Latvian living in a strange country, where the ways of the new country are 
foreign, peculiar, unfathomable, judged by Latvian standards. 

With the passing of time in the new country, the refugee finds he has a 
conscious, or unconscious, choice between three identities – that of the 
immigrant, the outsider, or the émigré.  

He may follow the course planned out by the powers that be, and become 
an immigrant. He may accept the new conditions and strive after the new 
identity offered him. In time he becomes a new Australian, a new Canadian 
etc. Finally he blends into the new identity and becomes assimilated and 
integrated as the refugee administrators had hoped. 
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The second alternative is to remain an outsider, who is not at home 
anywhere. He may remain displaced all his life. In the novels these are 
usually tragic characters, who either live in a past memory world avoiding 
the reality of the present, or suffer nervous breakdowns. Alternatively the 
outsider may harden himself, become cynical to the world around him, and 
often take to drink. 

The third alternative, the one chosen in varying degrees by most 
characters in the novels examined here, is that of the émigré – to accept the 
necessary reality of the new land, yet to preserve or adapt a Latvian identity 
in the new circumstances. The émigré thus forges a double identity for 
himself. 

Possible Further Applications of the Methodology 

It is hoped that the model of analysis that has been used here, might also 
have a wider application. 

The Latvian exile is comparatively small, and its literature, in general, 
apart from a few isolated works, not translated to major foreign languages. 
Nevertheless, the Latvian case may be generalized to shed light on the whole 
nature of exile, even in other cultures and other moments of history. The 
Latvian exile was a part of the first wave of mass migration in the postwar 
world, in which such mass movements have become more and more 
common. It was also an exile which produced a significant amount of 
literature about itself and its condition. Due to the small size of the Latvian 
exile group and the literature it has produced about itself, it is possible to 
form a general overview of it and to draw conclusions about the group’s self-
image and its own perspective on the nature of exile, its social, 
psychological, existential, and moral dimensions, as well as on the historical 
events that brought about the state of exile. 

A study of this may, by comparison, give insights into the inner world of 
other exile groups fleeing war or persecution today. 

This study might and should be extended and developed. As mentioned 
above, the Latvian postwar exile was part of the beginnings of a tendency 
which has increasingly come to characterize the historical situation of more 
and more peoples in the world. In order that the Latvian situation might help 
shed light on these other, analogous historical situations, a method of 
comparison must be developed. 

The model for the analysis of the world picture of the émigré, refugee or 
exile, which is used here might be developed, analogous to the ‘type’ and 
‘motif’ analyses of folk-narratives. The overall model of each exilic (or 
other) world picture could serve to define a specific ‘type’ of novel, and the 
episodes, images, themes which reflect each of the concentric layers of the 
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model would then correspond to ‘motifs’. This could prove a useful tool to 
facilitate comparison with other texts. 

Firstly, a similar systematic analysis could be applied to texts depicting 
other historic situations relevant to Latvians. 

x�	 Novels depicting life in Latvia before the War could be examined 
in a similar way. How much, if at all, does the world picture 
revealed in pre-war novels correspond to the Standard Model 
accepted here as the norm for comparison? 

x� Novels depicting life in the Soviet Union and written in Latvia 
concurrently with the novels of Latvian exile, should also provide 
an interesting comparison. Do Latvians in occupied Latvia feel 
more ‘at home’ than those in exile, or has the familiar space from 
which they have not been physically moved been transformed into 
a foreign space? Do they also create a parallel reality for 
themselves within the foreign Soviet society?  

x�	 Similarly texts of Latvians in Siberia should be compared – what 
are the points of similarity and difference for the two exiles – East 
and West? 

x�	 Finally, other types of text, apart from novels, depicting life in exile 
should be compared – newspaper reports, letters, diaries, oral life 
story narratives, shorter fiction, and poetry. 

Secondly, the Latvian mental topography of exile should be compared to 
that of other exile groups. The literatures of other groups displaced by the 
Second World War (Lithuanians, Estonians, Poles, Ukranians, Germans, 
Jews etc) should be compared from this point of view, as well as later exiles, 
brought about by completely differing historical circumstances – for 
instance, Kurds in Sweden. 

Other types of migration could also be compared – for instance the 
changing world image of Russians who moved to Latvia during Soviet 
times, with a certain image of the world, who now have to cope with a 
changed image of the same space they inhabit. Farther, the model of analysis 
could be applied to the whole area of post-colonial studies, comparing the 
differing world picture of colonists and colonized, mapping the change in the 
world picture after the collapse of the colonial situation. 

Another further area of research which has not been examined in depth 
here, but which could provide fruitful insights is the question of whether the 
male and female images of exile are identical or fundamentally different. 

The Chronotope of Exile 

To sum up, how then may one describe the chronotope of exile? It is 
inevitably tied to the new identity the exile forges for himself in the new 
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time-space in which he finds himself. This new identity is most often, in 
various degrees and in various forms, an uncomfortable double identity, as 
described by Wendelius (2002), who quotes Gunnar Kieri, an author from 
one of Sweden’s minority cultures from Tornedal: “It is like using your left 
hand to throw a snowball, when you are right-handed” (127).  

The whole process described in the Latvian novels of exile – of travelling 
to another land and either settling down or travelling on; of seeking 
apartments and moving to new ones; of building or buying houses; of 
seeking jobs, changing to others, thinking about education and careers; of 
trying to get along with the local inhabitants, whilst rejecting them, or being 
duped or rejected by them; of trying to become a local, whilst maintaining 
one’s Latvian identity; of seeking the company of other Latvians, at the same 
time disdaining them; of seeking close relationships, whilst isolating oneself; 
in a word, of experiencing one’s aloneness in the universe – is all part of the 
existential act of making or forging or finding a home in the here and now. 
This existential concern may well be universal. In fact it may well be argued 
that it is the theme of the vast majority of all novels. Wendelius indeed 
describes the state of exile as a universal human situation:  

“An eternal, universal state common to all mankind. It is man’s fate to 
constantly be a stranger, to never have a home, to constantly be forced to 
depart again and again [….] Emigration and exile can bring to the fore the 
individual’s half unconscious experiences of separateness and continuity, but 
also his or her need to continuously redefine his or her identity.” (132) 

Nevertheless, being displaced into exile – uprooted from a safe, ‘normal’, 
traditional life, thrown out into nothing, forced to forge a new identity in a 
new place, to start a new life, a new chain of time – trying to create a 
familiar, safe space in which to live one’s life within a foreign world, is a 
concentrated image of this universal existential process. To try to be at home 
in foreign parts. This oxymoron is, perhaps, the best description of the 
chronotope of exile. 
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APPENDIX 1


NOVELS EXAMINED IN THE TEXT 





Bibliographic information in this appendix refers to the edition of each novel 
used and quoted in this survey, which is not neccessarily the first edition. 
Information about the original year of publication of a particular novel may 
be found in Appendices 2 and 3. 

A. Key to DP Novels 

Ɩbele =

AƯda Niedra, KatrƯne Ɩbele (KatrƯne Ɩbele). Brussels: PƝtera

Mantnieka apgƗds, 1950. 


Bridges = 
Teodors ZeltiƼš, Tiltu atjaunotƗji (Rebuilders of Bridges). Nebraska: 
T.ZeltiƼa apgƗds, 1960. 

Bugler = 
Alfreds Dziƺums, Mežlejas taurƝtƗjs (The Mežleja Bugler). Uppsala: 
Dzintars, 1956. 

Clapper = 
VoldemƗrs Richters, Klabata (The Clapper). Lincoln, Nebraska: 
Vaidava, 1970. 

Damned = 
KonstantƯns Raudive, NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles I (Damned Souls I). 
Lübeck: J.ŠƯna apgƗds, 1948. 

Displaced = 
Alfreds Dziƺums, PƗrvietotie (The Displaced). Västerås: 
ZiemeƺblƗzma, 1955. 

Duchy = 
KƗrlis ƶezbers, Mainas hercogiste (The Duchy of Main). Chicago: 
AlfrƝda KalnƗja apgƗds, 1960. 

Eve = 
AƯda Niedra, MǌžƯgƗ Ieva (The Eternal Eve). [Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1958. 

Farewell = 
Lǌcija BƗrene, Ardievas (The Farewell). Michigan: AKA, 1973. 

Flame = 
OƺƧerts LiepiƼš, VƝlƗ liesma (The Late Flame). [Waverley, Ohio]: 
Latvju grƗmata, 1951. 

Gazer = 
Modris ZeberiƼš, DvƝseƺu raudzƯtƗjs (The Soul Gazer). Waverley, 
Ohio: O.DƯƷis, 1955. 

Illusions = 
JonƗss Miesnieks, MelƯgas ilǌzijas (Deceitful Illusions). Stockholm: 
Daugava, 1955. 

Kriksis = 
JƗnis Širmanis, Kriksis TrimdƗ (Kriksis in Exile). Västerås: 
ZiemeƺblƗzma, 1952. 
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Lucky = 
Anšlavs EglƯtis, LaimƯgie (The Lucky Ones). Brooklyn: GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1951. 

Morning = 
Eduards Silkalns, No rƯta (In the Morning). Sydney: Salas apgƗds, 
1974. 

Owls = 
Modris ZeberiƼš, Dzidra ZeberiƼa, ǋpji (The Eagle-Owls). [Brussels]: 
PƝtera Mantnieka apgƗds, [1952.] 

Parade = 
Konstance MiƷelsone, Nakts parƗde (Nocturnal Parade). Brooklyn: 
GrƗmatu draugs, 1953. 

Republic = 
Teodors ZeltiƼš, Drupu republika (The Republic of Ruins). 
[Waverley, Ohio]: Latvju grƗmata, 1960. 

Seekers = 
Arnolds Rasa, Ceƺa meklƝtƗji (Those Who Seek the Way). [Lincoln, 
Nebraska]: Vaidava, 1963. 

Song = 
Guntis ZariƼš, Trimdas augstƗ dziesma (Exile’s Song of Songs). 
[Minneapolis]: Tilta apgƗds, 1967. 

Stars = 
Elga Kore, ZvaigžƼu ceƺi (The Ways of the Stars). Tilta apgƗds, 1966. 

Stepchildren = 
Rihards Kraulis, Dieva pabƝrni (God’s Stepchildren). RƯga: Litta, 
1993. 

Tale = 
JƗnis JaunsudrabiƼš, Es stƗstu savai sievai (I Tell my Wife a Tale). 
Västerås: ZiemeƺblƗzma, 1951. 

Tantalus = 
Anita Daugule, Tantals (Tantalus). [Minneapolis]: SƝƺzemnieka 
apgƗds, 1970. 

Tatters = 
Ʀirts Salnais, Skrandas vƝjƗ (Tatters in the Wind). Stockholm: 
Daugava, 1952. 

Trap = 
Teodors ZeltiƼš, SlazdƗ (In a Trap). [Waverley, Ohio]: Latvju 
grƗmata, 1952. 

Waves = 
Dzintars Freimanis, ViƺƼi (Waves). Toronto: Astra, 1956. 

Wheels = 
Nikolajs KalniƼš, Ciems uz riteƼiem (The Village on Wheels). 
Brooklyn: GrƗmatu draugs, 1959. 

Women = 
AƯda Niedra TrƯs CauƼu sievietes (Three Caune Women). Toronto: 
ApgƗds Daina, 1954. 
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B. Key to Novels of Settling in the 
New Land 

Aldaune = 
Velta Toma, Aldaune (Aldaune). [Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu draugs, 1960. 

AntiƼš = 
Teodors ZeltiƼš, AntiƼš AmerikƗ meklƝ lƯgavu (AntiƼš in America 
Searches for a Bride). GrƗmatu draugs, 1963. 

Bough = 
Alfreds Dziƺums, Nokaltis zars (A Withered Bough). [Copenhagen]: 
Imanta, 1960. 

By the Hill = 
IngrƯda VƯksna, Nams kalna malƗ (The House By the Hill). Toronto: 
Amber Printers and Publishers, 1992. 

Cain (Tetralogy: Scream, Ebb, Hill House, Separated ) = 
Arturs Plaudis, Kaina bƝrni (The Children of Cain). 1975-86 

Damned = 
KonstantƯns Raudive, NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles II (Damned Souls II). 
Lübeck: J.ŠƯna apgƗds, 1949. 

Doctor = 
ArvƝds Alksnis, MazpilsƝtas Ɨrsts (A Small Town Doctor). [East 
Lansing, USA]: Gauja, 1988. 

Dragon = 
Modris ZeberiƼš, Pǌra pǌƷis un trƯs sievas (The Dowry Dragon and 
Three Wives). Copenhagen: Imanta, 1956. 

Ebb = 
Arturs Plaudis, Atplǌdi (The Flood’s Ebb). Park Orchards, Australia: 
J.A.Janson's Memorial Fund, 1984. 

Eden = 
Konstance MiƷelsone, Ɯdenes rapsodija (Rhapsody of Eden). 
[Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu draugs, 1954. 

Eingana = 
Lǌcija BƝrziƼa, EingƗna (Eingana). Sydney: Salas apgƗds, 1973. 

End = 
Sandra LazdiƼa, Ceƺa galƗ (At Journey’s End). [Minneapolis]: Tilta 
apgƗds, 1963. 

Foreign Country = 
Lǌcija BƗrene, SvešajƗ zemƝ (In the Foreign Country). [East Lansing, 
USA]: Gauja, 1978. 

Francesca = 
Zenta MauriƼa, Franþeska (Francesca). [Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu draugs, 
[1952]. 

Girl = 
Irma Grebzde, Tikai meitene (Just a Girl). [Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1969. 
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Grey House = 
Irma Grebzde, PelƝkƗ mƗja (The Grey House). [Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1954. 

Here = 
Irma Grebzde, Te nu es esmu (Here I am, now). Brooklyn: GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1964. 

Hill House = 
Arturs Plaudis, Kalna mƗja (The Hill House). Park Orchards, 
Australia: J.A.Janson's Memorial Fund, 1985. 

Illusions = 
JonƗss Miesnieks, MelƯgas ilǌzijas (Deceitful Illusions). Stockholm: 
Daugava, 1955. 

Janitor = 
JƗnis KlƯdzƝjs, Dženitors (The Janitor). Chicago: JƗƼa ŠƷirmanta 
apgƗds, 1955. 

Krista = 
Eiženija TƗlmane, Krista (Krista). Grand Haven, Michigan: AKA, 
1978. 

Lee = 

Alfreds Dziƺums, Mežu aizvƝjƗ (In the Lee of the Forests). 

[Brooklyn]: GrƗmatu draugs, 1973. 


Letters = 
ValdemƗrs KƗrkliƼš, VƝstules no dzimtenes (Letters From the 
Homeland). Brooklyn: GrƗmatu draugs, 1957. 

Living = 
ElvƯra KociƼa, JƗdzƯvo vien ir (One has to Go on Living). Brooklyn: 
GrƗmatu draugs, 1974. 

Loneliness = 

ValdemƗrs KƗrkliƼš, VientulƯbas kalns (The Mountain of 

Loneliness). NY: GrƗmatu draugs, 1950. 


Maruta = 

Aina Zemdega, Maruta (Maruta). RƯga: Karogs, 1996. 


Monastery = 
Arnolds Apse, Klosterkalns (Monastery Mountain). RƯga: Jumava, 
1998. 

Moon = 
Anšlavs EglƯtis, CilvƝks no MƝness (A Person from the Moon). 
GrƗmatu draugs, 1954. 

New Australians = 
Rihards Kraulis, JaunaustrƗlieši (New Australians). RƯga: Junda, 
1998. 

Night = 
Ernests Aistars, Tu nƗci naktƯ (You Came at Night). GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1967. 

Poppy = 
AƯda Niedra, MelnƗ magone (The Black Poppy). GrƗmatu draugs, 
1956. 
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Right = 
Ella Andersone, Vai darƯju pareizi? (Did I do Right?). Nebraska: 
Vaidava, 1981. 

Right One = 
Ernests Aistars, Šoreiz ar Ưsto (This Time With the Right One). 
Brooklyn: GrƗmatu draugs, 1987. 

Scream = 
Arturs Plaudis, Kliedziens naktƯ (A Scream in the Night). Park 
Orchards, Australia: J.A.Janson's Memorial Fund, 1984. 

Separated = 
Arturs Plaudis, ŠƷirtie (The Separated). Park Orchards, Australia: 
J.A.Janson's Memorial Fund, 1986. 

Sole = 
Gunars Janovskis, Sola ( Sole). RƯga: Liesma, 1991. 

Sorry = 
Anšlavs EglƯtis, Misters Sorrijs (Mr Sorry). Brooklyn: GrƗmatu 
draugs, 1956. 

Still Foreign = 
Arnolds Rasa, VƝl mƝs esam svešumƗ (We are still in Foreign 
Lands). Lincoln, Nebraska: Vaidava, 1970. 

Strangers = 
Eduards Freimanis, Svešos ƺaudƯs (Among Strangers). KuldƯga: 
CelmiƼš, 1993. 

Summer = 
Rita Liepa, Sveša vasara (Foreign Summer). Stockholm: Daugava, 
1955. 

TomiƼš = 
JƗnis Širmanis, Kriksis un TomiƼš AmerikƗ (Kriksis and TomiƼš in 
America). Västerås: ZiemeƺblƗzma, 1955. 

Trent = 
Gunars Janovskis, PƗr Trentu kƗpj migla (A Fog is Rising over the 
Trent). RƯga: Liesma, 1991. 

Uprooted = 
Elza Ɩbele, Ar saknƝm izrautie (The Uprooted). Sydney: Salas 
apgƗds, 1968. 

Valley = 
Indra GubiƼa, Zelta ieleja (The Valley of Gold). Minneapolis: Tilta 
apgƗds, 1959. 

Voices = 
Janovskis, Gunars, Balsis aiz tumsas (Voices Behind the Darkness). 
Brooklyn: GrƗmatu draugs, 1972. 

Young = 
Dzintars Sodums, Jauni trimdƗ (Young in Exile). RƯga: Karogs, 
1997. 
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C. Novels of Settling in the New Land    
– Sorted According to Land 

AUSTRALIA 
Ɩbele, Elza, Ar saknƝm izrautie (The Uprooted). 1968 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, EingƗna (Eingana). 1971 
Kraulis, Rihards, JaunaustrƗlieši (New Australians). 1998 
Plaudis, Arturs, Kliedziens naktƯ (A Scream in the Night). 1975 
Plaudis, Arturs, Atplǌdi (The Flood’s Ebb). 1984 
Plaudis, Arturs, Kalna mƗja (The Hill House). 1985 
Plaudis, Arturs, ŠƷirtie (The Separated). 1986 
Plaudis, Arturs, Kalnciemieši (The Hill Dwellers). 1987 

BRAZIL 
Rasa, Arnolds, VƝl mƝs esam svešumƗ (We are still in Foreign Lands). 
1970 

CANADA 
Andersone, Ella, Vai darƯju pareizi? (Did I do Right?). 1981 
Freimanis, Eduards, Svešos ƺaudƯs (Among Strangers). 1993 
Grebzde, Irma, Te nu es esmu (Here I am, now). 1964 
Grebzde, Irma, Tikai meitene (Just a Girl). 1969 
Grebzde, Irma, PelƝkƗ mƗja (The Grey House). 1954 
Grebzde, Irma, Dǌda (Dǌda). 1958 
GubiƼa, Indra, Zelta ieleja (The Valley of Gold). 1959 
Toma, Velta, Aldaune (Aldaune). 1960 
VƯksna, IngrƯda, Nams kalna malƗ (The House By the Hill). 1992 

ENGLAND 
GubiƼa, Indra, Zelta ieleja (The Valley of Gold). 1959 
Janovskis, Gunars, Sola (Sole). 1961 
Janovskis, Gunars, PƗr Trentu kƗpj migla (A Fog is Rising over the 

Trent). 1963 
Janovskis, Gunars, Balsis aiz tumsas (Voices Behind the Darkness). 

1972 

FRANCE 
Apse, Arnolds, Klosterkalns (Monastery Mountain). 1964 

SWEDEN 
Dziƺums, Alfreds, Nokaltis zars (A Withered Bough). 1960 
Dziƺums, Alfreds, Mežu aizvƝjƗ (In the Lee of the Forests). 1973 
MauriƼa, Zenta, Franþeska (Francesca). 1952 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles II (Damned Souls II). 1948 
Sodums, Dzintars, Jauni trimdƗ (Young in Exile). 1997 
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Zemdega, Aina, Maruta (Maruta). 1995 

USA 
Aistars, Ernests, Šoreiz ar Ưsto (This Time With the Right One). 1987 
Aistars, Ernests, Tu nƗci naktƯ (You Came at Night). 1967 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, MazpilsƝtas Ɨrsts (A Small Town Doctor). 1988 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, SvešajƗ zemƝ (In the Foreign Country). 1978 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, CilvƝks no MƝness (A Person from the Moon). 1953 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Misters Sorrijs (Mr Sorry). 1955 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, VƝstules no dzimtenes (Letters From the 

Homeland). 1956 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, VientulƯbas kalns (The Mountain of Loneliness). 

1950 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Dženitors (The Janitor). 1955 
KociƼa, ElvƯra, JƗdzƯvo vien ir (One has to Go on Living). 1974 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, Ceƺa galƗ (At Journey’s End). 1963 
Liepa, Rita, Sveša vasara (Foreign Summer). 1951 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, MelƯgas ilǌzijas (Deceitful Illusions). 1955 
MiƷelsone, Konstance, Ɯdenes rapsodija (Rhapsody of Eden). 1954 
Niedra, AƯda, MelnƗ magone (The Black Poppy). 1956 
Širmanis, JƗnis Kriksis un TomiƼš AmerikƗ (Kriksis and TomiƼš in 

America). 1955 
TƗlmane, Eiženija, Krista (Krista). 1978 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, Pǌra pǌƷis un trƯs sievas (The Dowry Dragon and 

Three Wives). 1956 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, AntiƼš AmerikƗ meklƝ lƯgavu (AntiƼš in America 

Searches for a Bride).1962 
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APPENDIX 2 

List of All Latvian Novels 
Published Outside Latvia 1945–1996 

– in Alphabetical Order According to Author’s
 Name 





This list is based on the LRR list of all Latvian novels published up till 1996. 

Some works which were not to be found in the LRR have been added, as 

well as some novels published after 1996.  

Works which have only been published in periodicals have been marked 

(per.).


Aigars, PƝteris, Atkusnis sƗkƗs oktobrƯ  1965 
Aigars, PƝteris, LietuvƝna dzƯres  1951 
Aigars, PƝteris, LƯgodama upe nesa  1953 
Aigars, PƝteris, NemirstƯgais nemiers  1969 
Aigars, PƝteris/ Dziƺums, Alfreds/ EglƯtis, Anšlavs/ Grebzde, Irma/ 

KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs/ KlƗns, PƗvils/ Liepa, Aleksandrs/ Liepa, Rita/ 
Moors, Henrijs/ Niedra, AƯda/ PuriƼs, Hugo/ Sarma, JƗnis/ VƯksna, 
IngrƯda/ ZeberiƼš, Modris/ ZeltiƼs, Teodors, Gluži parasts cilvƝks (per.) 
1956 

Aistars, Ernests, Adatas ƝnƗ  1975 
Aistars, Ernests, Aiza  1963 
Aistars, Ernests, Evita  1970 
Aistars, Ernests, Gaismu sauca  1980 
Aistars, Ernests, Goda diena  1972 
Aistars, Ernests, Šoreiz ar Ưsto  1987 
Aistars, Ernests, Plosti  1952 
Aistars, Ernests, SƗksim vƝlreiz  1985 
Aistars, Ernests, Sapnis saules logƗ  1959 
Aistars, Ernests, SavƗ zemƝ  1978 
Aistars, Ernests, SirƝna  1949 
Aistars, Ernests, Tu nƗci naktƯ  1967 
Alauksta, Marta, Nate  1982 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, HipokrƗts spƯlƝs  1980 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, Panaceja un viƼas mƗcekƺi  1987 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, MazpilsƝtas Ɨrsts 1988 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, Ɩrsti un slimnieki  1990 
Andersone, Ella (Zane Zemdega),   Vai darƯju pareizi? 1981 
Andersone, Ella (Zane Zemdega),   Viss mainƗs  1976 
AndžƗne, Marija, Nosta (per.)  1948 
Apse, Arnolds, GandrƯz ƧenerƗlis  1982 
Apse, Arnolds, Klosterkalns  1964 
Apse, Arnolds, LepnƗ Zemgales bajƗru cilts  1983 
ArƗjs, Andrejs 1939-1993. I Karš  1994 
Ardenss, Edgars, Robi paradƯzes vƗrtos 1963 
Ardenss, Edgars, SvƝtais un septiƼi dƝmoni  1966 
Ɩbele, Elza, Ar sƗknƝm izrautie  1968 
Ɩbele, Elza, MƯlestƯba  1984 
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Ɩbele, Silvija, DaugavƗ iet ledus  1960 
Balts, Alfreds, Barbaru triumfs  1981 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, Ardievas  1973 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, DzƯves straume 1975 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, SvešajƗ zemƝ  1978 
Baumanis, Arturs,   Hernhǌtieši  1975 
Bergmane, Valerija   Velga  1974 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, EingƗna  1971 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, JaunƯbas atblƗzmƗ  1986 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, Ko tu man gribƝji stƗstƯt, Dienvidu zeme?  1995 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, LƯdzinieks  1976 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, Mans draugs Žanis  1981 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, Viena nedƝƺa Ernas dzƯvƝ  1984 
BƝrziƼa, Marija, Zelta caune  1987 
BƯskaps, DƗvids, Jauno siržu sapƼi un likteƼi  1963 
Blicava, Babete, LaimƯgƗ paaudze  1962 
Braþa, Irma,   ApsolƯtƗ zeme  1979 
Celms, MƗrtiƼš, Graudnieki  1974 
CielƝns, FƝlikss, NƗves pavƝnƯ  1948 
Dambergs, ValdemƗrs, Dievu augšƗmcelšanƗs  1956 
Daugule, Anita, SadedzinƗtie tilti  1961 
Daugule, Anita, Tantals  1970 
Dekters, DonƗts, Dorvu cƯma ƺaudis  1947 
Druva, Linda, Pa saulainƗm tekƗm  1963 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Aizaugušas drupas  1968 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   AklƗ ezera velns  1965 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Celminieki  1947 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   CilvƝki vƝtrƗ  1960 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Daugavas krƗces  1963 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Dieva dzirnas  1952 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Gaidi mani!  1975 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Kurzemes sirds vƝl dzƯva  1973 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   KurzemƯte, sƝrdienƯte  1976 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Lai neaizmirstam  1972 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Laila no RƯgas  1957 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Mežlejas taurƝtƗjs  1956 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Mežu aizvƝjƗ  1973 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Nokaltis zars  1960 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   PƗrvietotie  1955 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   PƝdas rƯta rasƗ  1964 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Plosti sƝklƯ  1976 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   RƯta cƝliens  1949 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Tiesas svƝtdiena  1969 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Tornas grƗvjraþi  1949 
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Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Vakars uz ezera  1951 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   VƝja kaƼepe  1951 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   VƝja melderis  1969 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Vienas vasaras zieds  1971 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Vilka zobs  1966 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,   Zeme dzƯvo  1962 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs CilvƝks mežƗ  1968 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Adžurdžonga  1951 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, BezkaunƯgie veþi 1967 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, CilvƝks no MƝness  1953 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, ýingischana gals 1948 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Es nebiju varonis  1955 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Es nepievienojos  1971 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Ilze  1959 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, LaimƯgie  1951 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Malachita dievs  1959 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Misters Sorrijs  1955 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Nav tak dzimtene  1965 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Omartija kundze  1957 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Pansija pilƯ  1962 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, PƝdƝjais raidƯjums  1962 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Piecas dienas  1975 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Vai te var dabǌt alu?  1961 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Vai zini zemi, citronas kur zied?  1979 
Ešots, Vilis, LeƧionƗri  1952 
Freimanis, Dzintars,   ViƺƼi  1956 
Freimanis, Eduards,   ApsƝstie  1968 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Cildenais  1990 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Dieva Joks  1988 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Diletants  1984 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Divas pasaules  1974 
Freimanis, Eduards,   DraudzƯbas pils 1986 
Freimanis, Eduards,   DzirnavƗs  1996 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Garais viencƝliens (per.)  1963 
Freimanis, Eduards,   JaunƯba (per.)  1981 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Kƺǌda  1993 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Liepu rinda  1991 
Freimanis, Eduards,   MƗte  1987 
Freimanis, Eduards,   NƗkotnes cilvƝks  1984 
Freimanis, Eduards,   PiedzƯvojums PadomijƗ  1981 
Freimanis, Eduards,   PriecƯgais  1988 
Freimanis, Eduards,   Svešos ƺaudƯs  1993 
Freimanis, Eduards,   TicƯba  1978 
Freimanis, Eduards,   VisƗdais JƝpis  1990 
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Freimanis, Eduards,   ZvaigžƼu gaismƗ  1991 
Freivalds, JƗnis, Bada sazvƝrestƯba  1979 
GailƯte, Angelika, DzƯves zaƺais koks  1947 
GalƝna, Velta VienmƝr kƗda zvaigzne aust 1983 
Gordons, Franks MijkrƝslis mikrorajonƗ (per.)  1980 
GorsvƗns, JƗnis, Mans mƯƺais auša  1988 
Grebzde, Irma,   CilvƝki bez ceƺa (per.)  1949 
Grebzde, Irma,   Dǌda  1958 
Grebzde, Irma,   IelejƗ sagriezƗs putenis  1963 
Grebzde, Irma,   Inga  1952 
Grebzde, Irma,   Izdeguši meži šalc (per.)  1964 
Grebzde, Irma,   MƗsas  1965 
Grebzde, Irma,   Meitene un puƷe  1971 
Grebzde, Irma,   PelƝkƗ mƗja  1954 
Grebzde, Irma,   Rudens negaiss  1954 
Grebzde, Irma,   SƝjƝjs izgƗja sƝt 1976 
Grebzde, Irma,   SveicinƗta mana zeme  1960 
Grebzde, Irma,   Te nu es esmu  1964 
Grebzde, Irma,   Tikai meitene  1969 
Grebzde, Irma,   Tikai pƗri ceƺam  1995 
Grebzde, Irma,   Tu nepateici ardievas (per.)  1964 
Grebzde, Irma,   Vai Ɨbele ziedƝja?  1968 
Grebzde, Irma,   Ziedi, mana vasara  1980 
Grebzde, Irma,   Zosukalna meitenes  1959 
Grieze, GunƗrs, Laimes akas meklƝtƗji  1996 
Grieze, GunƗrs, Zied asteres rudenƯ  1993 
Gruzna, PƗvils/ LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Mamona gaitnieki 1978 
GubiƼa, Indra, Dzilnas dziesma 1990 
GubiƼa, Indra, Es gribu dzƯvot (per.)  1964 
GubiƼa, Indra, GandrƯz karaliene  1965 
GubiƼa, Indra, Ir katram sava pasaule  1979 
GubiƼa, Indra, Iztiksim bez mƝness  1975 
GubiƼa, Indra, KƗ es tevi mileju  1997 
GubiƼa, Indra, Raksts putekƺos  1970 
GubiƼa, Indra, Spoguƺa lauska (per.)  1959 
GubiƼa, Indra, Uz akmeƼa stƗvƝdams  1986 
GubiƼa, Indra, Uz vienpadsmito stƗvu  1983 
GubiƼa, Indra, Vai slƯdƝja mƗkonis  1993 
GubiƼa, Indra, Zelta ieleja  1959 
GubiƼa, Indra, Ziema nƗk pretim  1972 
ƦƝrmanis, Uldis,   PakƗpies tornƯ  1986 
Hermanovskis, Egils/ LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Pieci Hermanovski (per.)  1976 
Hermanovskis, Egils/ LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Prezidenta krustdƝls (per.) 1981 
IeviƼš, KƗrlis, MƗjas ezermalƝ  1956 
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IeviƼš, KƗrlis, Siržu likteƼi  1945 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, Ar un bez rožainƗm brillƝm  1988 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, Divas jakas un taksido  1982 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, KaƷi, ja tu bǌtu cilvƝks  1981 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, Nozagtais enƧelis  1984 
Janovskis, Gunars, Balsis aiz tumsas  1972 
Janovskis, Gunars, Bez ceƺa  1965 
Janovskis, Gunars, Dziesma mežam  1969 
Janovskis, Gunars, Ɯnu menuets  1968 
Janovskis, Gunars, HelmƯ  1987 
Janovskis, Gunars, ƹaudis pie jǌras  1987 
Janovskis, Gunars, Ines  1981 
Janovskis, Gunars, Kaijas kliedz vƝtru  1976 
Janovskis, Gunars, Kur gaiƺi nedzied  1973 
Janovskis, Gunars, Laima (per.)  1987 
Janovskis, Gunars, Novakare  1980 
Janovskis, Gunars, PƗr Trentu kƗpj migla  1963 
Janovskis, Gunars, PƝc pastardienas  1966 
Janovskis, Gunars, Pie Tornas  1966 
Janovskis, Gunars, PilsƝta pie upes  1989 
Janovskis, Gunars, PurvƗ  1981 
Janovskis, Gunars, Rolands  1970 
Janovskis, Gunars, Sǀla  1961 
Janovskis, Gunars, Toreiz (per.)  1994 
Janovskis, Gunars, Un kas par to  1977 
Janovskis, Gunars, Uz neatgriešanos 1973 
Janovskis, Gunars/ KalniƼa, Laima, CilvƝks, kas gribƝja vairƗk  1983 
JaunsudrabiƼš, JƗnis, Es stƗstu savai sievai 1951 
JƝger-Freimane, Paula,   CilvƝks domƗ, Dievs dara 1963 
JƝger-Freimane, Paula,   Es apliecinu tevi  1968 
JƝger-Freimane, Paula,   Es atgriežos pie sevis  1966 
JƝger-Freimane, Paula,   MainƯgƗ mƗnƯgƗ dzƯve  1973 
Kalme, Egils,   BrƯvƯbas ƝnƗ  1985 
Kalme, Egils,   DevƯtais vilnis  1951 
Kalme, Egils,   Pasaules vƝjos  1981 
Kalme, Egils,   Pret straumi  1980 
KalniƼa, Laima,   Atgrieztais rieciens  1981 
KalniƼa, Laima,   BrƯnišƷƯgƗs puƷes  1980 
KalniƼa, Laima,   ValentƯns un viƼa sievietes 1982 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, CƝsis nav RƯga  1981 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, Ciems uz riteƼiem  1959 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, Laipu licƝji  1965 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, MƗkoƼu stǌmƝji  1988 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, Rijas zƝnu rota  1956 
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KalniƼš, Nikolajs, Tikai saulei nav Ɲnu  1972 
Kalnietis, Vilis, Pali kƗpj  1989 
Kalnietis, Vilis, TƯrelis  1957 
Kalnietis, Vilis, Cimdi  1992 
KƗrkliƼš, JƗnis, Latviešu PǌcesspieƧelis  1964 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Dieva zeme  1952 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Jaunavu iela  1957 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Kurzeme  1964 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, PƝdas smiltƯs  1949 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Romantiski iemesli  1961 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Teika par septiƼiem kuƧiem  1954 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Tikai mƯlestƯba 1957 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Vakara zvaigznes  1962 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, VƝstule no dzimtenes  1956 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, VientulƯbas kalns  1950 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, Zelta zvans  1958 
Karlsons, Žanis, 2 x 2 = 5  1966 
Karule, IrƝne, BaltƗ ziema  1988 
Karule, IrƝne, RaibƗ vasara  1955 
Kiršteins, Dzintars, Kad lielgabali klusƝ  1966 
Kiršteins, Dzintars, Kaƺiet sirdis akmenƯ, brƗƺi!  1969 
KlƗns, PƗvils, Kadet, uguni!  1975 
KlƗns, PƗvils, RƯga retour  1961 
KlƗns, PƗvils, Rǌsa  1952 
KlƗns, PƗvils, Safari  1964 
KlƗns, PƗvils, Sirilundas atgriešanƗs  1957 
KlƝtnieks, VoldemƗrs, Klintenieši  1963 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, CilvƝka bƝrns  1956 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, DƗvƗtƗs dvƝseles  1984 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Dženitors  1955 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, DzƯvƯte, dzƯvƯte šǌpojos tevƯ  1979 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, GribƝjƗs saullƝkta  1990 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Otrais mǌsos  1982 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Sniegi  1963 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Zilie kalni  1960 
KociƼa, ElvƯra, Dievi dusmo  1952 
KociƼa, ElvƯra, Eiropas vƗrtos  1951 
KociƼa, ElvƯra, JƗdzƯvo vien ir  1974 
Kore, Elga, Kalna skola  1956 
Kore, Elga, ZvaigžƼu ceƺi  1966 
Kovaƺevska, Margarita, Gauru gaiƺi  1955 
Kovaƺevska, Margarita, Posta puƷe  1946 
Kraulis, Rihards, Dieva paberni  1993 
Kraulis, Rihards, JaunaustrƗlieši  1998 
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Kraulis, Rihards, Velna asinis  1990 
Kroders, Arturs, DegošƗs dienas 1946 
Kroders, ValdemƗrs, MƝris BombejƗ  1956 
Krǌka, Tonija, AiztecƝjuši ǌdeƼi dzirnas negriež  1972 
Krǌka, Tonija, Ʀimenes galva (per.)  ? 
Krǌka, Tonija, RƯgas IeviƼa  1985 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Alkazars  1979 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, DƝkaiƼi un mƯlƝtƗji  1988 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Kamielis AntarktƯdƗ (per.)  1996 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Kurzemes hercoga dƗlderis 1983 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Mainas hercogiste  1960 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, NordeƷieši  1964 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Rumba  1982 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Sapnis par rozi  1964 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, SkƗbarža nams 1983 
ƶiƷauka, TƗlivaldis, Leonards  1967 
ƶiƷauka, TƗlivaldis, Putni  1969 
Laurinoviþa-Pronevska, Helene, Grymstušos saleƼas  1964 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, Ceƺa galƗ  1963 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, Mana vaina  1968 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, Sadegušie spƗrni  1961 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, Uz mƗjƗm  1965 
Leimane, Ilona,   KailƗ dzƯvƯba  1953 
Leimane, Ilona,   MƗtes cilts  1946 
LesiƼš, Knuts, Janka Muzikants 1949 
LesiƼš, Knuts, PƝdƝjƗs mƗjas  1957 
Lideka, Lidija, Nams pie Baltijas jǌras  1975 
Liepa, Aleksandrs, Naida un aizdomu rǌsa  1992 
Liepa, Aleksandrs, RƯgas privƗtdetektƯvi  1947 
Liepa, Osvalds, TƗlie viesi  1986 
Liepa, Rita, Sveša vasara  1951 
LiepiƼa, Marija, Liepsalu ƺaudis (per.)  1954 
LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Gustavs VƗza trimdƗ  1969 
LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Stirnas pƗr kalniem  1973 
LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, VƝlƗ liesma  1951 
MauriƼa, Zenta, BƝrza tƗss  1971 
MauriƼa, Zenta, Dzelzs aizbƯdƼi lǌst  1960 
MauriƼa, Zenta, Franþeska  1952 
MauriƼa, Zenta, TƗla gaita  1955 
MauriƼa, Zenta, TrƯs brƗƺi  1946 
MauriƼa, Zenta, UzdrƯkstƝties ir skaisti  1958 
Mednis, EdvƯns, DvƝseles dumpo  1964 
Mednis, EdvƯns, Rozes lido gaisos  1956 
Mednis, EdvƯns, Rozes un asinis  1947 
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Mednis, EdvƯns, Saule dejo  1959 
Mednis, EdvƯns, Zvaigznes stƯgo  1963 
Mežaks, ValdemƗrs VajƗti un dzƯti  1992 
MiƷelsone, Konstance, Ɯdenes rapsodija  1954 
MiƷelsone, Konstance, Nakts parƗde  1953 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, DzƯvƯbas sapnis  1961 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, KlaucƝnu kundzenes meita  1969 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, LƯbju gala soƧis  1948 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, MelƯgas ilǌzijas  1955 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, MƯla un naids  1954 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, Vanda  1957 
Moors, Henrijs, ViƼš neaizmirsa atcerƝties  1986 
NeikšƗnƯts, Norberts, VƯna vosora  1948 
Niedra, AƯda, Ɩdams un Ieva  1971 
Niedra, AƯda, Atkal EiropƗ  1968 
Niedra, AƯda, BulvƗru þigƗni  1960 
Niedra, AƯda, Holivudas klauns  1963 
Niedra, AƯda, IndrƗnes ozoli šalc  1965 
Niedra, AƯda, KatrƯne Ɩbele  1950 
Niedra, AƯda, LƯgava un sieva  1963 
Niedra, AƯda, MelnƗ magone  1956 
Niedra, AƯda, Miera ielas cepurniece  1957 
Niedra, AƯda, MǌžƯgƗ Ieva  1958 
Niedra, AƯda, PƝrles Majores draugs  1958 
Niedra, AƯda, PilsƝta pie Daugavas  1955 
Niedra, AƯda, PirmƗ republika (per.)  1954 
Niedra, AƯda, RƯga dienƗs, nedienƗs  1970 
Niedra, AƯda, SastapšanƗs pie operas kafejnƯcas  1967 
Niedra, AƯda, SeptƯtƗ cilpa (per.)  1960 
Niedra, AƯda, Sieviete ar sarkaniem ƝrkšƷiem  1961 
Niedra, AƯda, Tas trakais kavalieru gads  1962 
Niedra, AƯda, TrƯs CauƼu sievietes  1954 
Niedra, AƯda, TrƯs laimes meklƝtƗji  1966 
Niedra, AƯda, Ugunis pƗr Rata kalnu  1959 
Niedra, AƯda, VaravƯksne pƗr RƯgu  1969 
Niedra, AƯda, Zelta vƗrtu pilsƝta  1959 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, Kur tu esi?  1987 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, PƗrnƗkšana  1983 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, Pavasaris  1982 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, UgunƯ  1974 
Ozols, JƗnis, ArƗjam ir skaistas meitas  1970 
Ozols, Rolands, Vilis Valis  1947 
PƝrƺupe, Lidija, Zaƺojošais zars  1961 
Plaudis, Arturs, Atplǌdi  1984 
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Plaudis, Arturs, Kalna mƗja  1985 
Plaudis, Arturs, Kalnciemieši  1987 
Plaudis, Arturs, Kliedziens naktƯ  1975 
Plaudis, Arturs, ŠƷirtie  1986 
Plensners, Aleksandrs, SenƗ liesma [Antica fiamma] 1982 
PuriƼš, Hugo, Koki, kas auga uz akmens (per.)  1958 
Rasa, Arnolds, Ceƺa meklƝtƗji  1963 
Rasa, Arnolds, Saule pƗr pilsƝtu  1974 
Rasa, Arnolds, VƝl mƝs esam svešumƗ  1970 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, ... un piedod mums mǌsu vainu  1959 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, Aiz pƝdƝjƗm robežƗm  1952 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, Dieva zƯmogs  1953 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, NeredzamƗ gaisma  1954 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles  1948 
RƗzna, StaƼislavs, Himna brƯvƯbai  1946 
RƗzna, StaƼislavs, LikteƼu joƼos  1946 
Richters, VoldemƗrs, Klabata  1970 
Richters, VoldemƗrs, Uz Jelgavas pusi  1978 
Richters, VoldemƗrs, Zemgalieši vƝl turas  1981 
RƯdzinieks, Richards, Zelta motocikls  1976 
RozƯtis, Juris, KuƼas dƝls  1995 
Rubulis, Aleksis Ar nƗvi uz tu  1954 
Rubulis, Aleksis, Ar gribu  1971 
RuƼƧis, Aivars, Pats esi kungs, pats  1967 
RuƼƧis, Aivars, Vai, bƗliƼ, tƗlu jƗsi?  1955 
Rupainis, Antons, MƗra mostas  1948 
Rupainis, Antons, Tauta grib dzeivot  1963 
Rupainis, Antons, Zemes soƺs  1955 
Rǌsis, OƺƧerts, GonƝrs un viƼa bars  1964 
Salna, Eduards, Bada biedi  1952 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Atvars  1954 
Salnais, Ʀirts, SƯpols un orchideja  1956 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Skrandas vƝjƗ  1952 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Taifuns  1949 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Uguns avoti  1955 
Salnais, Ʀirts, VƯri  1953 
Sarma, JƗnis, Kalnakǌƺu Vikta  1959 
Sarma, JƗnis, MƯƺƗ pilsƝta  1959 
Sarma, JƗnis, Negantnieks/KƗ Daugava vaida  1954 
Sarma, JƗnis, Rotaƺa bez noteikumiem  1964 
Sarma, JƗnis, Rǌsa  1954 
Sarma, JƗnis, SƗlemas ƷƝniƼš  1964 
Sidars, Krišs (Guntis Salats) Aiz ezera balti bƝrzi  1981 
Sidars, Krišs (Guntis Salats) Debesis nav tƗlu  1976 
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Silkalns, Eduards, No rƯta  1974 
SkujiƼš, Arnis DƯvains cilvƝks 1986 
Sodums, Dzintars,   BlƝžu romƗns  2002 
Sodums, Dzintars,   LƗþplƝsis trimdƗ  1959 
Sodums, Dzintars,   Savai valstij audzinƗts (per.)  1993 
Sodums, Dzintars,   TaisƗm tiltu pƗr plašu jǌru  1957 
SpƝks, Eglons, M. T. Viktorija  1973 
SpƝks, Eglons, Zvaigzne vƝtrƗ  1987 
Strazds, KƗrlis, NƗves ielenkumƗ  1954 
Strods, Marija, Togad  1984 
Strods-PlencinƯks, Konstantins, Tas sƗkƗs VarakƺƗnos  1988 
Strǌga, Kaspars, Pusnakts viesi  1956 
Strǌga, Kaspars, Raganu deja (per.)  1959 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Alberta Cilpas piedzƯvojumi  1960 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Alberts, Loreta un bioniskais  1987 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Kriksis  1947 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Kriksis MežmƗjƗ  1949 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Kriksis trimdƗ  1952 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Kriksis un TomiƼš AmerikƗ  1955 
Širmanis, JƗnis, ZilƗ kalna pusis 1983 
ŠƷipsna, Ilze, Aiz septƯtƗ tilta  1965 
ŠƷipsna, Ilze, NeapsolƯtƗs zemes  1970 
Šmugajs, Eduards,   SkolotƗjs Antons  1982 
TƗlmane, Eiženija,   Krista  1974 
TƗlmane, Eiženija,   Piemineklis  1948 
Toma, Velta,   Aldaune  1960 
Turbads, JƗnis, ƶƝves dƝls Kurbads  1959 
VƗvere, Aina, KƗdƝƺ mƯlestƯba 1994 
VƗvere, Aina, Varbǌt tƗ bija  1992 
Veisberga, Benita, Es, tavs maigais jƝrs  1968 
Veselis, JƗnis, BlƗzmas staigƗtƗji  1962 
Veselis, JƗnis, Lielais gƗjiens  1946 
Veselis, JƗnis, Pa tumšƗm lejƗm (per.)  1954 
Veselis, JƗnis, Viesturs Varapoga  1952 
VƯksna, IngrƯda, Nams kalna malƗ  1993 
VƯksna, IngrƯda, Mums jƗbrien jǌrƗ  1951 
VƯksniƼa, Irma,   Absolventu klase  1969 
VƯksniƼa, Irma,   Saules sala  1967 
Voitkus, Arturs, ýetri simti  1972 
Voitkus, Arturs, Aiz miglas aust saule  1966 
Voitkus, Arturs, Aiz rožainiem mƗkoƼiem  1965 
Voitkus, Arturs, Bet es jums sƗku...  1961 
Voitkus, Arturs, Ceƺi tƗli, ceƺi tuvi  1967 
Voitkus, Arturs, Dod man savu sirdi  1974 
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Voitkus, Arturs, Liekie  1980 
Voitkus, Arturs, MƝs gribam bǌt mƗjƗs  1966 
Voitkus, Arturs, Ogles pelnos  1958 
Voitkus, Arturs, Par vƝlu  1987 
Voitkus, Arturs, PƝteris LƯvƗns (per.)  1970 
Voitkus, Arturs, Pie saites (per.) 1963 
Voitkus, Arturs, Redzi, mƝs dzƯvojam  1978 
Voitkus, Arturs, Sudraba un zelta man nav  1971 
Voitkus, Arturs, Svešinieki un piedzƯvotƗji  1976 
Voitkus, Arturs, TƗ tas nepaliks (per.)  1956 
Voitkus, Arturs, Tev nebǌs...  1964 
Voitkus, Arturs, VƝja nestas lapas  1977 
Voitkus, Arturs, ZaudƝtie gadi  1951 
ZariƼš, Aleksandrs, BrƯnums  1960 

ZariƼš, Guntis, ApsǌdzƝts  1961 
ZariƼš, Guntis, CilvƝku medƯbas  1967 
ZariƼš, Guntis, DvƝseƺu bojƗ eja 1963 
ZariƼš, Guntis, Mieles  1962 
ZariƼš, Guntis, Trimdas augstƗ dziesma  1967 
ZariƼš, Guntis, VaronƯbas augstƗ dziesma  1960 
ZariƼš, JƗnis, CilvƝku ƷƝrƗji  1982 

ZeberiƼš, Modris, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 

DievišƷƗs rokas  1954 
DvƝseƺu raudzƯtƗjs  1955 
Pǌra pǌƷis un trƯs sievas  1956 
Tilti miglƗ  1950 
Zelta lielceƺi  1958 

ZeberiƼš, Modris/ ZeberiƼa, Dzidra, ǋpji 1952 

ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
Zemdega, Aina,   
Zemdega, Aina,   
Zemdega, Aina,   
Zemdega, Aina,   

AntiƼš AmerikƗ cƯnƗs ar sievu un trimdu 1966 
AntiƼš AmerikƗ meklƝ lƯgavu  1962 
AntiƼš debesƯs meklƝ latviešus  1970 
Drupu republika 1960 
Kad vƯns rǌgst  1958 
Leƺƺu meistars EnƧelis  1976 
Leopolds Maurs atzƯstas  1978 
MƯlestƯbas maize  1971 
Nu ir tƗ stunda  1975 
SeptiƼi saulrietƗ  1979 
SlazdƗ  1952 
Tiltu atjaunotƗji  1960 

LƯdz vƗrtiem - un tƗlƗk?  1988 
Maruta  1995 
Toreiz Lubes dzirnavƗs 1979 
VaršavƗ neaizmirst  1983 

Zemdega, Zane (Ella Andersone) Mezgli 1959 
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ZƯle, Harijs, AtgriešanƗs dzimtenƝ  1988 

Zvejnieks, KƗrlis, BaltƗ pils  1984 

Zvejnieks, KƗrlis, Nemiera negaisi 1996 
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APPENDIX 3 

List of All Latvian Novels 
Published Outside Latvia 1945 – 1996 

– in Chronological Order According to Year
 of Publication 





This list is based on the LRR list of all Latvian novels published up till 1996. 

Some works which were not to be found in the LRR have been added, as 

well as some novels published after 1996.  

Works which have only been published in periodicals have been marked 

(per). 

1945 
IeviƼš, KƗrlis, Siržu likteƼi 

1946 
Kovaƺevska, Margarita, Posta puƷe 
Kroders, Arturs, 
Leimane, Ilona,  
MauriƼa, Zenta, 
RƗzna, StaƼislavs, 
RƗzna, StaƼislavs, 
Veselis, JƗnis, 

1947 
Dekters, DonƗts, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
GailƯte, Angelika, 
Liepa, Aleksandrs, 
Mednis, EdvƯns, 
Ozols, Rolands, 
Širmanis, JƗnis, 

1948 
AndžƗne, Marija, 
CielƝns, FƝlikss, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, 

DegošƗs dienas 
MƗtes cilts 
TrƯs brƗƺi 
Himna brƯvƯbai 
LikteƼu joƼos 
Lielais gƗjiens 

Dorvu cƯma ƺaudis 
Celminieki 
DzƯves zaƺais koks 
RƯgas privƗtdetektƯvi 
Rozes un asinis 
Vilis Valis 
Kriksis 

Nosta 
NƗves pavƝnƯ 
ýingischana gals 
LƯbju gala soƧis 

NeikšƗnƯts, Norberts, VƯna vosora 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, NolƗdƝtƗs dvƝseles 
Rupainis, Antons, MƗra mostas 
TƗlmane, Eiženija,  Piemineklis 

1949 
Aistars, Ernests, SirƝna 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  RƯta cƝliens 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  Tornas grƗvjraþi 
Grebzde, Irma,  CilvƝki bez ceƺa (per.) 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, PƝdas smiltƯs 
LesiƼš, Knuts, Janka Muzikants 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Taifuns 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Kriksis MežmƗjƗ 

1950 
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KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 

1951 
Aigars, PƝteris, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
JaunsudrabiƼš, JƗnis, 
Kalme, Egils,  
KociƼa, ElvƯra, 
Liepa, Rita, 
LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, 
VƯksna, IngrƯda, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1952 
Aistars, Ernests, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Ešots, Vilis, 
Grebzde, Irma,  
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
KlƗns, PƗvils, 
KociƼa, ElvƯra, 
MauriƼa, Zenta, 

VientulƯbas kalns 
KatrƯne Ɩbele 
Tilti miglƗ 

LietuvƝna dzƯres 
Vakars uz ezera 
VƝja kaƼepe 
Adžurdžonga 
LaimƯgie 
Es stƗstu savai sievai 
DevƯtais vilnis 
Eiropas vƗrtos 
Sveša vasara 
VƝlƗ liesma 
Mums jƗbrien jǌrƗ 
ZaudƝtie gadi 

Plosti 
Dieva dzirnas 
LeƧionƗri 
Inga 
Dieva zeme 
Rǌsa 
Dievi dusmo 
Franþeska 

Raudive, KonstantƯns, Aiz pƝdƝjƗm robežƗm 
Salna, Eduards, Bada biedi 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Skrandas vƝjƗ 
Širmanis, JƗnis, Kriksis trimdƗ 
Veselis, JƗnis, Viesturs Varapoga 
ZeberiƼš, Modris/ ZeberiƼa, Dzidra, ǋpji 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, SlazdƗ 

1953 
Aigars, PƝteris, LƯgodama upe nesa 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, CilvƝks no MƝness 
Leimane, Ilona,  KailƗ dzƯvƯba 
MiƷelsone, Konstance, Nakts parƗde 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, Dieva zƯmogs 
Salnais, Ʀirts, 

1954 
Grebzde, Irma,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
LiepiƼa, Marija, 

VƯri 

PelƝkƗ mƗja 
Rudens negaiss 
Teika par septiƼiem kuƧiem 
Liepsalu ƺaudis (per.) 

MiƷelsone, Konstance, Ɯdenes rapsodija 
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Miesnieks, JonƗss, MƯla un naids 
Niedra, AƯda, PirmƗ republika (per.) 
Niedra, AƯda, TrƯs CauƼu sievietes 
Raudive, KonstantƯns, NeredzamƗ gaisma 
Rubulis, Aleksis Ar nƗvi uz tu 
Salnais, Ʀirts, Atvars 
Sarma, JƗnis, Negantnieks/ KƗ Daugava vaida 
Sarma, JƗnis, Rǌsa 
Strazds, KƗrlis, NƗves ielenkumƗ 
Veselis, JƗnis, Pa tumšƗm lejƗm (per.) 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, DievišƷƗs rokas 

1955 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  PƗrvietotie 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Es nebiju varonis 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Misters Sorrijs 
Karule, IrƝne, RaibƗ vasara 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Dženitors 
Kovaƺevska, Margarita,Gauru gaiƺi

MauriƼa, Zenta, 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
RuƼƧis, Aivars, 
Rupainis, Antons, 
Salnais, Ʀirts, 
Širmanis, JƗnis, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 

1956 

TƗla gaita 
MelƯgas ilǌzijas 
PilsƝta pie Daugavas 
Vai, bƗliƼ, tƗlu jƗsi? 
Zemes soƺs 
Uguns avoti 
Kriksis un TomiƼš AmerikƗ 
DvƝseƺu raudzƯtƗjs 

Aigars, PƝteris/ Dziƺums, Alfreds/ EglƯtis, Anšlavs/ Grebzde, Irma/  
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs/ KlƗns, PƗvils/ Liepa, Aleksandrs/ Liepa, Rita/ 
Moors, Henrijs/ Niedra, AƯda/ PuriƼs, Hugo/ Sarma, JƗnis/ 
VƯksna, IngrƯda/ ZeberiƼš, Modris/ ZeltiƼs, Teodors. Gluži parasts 
cilvƝks (per.) 

Dambergs, ValdemƗrs, Dievu augšƗmcelšanƗs 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  Mežlejas taurƝtƗjs 
Freimanis, Dzintars,  ViƺƼi 
IeviƼš, KƗrlis, MƗjas ezermalƝ 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, Rijas zƝnu rota 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, VƝstule no dzimtenes 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, CilvƝka bƝrns 
Kore, Elga Kalna skola 
Kroders, ValdemƗrs, MƝris BombejƗ 
Mednis, EdvƯns, Rozes lido gaisos 
Niedra, AƯda, MelnƗ magone 
Salnais, Ʀirts, SƯpols un orchideja 
Strǌga, Kaspars, Pusnakts viesi 
Voitkus, Arturs, TƗ tas nepaliks (per.) 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, Pǌra pǌƷis un trƯs sievas 
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1957 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
Kalnietis, Vilis, 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
KlƗns, PƗvils, 
LesiƼš, Knuts, 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Sodums, Dzintars,  

1958 
Grebzde, Irma,  
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
MauriƼa, Zenta, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
PuriƼš, Hugo, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZeberiƼš, Modris, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 

1959 
Aistars, Ernests, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
Grebzde, Irma,  
GubiƼa, Indra, 
GubiƼa, Indra, 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, 
Mednis, EdvƯns, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Niedra, AƯda, 

Laila no RƯgas 
Omartija kundze 
TƯrelis 
Jaunavu iela 
Tikai mƯlestƯba 
Sirilundas atgriešanƗs 
PƝdƝjƗs mƗjas 
Vanda 
Miera ielas cepurniece 
TaisƗm tiltu pƗr plašu jǌru 

Dǌda 
Zelta zvans 
UzdrƯkstƝties ir skaisti 
MǌžƯgƗ Ieva 
PƝrles Majores draugs 
Koki, kas auga uz akmens (per.) 
Ogles pelnos 
Zelta lielceƺi 
Kad vƯns rǌgst 

Sapnis saules logƗ 
Ilze 
Malachita dievs 
Zosukalna meitenes 
Spoguƺa lauska (per.) 
Zelta ieleja 
Ciems uz riteƼiem 
Saule dejo 
Ugunis pƗr Rata kalnu 
Zelta vƗrtu pilsƝta 

Raudive, KonstantƯns, ... un piedod mums mǌsu vainu 

Sarma, JƗnis, 
Sarma, JƗnis, 
Sodums, Dzintars,  
Strǌga, Kaspars, 
Turbads, JƗnis, 

Kalnakǌƺu Vikta 
MƯƺƗ pilsƝta 
LƗþplƝsis trimdƗ 
Raganu deja (per.) 
ƶƝves dƝls Kurbads 

Zemdega, Zane (Ella Andersone) Mezgli 


1960 
Ɩbele, Silvija, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, 

DaugavƗ iet ledus 
CilvƝki vƝtrƗ 
Nokaltis zars 
SveicinƗta mana zeme 
Zilie kalni 
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1961 

ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 
MauriƼa, Zenta, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Širmanis, JƗnis, 
Toma, Velta,  
ZariƼš, Aleksandrs, 
ZariƼš, Guntis, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 

Daugule, Anita, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
KlƗns, PƗvils, 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
PƝrƺupe, Lidija, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZariƼš, Guntis, 

1962 
Blicava, Babete, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Veselis, JƗnis, 
ZariƼš, Guntis, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 

1963 
Aistars, Ernests, 
Ardenss, Edgars, 
BƯskaps, DƗvids, 
Druva, Linda, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
Janovskis, Gunars, 

Mainas hercogiste 
Dzelzs aizbƯdƼi lǌst 
BulvƗru þigƗni 
SeptƯtƗ cilpa (per.) 
Alberta Cilpas piedzƯvojumi 
Aldaune 
BrƯnums 
VaronƯbas augstƗ dziesma 
Drupu republika 
Tiltu atjaunotƗji 

SadedzinƗtie tilti 
Vai te var dabǌt alu? 
Sola 
Romantiski iemesli 
RƯga retour 
Sadegušie spƗrni 
DzƯvƯbas sapnis 
Sieviete ar sarkaniem ƝrkšƷiem 
Zaƺojošais zars 
Bet es jums sƗku... 
ApsǌdzƝts 

LaimƯgƗ paaudze 
Zeme dzƯvo 
Pansija pilƯ 
PƝdƝjais raidƯjums 
Vakara zvaigznes 
Tas trakais kavalieru gads 
BlƗzmas staigƗtƗji 
Mieles 
AntiƼš AmerikƗ meklƝ lƯgavu 

Aiza 
Robi paradƯzes vƗrtos 
Jauno siržu sapƼi un likteƼi 
Pa saulainƗm tekƗm 
Daugavas krƗces 
Garais viencƝliens (per.) 
IelejƗ sagriezƗs putenis 
PƗr Trentu kƗpj migla 

JƝger-Freimane, Paula, CilvƝks domƗ, Dievs dara 
KlƝtnieks, VoldemƗrs, Klintenieši 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, Sniegi 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, Ceƺa galƗ 
Mednis, EdvƯns, Zvaigznes stƯgo 
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Niedra, AƯda, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Rasa, Arnolds, 
Rupainis, Antons, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZariƼš, Guntis, 

1964 
Apse, Arnolds, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
GubiƼa, Indra, 
KƗrkliƼš, JƗnis, 
KƗrkliƼš, ValdemƗrs, 
KlƗns, PƗvils, 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 

Holivudas klauns 
LƯgava un sieva 
Ceƺa meklƝtƗji 
Tauta grib dzeivot 
Pie saites (per.) 
DvƝseƺu bojƗ eja 

Klosterkalns 
PƝdas rƯta rasƗ 
Izdeguši meži šalc (per.) 
Te nu es esmu 
Tu nepateici ardievas (per.) 
Es gribu dzƯvot (per.) 
Latviešu PǌcesspieƧelis 
Kurzeme 
Safari 
NordeƷieši 
Sapnis par rozi 

Laurinoviþa-Pronevska, Helene, Grymstušos saleƼas

Mednis, EdvƯns, 
Rǌsis, OƺƧerts, 
Sarma, JƗnis, 
Sarma, JƗnis, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1965 
Aigars, PƝteris, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
Grebzde, Irma,  
GubiƼa, Indra, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, 
LazdiƼa, Sandra, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
ŠƷipsna, Ilze, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1966 
Ardenss, Edgars, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 

DvƝseles dumpo 
GonƝrs un viƼa bars 
Rotaƺa bez noteikumiem 
SƗlemas ƷƝniƼš 
Tev nebǌs... 

Atkusnis sƗkƗs oktobrƯ 
AklƗ ezera velns 
Nav tak dzimtene 
MƗsas 
GandrƯz karaliene 
Bez ceƺa 
Laipu licƝji 
Uz mƗjƗm 
IndrƗnes ozoli šalc 
Aiz septƯtƗ tilta 
Aiz rožainiem mƗkoƼiem 

SvƝtais un septiƼi dƝmoni 
Vilka zobs 
PƝc pastardienas 
Pie Tornas 

JƝger-Freimane, Paula, Es atgriežos pie sevis 
Karlsons, Žanis, 2 x 2 = 5 
Kiršteins, Dzintars, Kad lielgabali klusƝ 
Kore, Elga, ZvaigžƼu ceƺi 
Niedra, AƯda, TrƯs laimes meklƝtƗji 
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Voitkus, Arturs, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 

1967 
Aistars, Ernests, 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
ƶiƷauka, TƗlivaldis, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
RuƼƧis, Aivars, 
VƯksniƼa, Irma,  
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZariƼš, Guntis, 
ZariƼš, Guntis, 

1968 
Ɩbele, Elza, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
EglƯtis, Anšlavs 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Grebzde, Irma,  
Janovskis, Gunars, 

Aiz miglas aust saule 
MƝs gribam bǌt mƗjƗs 
AntiƼš AmerikƗ cƯnƗs ar sievu un trimdu 

Tu nƗci naktƯ 
BezkaunƯgie veþi 
Leonards 
SastapšanƗs pie operas kafejnƯcas 
Pats esi kungs, pats 
Saules sala 
Ceƺi tƗli, ceƺi tuvi 
CilvƝku medƯbas 
Trimdas augstƗ dziesma 

Ar sƗknƝm izrautie 
Aizaugušas drupas 
CilvƝks mežƗ 
ApsƝstie 
Vai Ɨbele ziedƝja? 
Ɯnu menuets 

JƝger-Freimane, Paula, Es apliecinu tevi 

LazdiƼa, Sandra, Mana vaina 
Niedra, AƯda, Atkal EiropƗ 
Veisberga, Benita, Es, tavs maigais jƝrs 

1969 
Aigars, PƝteris, NemirstƯgais nemiers 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  Tiesas svƝtdiena 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  VƝja melderis 
Grebzde, Irma,  Tikai meitene 
Janovskis, Gunars, Dziesma mežam 
Kiršteins, Dzintars, Kaƺiet sirdis akmenƯ, brƗƺi! 
ƶiƷauka, TƗlivaldis, Putni 
LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Gustavs VƗza trimdƗ 
Miesnieks, JonƗss, KlaucƝnu kundzenes meita 
Niedra, AƯda, VaravƯksne pƗr RƯgu 
VƯksniƼa, Irma,  Absolventu klase 

1970 
Aistars, Ernests, Evita 
Daugule, Anita, Tantals 
GubiƼa, Indra, Raksts putekƺos 
Janovskis, Gunars, Rolands 
Niedra, AƯda, RƯga dienƗs, nedienƗs 
Ozols, JƗnis, ArƗjam ir skaistas meitas 
Rasa, Arnolds, VƝl mƝs esam svešumƗ 
Richters, VoldemƗrs, Klabata 
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ŠƷipsna, Ilze, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 

1971 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, 
Grebzde, Irma,  
MauriƼa, Zenta, 
Niedra, AƯda, 
Rubulis, Aleksis, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, 

1972 
Aistars, Ernests, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
GubiƼa, Indra, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, 
Krǌka, Tonija, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1973 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 

NeapsolƯtƗs zemes 

PƝteris LƯvƗns (per.)

AntiƼš debesƯs meklƝ latviešus 


EingƗna

Vienas vasaras zieds 

Es nepievienojos 

Meitene un puƷe

BƝrza tƗss

Ɩdams un Ieva 

Ar gribu 

Sudraba un zelta man nav 

MƯlestƯbas maize 


Goda diena 

Lai neaizmirstam 

Ziema nƗk pretim 

Balsis aiz tumsas 

Tikai saulei nav Ɲnu

AiztecƝjuši ǌdeƼi dzirnas negriež

ýetri simti 


Ardievas

Kurzemes sirds vƝl dzƯva

Mežu aizvƝjƗ

Kur gaiƺi nedzied 

Uz neatgriešanos


JƝger-Freimane, Paula, MainƯgƗ mƗnƯgƗ dzƯve

LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, 
SpƝks, Eglons, 

1974 
Bergmane, Valerija 
Celms, MƗrtiƼš, 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
KociƼa, ElvƯra, 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, 
Rasa, Arnolds, 
Silkalns, Eduards, 
TƗlmane, Eiženija,  
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1975 
Aistars, Ernests, 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, 
Baumanis, Arturs,  

Stirnas pƗr kalniem 
M. T. Viktorija 

Velga 
Graudnieki 
Divas pasaules 
JƗdzƯvo vien ir 
UgunƯ 
Saule pƗr pilsƝtu 
No rƯta 
Krista 
Dod man savu sirdi 

Adatas ƝnƗ 
DzƯves straume 
Hernhǌtieši 
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Dziƺums, Alfreds,  Gaidi mani! 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Piecas dienas 
GubiƼa, Indra, Iztiksim bez mƝness 
KlƗns, PƗvils, Kadet, uguni! 
Lideka, Lidija, Nams pie Baltijas jǌras 
Plaudis, Arturs, Kliedziens naktƯ 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, Nu ir tƗ stunda 

1976 
Andersone, Ella (Zane Zemdega) Viss mainƗs 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, LƯdzinieks 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  KurzemƯte, sƝrdienƯte 
Dziƺums, Alfreds,  Plosti sƝklƯ 
Grebzde, Irma,  SƝjƝjs izgƗja sƝt 
Hermanovskis Egils/ LiepiƼš OƺƧerts Pieci Hermanovski (per.) 
Janovskis, Gunars, Kaijas kliedz vƝtru 
RƯdzinieks, Rihards, Zelta motocikls 
Sidars, Krišs (Guntis Salats) Debesis nav tƗlu 
Voitkus, Arturs, Svešinieki un piedzƯvotƗji 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, Leƺƺu meistars EnƧelis 

1977 
Janovskis, Gunars, Un kas par to 
Voitkus, Arturs, VƝja nestas lapas 

1978 
Aistars, Ernests, SavƗ zemƝ 
BƗrene, Lǌcija, SvešajƗ zemƝ 
Freimanis, Eduards,  TicƯba 
Gruzna, PƗvils/ LiepiƼš, OƺƧerts, Mamona gaitnieki 
Richters, VoldemƗrs, Uz Jelgavas pusi 
Voitkus, Arturs, Redzi, mƝs dzƯvojam 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, Leopolds Maurs atzƯstas 

1979 
Braþa, Irma,  ApsolƯtƗ zeme 
EglƯtis, Anšlavs, Vai zini zemi, citronas kur zied? 
Freivalds, JƗnis, Bada sazvƝrestƯba 
GubiƼa, Indra, Ir katram sava pasaule 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, DzƯvƯte, dzƯvƯte šǌpojos tevƯ 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, Alkazars 
ZeltiƼš, Teodors, SeptiƼi saulrietƗ 
Zemdega, Aina,  Toreiz Lubes dzirnavƗs 

1980 
Aistars, Ernests, Gaismu sauca 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, HipokrƗts spƯlƝs 
Gordons, Franks MijkrƝslis mikrorajonƗ (per.) 
Grebzde, Irma,  Ziedi, mana vasara 
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Janovskis, Gunars, 
Kalme, Egils,  
KalniƼa, Laima,  
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1981 

Novakare 
Pret straumi 
BrƯnišƷƯgƗs puƷes 
Liekie 

Andersone, Ella (Zane Zemdega) Vai darƯju pareizi? 
Balts, Alfreds, Barbaru triumfs 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, Mans draugs Žanis 
Freimanis, Eduards,  JaunƯba (per.) 
Freimanis, Eduards,  PiedzƯvojums PadomijƗ 
Hermanovskis Egils/ LiepiƼš OƺƧerts Prezidenta krustdƝls (per.) 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Kalme, Egils,  
KalniƼa, Laima,  
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, 

KaƷi, ja tu bǌtu cilvƝks 
Ines 
PurvƗ 
Pasaules vƝjos 
Atgrieztais rieciens 
CƝsis nav RƯga 

Richters, VoldemƗrs, Zemgalieši vƝl turas 
Sidars, Krišs (Guntis Salats) Aiz ezera balti bƝrzi 

1982 
Alauksta, Marta, 
Apse, Arnolds, 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, 
KalniƼa, Laima,  
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, 

Nate 
GandrƯz ƧenerƗlis 
Divas jakas un taksido 
ValentƯns un viƼa sievietes 
Otrais mǌsos 
Rumba 
Pavasaris 

Plensners, Aleksandrs, SenƗ liesma [Antica fiamma] 
Šmugajs, Eduards,  SkolotƗjs Antons 
ZariƼš, JƗnis, CilvƝku ƷƝrƗji 

1983 
Apse, Arnolds, LepnƗ Zemgales bajƗru cilts 
GalƝna, Velta VienmƝr kƗda zvaigzne aust 
GubiƼa, Indra, Uz vienpadsmito stƗvu 
Janovskis, Gunars/ KalniƼa, Laima, CilvƝks, kas gribƝja vairƗk

ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, 
Širmanis, JƗnis, 
Zemdega, Aina,  

Kurzemes hercoga dƗlderis 
SkƗbarža nams 
PƗrnƗkšana 
ZilƗ kalna pusis 
VaršavƗ neaizmirst 

1984 
Ɩbele, Elza, 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Freimanis, Eduards,  

MƯlestƯba 
Viena nedƝƺa Ernas dzƯvƝ 
Diletants 
NƗkotnes cilvƝks 
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JanelsiƼa, Veronika, 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, 
Plaudis, Arturs, 
Strods, Marija, 
Zvejnieks, KƗrlis, 

1985 
Aistars, Ernests, 
Kalme, Egils,  
Krǌka, Tonija, 
Plaudis, Arturs, 

1986 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
GubiƼa, Indra, 
ƦƝrmanis, Uldis,  
Liepa, Osvalds, 
Moors, Henrijs, 
Plaudis, Arturs, 
SkujiƼš, Arnis 

1987 
Aistars, Ernests, 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, 
BƝrziƼa, Marija, 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Ozolkalne, Leonija, 
Plaudis, Arturs, 
SpƝks, Eglons, 
Širmanis, JƗnis, 
Voitkus, Arturs, 

1988 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Freimanis, Eduards,  
GorsvƗns, JƗnis, 
JanelsiƼa, Veronika, 
KalniƼš, Nikolajs, 
Karule, IrƝne, 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 

Nozagtais enƧelis 
DƗvƗtƗs dvƝseles 
Atplǌdi 
Togad 
BaltƗ pils 

SƗksim vƝlreiz 
BrƯvƯbas ƝnƗ 
RƯgas IeviƼa 
Kalna mƗja 

JaunƯbas atblƗzmƗ 
DraudzƯbas pils 
Uz akmeƼa stƗvƝdams 
PakƗpies tornƯ 
TƗlie viesi 
ViƼš neaizmirsa atcerƝties 
ŠƷirtie 
DƯvains cilvƝks 

Šoreiz ar Ưsto 
Panaceja un viƼas mƗcekƺi 
Zelta caune 
MƗte 
HelmƯ 
ƹaudis pie jǌras 
Laima (per.) 
Kur tu esi? 
Kalnciemieši 
Zvaigzne vƝtrƗ 
Alberts, Loreta un bioniskais 
Par vƝlu 

MazpilsƝtas Ɨrsts 
Dieva Joks 
PriecƯgais 
Mans mƯƺais auša 
Ar un bez rožainƗm brillƝm 
MƗkoƼu stǌmƝji 
BaltƗ ziema 
DƝkaiƼi un mƯlƝtƗji 

Strods-PlencinƯks, Konstantins, Tas sƗkƗs VarakƺƗnos

Zemdega, Aina,  LƯdz vƗrtiem - un tƗlƗk?

ZƯle, Harijs, AtgriešanƗs dzimtenƝ
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1989 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
Kalnietis, Vilis, 

1990 
Alksnis, ArvƝds, 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Freimanis, Eduards,  
GubiƼa, Indra, 
KlƯdzƝjs, JƗnis, 
Kraulis, Rihards, 

1991 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Freimanis, Eduards,  

1992 
Kalnietis, Vilis, 
Liepa, Aleksandrs, 
Mežaks, ValdemƗrs 
VƗvere, Aina, 

1993 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Grieze, GunƗrs, 
GubiƼa, Indra, 
Kraulis, Rihards, 
Sodums, Dzintars,  
VƯksna, IngrƯda, 

1994 
ArƗjs, Andrejs 
Janovskis, Gunars, 
VƗvere, Aina, 

1995 
BƝrziƼa, Lǌcija, 
Grebzde, Irma,  
RozƯtis, Juris, 
Zemdega, Aina,  

1996 
Freimanis, Eduards,  
Grieze, GunƗrs, 
ƶezbers, KƗrlis, 
Zvejnieks, KƗrlis, 

PilsƝta pie upes 
Pali kƗpj 

Ɩrsti un slimnieki 
Cildenais 
VisƗdais JƝpis 
Dzilnas dziesma 
GribƝjƗs saullƝkta 
Velna asinis 

Liepu rinda 
ZvaigžƼu gaismƗ 

Cimdi 
Naida un aizdomu rǌsa 
VajƗti un dzƯti 
Varbǌt tƗ bija 

Kƺǌda 
Svešos ƺaudƯs 
Zied asteres rudenƯ 
Vai slƯdƝja mƗkonis 
Dieva paberni 
Savai valstij audzinƗts (per.) 
Nams kalna malƗ 

1939-1993. I Karš 
Toreiz (per.) 
KƗdƝƺ mƯlestƯba 

Ko tu man gribƝji stƗstƯt, Dienvidu zeme? 

Tikai pƗri ceƺam 
KuƼas dƝls 
Maruta 

DzirnavƗs 
Laimes akas meklƝtƗji 
Kamielis AntarktƯdƗ (per.) 
Nemiera negaisi 
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1997 
GubiƼa, Indra, KƗ es tevi mileju 

1998 
Kraulis, Rihards, JaunaustrƗlieši 

2002 
Sodums, Dzintars,  BlƝžu romƗns 

? 
Krǌka, Tonija, Ʀimenes galva (per.) 
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